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AbstractThis thesis proposes new analyses of English missing object constructions (mocs) (e.g. thetough construction, purpose in�nitives, etc.) and parasitic gap formation. These analyses areformulated in the framework of Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (hpsg).hpsg divides unbounded dependency constructions (udcs) into two classes depending onwhether the �ller is in argument or non-argument position. mocs have argument �llers andare classi�ed as weak udcs. The evidence that motivates the weak udc analysis is re-evaluatedand it is claimed that, in fact, mocs are not udcs. It is proposed that a lexical rule promotesmissing objects from the comps to the subj list in much the same way as passive promotesobjects. In contrast to passive, the original subject is not demoted and missing object vps havetwo elements in subj, both available to be controlled. Raising and Equi signs are modi�edto permit them to inherit second subj members from their complements: in this way theapparent unboundedness of mocs is described as a series of local control dependencies. Theanalysis of English mocs extends easily to Italian and Spanish and a uni�ed account of mocs,clitic-climbing and long np movement is developed.Parasitic gaps may occur with mocs and this is generally taken as evidence that mocs areudcs. It is shown that there are problems with the hpsg analysis of parasitic gaps and a newaccount is developed. It is claimed that parasitic gaps are not a uni�ed phenomenon and thatthere are two distinct classes of parasitic gaps. A-type parasitic gaps (e.g. parasitic gaps insubjects) are treated as phonologically null non-pronominals whose distribution is governedby the binding theory. C-type parasitic gaps (e.g. parasitic gaps in without adjuncts) aretreated as part of a theory of coordination.
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Chapter 1Introduction1.1 Introductory RemarksIn this thesis I re-examine certain assumptions about missing object constructions and pa-rasitic gaps and I formulate new analyses of these phenomena. The framework in which Iconduct this research is Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (hpsg). hpsg uses typedfeature structures to model linguistic objects and it integrates syntactic and semantic in-formation into one representation. Typed feature structure formalisms are computationallywell-understood and provide a basis both for theoretical linguistic work and for computa-tional implementations. hpsg does not utilise any kind of movement rule and instead ituses `structure-sharing' to model linguistic dependencies. Entire syntax trees are encodedas feature structures and dependencies between empty categories and their antecedents aremodelled by constraints requiring structure-sharing of certain parts of these feature structu-res. The syntax-semantics mapping is also achieved through structure-sharing since syntacticand semantic information is contained within the same representation. The ease with whichdependencies can be expressed combined with the fact that all the linguistic information iscontained in one object means that hpsg provides a theory which can simultaneously imposea wide range of interacting linguistic constraints. I use the version of the theory in Pollardand Sag (1994) and in particular I use the revisions that Pollard and Sag outline in their �nalchapter.Linguistic theory recognises a distinction between local (or bounded) dependencies and non-local (or unbounded) ones. Wh-question formation is the archetypical nonlocal dependency1



2where an element may be displaced to a position some distance away from the clause fromwhich it originates. In this thesis I will use the term `unbounded dependency construction'(udc) to refer to nonlocal constructions involving displaced elements. Chomsky (1977) pro-posed that there were only two ways in which an element could be displaced from its canonicalposition: np-movement was responsible for bounded constructions such as passive, and wh-movement was responsible for all other displacements. This meant that quite a number ofconstructions were classed together as wh-movement and were therefore supposed to be ana-lysed in the same way. The list of such constructions includes wh-questions, topicalisations,relatives, clefts, the tough construction, purpose in�nitives and comparatives. When non-transformational theories such as Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (gpsg, Gazdar etal. 1985) and Lexical-Functional Grammar (lfg, Bresnan 1982b) challenged the use of trans-formations, they did not challenge the distinction between local constructions and udcs. Ingpsg it was shown that udcs could be generated without the use of movement transforma-tions by propagating information between the `�ller' and the `gap' using the feature slash.hpsg continues to use a slash feature to describe udcs.In recent years linguists have begun to question whether all the constructions classed as udcsreally should be treated in a uniform way. This questioning follows from the fact that althoughudc analyses work well for core cases like wh-questions, topicalisations and relatives, theywork rather less well for the other cases. Current versions of Government-Binding Theory(gb), for instance, Chomsky (1986), make a di�erence between udcs whose �llers occurin non-argument (a) positions and udcs whose �llers are in argument (a) position. The�rst class includes wh-questions, topicalisations and relatives and the second class includesthe tough construction and purpose in�nitives. In order to maintain a uniformity betweenthe two classes, gb proposes that the apparent �ller in the second class is not directly theantecedent to the gap: instead the gap arises as a result of movement of a null operator whichis coindexed to the apparent �ller. In the gpsg framework, Hukari and Levine (1991) makethe same distinction as gb. They continue to treat the �rst group using the slash featurebut for the second group they use a feature called gap which is like slash in some respectsbut which di�ers from it in others. Pollard and Sag (1994) also make the same distinction.They divide udcs into strong udcs and weak udcs, where strong udcs are the ones with non-argument position �llers and weak udcs are the ones with argument position �llers. Theyuse the same slash-based mechanism for both classes but they make a distinction in terms ofthe way the �ller relates to the displaced element: in strong udcs the �ller is token identical



3to the displaced element but in weak udcs the two are merely coindexed.Although linguistic theories now recognise two distinct classes of udc, they still assumethat both classes of udc can be treated using the same basic mechanism and that, broadlyspeaking, they are a uni�ed class. In this thesis I deal with a class of constructions which,following Gazdar et al. (1985), I term `missing object constructions' (mocs).1 This class is asubset of hpsg's class of weak udcs and it includes the tough construction, purpose in�nitives,and too/enough complements. In the face of di�erences between these constructions andstrong udcs, I go one step further than standard versions of gb, gpsg or hpsg by suggestingthat mocs do not behave like strong udcs for the simple reason that they are not udcs atall. I explore the similarities between mocs and Equi and Raising constructions and I suggestthat the missing object in an moc is controlled in the same way that the missing subjectin Equi and Raising constructions is controlled. The apparent unboundedness of mocs canthen be explained in terms of sequences of local control relations. In departing from the udchypothesis I join a small group of other dissidents: Cinque (1990), Jones (1991) and Bayer(1990) all provide analyses which depart from the udc assumption.The second part of this thesis deals with parasitic gaps. These too are treated as udcs in thestandard versions of the major theories and again the udc assumption has been subject toquestioning. Current gb treats parasitic gaps as involving empty operator movement and thismeans they are put in the same class asmocs. Within the gb framework, Contreras (1993) andCinque (1990) try to bring the analyses of mocs and parasitic gaps closer together. However,similarities between mocs and parasitic gaps seem only to be apparent to gb linguists andthe apparent similarity derives from the fact that gb uses empty operator movement for bothconstructions. Pollard and Sag (1994) assume that both parasitic gaps and moc gaps resultfrom slash dependencies but, beyond that, they do not notice any particular similarities. Ishare Pollard and Sag's view that mocs and parasitic gaps are not particularly related andmy reason for dealing with them both in this thesis arises from the way they interact. Missingobject gaps can licence parasitic gaps and this is usually taken as evidence that mocs mustbe udcs because it is commonly claimed that parasitic gaps can only be licenced by udcgaps. Since I propose that missing objects are not udc gaps, I must develop a theory of1As I mention in the acknowledgements, the research reported in this thesis originated in collabora-tive work with Marc Moens (Grover and Moens 1990a, Grover and Moens 1990b). Grover and Moens(1990b) was submitted to the journal Natural Language and Linguistic Theory. They recommendedsome fairly substantial revisions, but for a variety of reasons we did not revise it. The basic claim of thepaper is same as the one I make here|mocs are control constructions and not udcs|and Chapters 4and 5 are based on parts of the original paper. The hpsg analysis that I propose also has its roots inthe original paper although the details di�er in many respects.



4parasitic gaps which accounts for the interactions between mocs and parasitic gaps. I reviewthe Pollard and Sag (1994) account of parasitic gaps and show that there are several problemswith this and I propose a new analysis that questions the assumption that parasitic gaps area uni�ed phenomenon.In the rest of this chapter I provide a brief overview of some parts of hpsg. I �rst introducethe hpsg features and types and describe the means by which signs are combined to makephrases. I then review the subparts of the theory which are particularly relevant to thisthesis. I describe the basic mechanism behind udcs and show how Pollard and Sag (1994)treat mocs and parasitic gaps|the two constructions which are the central concern of thisthesis. In the �nal part of this chapter I describe the hpsg binding theory and commence theprocess of modifying the Pollard and Sag theory by proposing a change in the behaviour ofthe feature subcat. In Chapters 2 and 3, I motivate further modi�cations to parts of hpsgwhich impinge on the new analyses of mocs and parasitic gaps in the core chapters of thethesis. In Chapter 2 I question Pollard and Sag's lexical approach to English case-markingand I show that a method of structural case-marking is more appropriate. The structuralapproach means that case-marking is no longer a major obstacle to a Raising treatment ofthe control relationship in the tough construction. In Chapter 3 I discuss Equi and Raisingconstructions: I show that there is a constraint that requires Equi controllees to be role-assigned in the controlled complement. Since Raising controllers are not role-assigned, thisconstraint accounts for the previously unexplained fact that certain sequences of Equi andRaising predicates are ill-formed. I also propose that Raising controllers, like other non-role-assigned elements, are not included in the subcat list and this enables the de�nition ofo-command to be stated more simply. I conclude the chapter with a description of signs forauxiliary verbs and modals.With the end of Chapter 3 the preparatory part of the thesis is complete and all the peripheralmodi�cations are made. The core chapters of the thesis are Chapters 4{8. In Chapter 4 Idescribe the class of mocs in some detail and I show that although they are usually treated as atype of udc, their behaviour is such that they would be better analysed as if the missing objectwas controlled rather than extracted. In Chapter 5 I modify hpsg to develop a control accountofmocs. I exploit the way the valence features separate subj from comps and I de�ne a lexicalrule which creates missing objects by promoting objects from the comps list to the subj list.I show that the apparent unboundedness of mocs is in fact better described as a series of localcontrol relationships involving Equi and Raising predicates and I modify Equi and Raising



5signs accordingly to permit missing objects to be inherited. The missing object lexical rule issimilar to the passive one in that both promote objects from comps to subj (although passivealso demotes the subject). I explore the di�erences and similarities between mocs and passiveand, in connection with promoted objects of prepositions, I show that pseudo-passives andprepositional mocs can both be analysed using the missing object lexical rule in combinationwith either a pseudo-passive lexical rule or a second missing object lexical rule. In connectionwith the question of whether the relationship between the subject and the missing objectin tough constructions is Equi or Raising, I argue that the relationship is syntactically aRaising one. I also show that the interactions between Equi and Raising predicates thatI discussed in Chapter 3 have their counterpart in mocs and this has implications for thesemantic part of the signs for tough adjectives. Although I treat the tough control relation asRaising, there are other mocs which seem to have an Equi relation and, in this context, theconstraint that Equi controllees must be role-assigned causes these constructions to be strictlybounded. I conclude Chapter 5 with a discussion of mocs in other languages. I describe theway long-distance mocs in Italian and Spanish are only permitted when restructuring verbsare involved and I discuss other constructions in these languages which are also sensitive torestructuring verbs. I show that the English moc analysis can be transferred to Italian andSpanish with the proviso that it is only restructuring verbs that can inherit missing objects.An analysis of clitic-climbing and of long np movement follows easily on the assumption thatobjects promoted by the missing object lexical rule are also involved in these constructions.Moreover, the fact that long-distance e�ects occur only with restructuring verbs follows fromthe fact that the same mechanism underlies all three cases.In Chapters 6 and 7, I turn my attention to parasitic gaps. I show that there are problemswith Pollard and Sag's (1994) udc-based treatment of parasitic gaps and I suggest that manytheories of parasitic gaps are not satisfactory because they assume that parasitic gaps are auni�ed phenomenon. The hpsg account uses a split slash path to describe the distributionof real gaps and parasitic gaps and this treatment is similar to their use of split slashpaths to generate across-the-board extractions from coordinations. By contrast, Engdahl's(1983) treatment of parasitic gaps denies that parasitic gaps are related to coordinate gapsand emphasises a connection with the binding theory. In particular, Engdahl shows thatcon�gurational notions play a role in parasitic gap constructions: just as a non-pronominalmust not be c-commanded by its antecedent, a parasitic gap must not be c-commanded bythe real gap. I propose that parasitic gaps be divided into two classes, a-type parasitic gaps



6and c-type parasitic gaps and that these receive di�ering analyses. I treat a-type parasiticgaps as a kind of empty anaphoric element and c-type parasitic gaps as a kind of across-the-board gap. Engdahl's approach and the hpsg approach are in opposition to one another yet,in making the a-type/c-type distinction, I am able to build on Engdahl's insights for a-typeparasitic gaps and the hpsg insights for c-type parasitic gaps. In Chapter 7 I show how hpsgcan be modi�ed in order to provide new analyses of the two classes. I claim that a-typeparasitic gaps are phonologically null non-pronominal nps and not slash gaps. I investigatehow this analysis can be implemented as part of the binding theory. For c-type parasiticgaps I exploit the conjunctive nature of the constructions in which they occur and I replacePollard and Sag's Coordination Principle with a Conjunction Principle. I show that theoptionality of c-type parasitic gaps patterns with violations of the across-the-board conditionin true coordinations and I develop an account which controls gap distribution in both c-typeparasitic gaps and coordinations.In Chapter 8, I investigate interactions between mocs and parasitic gaps. A-type parasiticgaps occurring with mocs can be accounted for as long as the antecedent to the parasiticgap is not required to be a udc gap. I show that mo gaps share properties with udc gapswhich allow them to be parasitic gap antecedents. I also discuss some examples that Pollardand Sag treat as parasitic gaps (the `certain heroes' examples) but which are not parasiticgaps at all. I show that with one additional assumption these examples are generated by myrevised version of hpsg. For c-type parasitic gaps occurring with mocs I show that theseparasitic gaps are missing objects rather than udc gaps. The distribution of missing objectsfollows from the fact that vps in coordinate and subordinate structures share their subjectrequirements.



71.2 HPSG: Signs, Subcategorisation and Constituent Struc-tureIn this section and in the rest of this chapter I provide a brief introduction to the parts of hpsgthat are needed to understand the analyses proposed in this thesis. To this end, I restrict myattention to the basic elements of hpsg and to the sub-theories which are directly relevantto this thesis. Readers interested in other aspects of the theory are referred to Pollard andSag (1994). The main part of Pollard and Sag (1994) describes what I will refer to as the`standard' version of hpsg but in the �nal chapter, Chapter 9, Pollard and Sag put forwardsome revisions to the theory which resolve certain di�culties in the standard version. Therevisions are necessarily much less thoroughly worked out than the standard version but,for reasons which will become apparent, I will adopt the revised version in preference to thestandard version. I will refer to the Chapter 9 version as `the C9 version' or `the C9 revisions'.In describing the sub-parts of hpsg I will start out with the standard version but quickly shiftfocus to the C9 version.Pollard and Sag (1994) describe hpsg as `a system of signs' and indeed, the sign is the funda-mental object in hpsg. Unlike multi-stratal theories such as Government-Binding theory (gb,Chomsky (1981), (1982), (1986) and see Haegeman (1991) for an overview), hpsg encodesinformation from all linguistic levels in one structured object containing phonological, syntac-tic, semantic and discourse information. Formally, signs are modelled by typed (or sorted)feature structures (Moshier 1988, Pollard and Moshier 1990, Carpenter 1992). In contrastto gb, hpsg uses no notion of `movement' or `transformation'. Instead sub-parts of featurestructures are related by structure-sharing, i.e. token identity of values in feature structures.In typed feature structure systems, the types are declared in an inheritance hierarchy anddeclarations are made to indicate which features are appropriate for each type. For eachfeature the type of its value must also be speci�ed. Linguistic objects in hpsg are of typesign which has subtypes word and phrase. Feature structures of type sign are speci�ed forthe features phon (phonology), synsem, qstore and retrieved.2 The feature phon takesa list of phonological representations. The feature synsem encodes syntactic and semanticinformation.2Throughout this thesis, I use italics when referring to types and small capitals when referring tofeatures.



8(1)266666666666666666666666666666666664
PHON hlikesiSYNSEM 26666666666666666666666666664 LOCAL 2666666666666666666666664 CAT 26666666664 HEAD 2664 VFORM finAUX minusINV minusPRD minusMOD none 3775verbSUBCAT DNP[nom ] 1 [3rd,sing ];NP[acc ] 2 EMARKING unmarked 37777777775categoryCONT 26664 QUANTS hiNUCLEUS " RELN likeLIKER 1LIKED 2 #qfpsoa 37775psoaCONX context

3777777777777777777777775localNONLOC nonlocal
37777777777777777777777777775synsemQSTORE setRETRIEVED list
377777777777777777777777777777777775wordThe feature structure in (1) is a partial representation of the sign for the verb likes. Thebottom left corner of each feature structure is annotated with its type|the whole sign is afeature structure of type word (a subtype of sign). Some features have atomic types as values,where an atomic type is one for which no features are appropriate. The type �n, for example,is an atomic type. Other types are non-atomic and for some of them (e.g. synsem and local) Ihave shown the features inside them, but for other non-atomic types I have not included thefeatures that are appropriate for them. I have omitted them in order to restrict the size of thefeature structure in (1) and I have chosen to omit either those feature structures that are notparticularly relevant to this thesis (e.g. context) or those which I will describe in more detailbelow (e.g. nonlocal). The attributes phon and subcat are list-valued and this is representedby the use of angle brackets. Although the elements in phon are phonological representationsI will use orthography to represent them. synsem has a feature structure of type synsem asvalue and this is speci�ed for the features local and nonlocal (sometimes abbreviated toloc and nonloc). I will discuss nonlocal in Section 1.3. local has the type local as valueand this is speci�ed for the features cat (category), cont (content) and conx (context). catis where syntactic information relating to the category and subcategorisation properties of thelinguistic entity is encoded. cont contains basic context-independent semantic informationand conx contains context-dependent semantic information. Inside cat, the feature headcontains information about the category of a word or phrase. Its value is constrained to beof type head and in the case of (1) it is speci�ed as the type verb which is a subtype of subst



9(substantive) which in turn is a subtype of head. The type verb is speci�ed for the featuresvform (verb form), aux (auxiliary) and inv (inverted) and its supertype subst is speci�edfor the features prd (predicative) and mod (modi�ed). In (1) the values of these featuresindicate that likes is a �nite non-auxiliary, non-inverted, non-predicative non-adjunct verb.The featuremarking is used to distinguish markers such as complementizers and conjunctionsfrom other categories.3The feature cont encodes the semantic type and content of a linguistic object. The subtypesof its value content are psoa (parameterized-state-of-a�airs), nom-obj (nominal object) andquant (quanti�er). The theory of semantic interpretation in hpsg is loosely based on situationsemantics (see, for example, Gawron and Peters 1990, Cooper 1990). Broadly speaking, apsoa is a proposition while elements which are nom-obj have entity interpretations. Objectsof type quant are quanti�ers. A psoa has the features quants and nucleus where thequants list contains quanti�ers which have been scoped (i.e. removed from qstore) andnucleus has a qfpsoa (quanti�er-free psoa) as value. In (1) the quants list is empty. qfpsoafeature structures have a relation as value of reln and various arguments encoded as valuesof features whose names are closely linked to the relation. In (1) the reln is like and theargument roles are liker and liked. A feature structure of type nom-obj has the featuresindex and restr (restriction). The following two feature structures show the cont value ofthe pronoun she and the noun sandwich respectively:(2) 26664 INDEX " PERSON 3rdNUMBER singGENDER fem #refRESTR fg 37775ppro(3) 26666666666664 INDEX 1 " PERSON 3rdNUMBER singGENDER neut #refRESTR 8>>>>><>>>>>: 264 QUANTS hiNUCLEUS � RELN sandwichINST 1 �qfpsoa 375psoa 9>>>>>=>>>>>; 37777777777775npro3Several of the features which occur in signs will be of no relevance to a particular discussion. Ihave included such features in (1) but in future I will omit irrelevant features from diagrams. Of thefeatures shown in (1), qstore, retrieved, conx, mod and marking are unlikely to be seen againsince they do not have any particular role to play in the analyses in this thesis. I will also often omitphon.



10The type of she is ppro (personal pronoun) and of sandwich is npro (non-pronominal). Theseare both subtypes of nom-obj. The index associated with a noun or np encodes the referentialproperty of the noun and serves as the `anchor' to a real entity. The feature index has avalue of type index and this has three subtypes: ref (referential), it and there. The formeris the type appropriate for all nominals except for the expletive pronouns it and there whichare marked with their own individual subtypes of index. Feature structures of type indexare speci�ed for the three agreement features person, number and gender. Both she andsandwich are third person singular but she is [gender fem] and sandwich is [gender neut].The restr part of a nom-obj feature structure describes the entity or entities to which theindex is the anchor. For the pronoun she there is no restriction in the content part of thefeature structure but for sandwich the restriction requires the index to be anchored to aninstance of a sandwich. There may be more than one restriction and so the value of restris a set of psoas. (Braces in feature structure diagrams indicate set values.) The use of theindex 1 in (3) indicates structure-sharing (also called re-entrancy or token identity).4 Asingle feature structure may be the value for more than one feature and when two distinctpaths share a value this is structure-sharing. When structure-sharing occurs the identitybetween the two values is indicated by using the same index at the two points in the featurestructure. By convention, just one index out of the two is annotated with the informationabout the value. In (3), there is a feature structure of type ref which is labelled with theindex 1 and it is the value both of the path synsemjlocjcontjindex and of the pathsynsemjlocjcontjrestrjnucleusjinst.Turning back now to (1), the subcat feature is still to be explained. subcat containsinformation about the arguments that an item subcategorises for and its value is a list offeature structures of type synsem. To include a full speci�cation of the subcat elements indiagrams such as (1) would make them too large to �t on the page or to be easily readable. Forthis reason it is conventional to use abbreviations which refer to the essential parts of a featurestructure while omitting the inessential parts. The verb likes has two np arguments and theseare referred to in the subcat list by means of abbreviations. The np[nom] and np[acc] partsof these abbreviations refer to the synsemjlocjcatjhead value and the subscripted parts( 1 [3rd, sing] and 2 ) refer to the synsemjlocjcontjindex value. Since the abbreviationnp[nom] 1 [3rd;sing] occurs in the subcat list which is a list of synsem objects it describes4It is slightly unfortunate that the term `index' is used both for feature structures of type index andfor the boxed numbers which are used to indicate structure-sharing. In practice this does not usuallylead to confusion.



11the synsem part of a nominative third person singular noun phrase and it expands out as thefollowing minimally speci�ed feature structure:5(4) 2666666664 LOCAL 2666666664 CAT 24 HEAD � CASE nom �nounSUBCAT hi 35CONT 24 INDEX 1 � PERSON 3rdNUMBER sing �index 35nom-obj 3777777775 3777777775synsemThe structure-sharing between the value of index of the nps in the subcat list and the valuesof the roles liker and liked in the cont part of the sign in (1) creates the link between thesyntactic argument structure and the semantic form. The �rst np in subcat will be realisedas the subject and through structure-sharing this means that the subject will play the likerrole rather than the liked role.The subcat feature plays two distinct roles in the standard version of hpsg. In its �rst role,subcat ensures an appropriate realisation of arguments. It contains information about thesyntactic argument structure of a category and it interacts with other parts of the grammar toensure that subcategorised arguments are realised in appropriate positions in the constituentstructure. In addition to de�ning how syntactic arguments are realised, the subcat list alsode�nes the syntax-semantics mapping. The semantic parts of elements in the subcat list arestructure-shared with appropriate parts of the content feature structure. In its second role,subcat encodes the `obliqueness' ordering that exists between the arguments of a head|theleft/right ordering of the list corresponds to increasing obliqueness. The obliqueness orderingis crucial both for linear precedence relations and for the binding theory (see Section 1.4). Inthe subcat list, subjects and complements are treated as being much the same except thatthe subject is less oblique than the complements and therefore occurs as the �rst member. Inthe C9 version of the theory, Pollard and Sag review some di�erences between subjects andcomplements and, following Borsley (1987) and Borsley (to appear), they propose that thesubcat feature should be replaced by three list-valued `valence' features which they namesubj (subject), comps (complements) and spr (speci�er).6 The valence features take overthe �rst role of the subcat feature of ensuring the appropriate realisation of arguments butthey do not take over its second role as the locus of information relevant to binding. The5From this point on I will only include type annotations that cannot immediately be inferred.6Speci�ers of nouns, adjectives, prepositions and adverbs are members of subcat in the standardversion of hpsg and they appear in their own valence feature list in the C9 version.



12sign for likes in (1) must be updated to take account of the shift from subcat to the valencefeatures. The new sign is identical except that its cat value is now as follows:(5) 266666666666664 HEAD 2664 VFORM finAUX minusINV minusPRD minusMOD none 3775verbSUBJ DNP[nom ] 1 [3rd,sing ]ECOMPS DNP[acc ] 2 ESPR hiMARKING unmarked 377777777777775Constituent structure is modelled by feature structures which, for each phrasal category,indicate what its daughters are. Thus instead of having categories being labels on syntaxtrees, the syntax trees are part of the categories themselves. All signs of type phrase havethe feature dtrs (daughters) which takes feature structures of type con-struc (constituentstructure) as value. Pollard and Sag (1994) restrict their attention to headed structures andthey identify several di�erent types of headed structure. Each of these types is constrained tohave certain properties. The de�nitions of the constraints are di�erent in the standard versionand the C9 version because the former makes reference to the subcat list and the latter tothe valence feature lists. Since I use the C9 version of the theory in the rest of this thesis I willdescribe the C9 de�nitions of the types of headed structures. The type headed-struc (which is asubtype of con-struc) has seven subtypes: head-comps-struc, head-mark-struc, head-spr-struc,head-�ller-struc, head-subj-struc, head-adj-struc and head-subj-comp-struc. I will restrict myattention here to head-comps-struc and head-subj-struc since they are particularly relevant inthis thesis. (6) shows the basic form of these structures:(6) � HEAD-DTR signCOMP-DTRS list(phrase) �head-comps-struc � HEAD-DTR signSUBJ-DTR phrase �head-subj-strucThe head-dtr feature in these structures is acquired because these are subtypes of headed-struc but the comp-dtrs and subj-dtr features are particular to the types. Over and abovethe constraints imposed by the feature system and type-hierarchy, there are other constraintswhich enforce additional restrictions. These come from the id schemata and from the ValencePrinciple. The Head-Complement Schema requires that the head-dtr in a head-comps-strucshould be of type word and this ensures that complements will only occur as sisters to a lexicalhead. The Head-Subject Schema requires that the head-dtr in a head-subj-struc should be



13of type phrase and ensures that subjects will be sisters to non-lexical heads.7 (The typehead-subj-comp-struc deals with inverted structures and must be de�ned separately becauseit is an exception to this rule.) The Valence Principle ensures a one-to-one correspondencebetween the subj-, comps- and spr-dtrs in the constituent structure and the argumentsencoded in the valence features. It does this by ensuring that each valence feature member isstructure-shared with a daughter of the appropriate type. Its de�nition is as follows:(7) Valence PrincipleIn a headed phrase, for each valence feature f, the f value ofthe head daughter is the concatenation of the phrase's f valuewith the list of synsem values of the f-dtrs value.This has two e�ects: �rst it ensures that each daughter has a synsem value which is tokenidentical to a synsem element in a valence list and second, it ensures that each argument istaken o� the valence list at the point where it is realised|the mother inherits from the headonly those valence elements which have not been realised. The following feature structureshows the relevant parts of the sign for the vp likes sandwiches where the head daughter isthe sign for the verb likes as shown in (1) and updated in (5) and the single member of thecomps-dtrs list is an accusative np whose synsem value is structure-shared with the singleelement in the comps list on the head. The comps list on the mother is empty because thecomplement has been realised but the subj list on the mother and the subj list on the headshare the same element since the subject has not yet been realised.(8)26666666666666666664
PHON hlikes, sandwichesiSYNSEMjLOCjCAT � SUBJ 
 1 NP[nom ]�COMPS hi �DTRS 2666666666664 HEAD-DTR 264 PHON hlikesiSYNSEMjLOCjCAT " SUBJ 
 1 �COMPS 
 2 � # 375wordCOMP-DTRS * 24 PHON hsandwichesiSYNSEM 2 � LOCjCATjHEAD � CASE acc �noun � 35phrase + 3777777777775head-comps-struc

37777777777777777775phraseAlthough constituent structures are embedded inside the feature descriptions of categories,it is hard to display them in this format. In order to increase comprehensibility, Pollard and7In the standard version of the theory the Head-Complement Schema is Schema 2 and the Head-Subject Schema is partly equivalent to Schema 1. In the C9 version there is one extra subtype ofheaded-struc and so it is not clear that it is appropriate to continue using the standard version names.



14Sag often display constituent structure information in a tree format of the kind shown in (9)and I will adopt this convention.(9) ........................ ................................................ ........................SUBJCOMPS1.. NP nom 1................................................ ................................................SUBJCOMPSshe VP1................................................ ................................................SUBJCOMPS 2 .. NP2 acclikes sandwichesV......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................S
This tree shows the contents of the subj and comps lists on the verbal elements in the sentenceshe likes sandwiches and it shows the structure-sharing between the daughter elements andthe valence feature elements.1.3 Unbounded Dependency Constructions in HPSGUnbounded dependency constructions (udcs) are treated by means of the feature slash whichis part of the value of nonlocal. This treatment derives from the gpsg slash analysis(see Gazdar et al. 1985) which demonstrated that feature-based grammars could provide adeclarative, non-derivational treatment of constructions which had previously been assumedto require movement transformations.Pollard and Sag (1994) distinguish two classes of udc: strong ones and weak ones. Wh-questions, topicalisations, wh-relatives, wh-it-clefts and pseudoclefts are strong udcs, whilepurpose in�nitives, the tough construction and non-wh-relatives and it-clefts are weak udcs.Strong udcs are ones where the �ller (i.e. the antecedent to the gap) is in a non-argumentposition and where there is syntactic connectivity between the �ller and the gap.8,9 Weakudcs, on the other hand, have �llers in argument positions and, according to Pollard and8The distinction between non-argument and argument position is the same as in gb (which usesthe notation a for non-argument and a for argument).9I use the term `gap' throughout this thesis to refer to the position from which an element isdisplaced. This is purely descriptive and implies nothing about syntactic analysis. Similarly, I usethe term `�ller' to describe the antecedent to a gap, irrespective of whether it is in non-argument orargument position and again this implies nothing about syntactic analysis.



15Sag, there is no syntactic connectivity between the �ller and gap. I will introduce the basicmechanisms and describe the analysis of strong udcs in Section 1.3.1 and in Sections 1.3.2and 1.3.3 I will describe the hpsg account of tough constructions and parasitic gaps. Theseare the main subject matter of this thesis and I will present my revisions to Pollard and Sag'saccount in Chapters 4{8.1.3.1 Strong UDCsThe feature nonlocal has a feature structure of type nonlocal as value. This type is speci�edas follows:(10) 2666666664 INHER " SLASH set(local)REL set(ref)QUE set(npro) #nonlocal1TO-BIND " SLASH set(local)REL set(ref)QUE set(npro) #nonlocal1 3777777775nonlocalThe features rel and que are used for propagating information about the wh-words in re-latives and wh-questions but they are not of direct interest here and need not be describedfurther. The feature inher (inherited) or more precisely the path inherjslash is responsiblefor the link between �ller and gap. An unbounded dependency can be described in termsof three parts, the top of the dependency (i.e. the �ller), the bottom (i.e. the gap) and themiddle part that links the two. In the standard version of hpsg a trace occurs in the gapposition. Trace is a phonologically null constituent with the following lexical entry:(11) 266666666664 PHON hiSYNSEM 2666666664 LOCAL 1NONLOCAL 2666664 INHER 24 SLASH � 1 	REL fgQUE fg 35TO-BIND " SLASH fgREL fgQUE fg # 3777775 3777777775 377777777775This sign has no local features of its own but certain properties will be imposed on it by thecontext in which it occurs. For example, if it occurs as the object of a transitive verb or of apreposition then it will be constrained to be an accusative np. The structure-sharing betweentrace's local value and the inherjslash value ensures that information about the trace istransmitted upwards via the slash feature.



16The top of a strong udc is described by a particular type of con-struc, namely head-�ller-struc, as shown in (12). The local value of the �ller is structure-shared with the inherjslashelement in the head.(12)26666666666666664 FILLER-DTR � SYNSEMjLOCAL 1 �phraseHEAD-DTR 26666666664 SYNSEM 26666666664 LOCAL 2664 CAT 264 HEAD � VFORM fin �verbSUBJ hiCOMPS hi 375 3775NONLOCAL 24 INHER h SLASH � 1 	 iTO-BIND h SLASH � 1 	 i 35 37777777775 37777777775phrase
37777777777777775head-�ller-strucThe middle part of a udc propagates the inherjslash value up from the trace so that itstructure-shares with the inherjslash on the head in the head-�ller structure. This propa-gation is controlled by the Nonlocal Feature Principle:(13) Nonlocal Feature PrincipleIn a headed phrase, for each nonlocal feature f = slash, que,or rel, the value of synsemjnonlocaljinheritedjf is the setdi�erence of the union of the values on all the daughters and thevalue of synsemjnonlocaljto-bindjf on the head-daughter.The basic e�ect of this principle is to ensure that any inherjslash value on a daughter ispassed up to the mother, but the subtraction of the to-bindjslash value makes it morecomplex. The purpose of the to-bind feature is to prevent dependencies propagating upbeyond the point at which they are bound. For example, in the head-�ller structure in (12)the element in the inherjslash set on the head is bound to the local part of the �llerand so the dependency ought not to be permitted to propagate up to the mother. Withoutthe to-bind part of the Nonlocal Feature Principle the mother would wrongly inherit thedependency but with it, the dependency cannot go beyond the head-�ller structure. As aresult the following example is blocked:



17(14) *Kim, I thought that Kim, I knew .10(15) Sandwiches, she likes .The following tree representation of the analysis of (15) summarises the basic components ofa udc in standard hpsg. (Empty to-bindjslash values are not shown.)(16) 1LOCAL 11f gf g 1f gf g1 1f gf g
ff ggINHERjSLASHNONLOCAL TO-BINDjSLASH........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... VPNP Vlikes NP
NPsandwiches she SINHERjSLASHNONLOCAL TO-BINDjSLASH INHERjSLASHNONLOCAL TO-BINDjSLASH INHERjSLASHNONLOCALLOCAL TO-BINDjSLASH

S

The hpsg treatment of extracted embedded subjects as in (17) is similar to the gpsg treat-ment.(17) Kim, she thinks likes sandwiches.The Subject Extraction Lexical Rule (selr) maps signs for words that subcategorise for a�nite s complement into similar signs except the s is replaced by a �nite vp.11 Additionally,10Throughout this thesis I will use to indicate gap positions.11A lexical rule is one which infers new lexical entries on the basis of existing ones. The version ofthe selr in (18) is the version given as (10) in Chapter 9 of Pollard and Sag 1994. In the interestsof readability, I have followed Pollard and Sag in not showing the paths to the relevant features |theinput and output entities in (18) are abbreviations for feature structure descriptions rather the featurestructure descriptions themselves. In (69) in their Chapter 9, Pollard and Sag provide a de�nition ofthe selr which is generalised to allow extraction of subjects of small clause complements.



18the inherjslash set of the word contains an element structure-shared with the local valueof the vp's subj element. The de�nition of the Subject Extraction Lexical Rule is as follows:(18) Subject Extraction Lexical Rule (selr)� SUBJ hYiCOMPS h:::;S[unmarked ]; :::i � )2664 COMPS *:::;24 VPSUBJ 
� LOC 1 ��INHERjSLASH fg 35 ; :::+INHERjSLASH � 1 	 3775This lexical rule achieves extraction of an embedded subject without causing a trace to beleft behind. In the C9 version of hpsg, Pollard and Sag suggest a change in the way thatother slash dependencies are eliminated. They consider evidence from Pickering and Barry(1991) which questions the psychological reality of traces and they suggest that all slashelimination is `traceless'. They propose that extracted complements should be handled bymeans of the Complement Extraction Lexical Rule (celr) which in e�ect moves elementsfrom the comps list to the inherjslash set. The Complement Extraction Lexical Rule isformulated as follows:12(19) Complement Extraction Lexical Rule (celr)24 SUBCAT 
:::; 3 ; :::�COMPS 
:::; 3 � LOC 1 � ; :::�INHERjSLASH 2 35 )2664 SUBCAT �:::; 4 � LOC 1INHERjSLASH � 1 	 � ; :::�COMPS h::::::iINHERjSLASH � 1 	 [ 2 3775The C9 traceless account of extraction results in the following tree structures for (15) and(17):1312The complex speci�cation of input and output subcat lists is designed to deal with a problemarising from the fact that the element to be extracted occurs both in the comps and the subcat list.When this element is removed from comps it is necessary to change the subcat element to reectthe fact that the category is slashed. The expression in the subcat list on the output describes acategory just like the element in the input ( 3 [loc 1 ]) except that its inherjslash value is f 1 g.This added complexity is not crucial for the general discussion here but see fn.14 in Section 1.3.3 fordiscussion of how traceless extraction a�ects the Subject Condition and how appeal needs to be madeto the inherjslash values of subcat elements.13For expository clarity all empty inherjslash and to-bindjslash speci�cations have beensuppressed.



19(20) 1LOCAL 1 11INHERjSLASHTO-BINDjSLASH f gf g 1f gINHERjSLASH 1f gINHERjSLASH
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................NPsandwichesLOCAL S VPNPshe S

likesV(21) 11INHERjSLASHTO-BINDjSLASH f gf g1LOCALLOCAL 1
1f gINHERjSLASH 1 ............................................................................................ LOCALSUBJ LOC1................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

NP SS
V VPVPINHERjSLASH f gNPsheKim

V NPsandwichesthinks likes



201.3.2 The Tough ConstructionPollard and Sag (1994) treat tough constructions, as illustrated in (22), as weak udcs.(22) a. Long stories are hard to follow .b. Kim would be easy for you to persuade Lee to talk to .The weak udc approach means that the bottom and middle of the dependency are treated inthe same way as with strong udcs but the top part di�ers. The �llers in (22) (i.e. long storiesand Kim) are subjects of the tough adjectives and occur in argument position. There is nospecial type of con-struc for relating the �ller and the inherjslash element but the sign forthe tough adjective speci�es the link between the subject and the inherjslash value. Thefollowing is a revised version of the synsem value Pollard and Sag give to tough adjectives.The revisions take into account the C9 shift from subcat to subj and comps.(23) 26666664 LOCALjCAT 2664 HEAD adjectiveSUBJ DNP 1 ECOMPS D(PP[for ]);VP [ inf; INHER j SLASH f 2 NP [acc] : ppro 1 ; :::g ]E 3775NONLOCALjTO-BINDjSLASH � 2 	 37777775The structure-sharing between the tough adjective's to-bindjslash value and the inherjslashvalue on its vp complement is simply another instance of the technique that prevents aninherjslash member from propagating upwards once it has been bound. The identi�cationof �ller and gap is achieved by means of the structure-sharing between the index of the toughsubject and the index of the inherjslashmember. This coindexation causes the two elementsto be co-referential but it does not involve the full syntactic identity that occurs in strongudcs.



21(24) 1........................ ........................SUBJ
3f gINHERjSLASH

1........................ ........................INHERjSLASH f gSUBJhard1 2NP 3f gTO-BINDjSLASH........................ ........................SUBJ 3f gINHERjSLASH3 g2NP
1................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
S VPlong stories Vare A AP

Vto VVPfollow
VP fINHERjSLASH

The tree in (24) summarises Pollard and Sag's analysis of the tough construction. In Chap-ters 4 and 5 I develop my own theory of tough constructions and I question Pollard and Sag'sassumption that only a weak link is required between the tough subject and the object gap.1.3.3 Parasitic GapsParasitic gaps constructions, such as the ones in (25), have two gaps but a single �ller, whichis the antecedent to both.(25) a. Which program do serious users of need a manual for ?b. Which program did you test before using ?In hpsg, parasitic gaps come about simply as a by-product of the Nonlocal Feature Principlewhich controls slash propagation (see (13) above). The Nonlocal Feature Principle requiresthe inherjslash set on the mother to be the union of the inherjslash sets on the daught-ers (minus the to-bindjslash value on the head). This allows for the possibility that twodaughters may be speci�ed with the same slash dependency which is shared with the mother.



22The tree Pollard and Sag assign to (25b) is shown in (26). The element in the inherjslashset on the larger vp ( 1 ) is shared with both of its daughters.(26) 1LOCAL ................................................................................................................................................................which program f gTO-BINDjSLASH 1Vdid f gINHERjSLASH 1f gINHERjSLASH 1f gINHERjSLASH 1VPVtest f gINHERjSLASH 1f gINHERjSLASH 1 f gINHERjSLASH 1................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................PPPbefore VPVusing
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

NP S S f gINHERjSLASH 1NPyou VP
It has been frequently noted that parasitic gaps often occur in positions which are not possiblesites for a lone gap. Thus the �rst gap in (25a) is in a subject and gaps in subjects are notnormally possible. In (25b) the second gap is in the adjunct and it is generally assumed thatthis is not a possible gap position. On the basis of examples such as (27), Pollard and Sagclaim that lone gaps in adjuncts are actually possible and so they argue that no additions areneeded to describe possible gap locations in head-adjunct structures of the kind in (25b) and(27).(27) Which program did you consult Kim before using ?(28) *Which program are serious users of happy with it?As (28) demonstrates, lone gaps in subjects are not permissible. In order to block non-parasiticgaps in subjects, Pollard and Sag formulate the Subject Condition:1414In fact this de�nition does not work for the traceless account of extraction because the extractedelement disappears from the comps list. In a footnote in Chapter 9, Pollard and Sag provide the follo-



23(29) Subject ConditionA lexical head's subject can be slashed only if one of itscomplements is.In Chapters 6 and 7, I re-evaluate the hpsg treatment of parasitic gaps. I propose that thereare two distinct types of parasitic gap which receive quite di�erent analyses. I argue that thegap in the subject in (25a) is a phonologically null anaphoric element and not a udc gap.This means that all udc extractions from subjects can be blocked and the Subject Conditioncan be dispensed with. To formulate an account of such parasitic gaps as anaphoric I use thebinding theory which deals with co-referentiality between nps. In the next section I describethe hpsg binding theory and motivate some modi�cations to the behaviour of the subcatlist.1.4 The HPSG Binding Theory1.4.1 The Standard VersionPollard and Sag (1994) present a theory of coindexation of referentially dependent elementswhich in many ways is similar to the subsystem of gb known as the binding theory. gbcategorises nps using the boolean valued features p and a (pronominal, anaphoric) and theircombination gives rise to four distinct types of np. Three of these types have overt realisations,pronouns (+p, {a), anaphors, i.e. reexives and reciprocals ({p, +a), and r-expressions ({p,{a).15 A category binds another category if it c-commands it and they are coindexed. Threeprinciples express constraints on how the di�erent kinds of np can be bound:(30) A. An anaphor must be bound in its governing category.B. A pronoun must be free in its governing category.C. An r-expression must be free everywhere.wing more accurate de�nition which makes appeal to the subcat list (via the o-command relation|seeSection 1.4 for details).Subject Condition (Revised)A slashed subject can be realised as a constituent only ifit locally o-commands a slashed element.As mentioned in fn.12 in Section 1.3.1, the Complement Extraction Lexical Rule removes an elementfrom comps but as a side e�ect the equivalent subcat member becomes slashed.15gb di�ers from other approaches in using the term `anaphor' in a very narrow sense to mean onlyreexives and reciprocals and Pollard and Sag (1994) do the same. I use the term in its wider senseto refer to any constituent which can be co-referential with an antecedent.



24hpsg's binding theory is similar to the gb binding theory in that it has three principlesgoverning the distribution of anaphors (reexives and reciprocals), pronouns and coindexednon-pronominals respectively. In Pollard and Sag (1994), the three classes are de�ned assubtypes of the type nom-obj arranged in the type-hierarchy in (31).(31) ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................re recp pproana pron npronom objThe type ana corresponds to gb's class of anaphors, the type ppro corresponds to theirpronouns and the type npro (non-pronominal) corresponds to the gb class of r-expressions.The hpsg binding theory di�ers from the gb account in its de�nition of binding domains: gbuses c-command to de�ne these domains but hpsg uses o-command. The `o' is a reference tothe obliqueness hierarchy which is the ordering placed on elements in the subcat list. Thehpsg de�nition is therefore not linked to con�gurations in tree structure but is indirectlylinked to predicate-argument structure since the obliqueness ordering usually correspondsto the order of arguments of a predicate (and usually also to linear order). Informally, o-command says that a less oblique argument o-commands its more oblique co-arguments.Pollard and Sag start with a simple de�nition of o-command which they later re�ne. Thesimple de�nition is as follows:16(32) Definition of (Local) O-CommandLet y and z be synsem objects with distinct local values,y referential. Then(i) y locally o-commands z just in case y is less obliquethan z and(ii) y o-commands z just in case y locally o-commandsx dominating z.(32) makes a distinction between o-command and local o-command. Local o-command isa relation between elements on the same subcat list while o-command is a more complexrelation between an element on a subcat list and an element dominated by a more oblique16The restrictions that y be referential and that the two elements should have distinct local valuesstem from considerations about expletive nps and Raising constructions respectively. I will discuss thereferential restriction in more detail in the next section but will defer discussion of the distinct localvalue restriction to Chapter 3.



25member of that subcat list. The domination relation is de�ned in terms of the dtrs part ofthe feature structure.With a de�nition of (local) o-command in place the concepts o-binding and o-free are de�nedas follows:(33) y (locally) o-binds z just in case y and z are coindexed andy (locally) o-commands z. If z is not (locally) o-bound, thenit is said to be (locally) o-free.Again, there are local and more general speci�cations of these concepts. Finally, the de�nitionsof the three binding principles are stated as follows:(34) HPSG Binding TheoryPrinciple A. A locally o-commanded anaphor must be locally o-bound.Principle B. A personal pronoun must be locally o-free.Principle C. A non-pronoun must be o-free.The following examples illustrate how the binding theory works. (35a) shows a reexive(ana) bound by a local o-commander as required by Principle A. (35b) is ill-formed becauseit violates Principle A in that the reexive is bound by a non-local o-commander. (36a) isill-formed because a ppro is bound by a local o-commander in violation of Principle B but(36b) is �ne since the ppro is locally o-free. (37a) and (37b) are both unacceptable becausethe npros are locally o-bound and o-bound respectively but (37c) is well-formed because thenpro is bound by a non-o-commander.(35) a. Kimi looks after herselfi.b. *Kimi prefers for Lee to look after herselfi.(36) a. *Kimi looks after heri.b. Kimi prefers for Lee to look after heri.(37) a. *Shei looks after Kimi.b. *Shei prefers for Lee to look after Kimi.c. Heri mother looks after Kimi.There are two problems with the de�nition of (local) o-command in (32). The �rst relates tothe unexpressed subjects of controlled complements in Equi constructions, as illustrated in(38).1717I deal with Equi constructions in more detail in Chapter 3.



26(38) a. Kimi tries i to leave.b. Lee persuades Kimi i to leave.The missing subject of the controlled complement to leave in (38) is coindexed to (boundby) an argument of the Equi verb. In (38a) the missing subject is coindexed to the subjectof try and in (38b) it is coindexed to the object of persuade. Pollard and Sag argue thatthe unexpressed subjects of controlled complements in examples such as these are reexivesbut the coindexation indicated would violate Principle A given the de�nition of local o-command in (32). Although the vps are locally o-commanded by the antecedent nps, theunexpressed subjects are not o-commanded by them at all and so the examples in (38) arewrongly predicted to be ill-formed. In order to maintain the treatment of unexpressed subjectsof Equi controlled complements as reexive, Pollard and Sag must revise their de�nition oflocal o-command. They achieve this revision by making appeal to the fact that controlledcomplements have non-empty subcat lists: the controlled vp is on the same subcat list asthe antecedent np and information about its unexpressed subject is contained in its subcatlist. This allows Pollard and Sag to treat local o-command as a relation between an elementand either a more oblique member of the same subcat list or an element in the subcat listof a more oblique member of the same subcat list.The solution for the problem with Equi constructions points the way for Pollard and Sagto solve a second problem with the de�nition of o-command. This second problem concernsthe fact that Pollard and Sag want to �nd a de�nition of o-command which is entirely non-con�gurational, i.e. they prefer a de�nition which makes no reference to tree-con�gurationalnotions. As it stands, their de�nition of local o-command is non-con�gurational but theirde�nition of o-command uses the concept of domination which is understood in terms of thetree-structure encoded in the dtrs feature. The solution to this problem is to access non-localelements not through dtrs information but through subcat information. Loosely speaking,an element o-commands all the members of the subcat lists of the heads of the elements itlocally o-commands.The following revised de�nitions of local and general o-command incorporate Pollard andSag's solutions to the two problems just discussed.



27(39) Definition of Local O-Command (revised)Let y and z be synsem objects with distinct local values,y referential. Then y locally o-commands z just in case either:(i) y is less oblique than z; or(ii) y locally o-commands some x that subcategorises for z.(40) Definition of O-Command (revised)Let y and z be synsem objects with distinct local values,y referential. Then y o-commands z just in case either:(i) y is less oblique than z; or(ii) y o-commands some x that subcategorises for z; or(iii) y o-commands some x that is a projection of z (i.e. thehead values of x and z are token-identical).The �rst two points of the two de�nitions are very similar and indeed, Pollard and Sag saythat cases of local o-command are exactly those cases of o-command which do not involveclause (iii) of (40).The diagrams in (41) illustrate the o-command relations in (36b) and (37c) respectively. Therelevant subcat lists are indicated in angle brackets and the projection relation is indicated bya vertical dotted line. In (41a) the antecedent o-commands the ppro to which it is coindexedby virtue of the fact that it o-commands an element which is a projection of the head thatsubcategorises the ppro. In (41b) the coindexation between the antecedent and the npro ispermitted because the antecedent does not o-command the npro.(41) a. ppro[ ] ....................................i.................................................................. .................................... ....................................prefer: NP , Si look-after: NP , NPb. .............................. .................................... ....................................mother: iDetP ....................................i.................................... NP ,look-after: NP npro][Pollard and Sag claim that their new de�nition of o-command makes the binding theorytotally non-con�gurational. However, since clause (iii) of (40) involves accessing the head ofa phrase in order to reach elements on its subcat list and since the only route to the head ofa phrase is through the dtrs feature, it is not at all clear to me that this claim is correct. Inthe next section I will propose a modi�cation which de�nitely does permit the binding theoryto be stated non-con�gurationally.



281.4.2 The C9 Revisions and Further Modi�cationsIn the standard version of hpsg, the subcat list has two purposes: it encodes informationabout how arguments are to be syntactically realised and it serves as the domain in whichthe binding theory operates. In the C9 revisions, Pollard and Sag replace the subcat listby the valence features subj, comps and spr but this only replaces it in its function as thelocus of information about syntactic argument structure. Pollard and Sag suggest that thesubcat list must be retained in addition to the valence features since it is still needed forthe binding theory. They hypothesise that the subcat list is the list concatenation of thevalues of subj, spr and comps in that order, but they fairly quickly overturn this hypothesiswhen they notice that the Complement Extraction Lexical Rule (see Section 1.3.1) removesan element from comps without also removing it from subcat. In my analysis of Raisingconstructions in Chapters 3 and 5, I will exploit the possibility of a mismatch between thevalence features and subcat.Beyond their brief discussion of the relationship between subcat and the valence features,Pollard and Sag do not explore the consequences of the fact that subcat is now only usedfor the binding theory. I propose a change in the behaviour of subcat which simpli�es thestatement of o-command. In its initial incarnation subcat is used to control the syntacticrealisation of arguments and, as a phrase is built and arguments are realised, subcat loses itsmembers until, in a completely saturated phrase, subcat is empty. With the C9 revisions,subcat does not play a role in the process of argument realisation and so there is no needto assume that it loses members as a phrase is built. I propose that a subcat list simplypropagates with no modi�cation from a head to its mother so that phrasal categories willcontain in their subcat list a complete record of their argument structure.18 In clause (iii)of (40) the arguments of a subcategorised phrase can only be accessed by looking at the headof that phrase because this is the place where the subcat list is complete. In a version ofthe theory incorporating my suggestion that subcat is propagated but is not modi�ed, thereis no need to access the head of a phrase because the information is readily available in thesubcat list of the phrase itself. A further revised de�nition of (local) o-command is shownin (42):18One way to propagate the subcat list is to make it part of head and therefore subject to the HeadFeature Principle. A second way would be to have a separate principle governing the propagation ofsubcat. I remain agnostic as to which would be preferable.



29(42) Definition of (Local) O-Command (further revised)Let y and z be synsem objects with distinct local values.Then y locally o-commands z just in case either:(i) y is less oblique than z; or(ii) y locally o-commands some x whose subcat and subjlists contain z;and y o-commands z just in case either:(iii) y locally o-commands z; or(iv) y o-commands some x whose subcat list contains z.Here the de�nition of general o-command is very easily stated and there is no recourse what-soever to notions of con�gurationality. The only complexity lies in the second clause of thede�nition of local o-command which deals with the case of unexpressed subjects of Equicontrolled complements. As explained above, these are reexive and therefore need to belocally o-commanded by their controllers in order that the Equi coindexation pattern shouldbe acceptable to the binding theory. In order to access unexpressed arguments of controlledcomplements, it is necessary to use membership of the subj list as an additional requirement.Notice that I have dropped the condition that the o-commander should be referential. Pollardand Sag include this condition to prevent expletive nps from being considered to be o-commanders and this is speci�cally related to their treatment of reexives and reciprocals(nps of type ana). Their theory is that ana nps must be locally o-bound if they have a localo-commander (Principle A) but otherwise they are exempt from the binding theory and canbe coindexed by some other method. This permits the reexive in (43a) and the reciprocalin (43b) to be coindexed to an element which is not a local o-commander. The reexive in(43a) is the only member of the subcat list of the noun rumours and similarly the reciprocalin (43b) is the only member of the subcat list belonging to parents. This means that neitherhas a local o-commander and therefore both are exempt from the binding theory and free tobe coindexed by some other mechanism.(43) a. Belindai wondered whether [ those rumours about herselfi ] hadreached Max's ears.b. [ Max and Belinda ]i assumed that [ each other'si parents ] wouldbail them out.In certain examples involving expletive subjects, reexives and reciprocals can be bound byan element which is not a local o-commander, as illustrated in (44), taken from Pollard andSag (1994).



30(44) a. Theyi made sure that it was clear to each otheri that this needed tobe done.b. Theyi made sure that it was clear to themselvesi that this needed tobe done.In the standard version of the theory, the ana elements (44) appear to have expletive it as alocal o-commander yet they are able to be coindexed non-locally. Pollard and Sag's restrictionin the de�nition of o-command that the o-commander should be referential is designed tosolve this problem. Since only a referential object can be an o-commander it follows that thereexive and the reciprocal in (44) do not actually have local o-commanders and are thereforeexempt from the binding theory and free to be bound by some other method.Once the C9 changes are adopted and the subcat list is no longer involved in the syntacticrealisation of arguments, there is no longer a need to include expletive elements in subcatlists. I propose that only elements which are assigned a role with respect to the predicatein the semantic part of a sign should be included in the subcat list corresponding to thatpredicate. This amounts to the claim that only role-assigned elements are relevant to thebinding theory. The adoption of this proposal means that the referential speci�cation in thede�nition of o-command can be dropped. The new proposal is a departure from Pollard andSag's original hypothesis that the subcat list contains the same elements as the combinedsubj, comps and spr lists but they themselves depart from this and, in fact, there is muchto be gained from recognising a clear di�erence between the two kinds of list which reectsthe di�erent roles they play. The valence features are responsible for ensuring that a headcombines syntactically with its syntactic arguments but the subcat list is concerned withcoindexation and co-reference and it is �tting that it should contain only elements which havea semantic identity.19 In Chapter 3, I will exploit this aspect of the subcat list to good e�ectin connection with Raising constructions.19In the light of the fact that subcat is only concerned with binding relations, it might be appropriateto change its name to, say, binding. In the interests of continuity, I will not do so here.



Chapter 2Case-Marking in HPSGAs I explained in Chapter 1.1, my account of mocs and parasitic gaps will require some quiteextensive changes to parts of hpsg. Along with these larger changes, there are a numberof smaller changes which are independently motivated but which are required because ofinteractions between di�erent parts of the theory. In Chapter 5, I will argue that there is aRaising relationship between the tough subject and the missing object in a tough construction.Within hpsg as formulated in Pollard and Sag (1994) this analysis is problematic becauseof case-marking. In order to show that case-marking does not invalidate my analysis ofmocs I must revise Pollard and Sag's account of case-marking. In this chapter, therefore,I examine case-marking in hpsg and propose a modi�cation of the Pollard and Sag (1994)account of English case assignment which better reects the fact that case-marking in Englishis structurally determined. In Section 2.1, I describe the distinction between structural andlexical case and in Section 2.2 I adapt the Heinz and Matiasek (1994) analysis of Germancase-marking to English. In Section 2.3 I show that some bene�cial consequences (which arequite independent of my analysis of mocs) follow from the new account.2.1 Structural and Lexical CasePollard and Sag (1994) deal only briey with the question of how nps become marked forcase. Their assumption is that case-marking is part of subcategorisation: the list values ofthe valence features of a lexical head specify the categorial status of each argument and, fornp arguments, this usually includes a speci�cation for case. For example, (1) shows thesynsemjloc value for the �nite verb kicks and it can be seen that the subj and compslists constrain the subject and the object to be marked as nom(inative) and acc(usative)31



32respectively.(1) 2666666664 CAT 2664 HEAD verb[�n]SUBJ h 1 NP[nom] 3 iCOMPS h 2 NP[acc] 4 iSUBCAT h 1 ; 2 i 3775CONTjNUCLEUS � KICKER 3KICKED 4 �kick 3777777775English has a comparatively impoverished case system, however, and it seems that a distin-ction between case-marking which is determined by a lexical head and case-marking whichreects structural position is required for languages with more complex case systems.1 Justsuch a distinction is made in gb: Chomsky (1981) distinguishes `structural' from `inherent'case-marking and Haider (1985) uses the terms `structural' and `lexical'. Within hpsg, Sag,Karttunen and Goldberg (1992) use the features case and dcase (d for default) to distinguishbetween lexical and structural case respectively in their analysis of Icelandic case-marking andPollard (1994) and Heinz and Matiasek (1994) make a distinction between structural and le-xical case in their treatments of German. The following German examples taken from Heinzand Matiasek illustrate the distinction:(2) a. Der Mann unterst�utzt michThe man (nom) helps me (acc)`The man is helping me'b. Der Mann hilft mirThe man (nom) helps me (dat)`The man is helping me'The verbs helfen and unterst�utzen in (2) (which can both translate into English as help) di�erin the case-marking of their objects. The normal, `default' case-marking for German directobjects is accusative and when a direct object receives accusative case this is thought to bestructural case-marking|i.e. the np is accusative by virtue of its occurring in object position.The object of unterst�utzen is marked in this way. By contrast, some German direct objectsreceive dative case, as with helfen, and here the case-marking is entirely dependent on theverb. The lexical entry for the verb dictates that the object must be marked as dative and sothis is an instance of lexical case-marking. It can be demonstrated that the case-marking of theobject of unterst�utzen is structural while that of the object of helfen is lexical by consideringhow they behave under passivisation, as shown in (3). The argument of unterst�utzen which is1This point is acknowledged by Pollard and Sag (p.30, fn.25).



33the object in the active is realised as the subject in the passive and receives nominative case.This shows that case-marking of this np is structural since it varies according to position.For the dative argument of helfen, on the other hand, case must be lexical since this np isdative irrespective of whether it surfaces as an active object or a passive subject.(3) a. Der Kunde wird unterst�utztThe customer (nom) is helped`The customer is helped'b. Dem Kunden wird geholfenThe customer (dat) is helped`The customer is helped'(4) a. Ihn d�urstetHim (acc) is thirsty`he is thirsty'b. Mir grautMe (dat) horri�es`I am horri�ed'The default case-marking for German subjects is nominative, as exempli�ed by the subjectsof active unterst�utzen and helfen in (2). This case-marking is structural, i.e. a consequenceof structural position rather than of properties of the verb. In the examples in (4) the singlearguments of the verbs d�ursten and grauen are marked as accusative and dative respectivelyand this case-marking is lexical.2To handle the two di�erent kinds of case-marking, both Heinz and Matiasek (1994) andPollard (1994) introduce the type str(uctural) as a possible value for the feature case. Thistype is a non-maximal type assigned to subcategorised nps by verbs in the lexicon and itbecomes more speci�c only when the verb actually combines with the argument. The lexicalentries for the four verbs in (2) and (4) would have the following subcat values in Heinz andMatiasek's account.3(5) unterst�utzen hNP[str], NP[str]ihelfen hNP[str], NP[dat]id�ursten hNP[acc]igrauen hNP[dat]iPollard does not make a concrete proposal about how str is to become realised as nom onsubjects and acc on objects since he perceives this to be problematic. He suggests that a2Whether or not these were thought to be subjects would depend on theory internal considerations.3Pollard adopts the subj/comps approach to subcategorisation but Heinz and Matiasek retain theold subcat list. I reproduce their examples here since I am not sure whether the nps in (4) belong inthe subj list or the comps list.



34mechanism that realises structural case must either involve a default principle of case assig-nment or be one which refers to tree con�guration (the information in the dtrs feature).The �rst option involves two steps: (i) use the lexical rule which creates �nite verbs to assignnom to their str subjects and acc to their str objects and (ii) appeal to the notion that acc isthe default for all other instances of str (for instance in the valence feature lists of non-�niteverbs). This option is problematic since it is not clear how to formalise such defaults. Pollard�nds the second option unattractive because hpsg has a \traditional aversion" to notionsbased on tree-con�gurationality.4Heinz and Matiasek make a proposal about how str is to be realised and their account is aninstance of Pollard's second option of appealing to tree con�gurationality. They formulatea Case Principle which causes str to be realised as either nom or acc and which operateson signs whose dtrs value is of type head-comp-struc. Furthermore, the part of the featurestructure that the principle operates on is the subcat list of the head-daughter.2.2 Case-Marking in EnglishThere is a degree of inconsistency between the account of German case-marking in Pollard(1994) and Heinz and Matiasek (1994) and the account of English case-marking in Pollardand Sag (1994). In Pollard and Sag (1994), case is assigned to English np arguments inthe subcat lists of their heads and, in terms of the structural versus lexical distinction, thisamounts to a claim that English case-marking is lexical. This claim would be counterfactualsince the evidence actually points to English case-marking being predominantly, if not wholly,structural|the case-marking of all np arguments of verbs in English depends on whether theyoccur as subjects or objects, and if as subjects, whether they are subjects of �nite verbs orof non-�nite verbs.5In this section I will propose for English a much simpli�ed version of Heinz and Matiasek'saccount of German case-marking. The general advantage of this approach is that it acknow-ledges that English case-marking is structural rather than lexical but it also has more speci�cbene�ts which I will detail in Section 2.3.4In their account of Icelandic quirky case, Sag, Karttunen and Goldberg (1992) take the secondoption for assigning nominative case as the default for subjects: they assume that the grammar rulethat introduces the subject will mark the dcase (default case) value as nom.5Chomsky (1981, p.171) suggests that the second object in double object constructions, e.g. a bookin John gave Bill a book, might have inherent (i.e. lexical) case rather than structural case. Later on(p.292), he speculates that \English has lost the inherent Case system".



35In order for their account of German to work, Heinz and Matiasek propose quite a complexsubpart of the type-hierarchy for the type case, which I reproduce in (6).(6) ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................caselacc snom sgen sacclgen ldatnom gen dat acc lexical structuralsyn-casemorph-caseOn the assumption that all case-marking in English is structural, it is unnecessary to makethe distinctions that Heinz and Matiasek make and, in fact, the simple partitioning of thetype case into nom and acc as in Pollard and Sag (1994) is su�cient. It must be borne inmind, however, that the type case in the English type-hierarchy behaves analogously to thetype structural in the German hierarchy in that the more speci�c sub-types of case are notspeci�ed on nps in the valence feature lists of lexical items. These nps will become morespeci�cally marked for case but this happens in the dtrs part of the feature structure at thepoint of combination of the head with the np. The lexical entries even of �nite verbs do notspecify the case of their np arguments, thus the synsemjloc value in the lexical entry forkicks will be as shown (7) rather than as in (1).(7) 2666666664 CAT 2664 HEAD verb[�n]SUBJ h 1 NP 3 iCOMPS h 2 NP 4 iSUBCAT h 1 ; 2 i 3775CONTjNUCLEUS � KICKER 3KICKED 4 �kick 3777777775In order that appropriate case values are acquired, I follow the Heinz and Matiasek analysisin introducing a Case Principle. This can be stated as follows:(8) The Case Principle(i) In a feature structure of type comps-head-struc, any nps in thecomps list of the head daughter are [case acc].(ii) In a feature structure of type subj-head-struc, the �rst np in thesubj list of the head daughter is [case nom] if the head isspeci�ed as [vform �n] or [vform bse] and [case acc]otherwise.6



36The e�ect of the new account is to remove the responsibility for case-marking from verbsand other subcategorising heads and to assign case in valence feature lists only at the pointwhere a head combines with an argument, i.e. inside the dtrs feature on phrasal signs.This means that the subject in (9a) is constrained to be nominative because it occurs ina feature structure of type subj-head-struc where the head is �nite and because its synsemvalue is structure-shared with the single member of the vp's subj list. The subject of kickin (9b) structure-shares with the object of expected since expect is an object raising verb. Itsaccusative case-marking is dictated by neither verb, however, but is simply a consequence ofthe fact that it occurs as a daughter in a comps-head-struc.(9) a. She kicks the ball.b. Kim expected her to kick the ball.In following Heinz and Matiasek's lead, I have developed an account of English case-markingwhich reects the fact that, for English, case-marking is structural rather than lexical. In sodoing I have adopted Pollard's second strategy which makes reference to tree-con�guration.In spite of Pollard's objection that hpsg theory would want to avoid tree-con�gurationally-based constraints, it does seem that this account comes closer to capturing the true natureof English case-marking.2.3 Some ConsequencesIn this section I investigate some small problems with the version of hpsg in Pollard and Sag(1994) and show how they are solved by the new account of case-marking.2.3.1 Subjects of Non-�nitesIn the lexically-based account of case-marking in Pollard and Sag (1994) there is a problemrelating to the case-marking of subjects of non-�nites. Pollard and Sag assume that �niteverbs assign nominative case to their subjects but that non-�nite verbs and predicative non-verbals leave their subjects unspeci�ed for case. The problem here is that they do not specifyhow the correct case-marking for such subjects can be ensured and it is hard to see how theycan prevent the incorrect case being assigned to the subjects of the non-�nite verbs in (10).6On the assumption that arrive in I require that he arrive on time is the [vform bse] form, I assumethat base form verbs occur with a nominative subject.



37(10) a. It would be possible for him (*he) to be promoted.b. It was decided that he (*him) be promoted.c. Him (*he) being promoted made us all gladNotice that Pollard and Sag cannot allow non-�nite heads to assign case to their subjects sincethis would predict many instances of subject raising to be ill-formed owing to a clash in case-marking requirements.7 In (11), the entire synsem of the subject of tends structure-shareswith the synsem of the subject of to talk too much. If the �nite tends assigns nominativecase to its subject and the in�nitive to assigns accusative case to its subject then a clash incase assignments would result. Furthermore, presumably the base form verb talk would tryto assign nominative to the common subject and this would mean a second clash with theneeds of the in�nitive.(11) He tends to talk too much.If Pollard and Sag cannot permit non-�nites to assign case to their subjects then they willneed some other mechanism to perform this case-marking. The account developed in theprevious section is a good candidate since it achieves the correct case-marking in (10) anddoesn't predict a case conict for (11). But if Pollard and Sag need the Case Principle forthe examples in (10) then it would seem logical to adopt the whole of the new account ratherthan have some nps case-marked lexically while some are marked structurally. This suggeststhat a recognition that English case-marking is structural is inevitable.2.3.2 Passive and Case-markingPollard and Sag (1987) use a lexical rule to derive lexical entries for passive verbs from entriesfor base form transitive verbs. This lexical rule is shown in (12).(12) 264 PHONOLOGY 1PAST-PART 2SYNjLOCjSUBCAT h:::; [ ] 3 ; [ ] 4 iSEMjCONT 5 375base ^ trans )24 PHONOLOGY fPSP( 1 ; 2 )SYNjLOCjSUBCAT h(PP [BY ] 4 ); :::; [ ] 3 iSEMjCONT 5 35passive7I am grateful to Elisabet Engdahl for drawing this problem to my attention.



38The feature system has changed considerably since Pollard and Sag (1987), as has the orderof elements on the subcat list. The only point about (12) that I want to make here, however,is that contrary to what we might have expected, the object np in the input subcat list isnot completely identi�ed with the subject np in the output subcat list. The two categoriesshare the same index but they are not required to share major category attributes. Assumingthat there is some way to ensure that both will be realised as nps, this may not have anydeleterious consequences since information about whether an np is referential or expletiveresides in the index and will therefore be retained. There are two cases, however, whichindicate that the np should be entirely structure-shared between input and output. The �rstcase concerns passivisation of object raising verbs|the relevant examples are shown in (13).(13) a. Thomas believes there to be hedgehogs in the garden.b. There are believed to be hedgehogs in the garden.In (13a) the object is the Raising controller and in the passive version in (13b) this sameelement is still the controller even though it is now realised as the subject. The relationbetween Raising controllers and controllees is encoded as a structure-sharing of entire synsemobjects but with the formulation of passive in (12) this structure-sharing would be destroyedin the output of passive.8 Instead of retaining the controller element in the output, a newnp would be introduced which had the same index as the original controller but which wasnot token identical to the controllee. It is possible that some other part of the grammarcould reinstate the Raising relationship but there would be no need for this if passive wasformulated with complete structure-sharing rather than just coindexation.The second case that is relevant here concerns idiomatic phrases which permit passivisation.With these the idiomatic reading is retained, as illustrated in (14). Assuming that the passivelexical rule is responsible for these examples, this would seem to suggest that the entire objectshould be shared between input and output.(14) a. I knew it wouldn't be long before the cat was let out of the bag.b. Advantage was always being taken of her because she was so kind.In sum, it seems a odd that the entire category is not structure-shared and the obviousexplanation for lack of sharing seems to be case-marking: if the object of the base form isconstrained to be accusative then complete structure-sharing would mean that the subject of8See (29) in Chapter 3 for an example of an object raising sign.



39the passive would be required always to be realised by an accusative np and, as (15) shows,this is not the case.(15) He (*him) was kicked.With the new account of structural case-marking, neither the input nor the output of thepassive lexical rule would assign case to the subcategorised arguments and case-markingwould therefore not be a block to requiring structure-sharing of the entire synsem objectwhich represents the active object and passive subject. In (16) I show a revised version ofthe passive lexical rule which has been updated to take account of the more recent featuresystem and type-hierarchy as well as the C9 revisions. Notice that the argument in questionis completely structure-shared between input and output valence feature lists and that this isnot marked for case since its case value will be structurally determined by the Case Principle.(16) Passive Lexical Rule26666664 PHON 1SYNSEMjLOC 266664 CAT 2664 HEAD � VFORM bse �SUBJ h 2 NP 3 iCOMPS h 4 NP; :::iSUBCAT h 2 ; 4 ; :::i 3775CONTjNUCLEUS transitive 377775 37777775 )26666664 PHON fPSP( 1 )SYNSEMjLOC 266664 CAT 2664 HEAD � VFORM pas �SUBJ h 4 iCOMPS h:::; ( 5 PP[by] 3 )iSUBCAT h 4 ; :::; 5 i 3775CONTjNUCLEUS transitive 377775 377777752.3.3 Subject Raising EntriesIn Section 2.3.1, I pointed out that �nite subject raising verbs cause di�culties for an attemptat lexically assigned case because of a clash between their putative need to assign nominativecase to the raised subject and the putative need of the in�nitive controlled complement toassign accusative case to the same element. There is another respect in which a lexicallybased treatment of case-assignment would cause inconvenience for the analysis of subjectraising verbs. This stems from the fact that subject raising predicates can occur with non-npsubjects, as illustrated in (17).(17) a. That Kim is a habitual liar tends to bother Lee.b. To get rich quick seems to be Lee's �rst priority.c. In the bath appears to be where Sandy has her best ideas.



40In signs for subject raising verbs (see, for example, (37) in Chapter 3), controller and controlleeare structure-shared synsem objects. The controller occurs in the subj list of the raisingverb and the controllee occurs in the subj list of its controlled complement. There is nospeci�cation of the categorial status of the controller/controllee element in order that thecontroller can be realised as whatever category the embedded verb requires as its subject. If�nite Raising verbs were to lexically assign nominative case to their np subjects then therewould need to be more than one lexical entry for �nite subject raising verbs: one for the casewhere the controller is realised as an np and at least one other entry for non-np subjects.This conclusion follows from the fact that only nps have a speci�cation for case and thereforea lexical assignment of case would constrain the controller to be an np. With my proposedshift to structural case assignment via the Case Principle there is no problem with the existingentries for subject raising verbs and there are no unnecessary complications in the lexicon.Notice that exactly the same problem arises with the auxiliaries and some modals which alsoinherit their subject requirements from their unsaturated complements.2.3.4 Case Marking and Unbounded DependenciesAs I described in Section 1.3, Pollard and Sag (1994) divide unbounded dependency con-structions into two classes, weak udcs and strong udcs. Strong udcs include topicalisations,wh-questions and wh-relatives and they have the property of `strong connectivity'. This me-ans that �ller and gap are strongly identi�ed with one another to the extent that they shareall local information, including their case value. The examples in (18) illustrate.(18) a. Him (*he), Lee really can't stand acc .b. The person who (*whom) Lee said nom robbed the bankIn the initial analysis of udcs in Pollard and Sag (1994), an object gap is treated as aphonologically null constituent, i.e. trace. For the purposes of case assignment this meansthat it is no di�erent from a normal object and can receive accusative case via the CasePrinciple. This case marking is transmitted to the �ller as a result of structure-sharing oflocal values. Subject gaps receive a traceless analysis, however, and in the C9 version ofPollard and Sag (1994) a traceless account is also proposed for object gaps. The tracelessaccount causes slash dependencies to arise by using lexical rules to rearrange items betweenthe comps list and the inherjslash set on lexical items.



41In the case of extracted subjects of embedded �nite clauses, the Subject Extraction LexicalRule a�ects lexical items which subcategorise a �nite sentential complement by replacing the�nite s in their comps list with a �nite vp whose subj requirement is structure-shared with anelement in their inherjslash set. For extracted complements, the Complement ExtractionLexical Rule e�ectively moves a complement from the comps list to the inherjslash set.This means that case-marking of the extracted element cannot be the result of the CasePrinciple as it is formulated in (8) since the item in question is not found in the comps orthe subj list of the head daughter but in its inherjslash set instead. In order for extractedelements to receive the appropriate case-marking either the Extraction Lexical Rules must bereformulated so that they perform case assignment en passant or the Case Principle must beaugmented to deal with these cases. The �rst option is undesirable because the ExtractionLexical Rules do not make reference to syntactic category and an attempt to case-mark an npwhich was moved to the inherjslash set would involve making a more speci�c set of rules,one for each possible extracted category. The second option requires an additional clause tobe added to the Case Principle. The revised Case Principle is shown in (19): the third clauseis the new one.(19) The Case Principle (revised)(i) In a feature structure of type comps-head-struc, any nps in thecomps list of the head daughter are [case acc].(ii) In a feature structure of type subj-head-struc, the �rst np in thesubj list of the head daughter is [case nom] if the head isspeci�ed as [vform �n] or [vform bse] and [case acc]otherwise.(iii) If a lexical sign has an np in its inherjslash set then thatnp is [case nom] if the sign has a �nite vp in comps and[case acc] otherwise.The new clause a�ects lexical signs which have an np in their inherjslash set. I assumethat the only such signs will be outputs of the Extraction Lexical Rules. The outputs ofthe Subject Extraction Lexical Rule will always have a vp[�n] in their comps list and theextracted np must be nominative. (No verb directly subcategorises a vp[�n] complement sothe only place where they will occur is as a result of the Subject Extraction Lexical Rule.)The outputs of the Complement Extraction Lexical Rule will never have a vp[�n] in theircomps list and the extracted np must be accusative.



Chapter 3Control Constructions in HPSGIn this chapter I discuss Raising and Equi constructions, examples of which are shown in (1){(4). These are constructions where a verb, adjective or noun subcategorises for an unsaturatedcomplement (shown in square brackets in (1){(4)). Unsaturated complements are phrasessuch as non-�nite vps and predicative nps and aps which are lacking a subject. Although thecomplement lacks a syntactically realised subject, a semantic interpretation for the subjectargument is not lacking because Equi and Raising predicates impose a link between themissing subject of their unsaturated complement and one of their other arguments. Thus,the italicised nps in (1){(4) are interpreted as coreferential with the unexpressed subjectsof the unsaturated complements|these nps are often referred to as `controllers' and theunexpressed subjects of the complements as `controllees'.(1) a. Cinderella wanted vp[ to go to the ball ].b. Jack was eager vp[ to climb the beanstalk ].(2) a. The troll seemed ap[ rather bad-tempered ].b. A hero is certain vp[ to be handsome ].(3) a. Rapunzel relied on the prince vp[ to rescue her ].b. The prince asked Cinderella vp[ to marry him ].(4) a. Everyone expected the frog vp[ to turn into a prince ].b. The step-sisters considered themselves ap[ beautiful ].(1) and (3) are Equi examples and (2) and (4) are Raising examples. In (1) and (2) thecontrollers are the subjects of the Raising or Equi predicates while in the examples in (3) and(4) the controllers are their objects.It is quite common to discuss Raising and Equi together but in spite of super�cial similarities,the two constructions are often thought to be quite distinct. For this reason there is no42



43universally agreed cover term for the two constructions. I will follow the lead of Gazdar etal. (1985), Bresnan (1982a), Klein and Sag (1985) and Dowty (1985), among others, in usingthe term `control construction' as a cover term for Raising and Equi.1 It should be noted,however, that this use of the term `control' diverges from its use in the gb literature where`control' is a more recent term for Equi constructions. It should also be noted that Pollardand Sag (1994) follow the gb lead in using `control' to refer only to Equi. It is unfortunatethat my use of terminology di�ers from Pollard and Sag's but there is really no other suitablecover term for Equi and Raising available. I will refer to examples such as those in (1) and(2) as `subject control constructions' to reect the fact that it is the subject of the controlverb which is the controller. Similarly, I will refer to examples like those in (3) and (4) as`object control constructions' because in these the object is the controller. I will cross-classifyexamples according to whether they are Equi or Raising using the terms `subject raising',`subject equi', `object raising' and `object equi' where the term `subject raising' is a gloss for`subject control with a Raising relation' and so on.2The purpose of this chapter is to discuss how control constructions are analysed in hpsg inorder to lay the foundations for my treatment ofmocs in Chapter 5. In Section 3.1, I provide abrief overview of control and describe the di�erences between Equi and Raising constructions.In Section 3.2, I describe the standard hpsg account of control as found in Pollard and Sag(1994) (which is based on Sag and Pollard (1991)). In Section 3.3, I update the standardaccount to make it compatible with the C9 revisions and I also suggest some modi�cationswhich are independently motivated but which contribute to the analysis of mocs in Chapter 5.3.1 A Brief Overview3.1.1 Approaches to Control ConstructionsEvery treatment of control constructions must propose a means of dealing with the funda-mental problem of a type mismatch between the syntactic form of the controlled complementand its semantic interpretation. At some level of interpretation, the missing subject argument1lfg, as described for example in Bresnan (1982a) and Mohanan (1983a) makes a distinctionbetween `functional' control and `anaphoric' control. With functional control, a controller must bepresent and in a given local argument position. With anaphoric control, the controller need not bepresent and its position may vary. Bresnan (1982a) explicitly states that Raising is a type of functionalcontrol. Equi may be either functional or anaphoric.2Relational Grammar (Perlmutter 1984) uses the term `object raising' to refer to the tough con-struction and the term `raising to object' to refer to what I call `object raising'.



44of the controlled complement is resolved to be coreferential with its controller and this meansthat at some point the semantic type of the controlled complement is a proposition. Yetsyntactically, controlled complements are non-sentential phrases which do not denote propo-sitions. The problem is how to reconcile the mismatch and in their solution to this problemaccounts of control fall broadly into two classes, depending on whether they represent thecontrolled complement at logical form as a proposition or as a property (where a propertyis a function from np denotations to propositions). I will refer to the two types of theory aspropositional and property-theoretic respectively. Accounts of control also di�er as to whatsyntactic category they assign to controlled complements: they appear to be vps, nps andaps and some accounts treat them as such while other accounts treat them as sentential com-plements whose subjects are not phonologically realised. I will refer to these respectively asnon-sentential and sentential accounts of control.Since Rosenbaum (1967), transformational grammar in all its incarnations has adopted apropositional, sentential account of control. In gb (cf. Manzini 1983), an Equi controlledcomplement is an s with a [+a,+p] empty subject (pro) and a Raising controlled complementis an s containing an np trace in subject position which results from movement of the raisedconstituent. In both cases there is no mismatch between syntactic and semantic type and thepropositional approach to the semantics of control is taken.At the other end of the spectrum, Chierchia (1984) and Dowty (1985) advance a property-theoretic, non-sentential approach. They assume that controlled complements are the vps,aps and nps that they appear to be and that these have the semantic type property rather thanproposition. Equi and Raising verbs denote relations between np denotations and propertiesand so for Dowty and Chierchia there is no type mismatch. The fact that the controller andthe controllee are coreferential is simply a question of lexical entailments associated with Equiand Raising verbs.Jacobson (1990) refers to the Chierchia/Dowty analyses of Equi and Raising as LE Equi andLE Raising respectively (LE for lexical entailment) and she accepts LE Equi entirely. Shehighlights a number of problems with LE Raising, however, and proposes that Raising isbest dealt with by means of function composition, not just in the semantics but also in thesyntax (and this entails using categorial grammar as the syntactic component). Jacobson'scomposition account of Raising treats Raising predicates as functions from propositions topropositions so this is a propositional, non-sentential approach to Raising where the type



45mismatch is resolved by the use of function composition.In the gpsg framework, Klein and Sag (1985) propose a propositional, non-sentential accountof both Equi and Raising which requires special treatment for control predicates to deal withthe syntax/semantics mismatch. They assume that controlled complements have no syntacticsubjects and that semantically they are properties but they have a process of functionalrealisation which causes the properties to be applied to controller denotations with the resultthat the �nal logical forms for control sentences contain propositions not properties. The priceassociated with this approach is that specialised functions have to be invoked for Equi andRaising predicates in the translation to logical form. In the case of Raising the specialisedfunction is equivalent to the standard function composition operator so in this sense thegpsg approach to Raising is comparable to Jacobson's although it does not include functioncomposition in the syntax.Although gpsg and hpsg di�er quite considerably in the way they model the relationshipbetween syntax and semantics, the hpsg account of control in Pollard and Sag (1994) canstill be seen as a descendent of the gpsg one: syntactically the controlled complements arenon-sentential but the account is a propositional one. I describe the hpsg approach in moredetail in Section 3.2.3.1.2 Equi and RaisingThe distinction between Equi and Raising is widely made and is extremely well-documentedin the literature, for example, Bresnan 1982a, Dowty 1985, Klein and Sag 1985, Jacobson1990, Sag and Pollard 1991, Pollard and Sag 1994. There is a well-documented collectionof cases where Equi and Raising behave di�erently and, broadly speaking, most accountsagree that these follow from two fundamental interrelated di�erences. Firstly, in Equi con-structions, controller and controllee are distinct entities which are coindexed but in Raisingconstructions they are the `same' entity. Secondly, for Equi it follows that the controller andcontrollee both play a semantic role|the controller with respect to the Equi predicate andthe controllee with respect to the embedded predicate. For Raising on the other hand, thesingle controller/controllee entity is a semantic argument of just the embedded predicate.The �rst di�erence entails no more than co-referentiality between controller and controlleefor Equi but complete syntactic identity for Raising: cases 1{3 below represent some particu-lar instantiations of this. The second di�erence can be illustrated by showing the argument



46structures involved in the two constructions. Assuming a propositional analysis of controland, for convenience, a predicate logic representation of logical forms, it can be seen thatcontrollers in Raising constructions are not arguments of the Raising predicate itself but onlyof the lower predicate. Corresponding Equi predicates have one more argument because thecontroller/controllee plays a role for both the Equi and the embedded predicates:(5) a. John seems to sing seem0(sing0(j)) (Raising)b. John tries to sing try0(j; sing0(j)) (Equi)c. John expects Mary to sing expect0(j; sing0(m)) (Raising)d. John persuades Mary to sing persuade0(j; m; sing0(m)) (Equi)Cases 4{6 below are attributable to this di�erence in argument structure. The following is afairly complete list of cases where Equi and Raising are known to di�er. These can be thoughtof as diagnostic tests for Equi and Raising and also as a test-bed against which theories canbe evaluated since the di�erences should be consequences of any analysis. In Section 3.2, Ibriey describe the analysis of control in Pollard and Sag (1994) and show how the di�erencesfollow from their account.1. Raising predicates appear to place no constraints of their own on the syntactic nature of thecontroller and as a result the controller may be of whichever type the controlled complementwould select as a subject: normal nps, the dummy nps it and there and sentential subjects areall possible, as illustrated in (6). Equi predicates, on the other hand, require the controllerto be a normal np (7a). Dummy nps or sentential subjects are not possible Equi controllers(7b{e).(6) a. Bill seems to hate lasagne. (subject raising)b. There seem to be a lot of insects about. (subject raising)c. It is likely to worry Bill that we're late. (subject raising)d. That we are late doesn't seem to bother Bill. (subject raising)e. We expected there to be a lot of insects. (object raising)(7) a. Bill tried to eat the lasagne. (subject equi)b. *There try to be a lot of insects about. (subject equi)c. *It is eager to worry Bill that we're late. (subject equi)d. *That we are late doesn't try to bother Bill. (subject equi)e. *We persuaded there to be a lot of insects. (object equi)2. In languages with `quirky' case marking such as Icelandic (Andrews 1982a, 1982b, Sag,Karttunen and Goldberg 1992), the controller in a Raising construction retains the quirkycase associated with the controllee whilst the controller in an Equi construction does not.



473. As Pollard and Sag (1994) note, some Equi verbs subcategorise for a pp which containsthe controller as in (8) but there are no instances of Raising controllers occurring inside pps.(8) a. We were depending on Lee to help us.b. Kim appealed to Lee to behave well at the party.4. In pairs which di�er only with respect to whether the controlled complement is passivisedor not, the sentences in a Raising pair (9) have the same interpretation while the sentencesin an Equi pair (10) do not:(9) a. Mary seems to like Bill.b. Bill seems to be liked by Mary.(10) a. Mary tries to like Bill.b. Bill tries to be liked by Mary.5. Idiomatic expressions retain their idiomatic reading when involved in Raising constructionsbut not when involved in Equi constructions:(11) a. The cat seems to be out of the bag.b. The cat tries to be out of the bag. (* on idiomatic reading)6. Equi constructions cause existential entailments to be associated with the controller butRaising ones can be ambiguous and have a reading where they do not: (12a) entails theexistence of a giant while one reading of (12b) does not.(12) a. A giant tried to hide in the shrubbery.b. A giant appears to be hiding in the shrubbery.7. Jacobson (1990) discusses a phenomenon termed Null Complement Anaphora by Hanka-mer and Sag (1976) and Grimshaw (1977, 1979) whereby a vp complement may be omitted.Null Complement Anaphora can occur with Equi predicates but not with Raising predicates,as demonstrated in (13).(13) a. Lee tried to keep the kitchen tidy and then Kim tried.b. *Lee appeared to be tidying up and then Kim appeared.8. Jacobson also notes that many Equi verbs are able to occur with a proposition denotingnp in place of their controlled complement but Raising verbs cannot:



48(14) a. Kim tried something. It was to climb the apple tree.b. *Kim seemed something. It was to like climbing trees.9. A further di�erence between Equi and Raising that Jacobson discusses concerns the abilityof the controlled complement to be fronted. Equi controlled complements can be preposedbut Raising ones cannot:3(15) a. To be left o� the party list, Kim would hate.b. *To have been left o� the party list, Kim seems.10. Jacobson mentions a di�erence between Equi and Raising with respect to nominalisation(as �rst noted by Chomsky (1970)): Equi control can occur in nps but Raising cannot.(16) a. Kim's desire to go to the partyb. *Kim's appearance to be happy3.2 The HPSG AccountThere are two distinct steps involved in an account of control: (i) identifying which of acontrol predicate's arguments is the controller and (ii) specifying the form of the link betweenthe two and the means of making it. It would be possible simply to stipulate these in thelexical signs for the control predicates on a case by case basis but this would not be a veryelegant solution. Instead, linguistic theories attempt to provide principles which generaliseacross cases.As was explained above, Pollard and Sag take a propositional, non-sentential approach toboth Equi and Raising and in this respect they treat the two constructions as alike. However,the means by which they accomplish the two steps indicated above are di�erent for the twoconstructions and the di�erences in behaviour between Equi and Raising follow from thedi�ering analyses. Below I briey summarise the Pollard and Sag (1994) account of Equi andRaising but note that this summary is not completely true to the original since I update thefeature structures to take account of the C9 revisions which I have decided to adopt.3In fact this is not very robust even for Equi and some speakers might reject (15a). Raisingexamples, however, are signi�cantly worse for all speakers.



493.2.1 EquiWhen discussing the identi�cation of the controller in Equi constructions, Pollard and Sag(1994) argue that the principles which identify the controller argument must make referencenot to grammatical relations (like subject and object) but to the thematic roles which are as-signed to the arguments of predicates in the semantic feature structure. In their type-hierarchythey identify control-qfpsoa as a subtype of qfpsoa which itself has subtypes inuence, com-mitment and orientation. The relevant part of the type-hierarchy is shown in (17).(17) ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .............................................................................. .................................................................... ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ... ...inuence control-qfpsoapersuadeappealcause commitmentpromiseintendtry orientationwanthate expectAll Equi predicates belong to one of these semantic classes and the choice of controller argu-ment follows from class membership: for inuence predicates the controller is the argumentwhich realises the influence role in the content part of the feature structure, for commitmentpredicates the controller is the committor and for orientation predicates the controller isthe experiencer.Pollard and Sag argue that the link between controller and controllee in Equi constructionsis purely semantic in nature and they demonstrate that coindexation (i.e. structure sharingof indices) is the appropriate means to achieve the link. They cannot directly access the con-trollee's index from inside the controlled complement's content feature however, becausethey cannot specify the path to it in advance. This is because the controllee's index playswhichever role the embedded predicate assigns to its subject|the subject of kick �lls thekicker role, the subject of laugh �lls the laugher role etc. Instead, they access the control-lee's index indirectly through the subj valence feature on the controlled complement: becausethe controlled complement is unsaturated, the category it requires as its subject is encodedin its subj list. Pollard and Sag propose that the coindexation between Equi controller andcontrollee should be encoded as a principle in the grammar. This principle is shown in (18).44This is the same as the version given in the Appendix of Pollard and Sag (1994) except it hasbeen revised to take account of the C9 shift from subcat to the valence features. The use of the term



50(18) Control TheoryIf the soa-arg value of a control-qfpsoa is token-identical with the contentvalue of a local object whose categoryjsubj value is a list of length one,then the member of that list is (1) reexive, and (2) coindexed with theinfluenced (respectively, committor, experiencer) value of thecontrol-qfpsoa if the latter is of sort inuence (respectively, commitment,orientation).Notice that Pollard and Sag require the semantic type of the controllee to be reexive. Thismeans that even though it is the control theory which is responsible for the coindexationof controller and controllee, the results of coindexation must be entirely consistent with thebinding theory. As explained in Section 1.4, the subjects of unsaturated complements of ahead are locally o-commanded by the less oblique arguments of that head. For Equi-typecoindexation to occur, controlled complement subjects must be reexive since only reexivesmay be locally o-bound.The e�ect of the control theory is to place special constraints on feature structures whosecontent value is of type control-qfpsoa and this includes the lexical entries for Equi verbs.(19){(21) show the relevant parts of the feature structures for the lexical entries of the verbspersuade, try and hate respectively.5(19) 2666666666664 CAT 266664 SUBJ DNP 1 ECOMPS *NP 2 ; VP[inf ]" SUBJ DNP 2 ECONT 3 # + 377775CONTjNUCLEUS " INFLUENCE 1INFLUENCED 2SOA-ARG 3 #persuade 3777777777775(20) 266666666664 CAT 266664 SUBJ DNP 1 ECOMPS * VP[inf ]" SUBJ DNP 1 ECONT 2 # + 377775CONTjNUCLEUS � COMMITTOR 1SOA-ARG 2 �try 377777777775`local object' makes reference to the concept of locality used in the binding theory (as described inSection 1.4) and I take it that an object is local to a lexical head if it appears in one of its valencefeature lists. Recall that Pollard and Sag use the term `control' in a narrow way to refer only toEqui|the control theory is relevant only to Equi constructions and not to Raising.5In the interests of clarity, I will omit the paths to the subj and content features of the controlledvps in the comps lists.



51(21) 266666666664 CAT 266664 SUBJ DNP 1 ECOMPS * VP[inf ]" SUBJ DNP 1 ECONT 2 # + 377775CONTjNUCLEUS � EXPERIENCER 1SOA-ARG 2 �hate 377777777775When these entries are used in sentences such as those in (22) then the relevant parts of theresultant feature structures are as shown in (23){(25).(22) a. Kim persuaded Lee to smile.b. Kim tried to smilec. Kim hates to smile(23) 2666666666666664 CAT 266664 SUBJ DNP 1 ECOMPS *NP 2 ; VP[inf ]" SUBJ DNP[re ] 2 ECONT 3 # + 377775CONTjNUCLEUS 264 INFLUENCE 1INFLUENCED 2SOA-ARG 3 � SMILER 2 �smile 375persuade 3777777777777775(24) 26666666666664 CAT 266664 SUBJ DNP 1 ECOMPS * VP[inf ]" SUBJ DNP[re ] 1 ECONT 2 # + 377775CONTjNUCLEUS 24 COMMITTOR 1SOA-ARG 2 � SMILER 1 �smile 35try 37777777777775(25) 26666666666664 CAT 266664 SUBJ DNP 1 ECOMPS * VP[inf ]" SUBJ DNP[re ] 1 ECONT 2 # + 377775CONTjNUCLEUS 24 EXPERIENCER 1SOA-ARG 2 � SMILER 1 �smile 35hate 377777777777753.2.2 RaisingAs I explained above, an analysis of control can be thought of as involving two distinct parts,(i) identifying the controller and (ii) establishing the link between controller and controllee.The Pollard and Sag (1994) analysis of Raising di�ers from the Equi analysis in both respects.



52With Equi the controller is identi�ed as a particular argument of the Equi predicate but,with Raising, although the controller is subcategorised by the Raising predicate, it plays asemantic role only with respect to the embedded verb. Pollard and Sag formulate the RaisingPrinciple shown in (26) to ensure that whenever a predicate subcategorises a non-expletiveelement which is assigned no semantic role then it must also subcategorise an unsaturatedcomplement whose subject is structure-shared with the unassigned element.6(26) Raising PrincipleLet e be a lexical entry whose subcat list l contains an element x notspeci�ed as expletive.7Then x is lexically assigned no semantic role inthe content of e if and only if l also contains a (nonsubject)y[subcat hxi].A revised version of (26) is given in (27) to take into account the C9 shift from subcat tosubj and comps.(27) Raising Principle (revised)Let e be a lexical entry whose subj list ls or comps list lc containsan element x not speci�ed as expletive. Then x is lexically assignedno semantic role in the content of e if and only if lc also containsa y[subj hxi].The Raising Principle can be thought of as a well-formedness condition on signs to preventany non-role-assigned, non-expletive arguments from occurring unless they structure-sharewith a subj argument of a subcategorised complement. Since the structure-shared elementsare entire synsem objects, this imposes syntactic identity between controller and controlleeand is a much stronger link than the coreferentiality induced by the coindexation in Equiconstructions.6The Raising Principle is unlike all other principles in the grammar in that it is a constraint on theform of lexical entries and not a constraint on feature structures. Since lexical entries are themselvesconstraints on feature structures, the Raising Principle is a constraint on constraints and, in fact, amore careful de�nition is needed. In the Appendix to Pollard and Sag (1994), the following de�nitionis given: Raising PrincipleLet e be a lexical entry in which the (description of the) subcat list l contains (adescription corresponding to) a member x (of l) that is not explicitly described in eas an expletive. Then in (the description of) the content value, x is (described as)assigned no semantic role if and only if l (is described as if it) contains a nonsubjectwhose own subcat value is hxi.7The non-expletive proviso is present because the expletives it and there are subcategorised butassigned no semantic role.



53The relevant parts of the lexical entries for the subject raising and object raising verbs tendand expect are shown in (28) and (29) respectively. Notice that the controller/controlleeelement is not constrained to be of any particular syntactic category|any constraints on itwill be imposed by the embedded predicate rather than the Raising predicate.8,9(28) 26666664 CAT 2664 SUBJ 
 1 �COMPS * VP[inf ]� SUBJ 
 1 �CONT 2 � + 3775CONTjNUCLEUS � SOA-ARG 2 �tend 37777775(29) 26666666664 CAT 26664 SUBJ DNP 1 ECOMPS * 2 ; VP[inf ]� SUBJ 
 2 �CONT 3 � + 37775CONTjNUCLEUS � EXPECTOR 1SOA-ARG 3 �expect 37777777775When these entries participate in Raising sentences such as those in (30), the resultant featurestructures are as shown in (31) and (32). (Compare these with the subject and object equiexamples in (24) and (23)).(30) a. Kim tends to smile.b. Kim expects Lee to smile.8In object raising sentences the possibilities for realising the controller are constrained by linearprecedence restrictions. As illustrated in (i) and (ii), an object raising controller may be an np or a ppbut as shown in (iii) and (iv) it cannot straightforwardly be an s or a vp. This is presumably becauseof constraints about how verbal phrasal categories linearise with respect to one another. Examples (v)and (vi) are clearly related to (iii) and (iv) and demonstrate that it is possible to rescue such examplesusing extraposition. I will not attempt to deal with constraints on the realisation of object raisingcontrollers here.(i) Kim believed the cat to belong to the neighbours.(ii) Sandy considers in the bath to be a good place to drink co�ee.(iii) *Lee believes that the cat is missing to be a tragedy.(iv) *Kim considers to pull the cat's tail to be amusing.(v) Lee believes it to be a tragedy that the cat is missing.(vi) Kim considers it to be amusing to pull the cat's tail.9An alternative way of encoding the structure-sharing in subject raising signs is to make matrixand complement share entire subj values rather than just the element inside the subj list:24 CAT 24 SUBJ 1COMPS � VP[inf ]� SUBJ 1 � � 35 35I think that the two methods would always yield the same result so there should be no practicalconsequences. I use the version in the text because this makes subject raising signs more easilycomparable with object raising and subject and object equi signs.



54(31) 26666666664 CAT 26664 SUBJ D 1 NP 3 ECOMPS * VP[inf ]� SUBJ 
 1 �CONT 2 � + 37775CONTjNUCLEUS � SOA-ARG 2 � SMILER 3 �smile �tend 37777777775(32) 2666666666664 CAT 26664 SUBJ DNP 1 ECOMPS * 2 NP 4 ; VP[inf ]� SUBJ 
 2 �CONT 3 � + 37775CONTjNUCLEUS 24 EXPECTER 1SOA-ARG 3 � SMILER 4 �smile 35expect 37777777777753.2.3 Di�erences between Equi and RaisingIn Section 3.1.2 I listed ten cases where Equi and Raising constructions di�er. Here I brieydiscuss how these di�erences follow from Pollard and Sag's analysis.Controller and controllee structure-share their whole synsem values in Raising constructionsand this explains how it is that Raising controllers are syntactically identical to their con-trollees: if a controllee is required by the embedded predicate to be the expletive np therethen that is how the controller surfaces. Similarly, the inheritance of quirky case follows fromthe structure-sharing of synsem values since the speci�cation of case is part of the synsemvalue.10 It also follows from the shared synsem value that Raising controllers cannot occurinside pps since this would involve a categorial mismatch with the controllee. The link bet-ween controller and controllee is much weaker in Equi constructions and this explains whyquirky case is not inherited in Equi constructions and why Equi controllers can occur insidepps.The most signi�cant di�erence in the hpsg analyses of Equi and Raising is that an Equicontroller is role-assigned with respect to both the Equi and the embedded predicates buta Raising controller is role-assigned only in the embedded predicate. From this most of theremaining di�erences listed in Section 3.1.2 follow. The fact that Equi controllers can onlybe referential and not expletive follows from the fact that they are role-assigned (expletivescannot be role-assigned). In pairs of examples with active and passive controlled complements,10The fact that case is always shared between Raising controllers and controllees causes a slightproblem for some instances of `default' case assignment. See Chapter 2 for details and an alternativeto the standard hpsg method of case assignment.



55the di�erence in meaning for Equi follows from the role assignment for the controller and thelack of di�erence for Raising follows from the fact that the controller plays no role in thematrix clause. Similarly the failure of idioms to retain their idiomatic reading with Equiconstructions follows from the dual role imposed on the referent of the coindexed controllerand controllee. The di�erence between the two constructions with respect to existentialentailments associated with the controller ought also to follow from di�erent patterns of roleassignment although as Pollard and Sag (1994) note (p.328,fn.3) this is usually achieved byallowing both a wide and a narrow quanti�er scope for Raising controllers but only a widescope for Equi controllers. Pollard and Sag's scoping mechanism does not currently allowa narrow scope reading for Raising controllers and so more research is needed before thisdi�erence in behaviour can be seen to follow from the Equi and Raising analyses.The cases noted by Jacobson, where Equi controlled complements may be omitted or moved orreplaced by a nominal while Raising controlled complements may not, follow from the di�erentrole assignment patterns in conjunction with the Raising Principle. The Raising Principleonly allows a (non-expletive) element not to be role-assigned if that element is structure-shared with the missing subject of a controlled complement. Pollard and Sag suggest thatNull Complement Anaphora is a lexical process that permits the removal of an unsaturatedcomplement from the subcat list (or in the C9 version, the comps list) but this processcannot a�ect Raising signs since the result would violate the Raising Principle. Similarly, theother cases noted by Jacobson would involve the removal of the controlled complement fromthe comps list and hence a violation of the Raising Principle.3.3 Re�nementsIn Chapter 5, I will propose some modi�cations to the hpsg analysis of control which arerequired by my treatment of mocs as control constructions. In this section, however, I wantto discuss some re�nements to the hpsg analysis of control in the light of interactions withthe binding theory. These re�nements have a bearing on data concerning the stacking of Equiand Raising predicates. Similar examples occur with moc predicates but the observationsand the re�nements are essentially independent of the moc analysis.



563.3.1 Equi Controllees and Role AssignmentAs a starting point I want to consider in some detail how constraints on the nature of Equicontrollers and controllees are realised. As I described earlier, Equi controllers and controlleescannot be expletive and in the Pollard and Sag (1994) analysis this follows from the fact thatthe controller is role-assigned and therefore required to be referential. Since the referentialityresides in the type of the index of the controller and since it is precisely the index which isstructure-shared in coindexation, it follows that the controllee must be referential too. Thereis an imbalance here though: the controller is referential because it is role-assigned but thecontrollee is referential only because it is coindexed to the controller. To correct this imbalanceI propose that there is a constraint on Equi controllees to the e�ect that they too should berole-assigned and then from this it would follow that they must be referential. This newconstraint would reinforce the e�ects of coindexation so that we can now say that expletivesare disallowed on two counts. Simply from the question of the distribution of expletives, itmay seem that there is no need for the extra role-assignment constraint but there is evidencefrom interactions of Equi with Raising that just such a constraint does exist. Consider thefollowing examples:(33) a. *Kim tries to tend to be e�cient.b. Kim tries to want to be e�cient.(34) a. *Kim persuaded Lee to be likely to win.b. Kim persuaded Lee to try to win.(33a) shows a subject equi verb with a Raising vp as its controlled complement while (33b)has an Equi vp complement. Similarly, (34a) shows an object equi verb with a Raising vpcontrolled complement while (34b) has an Equi complement. The (a) examples are ill-formedand the (b) examples are not. I claim that the ill-formedness of the (a) examples followsfrom the fact that the subjects of subject raising verbs are not role-assigned and thereforecannot be Equi controllees.11 The Equi{Equi sequences in the (b) examples, on the otherhand, are well-formed because the subjects of Equi verbs are role assigned and are thereforegood candidates to be Equi controllees. Observe that since the controllees in the (a) examplesare referential there can be no appeal to the explanation that Pollard and Sag use to blockexpletive Equi controllees.11This problem does not arise with object raising verbs since it is their objects not their subjectswhich are non-role-assigned.



57It might be argued that the oddness of the examples in (33a) and (34a) is oddness inherentin the message that the example conveys rather than grammatical ill-formedness and I wouldagree that the fundamental problem with them lies in the meaning of the verbs try and per-suade and in facts about real world activities. It is useful here to consider some investigationsinto the nature of thematic roles and their semantic basis. Ladusaw and Dowty (1988) suggestthat thematic roles such as agent, patient, goal etc. do not have an independent statusin grammar but are a `shorthand' for collections of entailments and presuppositions of verbs.The idea here is that the notion of agentivity, for example, is some sort of generalisation overthe kinds of entailments and presuppositions that a certain class of verbs impose on their sub-ject arguments. It follows from this that verbs can be classed according to whether they sharecommon features in how they select certain arguments. Zaenen (1988,1993), for example, usesa notion of `controllability' as a means to select those Dutch verbs which can occur in theimpersonal passive construction. Controllable verbs such as eat and kick are ones which referto actions that are under the control of their agent while verbs which are not controllable areones such as happen, rain and die. Zaenen suggests that a test for controllability is whetherthe verb can head the controlled complement of the Equi verb force, as illustrated in (35). Asimilar test is whether it can combine with on purpose, as in (36).(35) a. Kim forced Lee to eat.b. *Kim forced the incident to happen.(36) a. Kim kicked the cat on purpose.b. ??Kim died on purpose.In the same vein as Zaenen's work, we would probably want to say that Equi verbs like tryand persuade place certain requirements on their controlled complements|they must containverbs that have agentive subjects which have some kind of control over the action. Thesigni�cant point here is not in the details of the characterisation of the type of verb but in thefact that at the very least they must be verbs which assign a semantic role to their subjects.This follows from the fact that a non-role-assigned subject is not a participant in the actionand therefore cannot be in control. The ill-formedness of (33a) therefore follows from the factthat the non-role-assigned subject of tend is not in control of the tendency and similarly, theill-formedness of (34a) derives from the fact that the subject of likely to win is not in controlof the likelihood.



583.3.2 Encoding the Role Assignment ConstraintAssuming that the role assignment constraint on Equi controllees is correct, there remainsthe question of how it should be encoded in the grammar. One option is to treat it as partof the lexical entailments associated with Equi predicates and not enforce it in the grammarat all. A second option is to build it into the lexical entries for Equi verbs. I remain agnosticas to which route is to be preferred but for the sake of completeness I can suggest how theconstraint might be grammatically encoded.In Section 1.4, I described how the Pollard and Sag (1994) binding theory could be updatedto take account of the C9 shift from the subcat list to the valence features subj, comps andspr. I explained that the subcat list must be retained as the domain in which the bindingtheory operates and I also motivated a treatment of expletives whereby they occur only invalence feature lists and not in the subcat list. There is an intimate connection between anelement being role-assigned and it occurring in the subcat list and it would seem logical toforbid all non-role-assigned syntactic arguments from occurring in the subcat list. It wouldfollow from this that Raising controllers are not permitted to appear in the subcat list of theRaising predicate because they are not role-assigned. Fuller versions of the Raising lexicalentries for tend and expect in (28) and (29) are shown in (37) and (38), where it can beseen that the Raising controller does not occur in the subcat list belonging to the Raisingpredicate.(37) 266666666664 CAT 26666664 SUBJ 
 1 �COMPS * 2 VP[inf ]24 SUBJ 
 1 �COMPS hiCONT 3 35 +SUBCAT 
 2 � 37777775CONTjNUCLEUS � SOA-ARG 3 �tend 377777777775(38) 266666666666664 CAT 266666664 SUBJ D 1 NP 2 ECOMPS * 3 ; 4 VP[inf ]24 SUBJ 
 3 �COMPS hiCONT 5 35 +SUBCAT 
 1 ; 4 � 377777775CONTjNUCLEUS � EXPECTER 2SOA-ARG 5 �expect 377777777777775With these signs for Raising predicates, Equi predicates can be constrained to select onlyrole-assigned controllees by changing Equi entries so that the controllee is required to be a



59member both of the subcat list and the subj list of the controlled complement. Thus if onewanted to encode the role-assignment constraint directly in Equi lexical entries, the followingwould be revised versions of the entries in (19){(21) which would achieve the desired e�ect.(39) 26666666666666664 CAT 2666666664 SUBJ D 1 NP 2 ECOMPS * 3 NP 4 ; 5 VP[inf ]264 SUBJ D 7 NP[re ] 4 ESUBCAT 
 7 ; :::�CONT 6 375 +SUBCAT 
 1 ; 3 ; 5 � 3777777775CONTjNUCLEUS " INFLUENCE 2INFLUENCED 4SOA-ARG 6 #persuade
37777777777777775(40) 2666666666666664 CAT 2666666664 SUBJ D 1 NP 2 ECOMPS * 3 VP[inf ]264 SUBJ D 5 NP[re ] 2 ESUBCAT 
 5 ; :::�CONT 4 375 +SUBCAT 
 1 ; 3 � 3777777775CONTjNUCLEUS � COMMITTOR 2SOA-ARG 4 �try 3777777777777775(41) 2666666666666664 CAT 2666666664 SUBJ D 1 NP 2 ECOMPS * 3 VP[inf ]264 SUBJ D 5 NP[re ] 2 ESUBCAT 
 5 ; :::�CONT 4 375 +SUBCAT 
 1 ; 3 � 3777777775CONTjNUCLEUS � EXPERIENCER 2SOA-ARG 4 �hate 37777777777777753.3.3 Raising and The Binding TheoryIn Section 1.4 I showed how retaining the subcat list as the domain of the binding theoryallowed for a simpler de�nition of o-command. I proposed that expletives should occur onlyas valence feature members and not in the subcat list. This has the e�ect that expletivesnever occur in the domain of the binding theory and that Pollard and Sag's restriction thato-command is a relation between referential objects is superuous. In a similar fashion, thechange to Raising signs that I proposed in the previous section also has a simplifying e�ect onthe de�nition of o-command. In Pollard and Sag (1994), Equi signs are made subject to thebinding theory through a de�nition of local o-command which treats the subjects of controlled



60complements as being locally o-commanded by the other arguments of the higher predicate(and to avoid a violation of Principle A, the subjects of such controlled complements mustbe reexive.) As Pollard and Sag observe, it follows from this that the con�guration arisingin Raising signs is also potentially capable of being a�ected by the binding theory since thestructure-shared controller/controllee element occurs as the subject of the controlled comple-ment and as a potentially o-commanding argument of the higher predicate. The problem hereis that because the entire synsem object is structure-shared, controller and controllee cannotdi�er with respect to what subtype of nom-obj they are and this means that in examples suchas (42) both controller and controllee would be of type npro which would violate Principle Cof the binding theory.(42) Kim appears to be delirious.Pollard and Sag's solution to this problem is to prevent Raising controllers and controlleesfrom being in an o-command relation by requiring that elements in an o-command relationshould have distinct local values. Since Raising controllers and controllees structure-sharetheir entire synsem feature structures the controller cannot o-command the controllee andthe binding theory does not apply.The changes to the Raising entries that I proposed in the previous section obviate theneed for the distinct local values restriction imposed by Pollard and Sag since the con-troller/controllee element occurs only once, in the lower subcat list, and this means thatthere is no risk of the binding theory applying. A �nal revised version of the de�nition of(local) o-command is shown in (43) (compare this to (42) in Section 1.4).(43) Definition of (Local) O-Command (�nal version)Let y and z be synsem objects. Then y locally o-commands zjust in case either:(i) y is less oblique than z; or(ii) y locally o-commands some x whose subcat and subjlists contain z;and y o-commands z just in case either:(iii) y locally o-commands z; or(iv) y o-commands some x whose subcat list contains z.Apart from the issue of Equi controllees needing to be role-assigned and apart from thesimpli�cation of the de�nition of o-command, there are very few discernible consequences ofmy proposal that Raising controllers do not appear in subcat lists. Since Raising controllers



61do still occur in valence feature lists, the only real rami�cations would be with respect tothe binding theory and even here the consequences are very few. This is because the raisedelement does occur on the subcat list of the controlled complement and is therefore stillavailable to act as an antecedent just as before. The only cases where there might be adi�erence is where a category intervenes between a Raising controller and its controllee. Twosuch examples occur in (44):(44) a. Johni seems to himselfi to be unproductive.b. ??Maxi strikes himselfi as quali�ed for the job.These examples are taken from Pollard and Sag (1994) (p.276). In both cases, the reexiveis not locally o-commanded by the unexpressed subject of the Raising complement on thelower subcat list and cannot therefore be bound by it. In the Pollard and Sag account,the subject is also present on the higher subcat list and, since this position does locallyo-command the reexive, it must bind it. This means that they predict both (44a) and(44b) to be well-formed. They cite Postal (1971) as treating such examples as ill-formed butthey themselves are in the position where it is expedient to claim them to be grammatical(although pragmatically deviant). On my account, the raised subject is not available as ano-commanding antecedent at all since it occurs only in the lower subcat list. However, thebinding theory only a�ects reexives which have suitable o-commanders; otherwise they areexempt and free to be coindexed by more general mechanisms. Since my account entails thatthe reexives have no suitable o-commanders, they are exempt and their coindexation is notthe product of the binding theory.1212Notice that the claim that the anaphors in (44) are exempt means that the binding theory cannotblock ill-formed examples such as (i):(i) *These books seemed to myself to be awful.However, as Pollard and Sag explain, it does not follow from the fact that the binding theory is notresponsible for the coindexation of exempt anaphors that other factors do not play a role in constrainingtheir coindexation. One general observation about exempt anaphors is that a linguistically explicitantecedent is still preferred. Thus, for example, the anaphor in (ii) is exempt but has no linguisticantecedent and the result is ill-formed in the same way as (i) is.(ii) *Mike found pictures of myself in the drawer.Furthermore, Pollard and Sag show that processing and discourse factors play a role with respect tothe coindexation of an exempt anaphor and an example with appropriate contextualisation such as(iii) is a considerable improvement on (i).(iii) ?Mary was getting worried. The evidence seemed to herself at least to be conclusive but ifJack wouldn't even consider it then the whole case would be lost.



623.3.4 Sequences of Control PredicatesIn Section 3.3.1 I used just the examples in (33) and (34) to motivate the constraint thatEqui controllees must be role-assigned. In this section I would like to examine some moredata. (45){(51) are examples of Equi{Raising sequences and Equi{Equi sequences(45) a. *Kim tries to tend to be e�cient. (Equi{Raising)b. ?Kim tries to seem to be e�cient. (Equi{Raising)(46) a. Kim wants to try to be more e�cient. (Equi{Equi)b. ?Kim tries to want to be more e�cient. (Equi{Equi)(45a) is a repeat of (33a) and it seems to be judged by all speakers to be ill-formed. (45b) isa parallel example where seem replaces tend and, although we might expect the judgement tobe the same, this example is more acceptable than (45a). Since (45b) is acceptable at least tosome speakers it could pose a problem for my view that role assignment is necessary for Equicontrollees. In fact, this example is not problematic since I believe that seem is e�ectivelyambiguous between a Raising and an Equi reading. In order to �nd (45b) well-formed, one hasto think of `seeming to be e�cient' as something which is actually under Kim's control|anappropriate gloss for the example would be the following:(47) Kim tries to behave in a way that causes her to seem to be e�cient.This means that in (45b) seem is behaving as if it had Zaenen's property of controllabilitywhich in turn would suggest that in this example the subject of seem is role-assigned. Onthe assumption that seem is behaving like an Equi verb here, there are two possible waysto treat it. One solution is to assign it two lexical entries, one Raising and one Equi, andthe other solution is to treat the shift from Raising to Equi as a kind of coercion similarto the controller shift coercion outlined by Pollard and Sag (1994). To account for (45a)the �rst solution would require that tend had only a Raising entry while the second solutionwould involve classifying tend as non-coercible. My inclination is towards the second solutionalthough it should be noted that the phenomenon of coercion is very hard to model. Noticethat tend and seem pattern in exactly the same way in imperatives:(48) a. The boss is coming. Seem to be busy!b. *The boss wants increased productivity. Tend to be busier than ever!



63Assuming that the imperative construction requires controllable verbs, the similarities bet-ween (45) and (48) are unsurprising.I included the Equi{Equi sequences in (46) as a contrast to the ill-formed or questionableEqui-Raising examples in (45) but notice that (46b) is noticeably worse than (46a) and thatthis would follow from the fact that want is not a controllable verb. In this case too there is afeeling that want must be coerced to a meaning where its subject is in control and thereforeto a world view where one can decide which desires to have and which not to have. Again,an imperative with want is decidedly odd:(49) ??The coach is looking for team spirit. Want to be a team player or else!As a �nal point, one might wonder whether Raising predicates are like Equi predicates inrequiring their controllees to be role-assigned. An examination of data parallel to that in (45)and (46), as shown in (50) and (51), does seem to indicate a similar pattern:(50) a. ??Kim seems to tend to be e�cient. (Raising{Raising)b. ?Kim tends to seem to be e�cient. (Raising{Raising)(51) a. Kim tends to want to be e�cient. (Raising{Equi)b. Kim appears to be trying to be e�cient. (Raising{Equi)The Raising{Equi sequences in (51), where the controllee is role-assigned, are �ne but theRaising{Raising sequences in (50) are questionable. Moreover, the example in (50a) wherethe embedded Raising verb is the non-coercible tend is markedly worse than (50b) where theembedded Raising verb is the more exible seem. Perhaps surprisingly, however, exampleswhere the raised element is expletive, and which cannot therefore involve any shift fromRaising to Equi in the controlled complement, do not seem to be particularly bad:(52) a. There tend to seem to be ants in the grass.b. There seem to tend to be ants in the grass.From this it seems that the oddness of (50) cannot be attributed to a constraint requiring role-assignment for Raising controllees. Moreover, this conclusion also follows from the fact thatsimple cases of expletive raised elements as in (53) are permissible: the expletive controllee isnon-role-assigned by virtue of its being an expletive and any constraint like the Equi constraintwould wrongly predict (53) to be ungrammatical.



64(53) There tend to be ants in the grass.Postal (1974) discusses whether repeated raisings of the same np are acceptable or not. Theexamples in (54) and (55) are taken from Postal (1974) and the grammaticality judgementsindicated are his.(54) a. ?The bagel was expected by Max to be believed by Irving to havebeen eaten by Seymour.b. *There was expected by Max to be believed by Irving to be a bagelin his lunchbox.In spite of judging these examples to be ill-formed, however, Postal does not conclude thatrepeated raisings are impossible. Instead he suggests that any badness in (54) is due to thepresence of the in�nitive marker to. In contexts where to can be omitted he observes a markedincrease in acceptability:(55) a. *There seems to be likely to be a riot.b. There seems likely to be a riot.In the case of sequences of Raising predicates, it seems to me that judgements are muchless robust than in the case of Equi{Raising sequences and I will therefore assume that eventhough some repeated raisings are bad, there is no general grammatical constraint againstthem. In Section 5.3.1 I will return to this issue briey when I examine how object raisingverbs interact with the tough construction.3.3.5 Auxiliaries and ModalsIn this section I give signs for some auxiliary and modal verbs since these are control verbs too.The auxiliaries behave very much like subject raising verbs in that they place no restrictionson the nature of their subjects|like subject raising verbs they inherit any restrictions thatare imposed by the complement vp. The examples in (56) illustrate:(56) a. There will be food at the party.b. It has been annoying me that Kim never tidies up.c. That Kim never tidies up doesn't bother Lee.d. That Kim never tidies up has been bothering me for years.e. It is believed to be Sandy's turn to tidy up.f. There were expected to be riots



65Jacobson (1990) makes the claim that subject raising verbs and auxiliaries are fundamentallydi�erent. She proposes that subject raising verbs combine with their complements by syntacticfunction composition but that auxiliaries are what she calls `lexical inheritors', i.e. they have acategory of the general form (X/�)/(Y/�). Jacobson acknowledges that either one of syntacticfunction composition or lexical inheritance is able to account for various Raising properties,yet remarkably, she does not justify her assumption that they both occur in the grammar andthat the former underlies Raising while the latter underlies auxiliaries. Given that hpsg isnot a formalism in which Jacobson's distinction �nds easy expression, and following the leadof Pollard and Sag (1994), I treat auxiliaries as a kind of subject raising verb although theirsigns di�er from subject raising signs in some key respects. Compare (57), the sign I assignto the perfective auxiliary have, to the sign for tend in (37).13(57) 2666666666664 PHON hhaveiCAT 266666664 SUBJ 
 1 �COMPS * VP[psp ]264 SUBJ 
 1 �COMPS hiSUBCAT 2CONT 3 375 +SUBCAT 2 377777775CONT 3 3777777777775The obvious di�erence between subject raising verbs and auxiliaries is that subject raisingverbs contribute a predicate to the semantic content of a sentence whereas auxiliaries contri-bute tense and aspect information.14 This means that an auxiliary has no content valueof its own but acquires one from its complement|as indicated with 3 in (57). Just asauxiliaries are transparent with respect to semantic content, they also seem to be transparentwith respect to binding and obliqueness relations. In (57) I have made the auxiliary simplyinherit the subcat list of its complement and in this respect too there is a di�erence withsubject raising verbs.(58) Kim has read that book.13The sign in (57) is very similar to the sign that Pollard and Sag (1994) give for auxiliary to althoughtheirs is presented early in the book and does not use the C9 valence features. The use of the valencefeatures in conjunction with the retention of the subcat list as the domain of the binding theory hasallowed me to let the auxiliary and subject raising signs di�er more strongly than Pollard and Sag wereable to do and with bene�cial consequences. In this sense my analysis coincides more with Jacobson'sassumption that subject raising verbs and auxiliaries are not the same kind of verb, although I agreewith Pollard and Sag that it is not necessary to conclude that the grammar needs syntactic functioncomposition as a mode of combination.14I do not attempt to decide exactly where in a sign such information should appear although seeMoens (1993) for suggestions about how temporal and aspectual information can be expressed in hpsg.



66In the present perfect sentence in (58), the subject is directly coindexed with a role (reader)in the content part of the larger vp and it structure-shares with an element on its sub-cat list. This means that the subject is role-assigned even though it is separated from themain verb by the auxiliary. Although auxiliaries are Raising verbs in terms of their controlproperties, it follows from the inheritance of the lower subcat list and the consequent role-assignment of the raised argument that they behave di�erently from subject raising verbsin examples where they are stacked with Equi verbs. I argued above that subject raisingsubjects are not role-assigned and I used this to explain the ill-formedness of the sequencesof Equi and Raising verbs in (33a) and (34a). By contrast, auxiliary subjects are usuallyrole-assigned and sentences where they follow Equi verbs are perfectly well-formed, as shownin (59).(59) a. Kim will try to have �nished the manuscript by Thursday.b. Kim was happy to be working on that problem.If an auxiliary takes a subject raising vp complement, as be does in (60) then it cannotfelicitously follow an Equi verb because it inherits the subject raising verb's attributes wherethe subject is not role-assigned. The in�nitive marker to is treated in hpsg as a kind ofauxiliary verb and its sign is just like the sign for have in (57) except that it subcategorisesfor a base form vp complement rather than a past participle. In (60) it inherits from be thesubcat and cont values which in turn be inherits from tending.(60) *Kim was happy to be tending to be helpful.As I explained in Section 3.2.3, Pollard and Sag (1994) use the Raising Principle to explain whyRaising predicates cannot undergo Null Complement Anaphora: to achieve Null ComplementAnaphora the controlled complement would have to be removed from the Raising predicate'ssubcat list but this would violate the Raising Principle's requirement that any non-role-assigned, non-expletive must be structure-shared with a subj element in a complement. Sinceauxiliaries are Raising verbs it should follow that they too cannot undergo Null ComplementAnaphora. The facts are less clear here since bare auxiliaries do frequently occur, as shown in(61). Pollard and Sag argue convincingly, however, that the process involved in (61), which isusually termed vp-ellipsis, is a di�erent process from Null Complement Anaphora. As supportthey cite Hankamer and Sag (1976) who demonstrate that vp-ellipsis is surface anaphora (i.e.it requires a syntactically realised antecedent) while Null Complement Anaphora is deepanaphora (i.e. the antecedent is pragmatically determined).



67(61) a. Lee kept being noisy and Kim did too.b. Lee has been to Paris but Sandy hasn't.c. Kim was annoyed. Sandy was too.Given that the examples in (61) involve vp-ellipsis, it is necessary to ensure that auxiliary signscannot be input to the Null Complement Anaphora rule since that would falsely imply that theexamples in (61) are ambiguous. As I have shown, the inheritance of the complement's subcatand cont values means that auxiliary subjects are frequently role-assigned; nevertheless theRaising Principle is still su�cient to block Null Complement Anaphora with auxiliaries sincethe removal of the vp complement from a sign such as (57) will leave the auxiliary withunderspeci�ed subcat and comps values e�ectively causing the subj element to be non-role-assigned.Turning now to modal verbs, it has frequently been observed that these are ambiguous bet-ween an `epistemic' and a `deontic' reading (see, for example, Palmer (1979)). Epistemicreadings reect notions of logical necessity and possibility and are treated in modal logic bymeans of the modal operators. Deontic readings are less `logical' and more like standard verbmeanings|they tend to reect notions such as ability, obligation and permission. (62a) and(63a) are examples where the epistemic reading is the most natural (it is necessarily the casethat..., it is not possible that...) while for (62b) and (63b) the deontic reading is more natural(you are obliged to..., you are permitted to...).(62) a. Look over there! That must be the Ei�el Tower.b. Dogs must be kept on a leash.(63) a. It can't be the Ei�el Tower. We're in Manchester!b. You can let your dog o� the leash in the park.It is tempting to follow Ross (1969) in conjecturing that deontic modals are Equi verbs whileepistemic ones are Raising verbs: examples such as those in (64) with expletive subjects donot seem to have deontic readings and this is what we would expect if the deontic modals areEqui verbs.(64) a. There must be a mistake.b. There can't be a hedgehog in the garden.c. It may interest you to know that the Ei�el Tower is in Paris.d. That the dog ran away must bother you.



68(65) a. It may be admitted that we are behind schedule.b. It must be made clear that she isn't working hard enough.However, Borsley (1991) provides the examples in (65) which demonstrate that in some casesat least a deontic reading is available with an expletive subject and so we must conclude thatboth epistemic and deontic modals are Raising verbs. I assume, therefore, that most modalshave two entries, a deontic one similar to the entry for a standard raising verb like seem andan epistemic one similar to the entries for ordinary auxiliaries.



Chapter 4Missing Object ConstructionsAs I explained in Chapter 1.1, one of the key claims of this thesis is that the prevailing view ofmissing object constructions (mocs) as a kind of unbounded dependency construction (udc)fails to account for certain important aspects of their behaviour. I propose that a moreplausible alternative is to treat them as a kind of control construction. In this Chapter, Idescribe mocs in some detail and motivate the claim that they are control constructions.This lays the foundation for Chapter 5 which proposes a new treatment which does not useslash.In Section 4.1, I briey review how mocs have been treated in the literature and in Section 4.2I examine a range of types of moc. In Section 4.3 I give an inventory of properties of mocsand in Section 4.4 I motivate the control account of mocs.4.1 Introduction(1) a. This poem is hard (for the children) to understand mo.b. This poem is too long (for the children) to memorise mo.c. We brought some food along (for us) to eat mo on the way.(1) shows some examples of mocs. (1a) is an example of a tough construction (or tough Mo-vement as it was termed in the transformational literature) and is the archetypical exponentof a missing object construction: it is one where an np object is missing from the in�nitivalvp complement of a tough adjective (hard in this case) and where the subject of the toughadjective (this poem) is to be interpreted as the antecedent for that missing object.1 Theexamples in (1b) and (1c), although not tough constructions, similarly contain an in�nitival1Here and elsewhere, I indicate the position of the missing object with mo.69



70vp with a missing object whose antecedent is an argument of a higher predicate (this poemin the case of (1b) and some food in the case of (1c)). I will refer to the vp complements inthese constructions as missing object vps (mo-vps) and to the optional for+np sequence asthe for-phrase.In almost all current syntactic theories, mocs are claimed to be a type of unbounded depen-dency construction (udc) and as such are claimed to have much in common with the sentencesin (2), a topicalisation and a wh-question respectively. Conversely, they are claimed to havelittle in common with the examples in (3), which are examples of control constructions.(2) a. This poem, the children will never understand.b. Which poem did you ask the children to memorise?(3) a. The children keep trying to understand the poem.b. The poem seems to be a long one.As mentioned above, my main thesis is that, contrary to current belief, mocs are reallycontrol constructions rather than udcs. I claim that the missing object in an moc is not audc trace but an understood argument which is obligatorily controlled by an antecedent inmuch the same way as understood subjects are controlled by antecedents. In both cases acontrol predicate mediates the controller-controllee relationship. In Chapter 5 I will arguethat for some mocs the control relationship is Raising while for others it is Equi.2mocs, particularly the tough construction, have received considerable attention over the de-cades. In early transformational grammar (Postal and Ross 1971, Akmajian 1972, Lasnik andFiengo 1974) there was debate as to whether the transformation involved in the tough con-struction was a deletion rule or a movement rule|the former was seen as a kind of Equi, thelatter (termed tough Movement by Postal (1971)) was not dissimilar to Raising transformati-ons, hence my control account is not without a precursor. A later version of transformationalgrammar (Chomsky 1977) attempts to assimilate tough constructions to udc constructions,and all later versions of transformational grammar have continued this attempt (see e.g.Chomsky (1982), Stowell (1986)). Exponents of lfg (Bresnan 1982b), of gpsg (Gazdar etal. 1985) and of hpsg (Pollard and Sag 1994) have perpetuated the assumption that mocs2While the early transformational rule of tough movement was essentially a Raising account ofthe tough construction, my claim constitutes a quite radical break with current thinking. It is nowgenerally thought to be the case that only subjects can be obligatorily controlled. There are manylanguages in which anaphoric control of null objects occurs|see for example, (Rizzi 1986) on Italianand (Mohanan 1983b) on Malayalam. As far as I am aware, obligatory control of objects is thoughtnot to be possible.



71are a type of udc. To my knowledge, the only current grammatical framework which has notsuccumbed to this belief is Relational Grammar (Perlmutter 1983).Recently there has been a growing desire to deal with the problem that not all supposedudcs behave exactly like the archetypical cases of topicalisation and wh-question formationand there has been a tendency to distinguish two classes of udc. Within the gpsg framework,Hukari and Levine (1987a, 1991) retain the standard gpsg slash analysis for udcs which have�llers in non-argument position (wh-questions, topicalisations) but they introduce a secondslash-like feature, gap, to describe a second class of udc which have argument position�llers (the tough construction, too/enough complements). In a similar vein, gb (e.g. Chomsky1982) recognises a di�erence between udcs where the trace is a-bound by an overt �ller andudcs where the trace is a-bound by an empty operator:3 the former include wh-questionsand topicalisations, the latter, the tough construction and too/enough complements. As Idescribed in Section 1.3, the Pollard and Sag (1994) hpsg account classi�es udcs as eitherstrong udcs (or �ller-gap constructions) or as weak udcs. In both cases, the slash features inthe values of nonlocjinher and nonlocjto-bind are used to propagate information aboutthe gap up to the point where the dependency is cached out but, while the connectivity ofstrong udcs is achieved through structure sharing of the local part of the �ller with the valueof slash, the weaker connection in weak udcs is achieved by coindexation between the valueof slash and an element on a subcat list (i.e. an element in argument position).While the standard versions of gpsg, hpsg and gb continue to treat mocs as udcs, albeit ofa weaker kind than topicalisation, there have been some individual attempts to describe mocsas something other than udcs. Within the gb framework, Cinque (1990) makes a distinctionbetween udcs, which contain a-bound variables (wh-traces), and a class of constructions whichinclude the tough construction, the complements of too/enough and parasitic gaps. Cinquetreats the empty categories in this second class not as variables but as `pro'.4 Working inthe categorial grammar framework, Bayer (1990) treats the tough construction as a kind ofRaising and presents an analysis based on Jacobson's (1990) use of function compositionas the mechanism underlying Raising. There are three other non-standard accounts whichbear some similarity to my analysis. The �rst is Schachter's (1981) proposal expressed in3The gb terms a-bound and a-bound mean respectively, bound by an element in a non-argumentposition (e.g. a �ller) and bound by an element in an argument position.4gb has two empty pronominal elements, `(big) pro' and `(little) pro'. pro is the category of themissing subjects of controlled complements and pro is the category of dropped subjects in `pro-drop'languages such as Italian. It is usually assumed that there is no pro in English, so Cinque's analysisdeparts quite signi�cantly from the standard version of gb.



72the framework then known as `Daughter Dependency Grammar' (Hudson 1976), which was aprecursor of `Word Grammar' (Hudson 1984). Schachter's analysis is rather sketchy and theframeworks are di�cult to compare but he does reject both Chomsky's (1977) wh-movementanalysis and a gpsg-style slash-based account. The second can be found in Jones (1991),which is a revised version of his PhD thesis, Jones (1985). Jones' primary interest is purposein�nitives like (1c) but he does extend his analysis to the tough construction as well. Workingwithin the gb paradigm, Jones denies that wh-movement is responsible for the missing objectin mocs and instead he proposes that a process akin to passivisation is responsible for theexternalisation of the missing object. While the descriptive mechanisms of hpsg and gbare su�ciently di�erent to make comparison rather di�cult, I believe that Jones' claim isin essence the same as the one I am making. The third non-standard approach can befound in Geissler and Kiss (forthcoming). This is an hpsg analysis of the German toughconstruction where it is proposed that argument inheritance is the mechanism behind thelocal tough dependency. Although Geissler and Kiss use a di�erent mechanism from the onethat I propose, their account is compatible with mine.There is an account of the tough construction in Jacobson (1992) which seemingly has muchin common with my account. Jacobson describes her objective thus:\...I will argue that there is no syntactic relationship between the subject of thetough adjective and the \gap," and this then raises the question of how it is thatthe subject is understood as �lling the gap position. I will suggest that this can behandled purely by lexical meaning, exactly as in the case of control of a \missing"subject." (Jacobson 1992 p.270.)From this brief quote it appears that Jacobson is making a similar proposal to my own but,in fact, her account is much the same as the hpsg account as I described it in Section 1.3.5In order to avoid confusion, I conclude this section by explaining the key ways in which myproposal di�ers from the hpsg/Jacobson approach. (5) shows a tree representation of thehpsg analysis of (4).6(4) Lee will be easy to remember to visit.5Both accounts treat the relationship between the gap and the subject as an Equi relation butJacobson treats the subject as non-role-assigned.6I omit the to-bindjslash value.
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The tree shows �rstly that for hpsg the mechanism that underlies the presence of the gap andthe propagation of information about it is the normal udc mechanism, the slash feature. Atthe point where the slashed vp becomes the complement of the tough adjective easy, the slashpropagation path is terminated and the relationship between the value of slash and the subjvalue of easy is handled by coindexation. In e�ect, for hpsg the dependency in the toughconstruction is like a normal udc for the bottom and middle parts (the trace and the upwardspropagation from the trace) but it is just like Equi at the point where the gap is identi�edwith the subject of the tough adjective. My account di�ers from Pollard and Sag's (andfrom Jacobson's) in that I claim that the udc/slash mechanism plays no part whatsoeverin the tough construction. Like Jones (1991), I claim that the missing object is not a udctrace but is rather a promoted object like the promoted object in the passive construction.Furthermore, I claim that the propagation of information about the missing object is achievednot through the slash feature but through a series of local control relationships each licenced



74by the lexical signs for control verbs (both Equi and Raising) and auxiliaries. As far as thetop part of the dependency is concerned, i.e. the relationship between the tough subject andthe missing object, there is general agreement that this is a control relationship (in the widesense of the term `control') but there is no consensus as to whether it is Equi or Raising(where Equi is equated with coindexation and Raising with a larger sharing of syntacticinformation). Proponents of the Equi view are Pollard and Sag (1994), Jacobson (1992) andChomsky (1982) while Postal (1971), Bayer (1990) and Hukari and Levine (1991) supportthe Raising view. In Section 5.3.1 I will review the evidence relevant to this debate and drawsome conclusions of my own. In the rest of this chapter I discuss the moc data in order tomotivate my claims in an analysis-independent way and in Chapter 5 I describe my accountin some detail.4.2 An Overview of Missing Object Constructions4.2.1 De�nitionsI de�ne an moc as a construction which (a) contains a vp from which an object argument ismissing and where (b) the antecedent of the missing object occurs as an argument of somehigher predicate.7 Thus the examples in (1a{c) all count as mocs because not only do theycontain vps with missing objects (the objects of understand, memorise and eat respectively)but the antecedents of those missing objects are arguments of a higher predicate (the matrixsubject in the case of (1a) and (1b), the matrix object in the case of (1c)). The udc examplesin (2), on the other hand, are not mocs because, although they contain vps with missingobjects, the antecedents of these objects are not arguments of any other predicate.According to the above de�nition, all of the following examples are mocs.8 (The mo-vps arebracketed, the position of the missing objects are marked with a subscripted underline andthe antecedents of the missing objects are italicised.)7I use the term `object' in a loose sense here to describe nps which are non-subjects.8There are some constructions which qualify as mocs which I do not deal with in this thesis. Forexample, the complements of take and cost in (i) and (ii) are presumably mo-vps:(i) The bike cost �ve pounds vp[ to mend mo].(ii) The journey took four hours vp[ to complete mo].



75� Tough Constructions(6) a. The book is easy vp[ to read mo ].b. John is impossible vp[ to talk to mo ].� Purpose In�nitives(7) a. He brought John along vp[ to talk to mo ].b. Sue bought it vp[ to read mo to the children ].� Too/Enough Complements9(8) a. The book is too long vp[ to read mo in one go ].b. The book is simple enough vp[ to read mo to the children ].� Need Predicates.(9) a. The car needs vp[ washing mo ].b. These envelopes want vp[ typing mo ].c. The book is worth vp[ reading mo ].(10) a. I need these owers vp[ wrapping mo immediately ].10b. He wants the owers vp[ wrapping mo ].4.2.2 Tough ConstructionsSince tough constructions are the most familiar of the mocs and since I will generally usetough examples to illustrate properties of mocs in Section 4.3 and elsewhere, they do notneed describing in detail here. One point that I would like to make is that the class ofadjectives taking mo-vps as complements is often described as if it were a uni�ed class (i.e.the class of tough adjectives) yet it is far from clear that this is actually the case. FollowingLasnik and Fiengo (1974), Schachter (1981) provides the following examples to demonstratethat there is a di�erence between archetypical tough adjectives like easy and `object deletion'adjectives like pretty.(11) a. Mary is pretty to look at.b. Mary is easy to look at.9There is a type of too/enoughconstruction where the adjective and the too/enoughplus complementform part of an np:(i) He's got problems too important vp[ to ignore mo ].(ii) It was too heavy a load vp[ to carry mo ].It is not at all clear what the antecedent of the missing object is with examples like these. I mentionthem here for the sake of completeness but it is beyond the scope of this thesis to deal with suchexamples.10These examples are acceptable only in some varieties of British English and, as far as I am aware,not in American English at all.



76(12) a. *It is pretty to look at Mary.b. It is easy to look at Mary.(13) a. *Mary is pretty to get John to avoid looking at.b. Mary is easy to get John to avoid looking at.(14) a. *Mary is pretty to work for.b. Mary is easy to work for.The mechanisms that I will develop for generating mocs will enable me to distinguish betweeneasy and pretty in such a way as to entail the di�erences in (12){(14). Detailed discussion canbe found in Section 5.3.3.4.2.3 Purpose In�nitivesThere are a number of treatments of missing object purpose in�nitives which assume that themissing object in these is controlled in much the same way as the subject is controlled (cf.especially Jones 1985, Jones 1991, Bach 1982). One reason for this assumption may be thatpurpose in�nitives come in two di�erent varieties|those with object gaps and those without,as in (15) and (16) respectively:11(15) Sue brought John along (for us) vp[ to talk to mo ].(16) Sue brought John along vp[ to keep her company ].(I will refer to the ones with object gaps as mo purpose in�nitives and to the ones withoutobject gaps as non-mo purpose in�nitives.) The non-mo example in (16) is uncontroversiallya case of control|the unexpressed subject of the vp complement is controlled by John, theobject of brought. The mo example in (15) di�ers from (16) in two respects: �rstly, thecomplement is lacking both a subject and an object and, secondly, it is the object that John isthe antecedent to. The missing subject is controlled by the np (us) if the for-phrase is present.When the optional for-phrase is absent, the understood subject is controlled pragmatically.11There is also a kind of purpose in�nitive often referred to as `in-order-to in�nitives' (see Green(1992)) as in (i) and (ii). As indicated, these can occur without an overt in order (`in-order-lessin-order-to in�nitives').(i) Kim bought the strawberries (in order) to make jam.(ii) Lee went to the movies (in order) to avoid the jam-making.To confuse matters further, in�nitival relatives can look very much like mo purpose in�nitives:(iii) Kim ate the strawberries to make jam with instead of the ones for desert.I will not deal with in-order-to in�nitives or in�nitival relatives in this thesis.



77In looking at the examples in (15) and (16), it is clear why Jones and Bach should feel that acontrol relationship underlies both cases|how else can the strong similarities be explained?Any theory which claims that mocs are a type of udc, on the other hand, will predict thatmo purpose in�nitives are fundamentally di�erent from non-mo ones.There is a di�erence between mo and non-mo purpose in�nitives in that the mo ones seemto have a more restricted distribution. As Faraci (1974) and Bach (1982) point out, thereare only a small number of matrix verbs with which mo purpose in�nitives can felicitouslyco-occur:(17) a. *I read the book vp[ to review mo ].b. *I opened the box vp[ to use mo ].Some authors have used this limited distribution as grounds for treatingmo purpose in�nitivesas complements rather than adjuncts (see, for example, Bach 1982 and Hukari and Levine1987b) but others treat them as adjuncts. Green (1992) discusses this issue and characterisesthe verbs which can occur with purpose in�nitives as ones which \a�rm or entail availability,possession or control of the entity corresponding to the gap ... by the inferred controller ofthe in�nitive..". For a number of reasons Green treats mo purpose in�nitives as adjuncts andJones (1991) does too. I will remain agnostic on the complement versus adjunct issue sinceit is beyond the scope of this thesis to investigate the syntax and semantics of all mocs indetail. The mechanism that I provide for generating vps with missing objects is su�cient todescribe how all mo-vps come about but details of how these are integrated into the di�erentmo constructions will vary. I provide a detailed analysis of how tough adjectives combine withmo-vps in Chapter 5 but I leave this aspect of purpose in�nitives to future research.4.2.4 Too/Enough ComplementsThe adjectival degree speci�ers too and enough optionally license the presence of an in�nitivalvp. As with the case of purpose in�nitives, this vp comes in two varieties, a vp with an objectgap (18) and a vp with no object gap (19).(18) a. This book is too long (for you) vp[ to read mo in one go].b. This book is short enough (for you) vp[ to read mo in one go].(19) a. This book is too long (for it) vp[ to be interesting ].b. This book is long enough (for it) vp[ to keep you busy for a while ].



78In the case of the mo-vp (18), the matrix subject is the antecedent of the missing objectand the np in the for-phrase, if present, controls the understood subject. If the for-phrase isabsent then the understood subject is controlled anaphorically.I will not investigate the syntax or semantics of too/enough complements in any great depthbut I have included them here because it is common practice to classify them along with toughconstructions and purpose in�nitives, i.e. as mocs. As with purpose in�nitives, I claim thatthe mechanism that generates the mo-vp is the same as with the tough construction so myanalysis goes part of the way to describing too/enough constructions. What I do not describeis how the mo-vp is connected syntactically and semantically to the too/enough phrase.4.2.5 Need PredicatesIn this section I consider a class of predicates whose -ing vp complements lack objects as in(20) and (21):12(20) a. The socks need vp[ mending mo ].b. The socks could do with vp[ mending mo ].c. The cat wants vp[ feeding mo ].d. The cat requires vp[ feeding mo ].e. The exhibition is worth vp[ visiting mo ].f. The exhibition warrants vp[ visiting mo ].(21) a. He needs his socks vp[ mending mo ].13b. I want those toys vp[ clearing mo away immediately ].In the examples in (20) the matrix subject is obligatorily interpreted as the antecedent to themissing object, whilst in the examples in (21) it is the matrix object which is the antecedent.12Worth is the only predicate in this class which is not a verb and I am not entirely sure whatcategory it belongs to: at �rst glance it appears to be an adjective just like tough adjectives (exceptthat its complement is an -ing vp). Maling (1983) argues that it is a preposition and while I amtempted to agree with her because of the di�erences in (i) and (ii), examples such as (iii) suggest thatit is an adjective. (I am grateful to Carl Pollard and an anonymous Natural Language and LinguisticTheory reviewer for the data in (iii).)(i) a. How easy is John to please?b. *How worth is the book reading?(ii) a. John is more di�cult than Mary to please.b. *This book is more worth than that one reading.(iii) a. How worth reading is this book?b. This book is more worth reading than that one.13As I noted before, these British English examples are not acceptable in American English. I amunsure about other varieties of English.



79In both sets of examples, the understood subjects of the -ing vps do not have an overtcontroller within the sentence and are anaphorically controlled.There are a number of verbs that subcategorise for an -ing vp complement with which theyhave normal control relations, for example:(22) a. It began raining (subject raising)b. John hated being late (subject equi)c. John likes there being people around (object raising)d. Mary saw John leaving the building (object equi)The need examples in (20) and (21) are strikingly similar to the ordinary cases of control in(22) but, at the same time, they are also similar to the mocs described in Sections 4.2.2{4.2.4. It was for this reason that in Grover and Moens (1990b) we �rst hypothesised thatmocs might really be cases of control rather than udcs. This hypothesis appears even morecredible when we consider that some of the verbs in the need class have subcategorisationswhich alternate with the ones exempli�ed above and which are clearly cases of control:(23) a. John needs vp[ to mend his socks ].b. We need someone vp[ to help us wash up ].c. The cat wants vp[ to go outside ].d. We want the cat vp[ to go outside ].(24) a. The socks need vp[ to be mended ].b. The socks need vp[ mended ].14c. The socks could do with vp[ being mended ].d. The cat wants vp[ to be fed ].e. The cat wants vp[ fed ].15(25) a. He needs his socks vp[ (to be) mended ].b. I want those toys vp[ (to be) cleared away immediately ].If the examples in (24) and (25) are compared to the ones in (20) and (21), it can be seenthat the same semantic argument of the complement vp is controlled by the matrix subjector object (italicised) in both cases. The di�erence is that in (24) and (25), the complementvp is a passive vp and therefore the controlled argument is its syntactic subject, whilst in(20) and (21) the complement vp is active and the syntactic object is controlled.14, 15Examples such as these are commonly used in Scotland and also in some places in NorthAmerica, for example in western Pennsylvania (e.g. Pittsburgh), and, according to Carl Pollard (p.c.),in parts of Ohio and West Virginia too. They are unacceptable in most varieties of English.



80These examples will be seen to be particularly pertinent in the light of the analysis developedin Chapter 5, where I propose that there is a very strong parallel between passive verbs and moverbs. I have only discovered one passing reference to need predicates and, encouragingly, thisreference comments on the similarity with passive: Kilby (1984,p.147) observes the di�erencebetween He wants to shoot and He wants shooting and comments that the meaning of thecomplement of the former di�ers from the meaning of the complement of the latter \just asan active sentence di�ers from a passive".While I assume that the examples in (20) and (21) are mocs similar to the tough construction,this analysis might be disputed on the basis of the -ing form of the complement. There are twopossible objections: (a) it could be claimed that these -ing constituents are nps not vps; and(b) even if they are vps, there is some resistance to the idea of treating -ing vps as controllablein the same way as in�nitival vps are controllable. Turning �rst to the objection in (a), whileit is not always easy to tell the di�erence between nominal and verbal -ing forms, the evidencedoes seem to suggest that the complements of need predicates are verbal: they cooccur withadverbs rather than adjectives (The carpet needs shaking well versus *The carpet needs goodshaking) and they disallow initial determiners (The child needs taking to the doctors versus*The child needs a/the taking to the doctors).16 With respect to the objection in (b), whilemany linguists tend to restrict their accounts of control just to in�nitival vps, others, suchas Pollard and Sag, have a fairly wide de�nition of what can be a controlled complement:in Pollard and Sag (1994), their de�nition encompasses in�nitival vps, base form vps, andpredicative nps, aps, and pps. They also recognise the -ing vps in (22a&b) as controlledcomplements though it is less clear how they view the -ing vps in (22c&d). Carl Pollard(personal communication) has suggested that (22c) might contain a small clause rather thana Raising controlled complement. Ignoring the details of particular examples, though, it isclear that many -ing vps can be treated as controlled complements and this is what I willconsider all of the -ing vps in (22) and all the mo -ing vps in (20) and (21) to be.One di�erence between need predicates and tough ones is that the cases of apparent unboun-dedness that occur with tough are not possible with need predicates:(26) a. *These socks need trying to mend mo.b. *Kim wants his socks �nishing mending mo.16Examples such as The child needs a good talking to may appear to be counter-examples to thisclaim but here I assume a good talking to to be an np licensed by the fact that need can also occur asa straightforward transitive.



81I will provide an explanation of this di�erence in Section 5.3.3.As a �nal point, notice that if the need examples are essentially the same as the other mocexamples, then it might be expected that just as all other moc predicates permit an optionalfor-phrase as controller of the understood subject of the mo-vp, then so should need predica-tes. In fact, none of the need predicates permit a for-phrase, and most of them (except worth)do not allow any overt np controller of the vp's subject argument:(27) a. *The car needs for him vp[ washing mo ].b. *The car needs him vp[ washing mo ].c. *The car needs his vp[ washing mo ].d. *This book is worth for him vp[ reading mo ].e. This book is worth him vp[ reading mo ].f. This book is worth his vp[ reading mo ].g. *She wants the owers for him vp[ wrapping mo ].h. *She wants the owers him vp[ wrapping mo ].i. *She wants the owers his vp[ wrapping mo ].I assume that this di�erence between -ing vps and in�nitival ones must be related to otherdi�erences between them. Further research is needed in order to �nd an explanation of thedi�erences.4.3 Properties of MOCsIn the previous few sections I have introduced each type of moc and dealt with issues relatedspeci�cally to individual cases. In this section I look at properties which are common tomocs. All of these properties are ones which are well-documented in the literature and whichcan be found discussed in Hukari and Levine (1987b), Hukari and Levine (1991), Jacobson(1992) and Pollard and Sag (1994), to name but a few.1. They have a missing object|the �rst of the two de�nitional properties discussed inSection 4.2.1.2. The antecedent occurs in an a position, not an a position|the second of the two de�ni-tional properties.3. The dependency between the missing object and its antecedent can appear to be unbo-unded. Consider the examples in (28), taken from Hukari and Levine (1987b):



82(28) a. Kim would be di�cult to persuade Robin to attempt to reason with mo .b. Jim is too nice to try to persuade Robin to tease mo .c. Sandy bought it to try to read mo over the weekend.4. The dependency is subject to island constraints. Again, these are examples from Hukariand Levine (1987b):(29) a. *Kim would be di�cult to imagine the likelihood of kissing mo.b. *Kim would be di�cult to imagine a person who dislikes mo.(30) a. *Robin is too antisocial to think about the likelihood of inviting mo.b. *Robin is too antisocial to think about people who like mo.(31) a. *Leslie bought this picture to contemplate the chances of studying mo.b. *Leslie bought this picture to impress the artist who painted mo.5. They can license parasitic gaps:(32) a. These papers were easy (for me) to �le mo without reading .b. She is too high-powered for rivals of to succeed in overthrowing mo.c. That chest would be worth varnishing mo after sanding down .6. They do not permit embedded subject gaps:(33) a. *David is easy for me to believe mo cheated Sam.b. *Sally is too nice for me to believe mo hates Ellen.c. *Michael checked the car to ensure mo would last the journey.7. Examples where the missing object is contained in a �nite clause are (close to) unaccep-table. The examples in (34a{c) are from Hukari and Levine (1987b) but the grammaticalityjudgements are mine (Hukari and Levine mark (34a) and (34b) with a % rather than a *).Speakers do vary in their grammaticality judgements on this issue.(34) a. *Mary is hard for me to believe Leslie kissed mo.b. *Robin is too shy for me to believe Kim kissed mo.c. *Leslie bought this picture to ensure Kim sees mo.d. *The car needs telling Sue that she should wash mo.



838. They are not islands for extraction:(35) a. What is Bill too busy to talk to mo about ?b. Which violin is this sonata easy to play mo on ?9. The missing object (and its antecedent) may be a sentential complement:(36) a. That there are no biscuits left is hard to believe mo .b. That Bill ate all the biscuits is worth explaining to Fred mo .c. That there are no biscuits left needs explaining to Fred mo .10.A case conict between the missing object and its antecedent does not result in ungram-maticality:(37) a. She (nom) is too weird to feel comfortable with mo (acc).b. They (nom) are impossible to �nd mo (acc).11.The presence of an mo-vp is licensed (subcategorised) by a lexical item (italicised in (38)),i.e. an mo-vp is a complement, not an adjunct. The exception to this may be mo purposein�nitives which seem to be more like adjuncts and are treated as such by Green (1992) andJones (1991). Green claims that it is always the patient argument in the vp to which thepurpose in�nitive attaches that controls the missing object and, if she is correct in this claim,then in all cases of mocs, the missing object is obligatorily controlled by a speci�c argumentof the predicate with which the mo-vp co-occurs.(38) a. Simon is easy mo-vp[ to please mo ].b. Simon is too busy mo-vp[ to talk to mo ].c. We bought a lamp mo-vp[ to put mo in the study ].d. These books need mo-vp[ putting mo on the shelves ].4.4 MOCs: Unbounded Dependency or Control?Of all the properties in Section 4.3, the third property, apparent unboundedness, is the onewhich has been taken to be clear proof that mocs must be udcs: if truly unbounded examplesdo exist, then mocs can only be udcs. I claim that the dependency in mocs is not unboundedand that examples which appear to be unbounded, such as the ones in (28), can instead bedescribed as a series of local control dependencies. Some of the motivation for this claim lies



84in the fact that in most respects mocs do not behave like udcs|of the list of eleven propertiesin Section 4.3, only the third, fourth and �fth properties are ones which are typical of udcswhile the rest are all di�cult to explain under a udc account. Most of the properties inSection 4.3, on the other hand, follow quite naturally from a control account. Below I brieydiscuss the moc properties listed as 1{11 in the previous section, with a view to demonstratingthat they accord more with a control account than with a udc account:1 & 6. The `gap' must always be an object gap. This is a problem for a udc account sincemissing embedded subjects are possible in all other udcs. Compare (33) and (39):(39) a. Who do you believe cheated Sam?b. Sally, I believe hates Ellen.c. The car which you ensured would last the journey.For a control account, the fact that embedded subject gaps are not possible will simply followfrom the form of the analysis|in Chapter 5 I will show how mo-vps can be generated usinga lexical rule which a�ects non-subject arguments only.2 & 10.The antecedent occurs in an a position. As I explained in Section 1.3, Pollardand Sag (1994) divide udcs into two classes, strong udcs and weak udcs. Strong udcshave antecedents in a positions and strong syntactic connectivity (including identity of case-marking) is achieved by causing the �ller and gap to structure-share their local values. Weakudcs have antecedents in a positions and there is no syntactic connectivity so antecedent andgap may di�er with respect to case-marking. For Pollard and Sag, mocs are weak udcsand they would therefore not be expected to display properties typical of strong udcs. Theevidence in points 2 and 9, however, is just as consistent with a control analysis of mocs sinceit is typical of control constructions that the controller is in an a position and there is no riskof a case clash. (Recall that in Chapter 2 I motivated a structural approach to case-marking inEnglish which eliminates any concern about possible case-conict with raising constructions.)Points 2 and 9 are therefore inconclusive evidence in the control versus udc debate. Notice,however, that Pollard and Sag (1994) do not have any explanation as to why mocs shoulddi�er from other weak udcs in other respects such as the failure to allow embedded subjectgaps (point 6) and the di�culty associated with a dependency into a �nite domain (point 7).5. They can licence parasitic gaps. This property is often taken as a de�ning property ofudcs and it may seem that this poses an insuperable problem for the control analysis of mocs.However, there is reason to suppose that the current assumption on the part of feature-based



85theories that the udc mechanism (i.e. slash) underlies the generation of all parasitic gaps isincorrect. Engdahl (1983) originally discussed the relationship between the parasitic gap andthe `real' gap in terms of binding and in Chapters 6{8 I develop a new hpsg-based accountwhich dispenses with the udc mechanism for a whole class of parasitic gaps. Once the meansof generating parasitic gaps is separated out from the means of generating udcs the intimacyof the connection between them does not seem so inevitable and it is possible to describe theway they occur with mocs without having to abandon the control analysis of mocs. I willdefer further discussion of parasitic gaps until Chapters 6{8.3 & 7. In spite of the fact that some apparently unbounded examples of mocs are well-formed, for example (28), ones such as (34) which involve dependencies into �nite clauses aredubious and often unacceptable, even though extractions out of �nite clauses are perfectlynatural with all other udcs:(40) a. Who do you want me to believe that Leslie kissed ?b. Those pictures, Leslie wanted to ensure that Kim would see .c. The car which you told Mary that she should washThere is no obvious way that a udc account can prevent dependencies into �nite clauses justin the case of mocs. For a control account of mocs the di�erences between (28) and (34) areless problematic. The control relation|whether in normal control constructions or in mocs|has as its domain non-�nite unsaturated phrases, and not �nite ss. The vps embedded oneinside the other in the examples in (28) are all normal control domains and so the data in(28) can be described as involving a series of local control relations. The examples in (34), bycontrast, involve a �nite s, a non-control domain, so we would expect them to be ill-formed.If the di�culty for the udc analysis is explaining why for so many speakers the dependencycannot pass into a �nite clause, the di�culty for my account is explaining why there areany speakers at all who �nd the examples in (34) acceptable. In Section 5.2 I will discusspossible locations of missing objects and show that the speaker variation evident here can beaccommodated.4. mocs appear to be like ordinary udcs in that neither will permit dependencies intocertain `island' constituents (compare (41) with (29){(31)). There are some nps whose com-plements can be extracted in udc constructions (`picture nouns' as in (42)) and althoughsome parallel moc examples are well-formed (as in (43a)), others such as (43b&c) are not.An account which treats all of the examples in (42) and (43) as udcs would be unable to



86explain this di�erence. In Section 5.2 I try to characterise more precisely the positions inwhich missing objects may occur.(41) a. *Who did you imagine the likelihood of kissing ?b. *This book, I wondered about the chances of reviewing .(42) a. Who did you sell some pictures of ?b. Which country did George meet the king of ?(43) a. Sandy was easy to take pictures of mo.b. *Sandy is hard to sell some pictures of mo.c. *France would be impossible to meet the king of mo.8. The examples in (35) are complex for a udc account since if a slash dependency isinvolved in the non-question forms of (35), then a double dependency must occur in orderto form (35). While Pollard and Sag (1994) assign slash a set value which permits certaindouble dependencies, it is surely preferable to analyse the examples in a way that doesn'trequire a double value for slash|the control analysis of mocs is such a one. Pollard andSag (1994) provide the following other example of a double extraction in English:(44) Someone that stupid, how much time do we really want towaste arguing with ?This example involves a topicalisation out of a wh-extraction and it seems di�erent in a noteasily de�ned way from extractions out of tough constructions. Topicalisation looks verysimilar to left-dislocation (which involves a resumptive pronoun instead of a gap) and it ispossible that there is some analysis which does not involve a double slash value. Notice thatother `weak udcs' such as clefts which Pollard and Sag group with tough constructions do notpermit further extractions and that Pollard and Sag have no means to block such examples:(45) a. *Which problem was it Kim that I wanted to talk to about .b. *Which sonata was it that violin that I played on .9. The fact that the antecedent in an mocmay be a sentential complement is also a problemfor udc accounts since sentential objects are generally not easy to prepose|compare (46) withthe examples in (36).(46) a. ?That she ate all the biscuits, Mary supposes she should explain to John .b. ?That the biscuits are �nished, I thought you knew .



87In control constructions, on the other hand, a raising predicate may easily occur with aninherited sentential subject (as in (47)), so once again, mocs appear to be more like controlconstructions than like udcs.(47) That she ate all the biscuits doesn't seem to embarrass Mary at all.11. The �nal property of mocs is the fact that the presence of the mo-vp is licensed bya lexical item. This property is typical of obligatory control constructions where a controlpredicate both subcategorises for a constituent with a missing argument and determines whichof its other arguments will be the controller. The presence of a udc, on the other hand, isnot typically determined by some lexical item, so yet again, mocs have more in common withcontrol constructions.This review of the properties of mocs suggests that there is much evidence to support acontrol analysis of mocs. In Chapter 5 I formulate a detailed articulation of such an analysisin the framework of hpsg.



Chapter 5A Control Analysis of MissingObject ConstructionsIn Chapter 4, I described a set of mocs and examined their properties with a view to decidingwhether they were udcs or not. I concluded that mocs were really very unlike ordinary udcsand that, in fact, they appeared to have much more in common with control constructions. Inthis chapter I pursue the control approach to mocs: in Section 5.1, I explain the changes andadditions to hpsg that will be needed and briey review how the analysis measures up againstthe properties of mocs �rst discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. In Section 5.2 I look in moredetail at the similarities and di�erences between passive and moc formation and considerproblems connected with the locations in which missing objects can occur. In Section 5.3 Iinvestigate the control relationships involved in mocs in more detail. I make further revisionsto the treatment of tough adjectives and I discuss moc predicates which have an Equi controlof the missing object. In Section 5.4, I show how the treatment of mocs developed for Englishcan be applied to Italian and Spanish so that the tough construction, clitic climbing and longnp movement all follow from the mechanism that underlies mocs.5.1 The AnalysisIn Chapter 4, I argued against a udc-based account of mocs and for a control-based account.In Chapter 3, I reviewed the hpsg account of control and revised it in a number of waysand I am now in a position to use the revised hpsg framework to describe mocs as controlconstructions. In Section 5.1.1 I show how the verb whose object is missing and the vp inwhich it immediately occurs may be generated. In Section 5.1.2 I give signs for mo predicatessuch as tough which subcategorise mo-vps. In Section 5.1.3 I revise the signs for ordinary88



89control predicates in order to allow them to participate in mocs.5.1.1 Generating MO VerbsMy account of mocs derives from the hypothesis that, in spite of the consensus of opinionthat they are udcs, mocs really involve only local control dependencies. Fundamental to myaccount is the claim that the deepest vp in the complement of an moc predicate, i.e. the vpwhich is actually missing its object, has more in common with an ordinary passive vp than ithas with a slashed vp in a true udc construction. Consider the most deeply embedded vpsin (1){(3) (marked in bold):(1) John vp[ has vp[ been vp[ taught ]]].(2) a. John vp[ is ap[ easy vp[ to vp[ teach mo ]]]].b. John vp[ may vp[ need vp[ teaching mo ]]]?(3) Who are you supposed to be vp[ teaching ].I claim that the passive vp in (1) and the mo-vps in (2) are extremely similar and that bothare equally dissimilar to (3), a standard udc construction. In both (1) and (2) the patientargument of teach occurs as the subject of a higher predicate rather than in a non-argumentposition as in (3).We are accustomed to describing the passive example in (1) by saying that the patient argu-ment which would be the object of the active form of teach has to be realised as the subjectof the passive form. The fact that this promoted object does not immediately occur as thesubject of the passive vp can be described in terms of control: the promoted object in (1) (i.e.John) is an argument of the predicate teach yet it is able to occur directly as the subject ofhas and indirectly as the subject of been because has and been are control verbs and share thesubject requirements of their complement. My claim is that something similar occurs withthe bold vps in (2): their promoted objects are occurring as subjects of higher predicates,and the connection between the mo-vps and these subjects is maintained through successivecontrol relations.The moc case is, however, more complex than the passive case. In a passive vp, the objectargument of the active can be thought of as having been promoted to become the subjectand the subject argument of the active, if present, has been demoted to the by-phrase. In themoc case, the original object argument has been promoted and needs to be controlled, but



90the original subject has not been demoted. It remains the subject, and it too is a controllee:as I noted in Chapter 4, it is controlled by the for-phrase if this is present, otherwise it ispragmatically controlled. This means that an mo-vp has two arguments which are controlleeswhereas a passive vp has just one.In Chapter 1 I adopted the C9 version of hpsg whereby the subcat list is replaced by thevalence feature lists subj, comps and spr. At that point I said that these changes wouldfacilitate my account of mocs and I am now in a position to show why. We can think ofthe subj list as the place where information about arguments external to the verb phrase isencoded and of the comps list as the locus of information about internal arguments.1 Theprocess of passivisation causes what would normally be an internal argument to be promotedto become an external argument and this is modelled by having the Passive Lexical Rulemove an np from the comps to the subj list. The concomitant internalisation of the subject(demotion to a by-phrase) is modelled by shifting it from the subj to the comps list. (4)shows the revised version of the Passive Lexical Rule which I introduced as (16) in Chapter 2.(4) Passive Lexical Rule26666664 PHON 1SYNSEMjLOC 266664 CAT 2664 HEAD � VFORM bse �SUBJ h 2 NP 3 iCOMPS h 4 NP; :::iSUBCAT h 2 ; 4 ; :::i 3775CONTjNUCLEUS transitive 377775 37777775 )26666664 PHON fPSP( 1 )SYNSEMjLOC 266664 CAT 2664 HEAD � VFORM pas �SUBJ h 4 iCOMPS h:::; ( 5 PP[by] 3 )iSUBCAT h 4 ; :::; 5 i 3775CONTjNUCLEUS transitive 377775 37777775As the corresponding change in the subcat list shows, the externalisation and internalisationof arguments with passive results in a change to the obliqueness ordering for a verb's argu-ments: the original subject, which was the least oblique argument becomes the most obliqueargument.Turning to the creation of missing objects, I propose that a lexical rule, similar to the PassiveLexical Rule, can be used to create signs for verbs which head mo-vps. (5) shows the MissingObject Lexical Rule.1I use the terms `internal' and `external' in approximately the same sense as gb theory uses them.The internal/external distinction is originally due to Williams (1981).



91(5) Missing Object Lexical Rule (MOLR)" SYNSEMjLOC " CAT � SUBJ h:::iCOMPS h:::; 1 NP; :::i � # # )" SYNSEMjLOC " CAT � SUBJ h:::; 1 iCOMPS h:::i � # #This rule takes as input lexical signs (signs of type word) which subcategorise for an npcomplement and produces as output signs which are identical except that an np originally inthe comps list is now the last member of the subj list. When used in conjunction with theschemata which de�ne constituent structure, the output signs will head phrasal constituentswhich have one complement np fewer than usual and which are looking to combine with anextra external argument. (7) is an example of an output from the molr with the input beingthe sign for teach in (6). The output verb will head vps like the one in (2a).(6) 2666666664 CAT 2664 HEAD verb[bse]SUBJ h 1 NP 3 iCOMPS h 2 NP 4 iSUBCAT h 1 ; 2 i 3775CONTjNUCLEUS � TEACHER 3TAUGHT 4 �teach 3777777775(7) 266666664 CAT 264 HEAD verb[bse]SUBJ h 1 NP 3 ; 2 NP 4 iCOMPS hiSUBCAT h 1 ; 2 i 375CONTjNUCLEUS � TEACHER 3TAUGHT 4 �teach 377777775Because no changes are made to the subcat list, the obliqueness relations encoded thereinremain unchanged. Notice that because of this lack of change in the obliqueness relationsin the subcat list, it would have been impossible to express this lexical rule in the pre-C9version of the theory since there is no di�erence in obliqueness, only in the locations in whicharguments are to be found. Passive, on the other hand, was expressible in the earlier versionbecause of the way it reordered the subcat list.It may perhaps seem odd to permit the subj list to have more than one member since it seemsto imply that the output is a category with two subjects. In the original precursor to thiswork, Grover and Moens (1990a) and Grover and Moens (1990b), we labelled our equivalentsof subj and comps as external and internal respectively and this does capture theintention behind the analysis more accurately. In the interests of conformity, however, I will



92not rename the subj and comps features since it is only a notational di�erence. It may beof interest to point out that there is no real motivation in Pollard and Sag (1994) for makingthe value of subj a list rather than a single category and in fact the only reason that I can�nd for the list-valued subj is that it makes the statement of the Valence Principle (see (7) inSection 1.2) more general. By permitting subj to have more than one member in my analysisof mocs I provide concrete motivation for subj being list-valued. Kiss (1994) formulates ananalysis of German raising which also requires subj to be list valued.In formulating the molr I have not speci�ed the syntactic category of signs that may be inputand so, in theory, any lexical category with a comps and a subj feature could be input. Inpractice, only verb and preposition entries will be a�ected since these are the only categoriesthat can take np complements. I defer until Section 5.2 a discussion of prepositions as inputto the molr. One restriction that I have not incorporated is that if the input is a verb then itcannot be a �nite form. I take it that in the lexical component there are means to constrainwhere lexical rules may apply and that the molr cannot apply to signs which are outputfrom the lexical rule(s) responsible for �nite forms. Of the possible non-�nite forms, I assumethat inputs can be the base form (bse), the present participle (prp), the past participle (psp)and the passive participle (pas) as in (8). The existence of examples involving the passiveparticiple (pas) such as (8c) has implications for the ordering of the two rules in the lexicalcomponent: I have assumed that passive applies before the molr.(8) a. Kim wasn't easy to be ignoring mob. ? Lee was tough to have beaten mo.c. An undeserved prize is always hard to be given mo.The molr as it stands allows for any np in the comps list to become a missing object butthis is too permissive. In Section 5.2 I will discuss the possible positions of missing objectsin more detail. The formulation is also too restrictive in that it requires the missing objectto be an np and, as we have seen, sentential complements can also be a�ected. Again, I willdiscuss this issue in Section 5.2.Notice that in accordance with the changes in the theory of case assignment that I suggestedin Chapter 2, the np that is promoted is not case-marked. If and when it gets realised it willbe case-marked according to the position in which it surfaces. This means that case-markingwill not be signi�cant to any analysis that I propose.



93Signs such as (7) are lexical signs and combine with their complements in structures oftype head-comps-struc. I described the schema which constrains head-complement struc-tures (Schema 2 in the standard version of the theory) in Section 1.2 and it needs no furtherrevision. The resulting vps will be ones with two elements in their subj list and it is importantthat they should be prevented from combining with both these arguments in structures of thetype head-subj-struc (de�ned by Schema 1 in the standard version). mo-vps can only com-bine with their missing arguments by virtue of being subcategorised by a lexical item whichimposes appropriate control relations between its arguments and the missing arguments ofthe mo-vp. A revised version of the constraint on head-subject structures is shown in (9).The restriction that the subj list of the head should have just one member is su�cient toprevent application of the rule to mo-vps.(9) head-subject schemaA phrase with dtrs value of sort head-subj-struc has a head-dtr valuewhich is a phrasal sign with a one-member list as the value of its subjfeature.Adopting the position that mocs are control constructions and allowing controlled comple-ments to have more than one potential controllee will of course lead to more complexity inthe implementation of the theory of control. This a�ects both straightforward cases of controland moc cases. Adopting the C9 features subj and comps goes some way towards alleviatingthis greater complexity|once we allow for the possibility of more than one external argu-ment other details of the implementation follow relatively straightforwardly. In Section 5.1.2I show how the signs for mo predicates control both of the two members on the subj list andin Section 5.1.3 I show how signs for ordinary control predicates can be revised so that theyare able to inherit missing objects and participate in the long-distance examples of mocs.5.1.2 Signs for MO Predicatesmo predicates subcategorise for a vp complement which has a two-member subj list. Themore oblique member, the promoted object, is obligatorily controlled by an argument of themo predicate. The less oblique argument, the subject, may, but need not, be coindexed withone of the mo predicate's arguments. A new sign for tough is given in (10).



94(10) 266666666666664 CAT 266666664 SUBJ 
 1 �COMPS *( 3 PP[for ] 4 ); 5 VP[inf ]264 SUBJ DNP 4 ; 1 ECOMPS hiCONT 6 375 +SUBCAT 
( 3 ); 5 � 377777775CONTjNUCLEUS � EXPERIENCER 4SOA-ARG 6 �tough 377777777777775Here both members of subj on the controlled complement are discharged: the subject subjmember of the complement is coindexed with tough's optional pp argument in a standardEqui relation ( 4 ) and the promoted object argument of the complement is structure-sharedwith the single subj member of tough ( 1 ). The latter structure-sharing derives from theassumption that the control relation between the missing object and the subject of tough isa Raising relation and accordingly there is no semantic role for the missing object to playwith respect to tough and the controller does not appear in the subcat list. The Raisingassumption is far from uncontroversial and I will examine the evidence for and against itin Section 5.3.1. Since the pp argument of tough is optional, this means that a controllerfor the subject of the complement will only be found when the pp occurs. When the ppis absent the subject of the complement is pragmatically controlled. Notice that the needto �nd a subject for the complement is not passed on to tough's subj list, so an obligatorycontroller cannot be expected to be found outside the tough-clause. The semantic part ofthe signs for the sentences in (11) are given in (12).2 Notice that when there is no referentfor the experiencer role the coindexation between it and the ignorer role is neverthelessestablished and any contextually derived antecedent for the one must also be interpreted asthe antecedent for the other.(11) a. Kim is tough for Lee to ignore mo.b. Kim is tough to ignore mo.(12) a. 264 EXPERIENCER 1 `Lee'SOA-ARG � IGNORER 1IGNORED `Kim' �ignore 375toughb. 264 EXPERIENCER 1SOA-ARG � IGNORER 1IGNORED 2 `Kim' �ignore 375tough2I use shorthands such as `Lee' in feature structures to indicate that the index it labels is re-entrantwith an index in the contextjbackground part of the sign such that the individual that the indexis anchored to is named Lee.



95In (14a{c) I give signs for some other moc predicates, need, bring and want, correspondingto their uses in (13a{c).3 (Of course, all three have other subcategorisations for which othersigns will be needed.)(13) a. The bike needs mending mo.b. Kim brought a bike (for you) to ride mo.c. I want this bike mending mo.These signs are all very similar to the sign for tough. All of them take vp complements whichhave two subj members but need and want require it to be a prp vp complement insteadof the in�nitival vp complement of tough and bring. Bring is like tough in that it has anoptional pp argument which controls the �rst subj member of the controlled complement.Need and want, on the other hand, do not contain a controller for the complement's subject,so this will be pragmatically controlled just as it is with tough and bring when the optionalpp argument is absent. Want and bring di�er from tough and need because one of theircomplements (the object) controls the promoted object of the mo-vp. This means that thecontrol relationship for want and bring is an object control relationship while for tough andneed it is a subject control relationship. Unlike tough I have assumed that for need and wantthe control relationship between the missing object and its controller is Equi for reasons whichI will explain in Section 5.3.3; for bring I have also assumed that the relationship is Equi sincethe controller/missing object is clearly role-assigned with respect to bring. I will discuss thenature of the control relationship between missing object and its controller in more detail inSection 5.3.(14) a. 26666666666664 CAT 26666664 SUBJ DNP 1 ECOMPS * VP[psp ]264 SUBJ DNP 2 ;NP 1 ECOMPS hiCONT 3 375 + 37777775CONTjNUCLEUS � NEEDER 1SOA-ARG 3 �need 377777777777753Here I am assuming for the sake of simplicity that the mo-vp in mo purpose in�nitive constructionsis subcategorised by the verb.



96b. 26666666666666664 CAT 26666664 SUBJ DNP 1 ECOMPS *NP 2 ; (PP[for ] 3 ); VP[inf ]264 SUBJ DNP 3 ;NP 2 ECOMPS hiCONT 4 375 + 37777775CONTjNUCLEUS 264 BRINGER 1BROUGHT 2RECIPIENT 3SOA-ARG 4 375bring
37777777777777775c. 2666666666666664 CAT 26666664 SUBJ DNP 1 ECOMPS *NP 2 ; VP[prp ]264 SUBJ DNP 3 ;NP 2 ECOMPS hiCONT 4 375 + 37777775CONTjNUCLEUS 24 WANTER 1WANTED 2SOA-ARG 4 35want 37777777777777755.1.3 Signs for Control PredicatesIn an ordinary control sentence such as (15a), the most deeply embedded vp (swim) hasa missing subject which is controlled by the matrix subject John. Yet it is not directlycontrolled. Rather, it is associated with the matrix subject through a series of distinct controlrelations: there is a control relation between the subject argument of to and the subjectargument of swim, and a control relation between the subject argument of tried and thesubject argument of to, and a control relation between the subject argument of has and thesubject argument of tried. In hpsg, each of these control relations is brought about �rstlyby assuming the kind of structure indicated in (15a) and secondly by ensuring that the signsfor control verbs contain the information which identi�es the controller with the controllee.In this way, the phenomenon of control can be entirely driven by the lexical signs for controlverbs and adjectives: if these signs are correctly speci�ed, then all else follows.(15) a. John vp[ has vp[ tried vp[ to vp[ swim ]]]].b. John vp[ would vp[ be ap[ hard vp[ to vp[ try vp[ to vp[ help mo ]]]]]]].In a similar fashion, to deal with apparently long-distance examples of mocs such as (15b), allthat is needed is to ensure that the lexical signs for control predicates make the appropriateassociations between controller and controllee. In this section, therefore, I give revised signs



97for ordinary control verbs. My treatment relies on certain assumptions about the structureunderlying lists. It is common in computational implementations of feature structure forma-lisms to simulate lists by means of a `�rst/rest' (or `head/tail') strategy whereby the �rstmember of the list is a value of the feature first and the remainder of the list is encodedas the value of the feature rest. The value of rest is itself a list with the features firstand rest and so an entire list can be encoded recursively. In (16b) I show an example ofthe internal structure of a list comprising of two members. This is the same list as appearsin list notation in (16a), which can be thought of as a shorthand for the more cumbersomeunderlying feature structure.(16) a. DNP 1 ;NP 2 Eb. 2664 FIRST NP 1REST � FIRST NP 2REST e list �ne list 3775ne listThere are three types involved in the feature structures underlying lists: list is a supertype ofthe two more speci�c types e list (empty list) and ne list (non-empty list). The features firstand rest occur with ne list but e list is an atomic type (i.e. it has no features associated withit). The feature first takes a feature structure of type synsem as value but the feature resttakes a list as value.4 Whether a list continues beyond a �rst member depends on whetherrest takes an ne list or an e list as value. Notice that the di�erence between the two-memberlist in (16) and the one-member list in (17) is that in the former the (outermost) rest featurehas an ne list value while in the latter rest has an e list value.(17) a. DNP 1 Eb. � FIRST NP 1REST e list �ne listIn what follows I will use expressions such as (18a) as shorthand notation for a list whichhas at least one member ( 1 ) and where the second index ( 2 ) annotated with the type listrefers to the list value of rest whether it is an ne list or an e list, i.e. it refers to the part ofthe list that follows the �rst member. As before, if I omit the list annotation after the second4In fact, not all lists in hpsg are lists of synsem objects|the value of phon is a list of phonologicalstrings, the value of retr is a list of quanti�ers and the value of comp-dtrs is a list of phrases. Tobe completely accurate, lists should be sorted according to the type restrictions on their members butI will gloss over this issue here since it is not problematic in any way for the questions at hand.



98member of the list as in (18b) then I intend this to indicate exactly a two-member list, i.e.the second index picks up the restjfirst value rather than the entire rest value.(18) a. h 1 ; 2 listib. h 1 ; 2 iIn order to allow subject equi verbs like try to mediate the control relationship between themissing object and the mo predicate that assigns a controller to it, as in (15b) and (20), thesign for try must be altered as in (19):5(19) 266666666664 CAT 266664 SUBJ DNP 1 ; 2 listECOMPS * VP[inf ]" SUBJ DNP 1 ; 2 ECONT 3 # + 377775CONTjNUCLEUS � COMMITTOR 1SOA-ARG 3 �try 377777777775This sign is slightly di�erent from the sign I originally gave for try in (20) in Section 3.2.1. Theearlier version only allowed for the complement having a one-member subj list whereas thenew version in (19) allows for the possibility that the complement might have two elementsin its subj list. The subj list of the complement is speci�ed as h np 1 , 2 i where the �rstmember, np 1 , is the subject of the complement, and the second index, 2 , refers eitherto an e list or to a one-member ne list containing information about a missing object.6 Thesubj list of try contains a subject np coindexed in an Equi relation to the subject of thecomplement and it inherits the tail of the subj list of the complement: if the tail is emptythen the tail of the subj list of try will also be empty, but if there is a missing object in thetail then this passes up to try. In this way one sign can be used for both cases and subjectequi verbs like try can be made to pass on information about missing objects. The tree in(21) shows how the subj information is distributed in the analysis of (20). To understand thefeature passing in the vps headed by the auxiliaries be and to, see their revised signs below.5Notice that I adhere to the usual practice of only labelling one element of a re-entrancy withtype information (i.e. 2 list) and that the absence of the list speci�cation on the other part of there-entrancy should not be confused with the shorthand in (18b).6There should never be any cases where the subj list has more than two members since there isnothing in the grammar apart from the molr which adds elements to a subj list.



99(20) The rhino was tough (for you) to try to shift mo by yourself.(21)
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Turning now to subject raising verbs, these pass on second subj members just as subjectequi verbs do. The sign (22) is a revised version of the sign for tend which I gave in (37) inSection 3.3.2.(22) 266666666664 CAT 26666664 SUBJ 
 1 ; 2 list�COMPS * 3 VP[inf ]24 SUBJ 
 1 ; 2 �COMPS hiCONT 4 35 +SUBCAT 
 3 � 37777775CONTjNUCLEUS � SOA-ARG 4 �tend 377777777775The di�erence between the older version and the new version in (22) resides solely in the subjlists of tend and its complement. The older sign for tend only allowed for a one-member subjlist whereas the new sign deals with both one- and two-member subj lists. As I observedin Chapter 3 (fn.10), it would have been possible to have required subject raising verbs to



100structure-share the entire list value of subj with their complements instead of sharing thecontents of the list and indeed this would still be possible and, perhaps, now that the subj listmay have more than one member, it may be desirable. An alternative sign for tend, thereforeis the one in (23). Both (22) and (23) behave in such a way that if a missing object occurs inthe subj list of the complement then it will propagate into the subj list of tend but if thereis no missing object the verb behaves in the standard way.(23) 266666664 CAT 26664 SUBJ 1COMPS * VP[inf ]" SUBJ 1COMPS hiCONT 2 # + 37775CONTjNUCLEUS � SOA-ARG 2 �tend 377777775Auxiliaries also inherit a missing object from their complement and their signs need to bealtered in much the same way as subject raising signs. The following is a revised version ofthe sign for have that I introduced in (57) in Section 3.3.5.(24) 2666666666664 PHON hhaveiCAT 266666664 SUBJ 
 1 ; 2 list�COMPS * VP[psp ]264 SUBJ 
 1 ; 2 �COMPS hiSUBCAT 3CONT 4 375 +SUBCAT 3 377777775CONT 4 3777777777775Turning now to object control verbs, revised signs for the object equi verb persuade and theobject raising verb expect are given in (25) and (26) respectively:(25) 2666666666664 CAT 266664 SUBJ DNP 1 ; 2 listECOMPS *NP 3 ; VP[inf ]" SUBJ DNP 3 ; 2 ECONT 4 # + 377775CONTjNUCLEUS " INFLUENCE 1INFLUENCED 3SOA-ARG 4 #persuade 3777777777775(26) 26666666664 CAT 26664 SUBJ DNP 1 ; 2 listECOMPS * 3 ; VP[inf ]� SUBJ 
 3 ; 2 �CONT 4 � + 37775CONTjNUCLEUS � EXPECTOR 1SOA-ARG 4 �expect 37777777775



101These signs di�er from the subject control signs in that the controller is not the subject ofexpect or order, but the direct object, which is in the comps list. This gives rise to thestructure-sharings indicated with 3 . In the case of expect, the object raising verb, thestructure-sharing is of complete synsem objects while with order it is just coindexation. Aswith the subject control cases, the tail of the the subj list is shared between control predicateand controlled complement and this permits a missing object to be propagated if it occurs.The combination of the molr to initiate a missing object, the revised signs for control pre-dicates and the signs for mo predicates is su�cient machinery to generate a wide variety ofboth short- and seemingly long-distance mocs.5.1.4 Properties of MOCsIn Section 4.4 I discussed the properties of mocs with a view to challenging the standardassumption that they are udcs. Here I briey review these properties again to demonstratethat they follow, mostly straightforwardly, from the new account of mocs.1. The argument that is missing is always an object. This follows from the form of the molrwhich a�ects only elements originating in the comps list.2. The antecedent occurs in an a position, not an a position. This follows generally fromthe fact that controllers are always arguments of a higher predicate and particularly from theform of the signs for mo predicates which impose the control relationship.3. The dependency between the missing object and its antecedent can appear to be unboun-ded. As I hope to have demonstrated, examples which are apparently unbounded can oftenbe easily described as a sequence of control relationships whereby ordinary Raising and Equipredicates permit information about the missing object to propagate through them. Thereare some acceptable or nearly acceptable examples which cannot be described just with thehelp of the revised signs for control verbs. I will discuss these in Section 5.2.4. The dependency is subject to island constraints, that is, the missing object cannot usuallybe a subpart of a larger np. This follows from the form of the analysis given so far which onlyallows missing object information to propagate through vps and aps. There are, however,examples where missing objects can occur inside nps and I will discuss such examples andpossible ways of extending the analysis in Section 5.2.5. They can licence parasitic gaps. In Chapters 6{8 I will propose a new account of parasitic



102gaps and show that their ability to occur with mocs does not invalidate the analysis of mocsthat I have proposed here.6. They do not permit embedded subject gaps. Again, this follows from the form of themolr which only a�ects elements originating in a comps list.7. The missing object cannot usually occur inside a �nite clause. I have not discussed theissue of whether information about a missing object can propagate out of a clause but thereis room in the control account to model the speaker variation that is evident in this issue. Idiscuss this further in Section 5.2.8. They are not islands for extraction. The fact that mocs do not form wh-islands followsfrom the fact that they are not udcs. The new account correctly predicts that extractionsout of mocs are no more peculiar than extractions out of passive vps.9. The missing object (and its antecedent) may be a sentential complement. The molr doesnot currently permit non-nps to be promoted from comps to subj but if we assume that thiscan be recti�ed and that the relationship between the missing object and its controller is aRaising relationship then this property is entirely consistent with a control account of mocs.I will investigate this issue in more detail in Section 5.3.1.10.A case conict between the missing object and its antecedent does not result in ungram-maticality. Given the reformulation of English case-assignment in Chapter 2, case-markingwould not be an issue for any analysis of English mocs since even in Raising relationshipswhich exhibit strong connectivity, elements are case-marked according to the position in whichthey are realised and not according to the position of the controllee. For languages like Ger-man which have some lexically assigned case-marking, the evidence is consistent with myanalysis|see Section 5.3.1 for details.11. The presence of an mo-vp is licenced by a lexical sign. Again, this follows from myaccount since signs with two elements in their subj list cannot occur freely and must besubcategorised by an mo predicate in order that the subj elements be properly controlled. Itis possible that mo purpose in�nitives are adjuncts rather than complements and are thereforenot subcategorised for but it is undeniably the case that selection of a kind is involved sinceonly certain types of verb can co-occur with mo purpose in�nitives.



1035.2 MOCs and Passive ComparedIn Section 5.1.1, I claimed that signs for mo verbs are generated in a way which is directlycomparable to the way in which passive verbs are generated and indeed, there is a lot ofevidence to corroborate this claim. There are similarities between the two processes in thatmany of the elements that can be promoted by passive can also be promoted by the molrand similarly, many elements which cannot be passivised also cannot be missing objects.Examples in the �rst category are certain non-np arguments which are promotable by bothpassive and the molr:(27) a. That John is happy is hard to believe mo.b. That John is happy is believed by everyone.(28) a. Whether we should go or not is hard to decide mo.b. Whether we should go or not has not been decided yet.Examples in the second class, where neither process can apply, are shown in (29) and (30).Notice that sentences with extractions from these positions are perfectly well-formed, as theexamples in (31) demonstrate.(29) a. *John is resembled by Sue.b. *John is easy to resemble mo.(30) a. *Twelve stone is weighed by John.b. *Twelve stone is easy to weigh mo.(31) a. Who does Sue resemble ?b. How much does John weigh ?The two lexical rules are currently not formulated to permit the examples in (27) and (28) orto block the examples in (29) and (30). It is not clear what the sentential complements in (27)and (28) have in common with ordinary referential nps that allows them to be promoted in thesame way so I will not attempt to modify the lexical rules to permit them. Similarly, the npsin (29) and (30) clearly di�er from ordinary nps in a way that prevents their promotion but Iwill not explore such di�erences here. Nevertheless, although the lexical rules are inadequatewith respect to (27){(30) it should be clear that the same revisions would be appropriate forboth rules.



104In spite of all the similarities between passive and mocs, there are places where the patternsof acceptability di�er, most notably with ditransitive verbs. In the following `dative-moved'examples, the ones marked with a ? are unacceptable to at least some speakers of English(myself included).(32) a. Bert was handed the note.b. ?The note was handed Bert.(33) a. ?Bert was easy to hand mo the note.b. ?The note was easy to hand Bert mo.It is worth pointing out that although passive and moc formation seem to di�er in this respect,this does not lend any particular support to a udc analysis: if we examine the grammaticalitypatterns for constituent question formation in the same contexts, as in (34), then the patternis di�erent from either pattern in (32) and (33) (again, the ? indicates ungrammaticality forat least some speakers and, again, this includes myself).(34) a. ?Who did you hand the note?b. What did you hand Bert ?I would suggest that those speakers who reject (32b) have a passive rule which can only a�ectthe least oblique member of comps. Since the recipient is less oblique than the thing received,it can be promoted by passive but the thing received cannot. For those speakers who alsoreject the equivalent moc example in (33b) it would seem that a similar restriction appliesfor the moc lexical rule. Here, however, the constraint against promoting a more obliqueelement only applies in the case of two nps in comps, since, as we will see, missing objectsdo not generally have to be the least oblique argument in comps. Where a speaker does havea constraint against promoting a more oblique element, I assume this relates to processingdi�culties that would be engendered by the potential ambiguity that would arise. This wouldmean that there is a strong likelihood of there being a correlation between grammaticalityjudgements for (32b) and (33b), i.e. if a speaker rejects one then she is also likely to rejectthe other, and similarly for those who accept them.Although missing objects and extracted elements arise by two quite di�erent processes, inChapter 8 I will explore the idea that they have a feature in common which marks them asbeing displaced from their canonical position and which permits them to act as antecedentsto parasitic gaps. I do not wish to preempt discussion of this feature here but it is possible



105that it plays a role for those speakers who reject (33a) and (34a). Although neither mocformation nor the revised traceless formulation of extraction cause empty categories to occurin constituent structure, I suggest in Chapter 8 that the displaced element may be marked asphonologically null in its canonical position in the subcat list. I suggest that speakers whoreject (33a) and (34a) have a constraint against elements which are so marked from occurringin a non-rightmost position in situations where ambiguities might arise. This accords witha general tendency for gaps in English to occur in rightmost constituents, as noted by Kuno(1973) and others. So for speakers who have a grammar which minimises ambiguity, only oneout of two possibilities is permitted for elements marked with the proposed feature. It followsthat I would predict that either a speaker rejects both (33a) and (34a) or she accepts both.For myself and other speakers who have the two restrictions just described, the net e�ectwith respect to mocs is to render both objects in a dative-moved vp unpromotable. I �ndthis e�ect is particularly strong in benefactive ditransitives, as shown in (35). Notice thatan account of mocs which uses the standard udc mechanism to describe missing objects isentirely unable to explain the badness of (35b).(35) a. *Kim would be easy to make mo a cake.b. *A cake would be easy to make Kim mo.Turning now to non-dative-moved ditransitives, there is no potential for ambiguity in thesesince the more oblique nonsubject argument is explicitly marked with a preposition. It followsthat there should be no problems deriving from ambiguity considerations for promotion orextraction of elements in the comps lists and indeed moc formation and extraction can easilya�ect either argument. However, passivisation of the object of the preposition is impossible:(36) a. *Bert was handed the note to.b. The note was handed to Bert.(37) a. Bert was easy to hand the note to mo.b. The note was easy to hand mo to Bert.(38) a. Who did you hand the note to ?b. What did you hand to Bert?There are further di�erences between mocs and passives relating to the objects of prepositions.mocs, such as (39), which leave a stranded preposition are extremely common and usuallyperfectly well-formed. In some cases, equivalent passives (often termed `pseudo-passives') arealso well-formed, as is (40).



106(39) The garden is easy to look after mo.(40) The garden hasn't been looked after properly.As the contrast between (36a) and (37a) shows, pseudo-passives a�ecting a pp which is not theleast oblique member of comps are ill-formed but equivalent mocs are not. Pseudo-passivesconstitute a problem which does not currently have a solution in hpsg. Missing objectsembedded in pps are also a problem for my account of mocs as it has been formulated sofar. Even though the data do not coincide completely, I assume that the two problems arerelated and are susceptible to a common solution. In what follows I will extend my accountof mocs in order to permit missing objects in prepositional arguments and I will demonstratethat part of the new mechanism can be used to generate pseudo-passives.When I introduced the molr in Section 5.1.1, I observed that the rule did not specify thesyntactic category of the input sign and that in practice the only inputs would be verbs andprepositions since these are the only categories that directly subcategorise for nps. At thispoint where missing objects inside pps are at issue, the utility of allowing preposition signs tobe a�ected by the molr will be apparent. It means that the possibility of pps with an extraelement in their subj list already exists and, furthermore, if a means were found to propagateinformation about the extra element upwards then the mechanism would be complete. BeforeI investigate such a mechanism, however, a digression into the nature of pps is in order.Since Gazdar et al. (1985), it has been standard in feature-based theories to distinguish subca-tegorised pps whose prepositions play no semantic role (so-called `case-marking' prepositions)from pps (subcategorised or otherwise) whose prepositions do have a semantic contributionto make. The pps in (41) are in the former class and those in (42) are in the latter.(41) a. Kim gave the report to Sandy.b. Lee relies on Kim.c. Kim took a picture of Lee.d. Lee was beaten by Sandy.(42) a. Kim put the report in the wall-safe.b. Lee found the keys under the chair.c. Kim was behind the pillar.d. Sandy went to the movies with Lee.A second distinction that is made both in gpsg and hpsg is between predicative and non-predicative categories where being predicative is strongly correlated with having a subject.



107Argument nps are ordinarily non-predicative but some, such as post-copula inde�nites, arepredicative and subcategorise for a subject:(43) Kim is a fool.Similarly, pps may be predicative or non-predicative. All case-marking pps are taken tobe non-predicative and to acquire semantic content from their (non-predicative) np objects.These pps therefore do not subcategorise for a subject. Other pps such as the ones in (44)are predicative and do subcategorise for a subject.(44) a. Kim was in the bath.b. With Kim in the bath, no-one could use the bathroom.Beyond this, the account of the syntax and semantics of pps in Pollard and Sag (1994) is notquite clear. Speci�cally, it is not clear what Pollard and Sag's assumptions are about ppswhich are subcategorised for and which have a semantic contribution to make but which donot occur in positions which are clearly predicational. I will assume that some of these pps arepredicative while others are not. For example, I assume that the locative pps in (42a&b) arepredicative and denote two-place relations (between the report and the wall-safe and betweenthe keys and the chair respectively). On this assumption, the direct objects of the verbs putand �nd are interpreted as the subjects of the pps and hence these are object control verbs.Other semantically contentful pp arguments may not be predicative, for example those in(45).(45) a. Kim looked at Sandy.b. Lee sat on the chair.In this case I assume that the pp has the same semantic content as its np object, just as case-marking pps do. The meaning of the preposition contributes to the meaning of the sentenceby virtue of it being incorporated into the semantics of the verb. Thus the type of the verbin (45a) is look-at rather than just look.While my assumptions help to classify many pps, there are many others which I am uncertainabout and it is not possible to investigate this matter in detail here. Nevertheless, with manycases it is possible to say whether a pp is a simple case-marker, a non-predicative pp witha semantic contribution to make or a predicative pp which denotes a two-place relation and



108which therefore needs a subject. The discussion of prepositions in Pollard and Sag (1994) islimited in the main to non-predicative prepositions which have an np in comps but an emptysubj list. It is consistent with the theory of hpsg, however, to treat predicative prepositionsas predicates with two arguments, one in the comps list and one in the subj list. This meansthat the e�ect of the molr on a preposition sign is to move an np from comps into subj,causing subj to be a two-member list if the preposition is predicative or a one-member list ifit is non-predicative. The following two signs for non-predicative at are input to and outputof the molr respectively.(46) 26666664 CAT 26664 HEAD � PFORM atPRD minus �prepSUBJ hiCOMPS hNP 1 i 37775CONT 1 37777775(47) 26666664 CAT 26664 HEAD � PFORM atPRD minus �prepSUBJ hNP 1 iCOMPS hi 37775CONT 1 37777775The output sign has an empty comps list and will therefore not combine with an np to itsright. In e�ect this a sign for a stranded preposition although the cause of its stranding isnot wh-movement.I am now in a position to formulate two new lexical rules, one which generates pseudo-passivesand one which permits missing objects in pp arguments. The two rules are shown in (48) and(49) respectively.



109(48) Pseudo-Passive Lexical Rule (PPLR)266666666664 PHON 1SYNSEMjLOC 2666666664 CAT 266666664 HEAD � VFORM bse �SUBJ h 2 NP 3 iCOMPS * 4 PP[{prd ]" HEADjPFORM 5SUBJ hiCONT 6 # ; :::+SUBCAT h 2 ; 4 ; :::i 377777775 3777777775 377777777775 )266666666664 PHON fPSP( 1 )SYNSEMjLOC 2666666664 CAT 266666664 HEAD � VFORM pas �SUBJ h 7 NP 6 iCOMPS * PP[{prd ]" HEADjPFORM 5SUBJ h 7 iCONT 6 # ; :::; ( 8 PP[by] 3 )+SUBCAT h 7 ; :::; 8 i 377777775 3777777775 377777777775(49) Missing Object Lexical Rule 2 (MOLR2)266664 SYNSEMjLOC 26664 CAT 26664 SUBJ h:::iCOMPS *:::; 1 PP� HEADjPFORM 2SUBJ h:::i � ; :::+SUBCAT h:::; 1 ; :::i 37775 37775 377775 )266664 SYNSEMjLOC 266664 CAT 26664 SUBJ h:::; 3 NPiCOMPS *:::; PP� HEADjPFORM 2SUBJ h:::; 3 i � ; :::;+SUBCAT h:::; 3 ; :::i 37775 377775 377775The Pseudo-Passive Lexical Rule (pplr) is more restrictive than the molr2 in that it onlya�ects verbal signs with a non-predicative pp complement which occurs as the �rst memberof the comps list. I assume that these restrictions relate to properties of passive in generaland that it is not accidental that both of the passive lexical rules only a�ect objects with npsemantics which are least oblique members of comps.(50) Kim was laughed at by Sandy.The verb laughed in (50) is derived by means of the pplr. The sign for the verb laugh atin (51) is input to the pplr and the output is the sign in (52). The sign for the strandedpreposition in (50) is the output of the molr in (47).



110(51) 2666666666666664 PHON hlaughiCAT 26666664 HEAD verb[bse]SUBJ h 1 NP 2 iCOMPS * 3 PP[{prd ]" HEADjPFORM atSUBJ hiCONT 4 # +SUBCAT h 1 ; 3 i 37777775CONTjNUCLEUS � DERIDER 2DERIDEE 4 �laugh-at 3777777777777775(52) 2666666666666664 PHON hlaughediCAT 266666664 HEAD verb[pas]SUBJ h 5 NP 4 iCOMPS * PP[{prd ]" HEADjPFORM atSUBJ h 5 iCONT 4 # ; ( 6 PP[by] 2 )+SUBCAT h 5 ; 6 i 377777775CONTjNUCLEUS � DERIDER 2DERIDEE 4 �laugh-at 3777777777777775The diagram in (53) shows the analysis of (50) and indicates the lexical rule application aswell: the dotted lines point between input and output.(53)
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111A di�erence between the pplr and molr2 is that the former can only a�ect pps whichimmediately follow the verb while the latter can a�ect any pps. Furthermore, unlike the pplr,molr2 does not require the pp to be non-predicative. As a result the following examples arepredicted to be well-formed:(54) a. The garage is impossible to put the car in mo.b. Kim is di�cult to talk to Lee about mo.c. This violin is easy to play the sonata on mo.I �nd these examples not quite fully acceptable but since equivalent purpose in�nitives are�ne, as in (55), I assume that this is related to the semantics of tough adjectives in some way.(55) a. I bought the box to put pencils in mo.b. I borrowed the book for you to read to the children from mo.c. I brought the violin to play the sonata on mo.As I have formulated it, molr2 can apply to any lexical sign which subcategorises a pp andin practice this will mean that any appropriate verb, adjective, noun or preposition might beinput. The following examples demonstrate that a missing object may be the object of a ppcomplement of any of these categories.(56) a. Kim is easy to laugh at mo.b. Kim is easy to get angry with mo.c. Kim is di�cult to sit next to mo.d. Kim is always tough to have discussions with mo.Examples (56a{c) can be generated with the machinery I have introduced so far. The molrproduces mo-pps headed by signs such as (47) and molr2 allows categories to inherit missingobjects from their pp complements. In the case of (56a&b) these categories are a verb andan adjective respectively and the mo-vp laugh at and the mo-ap angry with can be easilygenerated. For example, the entry for the verb laugh at in (51) can be input to molr2 andthe output will be (57).(57) 2666666666666664 PHON hlaughiCAT 266666664 HEAD verb[bse]SUBJ h 1 NP 2 ; 5 NP 4 iCOMPS * PP[{prd ]" HEADjPFORM atSUBJ h 5 iCONT 4 # +SUBCAT h 1 ; 5 i 377777775CONTjNUCLEUS � DERIDER 2DERIDEE 4 �laugh-at 3777777777777775
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The example in (56c) involves two applications of the molr2: the �rst allows the prepositionnext to inherit the missing object of its mo-pp complement (to) and the second allows theverb sit to inherit the missing object from the mo-pp next to. I have already demonstratedhow control predicates are able to pass on information about missing objects and this is whatthe verbs to and get in (56a{c) do. The tough adjectives pick up the missing object in thenormal way.There is one step missing in the derivation of the example (56d): while molr2 makes it



113possible to generate the mo-np discussions with, there is no mechanism to share the missingobject information with the verb have. One possibility would be to make molr2 more generaland permit missing objects to be passed up from nps as well as from pps. I have hesitated todo so here because many examples of mo-nps are quite unacceptable, as illustrated in (59b).It seems that tough constructions lend themselves semantically to generic interpretationsand so the example in (59a) is good because the two bare plural nps give rise to a genericinterpretation. By contrast, (59b) is not so good because both nps are de�nite and the genericinterpretation is not available. This e�ect seems to be limited to the tough construction,however, since an equivalent non-generic purpose in�nitive as in (60) is �ne.(59) a. Supermodels are easy to take photos of mo.b. ??The supermodels were easy to take those three photos of mo.(60) I brought my dog along for you to take some photos of mo.There is more to this problem than genericity, however, since examples like (61a&b) are bad.The problem with (61a&b) seems to be in the combination of the mo-nps with the verbs thatsubcategorise them. Loosely speaking, the ability to form an mo-np construction might becorrelated with the degree to which the np meaning can be incorporated into a compositemeaning with the verb. To take photos of something is a concept which has already has asingle unit linguistic realisation, the verb photograph, and so it is perhaps not surprising thatthe object of photos of can `escape'. By contrast, there is a weaker link between photos andthe verbs collect and despise in (61a&b). However, the well-formedness of (62) would seem acounter-example since the link between �nd and photos does not seem particularly strong.(61) a. *My dog would be hard to collect photos of mo.b. *Supermodels are easy to despise photos of mo.(62) Uncle Albert is hard to �nd photos of mo.Given the uncertainty of the data, I will not pursue the topic of missing objects inside npsany further. However, I would like to reiterate that, should it be thought desirable, molr2can be generalised to cover such examples.To summarise the discussion so far, I have proposed that missing objects arise by means ofthe molr, which is similar to the passive lexical rule but more permissive in that it allowsobjects of prepositions to be promoted. I argued that mo-pps which arise in this way occurboth in pseudo-passives and in mocs where the missing object is the object of a preposition



114and I formulated two new lexical rules, the pplr and molr2, which pass on the missingobject of the preposition to the category which subcategorises the pp. Again, the pplr israther restrictive and molr2 is much more permissive in allowing any major category lexicalsign to be input to it. The two missing object lexical rules together with the revised signsfor control predicates allow for a wide range of missing object positions and routes wherebyinformation about missing objects may propagate upwards. The range of possibilities is sowide that it may seem that my account is doing little more than providing an alternativemethod of slash propagation but this is not the case. The account of mocs that I haveformulated restricts the missing object to being a nonsubject np and restricts the range ofmissing object positions much more than a udc account does.A �nal issue that needs to be dealt with is the question of whether missing objects in �nitesentential contexts are permissible. Hukari and Levine (1991) discuss the following examplewhich they themselves �nd unacceptable. They note that opinion is divided on this issue:Nanni (1978) and Kaplan and Bresnan (1982) �nd such examples well-formed but Ross (1967),Postal (1971), Bresnan (1971) and Brame (1976) �nd them unacceptable.(63) *Kim is tough for me to believe that Sandy would ever marry mo.Hukari and Levine (1991) suggest that speakers who �nd these examples acceptable may beconating their response with their judgements of topicalisations such as (64) and if this is sothen they predict that such speakers would �nd examples such as (65) less acceptable sincethe mo subject is a pronoun and nominative pronouns are less likely to be interpreted astopics.(64) Kim, it is tough for me to believe that Sandy would ever marry .(65) *She is tough for me to believe that Sandy would ever marry mo.If Hukari and Levine's explanation of these grammaticality judgements is not correct then thisis an area of genuine speaker variation and I must demonstrate that there are ways of eitherexcluding or permitting these examples. As it stands my analysis will exclude these examplesbecause of the revised de�nition of head-subject structures that I gave in (9) which will onlypermit a vp to combine with its subject if its subj list is a one-member list. This means, forexample, that the mo-vp marry mo in (63) cannot combine with the subject Sandy becauseit has two elements in its subj list. For speakers who do accept such examples, the restriction



115in the revised de�nition of head-subject structures would need to be lifted and molr2 wouldneed to be generalised to permit verbs which subcategorise for �nite sentential complementsto inherit the remaining element on the subj list of the s. This generalisation of molr2would not be unlike the generalisation that would be needed to permit missing objects insidenps and it would be tempting to hypothesise that the speakers who accept missing objects in�nite sentential complements are also the speakers who accept them in nps.5.3 The Control Relation in MOCs5.3.1 Raising or Equi?The sign given for tough in (10) contains a Raising type of structure-sharing for the controlrelationship between the promoted missing object and its controller, the subject of tough. Italso has an Equi type of coindexation for the subject of the complement and its controllerthe for-phrase. In neither case was this treatment properly justi�ed.Dealing �rst with the optional for-phrase and the missing subject it controls, I have assumed(a) that the for+np sequence is a pp rather than a complementizer + subject non-constituentsequence and (b) that the relationship between the for-phrase and the missing subject is Equirather than Raising. The assumption in (a) is a consequence of the need to prevent the controlof the missing object from operating over a sentence boundary: since the complementizer +subject analysis implies a sentence boundary it must be rejected in favour of the pp analysis.Quite apart from this, however, it turns out that assumptions (a) and (b) are the only possibleassumptions given the example in (66).(66) *John is easy for it to bother that Mary is missing.If the for-phrase in (66) was a complementizer + subject sequence then there would be noreason for (66) to be ungrammatical|we expect a predicate that subcategorises for a senten-tial complement not to put any constraints on the form of the subject of that complement, yetthis is what would appear to be happening in (66). The assumption that the for-phrase is app, on the other hand, would explain (66) since we would expect easy to be able to constrainthe nature of its pp argument. And if the for-phrase is a pp, then the relationship betweenit and the missing subject of the complement must be a control relationship. And since adummy np is disallowed, we can conclude that the relationship must be Equi.



116If the for-phrase/missing subject relationship is an Equi relationship it follows that a toughconstruction with a subject raising predicate intervening between the tough adjective andthe mo-vp will be ill-formed since this will be an example of an Equi-Raising sequence asdiscussed in Section 3.3. As I showed in that section, Equi controllees are constrained to berole-assigned and this means that subject raising controllers cannot become Equi controllees.As (67) shows, this prediction is borne out.(67) *Strangers are easy (for Kim) to tend to be polite to.Notice that the version of (67) without the optional for-phrase is at least as bad as the versionwith it. From this it is clear that the experiencer role associated with the for-phrase ispresent even when the for-phrase is not and that the Equi relationship also holds in theabsence of an overt for-phrase.There is independent evidence that the pp assumption is the correct one|preposing of thefor-phrase is possible as illustrated in (68) and this is expected if the for-phrase is a ppconstituent but not if it is a non-constituent sequence of complementizer + np.7(68) For John these weights are easy to lift.Jacobson (1992) discusses the status of the for-phrase in quite some detail. On the basis ofthe evidence just discussed, she too argues that the for-phrase must be a pp. She notes thatGazdar et al. (1985) and Hukari and Levine (1990) treat it as a complementizer + subjectsequence and she reviews and rebuts Hukari and Levine's arguments quite thoroughly.Turning now to the relationship between the missing object and its controller, the �rst pointto make is that the question of whether this is a Raising relationship or an Equi one is entirelyindependent of the udc versus control issue. Irrespective of how the missing object is deemedto be generated and of how information about it propagates to the place where it is cachedout, all accounts agree that the subject of a tough adjective is coreferential with the missingobject. If only coreferentiality (coindexation) is assumed then the relationship is an Equi one7The fact that the for-phrase is a pp in mocs does not imply that it must be a pp elsewhere.Where mocs have a non-mo counterpart, i.e. purpose in�nitives and too/enough complements (seeSections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4), the correct analysis seems to be a complementizer + np sequence, as thefollowing examples indicate:(i) *For her parents Sue invited George along to meet him.(ii) *For me George is too sel�sh to like him.



117but if syntactic connectivity is assumed then it is Raising. I have so far been assuming thatthe relationship is Raising but I have not yet motivated this claim and indeed the evidenceis complex and rather unclear. There is a history of debate on this topic that stems back atleast as far as the early transformational dispute about movement versus deletion in Postaland Ross (1971) and Lasnik and Fiengo (1974) (where movement is equated with the Raisinghypothesis and deletion with the Equi hypothesis). Pollard and Sag (1994) �nd in favour ofthe Equi account as does Jacobson (1992), although she allows the putative Equi controllernot to be role-assigned and therefore treats it as a kind of hybrid. Hukari and Levine (1991)claim that there is syntactic connectivity between the tough subject and the missing objectand Bayer (1990) argues similarly. In what follows I will examine the evidence point by pointand show that there is a case both for the Equi and the Raising hypotheses. In responseto this I will make some revisions to my account in order to accommodate the apparentcontradiction.The �rst issue is the question of restrictions on the controller. As I have already discussedin Chapter 3, and as (69) and (70) demonstrate, Raising controllers can be expletive npsbut Equi controllers cannot. Furthermore, Raising controllers can be sentential but Equicontrollers cannot. (71) demonstrates that tough constructions pattern with Equi predicateswith respect to expletives but with Raising predicates with respect to sentential controllers.(69) a. There seems to be a frog in the swimming pool.b. It seems to be raining.c. That Kim has run away seems to upset Lee.(70) a. *There tries to be a frog in the swimming pool.b. *It tries to be raining.c. *That Kim has run away tries to upset Lee.(71) a. *There is easy to believe to be a frog in the swimming pool.b. *It is easy to expect to be raining.c. That Kim has run away is hard for Lee to accept.The badness of examples like (71a&b) is taken by Pollard and Sag (1994) to be evidencethat the control relation is Equi. On their account, the key property of Equi controllers isthat they must be referential (i.e. they must be of type ref which is a subtype of nom-obj).Since examples like (71c) are possible, this presumably means that sentential arguments mustbe referential in some way although Pollard and Sag have not made provision for referentialsentential arguments.



118From the point of view of the Raising hypothesis, the existence of (71c) is unproblematic butthe badness of (71a&b) needs to be explained. There are several possible ways of dealing withthis problem. One way is the route taken by Bayer (1990) where he points out that exampleswith expletive missing objects are hard to construct since there are very few places whereexpletive objects actually occur. In fact, expletive objects only occur with object raising verbsas illustrated in (72b&c) and as (73a) shows, a referential missing object in this position isalso far from acceptable.8(72) a. Kim considered Lee to be annoying.b. Kim believes there to be ghosts in the cellar.c. Kim expected it to annoy Lee that the food was cold.(73) a. ?Lee was easy (for Kim) to consider to be annoying.b. *There are easy (for Kim) to believe to be ghosts in the cellar.c. *It was easy (for Kim) to expect to annoy Lee that the food was cold.Bayer refers to the discussion in Postal (1974) about the ill-formedness of repeated raisings(see Section 3.3.4). Postal observes that these are not very good with referential nps and aresigni�cantly worse with expletives. Bayer concludes that the similar pattern with the toughexamples in (73) is evidence for the Raising approach to tough, not against it.Given the unclearness of the data, I am not entirely happy to follow Bayer's lead on this issuebut there is another approach to the problem which does not provide any explanatory insightalthough it does describe the data adequately. This approach is simply to make a minorchange to the Missing Object Lexical Rule to prevent expletive objects from being promotedto the subj list. This would require a slight alteration to the type-hierarchy which currentlypartitions nom-obj into ref, it and there. The new version would make ref and nonref subtypesof nom-obj with it and there as subtypes of nonref. Then a :nonref restriction could be placedon the object in the input to the lexical rule. I am not entirely happy with this approacheither, so in Section 5.3.2 I will propose another a solution which is more adequate.The issue of the type of the controller of the missing object does not provide conclusiveevidence in the Equi versus Raising debate. I turn next to the question of whether the toughsubject plays a semantic role with respect to the tough predicate.8Postal cites Chomsky (1973) as �nding (i) ill-formed:(i) Smith was easy for Jones to expect to recover.



119Raising predicates often have an alternative subcategorisation possibility with an expletive itsubject and an extraposed vp or s object, as illustrated in (74). Not all Raising predicates arelike this (for example, *it tends that your brother is bad-tempered) but a signi�cant proportionof them are. As (75) demonstrates, Equi predicates do not occur with such an alternativesubcategorisation but a large number of tough adjectives do, as in (76). The existence ofthe alternative subcategorisation is often taken to be a semantic correlate of being a Raisingpredicate, and indeed in early Transformational Grammar the non-raised form was taken tobe the deep structure to which the Raising transformation applied. The fact that the Raisedelement plays no semantic role with respect to the Raising predicate permits it either toappear inside the syntactic realisation of the propositional argument or to be Raised out ofit. Equi predicates, by contrast, assign a semantic role to the Equi controller and this meansit must be realised as a syntactic argument of the Equi predicate.(74) a. It seems that your brother is bad-tempered.b. Your brother seems to be bad-tempered.(75) a. *It tries that your brother is bad-tempered.b. Your brother tries to be bad-tempered.(76) a. It is easy (for Lee) to annoy your brother.b. Your brother is easy to annoy.It seems from this evidence that tough constructions are more like Raising constructionsalthough there are conicting views in the literature on the question of whether there aremeaning di�erences between the two di�erent subcategorisations of a tough adjective. It isstandard to assume that there is no truth conditional di�erence in meaning between theRaised and the non-Raised examples in (74) and this is consistent with the view that theRaised element plays no semantic role with respect to the Raising predicate. Jacobson (1992)cites this evidence as a reason to treat at least some tough adjectives as not assigning arole to their subject (although she still maintains an Equi relationship). Pollard and Sag(1994), on the other hand, claim that it is a \well-known fact" that (77a) and (77b) di�er ininterpretation. The problem here is that if Jacobson is right then both (77a) and (77b) aretruth conditionally equivalent to (77c) and must therefore be truth-conditionally equivalentto one another. This in turn means that the two sentences must di�er in some non-truthconditional way. Bayer (1990) describes the di�erence in terms \avenues of perception": allthree examples in (77) must denote the same proposition but in (77a) and (77b) the toughsubject is an avenue of perception for that proposition. Pollard and Sag take the meaning



120di�erence as evidence that the relationship between the tough subject and the missing objectmust be an Equi one since the meaning di�erence would follow from the controller beingrole assigned in the higher clause. For Bayer the di�erence in meaning does not imply thatthe tough controller should be role-assigned. I will return to this issue when I outline somerevisions to my account below.(77) a. This sonata is easy to play on that violin.b. That violin is easy to play this sonata on.c. It is easy to play this sonata on that violin.A standard test for the Raising/Equi distinction is to construct examples where the controlleris part of an idiom and to see whether the example retains its idiomatic interpretation. SinceRaising controllers play a role only with respect to the embedded predicate an idiomaticinterpretation can be maintained but with Equi the controller �lls two semantic roles andthis destroys the idiomatic interpretation. The examples in (78) and (79) demonstrate.(78) a. The cat seems to have got his tongue.b. Advantage tends to be taken of unwary tourists.(79) a. The cat tried to get his tongue. (* on idiomatic reading)b. *Advantage was eager to be taken of unwary tourists.Opinion di�ers as to whether idiomatic readings survive in the tough construction. (80a) istaken from Bayer (1990) and (80b&c) are examples from Jacobson (1992). The judgementsare theirs although I �nd them more or less acceptable too. Lasnik and Fiengo (1974) �ndsuch examples ill-formed. Assuming that the ill-formedness is not as bad as with the Equiexamples in (79), these examples do seem to lend support to the Raising hypothesis.(80) a. Tabs are di�cult to keep on my brother.b. ?The cat would be quite easy to let out of the bag.c. Careful attention was very hard to pay to that boring lecture.A further correlate of the di�erence between Equi and Raising with respect to role-assignmentof the controller concerns the possibility of ambiguous readings. Raising constructions aretypically ambiguous between a de re reading and a de dicto (non-speci�c) reading. Forexample, (81a) has a de re reading where a particular �lmstar is expected to come to the partyand where the existence of that �lmstar is an entailment but it also has a de dicto reading



121where it is not any particular �lmstar who is expected and where there is no existentialentailment. In the Equi example (81b) only a de re reading is available and the sentenceentails the existence of a �lmstar. It has often been observed that tough constructions are likeRaising predicates in that they too permit de dicto readings|the examples in (82) illustrate.(The example in (82b) is attributed to Emmon Bach by Sag (1982).)(81) a. Lee expected a �lmstar to come to the party.b. Lee persuaded a �lmstar to come to the party.(82) a. A �lmstar would be di�cult to meet.b. A good man is hard to �nd.One way to account for de re/de dicto ambiguities in standard Raising examples such as(81a) is to allow two di�erent scopings of the existential quanti�er. The reading where it haswide scope over both expect and come is the de re reading and the one where it has narrowscope just over come is the de dicto reading. A narrow scope reading is possible for Raisingcontrollers because they do not play a semantic role with respect to the higher predicatebut it is impossible for Equi controllers because the quanti�er is an argument of the higherpredicate and must have wide scope. If tough subjects are treated as Raising controllers andare not role-assigned with respect to the higher predicate then a similar scope-based accountof the ambiguity in (82) is possible, and, indeed, this is the kind of treatment that Sag (1982)provides. Since Pollard and Sag (1994) treat tough subjects as Equi controllers, they have apotential problem in explaining the existence of the de dicto reading for tough constructions.However, they have a problem in general in that their treatment of quanti�er scoping doesnot currently permit narrow scopings in these examples anyway. They observe (p.328,fn.3)that it is not the case that de re/de dicto ambiguities have to be treated as following fromscope di�erences and it is possible that they could formulate a treatment which providesthe right readings without giving up the Equi hypothesis. Carl Pollard (p.c.) has suggestedthat possibly tough adjectives induce opacity e�ects on their subjects in the same way thatpredicates like necessary do:(83) A good manager is necessary.The issues of de dicto readings, idiomatic readings, meaning di�erences and alternative subca-tegorisations just discussed are tied up with not assigning a semantic role to Raising controllersin the higher clause. On the question of whether tough subjects are Raising controllers or



122Equi controllers the evidence from these issues is not entirely conclusive but it does seem thatthe Raising hypothesis is more likely.I turn now to the more syntactic e�ects of the di�erences between Equi and Raising. As Idiscussed in Chapter 3, Equi predicates permit Null Complement Anaphora, i.e. their control-led complements may be left unexpressed, as in (84b), but Raising predicates do not|(84a).Tough constructions pattern with Equi in this respect, as illustrated in (84c).(84) a. *Kim seemed to be talking but Sandy didn't seem.b. Kim tried to talk but Sandy didn't try.c. Kim is hard to talk to but Sandy is easy.Pollard and Sag (1994) treat the fact that Raising controlled complements cannot be omittedas a consequence of the Raising Principle. This prevents the loss of the vp because it wouldleave a non-expletive, non-role-assigned element in a control predicate's valence lists whichwas not structure-shared with another element. An account of tough constructions whichtreats the tough subject as a Raising controller would need to explain how it is that theRaising Principle can be violated by tough constructions.Another issue in the debate is the question of connectivity. Jacobson (1992) centres her Equi-type analysis on what she takes to be a successful demonstration that there is no syntacticconnectivity between the subject of the tough adjective and the missing object. Her examplesare shown in (85).(85) a. This theory captures the fact that languages are learnable.b. *This theory captures that languages are learnable.c. That language is learnable is hard for any theory to capture.Verbs like capture and express subcategorise for a proposition-denoting np and not for a sen-tential argument but in the tough construction a sentential subject can be the controller forthe missing np. Jacobson takes this to be strong evidence that there is no syntactic connec-tivity between the tough subject and the missing object but Bayer (1990) and Hukari andLevine (1991) dispute this claim. They point out that the same apparent lack of connectivityis also evident in topicalisations as in the following example:(86) That language is learnable, no theory may really be able tocapture/express/reect.



123Hukari and Levine provide a thorough discussion of this issue and produce a number ofexamples which seem to demonstrate that there is syntactic connectivity in the tough controlrelation. The examples in (87) are theirs:(87) a. Robin demanded of us that we be/*were there on time.b. That we be/*were there on time would have been verydi�cult for Robin to demand of us.The �nal issue relating to syntactic consequences of the Equi/Raising debate concerns case-marking. Since English case-marking is entirely structural, I argued in Chapter 2 that caseshould be assigned not in the valence lists of lexical items but by the Case Principle whichassigns case according to the position in which an np actually occurs. I pointed out thatthe new method of case-marking would mean that case conicts were not relevant to theissue of syntactic connectivity in Raising constructions. In my Raising account of the toughconstruction, the subject of tough is case-marked according to whether it occurs as the subjectof a �nite verb or as an object, as illustrated in (88). The missing object is not assigned caseby the verb that subcategorises for it because case is no longer treated as a by-product ofsubcategorisation. However, the connectivity that follows from the raising relation does meanthat the np in the comps list of the verb please will, through structure-sharing, acquire thesame case-marking as the tough subject. This is inevitable since the two are the same np.(88) a. He is easy to please.b. I found him easy to please.Pollard and Sag's (1994) claim that the relationship between the missing object and itscontroller is an Equi relationship is closely bound up with their use of the udc mechanismto generate mocs. One of the major problems a udc based approach to mocs faces is thefact that missing subjects are not possible. While Pollard and Sag have no explanation ofthis fact, they do have a means to enforce it. They do this by having an adjective liketough subcategorise for a vp complement which has an accusative np in its inherjslash set.The accusative speci�cation then prevents the slash value being terminated by the SubjectExtraction Lexical Rule and thus only nonsubject gaps are possible. Even if the structuralapproach to case-marking outlined in Chapter 2 is adopted this means that it is not possible toleave the missing object unspeci�ed for case since the explicit marking of the np in the slashlist overrides the e�ect of not having the mo verb case-mark its object. In turn this meansthat a Raising relationship between the tough subject and the missing object is impossible



124for Pollard and Sag because whenever the tough subject is nominative there will be a caseconict. By contrast, my account seeks to explain the lack of missing subjects by proposingthat a lexical rule promotes members of the comps list and this by its very nature impliesthat there will be no missing subjects. Speci�cally it means that there is no need to explicitlyrequire the missing element to be accusative and the issue of case-marking has no bearing onthe Equi/Raising debate.While case-marking is not an issue for English tough constructions, there are implications forlanguages which have some lexically assigned case-marking. The connectivity associated withthe Raising analysis implies that lexically assigned case-marking should surface in the toughconstruction just as it does in other Raising constructions. Conversely, if it does not surfacethen this implies lack of connectivity and therefore an Equi analysis. German has a mixtureof structurally and lexically assigned case and it has a tough construction which is similar tothe English one. It seems that lexically assigned case does survive in the tough-constructionand so this is strong evidence for a Raising analysis of the German tough construction.The facts are as follows. The verb sehen does not assign case to its object and so the objectreceives the structurally assigned accusative case (89a). The verb danken lexically assignsdative case to its object and this wins out over the structurally determined default (89b). Inthe German tough construction, the promoted object of sehen has no lexically assigned casevalue and so it is assigned nominative case to accord with its structural position (90a). Thepromoted object of danken retains its lexically assigned case however, as (90b) shows.(89) a. Hans sieht den MannHans sees the man (acc)`Hans sees the man'b. Hans dankt dem MannHans thanks the man (dat)`Hans thanks the man'(90) a. Der Mann ist leicht zu sehenthe man (nom) is easy to see`The man is easy to see'b. Dem Mann ist leicht zu dankenthe man (dat) is easy to thank`The man is easy to thank'The fact that the German tough construction exhibits connectivity between the tough subjectand the missing object implies that a Raising analysis is needed for German. While it ispossible that English and German tough constructions may di�er in this respect, the German



125data does lend some plausibility to a Raising account for English since the two languages areso closely related. For an hpsg approach to the German tough construction which is similarto mine, see Geissler and Kiss (forthcoming).At this point I have investigated all of the issues which are commonly raised in the debateabout whether the relationship between the tough subject and the missing object is Equi orRaising. In the face of conicting evidence it is hard to reach a conclusion but it seems to methat the case for Raising is stronger than the case for Equi.5.3.2 Revised Signs for Tough AdjectivesIn spite of my tentative conclusion that the control relation in tough constructions is Raising,there is a problem which arises from my treatment of control as described in Chapter 3 whichwould appear to support the Equi hypothesis. This problem stems from my claim that Equi{Raising sequences are ill-formed and that this is due to a constraint that Equi controllees mustbe role-assigned. The examples in (91) are ones where a tough subject is an Equi controlleeand although they are not absolutely impeccable they seem to be well-formed. This is aproblem because my theory of control predicts them to be ill-formed since the tough subjectis not role-assigned.(91) a. Kim wants to be easy to get on with.b. Lee was keen to be impossible to beat.c. Sandy convinced Lee to be easier to live with.In spite of this theory-internal evidence in favour of the Equi hypothesis, I hesitate simplyto adopt it because the evidence for Raising is quite strong. Instead I propose that thesemantic part of the sign for tough adjectives is actually more complex than I have previouslyassumed. Schachter (1981) describes tough predicates as expressing properties of acts ratherthan of entities but with the proviso that the act \is presented as having the characteristic inquestion by virtue of some property or properties of an entity". He goes on to describe themeaning of Mary is easy to look at as \something like: Mary is such that looking at her iseasy". Similarly, Bayer (1990) describes the tough subject as being an \avenue of perception"for the proposition that the tough adjective is predicated of. I propose to formalise theseinformal descriptions by introducing an enablement relationship between the tough subjectand what I have so far taken to be the semantic content of a tough sentence. Thus I propose



126(92) as the sign for tough to replace the sign I originally gave in (10).9(92) 26666666666666666664 CAT 2666666664 SUBJ D 1 2 ECOMPS *( 3 PP[for ] 4 ); 5 VP[inf ]264 SUBJ DNP 4 ; 1 ECOMPS hiCONT 6 375 +SUBCAT 
( 3 ); 5 � 3777777775CONTjNUCLEUS 264 ENABLER 2SOA-ARG � EXPERIENCER 4SOA-ARG 6 �tough 375enablement
37777777777777777775The two signs di�er not at all in their syntactic parts: the subject of tough is entirely structure-shared with the missing object of the vp and it does not occur in the subcat list. In this sensethe relationship is a standard Raising one. In the semantics, however, the feature structure oftype tough is no longer directly a value for contjnucleus but is embedded as an argumentof the enablement relation. The tough subject/missing object element still plays no semanticrole with respect to tough but it is role-assigned with respect to the enablement predicate.(93) shows the new contjnucleus value for the example Kim is tough for Lee to ignore forwhich I previously gave the feature structure in (12a)(93) a. 2666664 ENABLER 1 `Kim'SOA-ARG 264 EXPERIENCER 2 `Lee'SOA-ARG � IGNORER 2IGNORED 1 �ignore 375tough 3777775enablementThe revised sign for tough resolves the problem stemming from the role-assignment constrainton Equi controllees since the tough subject is now role-assigned with respect to the enablementpredicate though still not with respect to tough.10 Moreover, there are other positive results9Ewan Klein (p.c.) has pointed out the obvious Montagovian representation of Schachter's analysiswould be (i) which is logically equivalent to (ii):(i) �PP (m)(�x[easy(look-at (pro; x))])(i) easy(look-at (pro;m))He suggests that in a theory of semantics that allows more `information packaging', (i) and (ii) couldbe distinct. It is not clear to me how the bene�ts of lambda abstraction could be incorporated intothe feature-based semantics of hpsg. Note, however, that recent work in situation semantics (seeBarwise and Cooper 1993) does incorporate lambda abstraction and may be transferrable to the hpsgframework.10The new sign counter-exempli�es my implicit claim in Section 3.3.2 that role-assigned elementswill also always appear in the subcat list and it does not assist at all in the hypothesised method ofencoding the role assignment constraint on Equi controllees since that method relies on role-assigned



127that follow if (92) is adopted as the basic sign for tough. The new sign, while treating themissing object/tough subject syntactically as if it is Raised, does assign a role to it in theenablement feature structure and semantically this makes the relationship more like Equi.Much of the data considered above that seemed indicative of Equi can now be explained:� The fact that tough subjects are never expletive follows from the fact that they arerole-assigned with respect to the enablement predicate and role-assigned elements arenever expletive.� The existence of a non-raised alternative subcategorisation possibility for tough adjec-tives is consistent with the new analysis because the tough subject is not role-assignedwith respect to tough.� The conicting views of Jacobson (1992) and Pollard and Sag (1994) as to the semanticequivalence or non-equivalence of the examples in (77) can be elucidated. All of theexamples in (77) have the same representation of the tough proposition and so there isan equivalence in meaning. However, for (77a&b) the tough proposition is an argumentof the higher enablement predicate and di�erent participants in the tough propositionsurface as role players in the enablement relation, hence there is a di�erence in meaning.� Tough constructions are Equi-like in permitting Null Complement Anaphora and withthe earlier sign this is a problem for the Raising hypothesis since removal of the vpcomplement would violate the Raising Principle in leaving a non-role-assigned, non-expletive, non-structure-shared element in the subj list of tough. In the new sign fortough, the subject is role-assigned with respect to the enablement predicate and thereforeremoval of the vp complement would not cause a violation of the Raising Principle.� The fact that, pace Jacobson (1992), there does seem to be connectivity between thetough subject and the site of the missing object, follows from the new sign since in thestandard Raising manner, entire synsem objects are structure-shared.� Although case-marking is not relevant to the English tough construction, the combina-tion of the distinction between lexically and structurally assigned case and the assump-tion of connectivity is su�cient to account for the German data in (90).elements being present on the subcat list. However, as I said in Section 3.3.2, I am not at all sure thatthe role assignment constraint should be explicitly encoded in the grammar and so I do not considerthis to be a problem.



128The issues of idiomatic readings and de dicto readings with the tough construction are notmuch illuminated by the new approach. The fact that the tough subject is role assigned withrespect to two di�erent clauses ought to make it impossible for expressions to retain theiridiomatic readings but, as we have seen, at least some speakers �nd examples such as those in(80) acceptable. The following are Lasnik and Fiengo's (1974) examples which, as indicated,they judge completely unacceptable.(94) a. *Tabs were easy to keep on Mary.b. *Advantage was easy to take of Bill.c. *Heed is important to pay to such warnings.d. *Attention is di�cult to pay to boring lectures.e. *The baby would be easy to throw out with the bathwater.On the issue of de dicto readings, here again it might be supposed that the role-assignment ofthe tough subject would render these impossible. However, it is hard to draw conclusions inthe absence of a strategy that clearly spells out whether de dicto readings are to be accountedfor in terms of quanti�er scoping and, if they are, exactly how this would be achieved. Apossibility that I have not properly explored is that the enablement relation should be part ofthe background conditions rather than directly part of the content. I suspect that thismight be a better solution but it would require more complexity in the way that conditions onEqui controllees are stated and in the way that the Raising Principle is stated given that theexplanation of the possibility of Null Complement Anaphora is tied up with the enablementrelation.5.3.3 Equi MO PredicatesLasnik and Fiengo (1974) distinguish between adjectives like pretty as used in (95a) andstandard tough adjectives as in (95b). They then attempt to blur this distinction by arguingthat `tough movement' is actually achieved by the same process as is involved in (95a), namely`object deletion'.(95) a. Mary is pretty to look at.b. Mary is easy to look at.Schachter (1981) also discusses the two classes and argues that the di�erence between thetwo is semantic. That there is a di�erence is demonstrated by Schachter's examples which Ipresented as (12){(14) in Section 4.2.2 and which I reproduce here as (96){(98):



129(96) a. *It is pretty to look at Mary.b. It is easy to look at Mary.(97) a. *Mary is pretty to get John to avoid looking at.b. Mary is easy to get John to avoid looking at.(98) a. *Mary is pretty to work for.b. Mary is easy to work for.An explanation for these di�erences suggests itself quite easily in my account. I propose thatthe sign for an adjective like pretty involves an Equi style of coindexation of its subject andthe missing object rather than the full structure-sharing in the Raising relation for toughadjectives. The proposed sign for pretty is given in (99).(99) 2666666666666664 CAT 2666666664 SUBJ D 1 NP 2 ECOMPS * 3 VP[inf ]264 SUBJ DNP;NP 2 ECOMPS hiCONT 4 375 +SUBCAT 
 1 ; 3 � 3777777775CONTjNUCLEUS � INST 2MANIFESTATION 4 �pretty 3777777777777775It is not entirely clear what would be an appropriate semantic representation for pretty ex-amples but for the sake of completeness I have formalised Schachter's intuition that \theproperty expressed by the predicate is presented as manifesting itself through the the actexpressed by the in�nitive".The ill-formedness of the pretty examples in (96) and (97) follows from the assumption thatEqui is involved.11 Thus, the failure for there to be an alternative subcategorisation as in(96a) is consistent since only Raising predicates permit this alternation. The fact that thedependency is not apparently long-distance, as demonstrated in (97a), also follows althoughthe explanation of this is quite complex. The best way to demonstrate this is to show thesign for the mo-vp to get John to avoid looking at in (97):11I follow Schachter in assuming that the deviance of (98a) is a consequence of the assumption thatthe proposition expressed by the vp complement of pretty is the means through which the prettiness ismanifested. (98a) is odd because it is hard how to imagine how prettiness could be manifested throughthe work-for relation.



130(100) 2666666666666664 CAT " SUBJ DNP 1 ;NP 3 ECOMPS hi #CONTjNUCLEUS 266666664 INFLUENCE 1INFLUENCED 2SOA-ARG 264 COMMITTOR 2SOA-ARG � OBSERVER 2OBSERVED 3 �look-at 375avoid 377777775get 3777777777777775As (100) shows, though the mo-vp look at is able to be a complement of avoid and thelarger mo-vp is in turn able to be the complement of get, the propagation of the missingobject (np 3 ) through the two vps headed by avoid and get leaves no trace in terms of role-assignment in the higher predicates. Thus, while the missing object occurs in the subj list ofget, it is not role-assigned with respect to it and therefore it cannot be an Equi controllee. Thismeans that the vp is unable to be a complement of pretty though it is �ne as a complementof tough adjectives since with tough the control relation is Raising and Raising controllees donot have to be role-assigned.Notice that this discussion has provided another theory-internal justi�cation for the assump-tion that the control relation for tough adjectives is Raising: if, as with pretty, it was an Equirelation, the apparently long-distance examples would be predicted to be ill-formed. Furt-hermore, this discussion also provides insight into a di�erence between tough and other mocpredicates.(101) a. *These socks need trying to mend mo.b. *Kim wants his socks �nishing mending mo.The examples in (101) are reproduced from Section 4.2.5 and they demonstrate that needpredicates do not permit apparent long-distanceness in the same way that tough adjectivesdo. This fact follows straightforwardly if we assume that need predicates impose an Equirelationship between their subject and the missing object.5.4 Cross-Linguistic EvidenceThe most controversial aspect of my analysis of the English tough construction is the means bywhich it links the tough subject with the missing object. Instead of using the udc mechanism,the analysis uses a lexical rule to promote the object so that it can be controlled and it treats



131apparently long-distance examples in terms of sequences of local control relations. Thisaccount overcomes many of the problems which the udc approach su�ers from and I hope tohave demonstrated that it provides a plausible model of the English tough construction. Inthis section I look at some other European languages and show that they provide very strongsupport for my analysis.5.4.1 The Dutch Tough ConstructionDutch has a construction which is equivalent to the English tough construction, as illustratedin (102).(102) a. Mijn �ets was moeilijk te herstellenMy bike was hard to �x`My bike was hard to �x'b. Dit boek is gemakkelijk te lezenThis book is easy to read`This book is easy to read'Although the two constructions are clearly very similar, the Dutch tough construction is unlikethe English one in that it is very strictly bounded|the apparently long-distance examplesthat can occur in English have no counterpart in Dutch:(103) a. *Mijn �ets was moeilijk te proberen te herstellenMy bike was hard to try to �x`My bike was hard to try to �x'b. *Dit boek is gemakkelijk te besluiten te lezenThis book is easy to decide to read`This book is easy to decide to read'In my analysis all that would be needed to block examples such as those in (103) would besigns for control verbs like proberen and besluiten which did not permit their complements tohave a second subj element. By contrast, an account which relied on a udc mechanism wouldbe hard put to block long-distance examples in Dutch since extractions from complements ofcontrol verbs are perfectly well formed:(104) a. Welke �ets heb je proberen te herstellenWhich bike have you try to �x`Which bike did you try to �x'b. Welk boek heb je besloten te lezenWhich book have you decided to read`Which book did you decide to read'



1325.4.2 Restructuring Verbs in Italian and SpanishRizzi (1982) describes a cluster of phenomena in Italian which are all connected with a certainclass of verbs, which he calls restructuring verbs. These verbs are a subset of Italian Equiand Raising verbs and they permit what are usually bounded constructions to become long-distance. Rizzi identi�es three classes of restructuring verbs: the �rst class are modals suchas potere (`be able'), dovere (`have to') and volere (`want'); the second class are aspectualssuch as cominciare (`start'), �nire (`�nish') and continuare (`continue'); and the third classare motion verbs such as venire (`come'), andare (`go') and tornare (`come back'). There areseveral constructions where these verbs act as a class, in particular these verbs permit theItalian tough construction to appear to be long-distance. The following are Rizzi's examples:(105) a. Questa canzone �e facile da cominciare a cantareThis song is easy to begin to sing`This song is easy to begin to sing'b. Maria �e di�cile da andare a chiamareMaria is di�cult to go to call for`Maria is di�cult to go and call for'Verbs which are not restructuring verbs cannot behave in this way. Again, these are Rizzi'sexamples:(106) a. *Questo libro �e di�cile da convincere Mario a �nire primo di lundiThis book is di�cult to convince Mario to �nish before Monday`This book is hard to convince Mario to �nish before Monday'b. *Questo lavoro �e facile da promettere di �nire per domaniThis work is easy to promise to �nish by tomorrow`This work is easy to promise to �nish by tomorrow'Restructuring verbs also permit apparent long-distanceness with clitic placement. Unstressedpronouns in Italian cliticise to a verb and generally they cliticise to the verb which subcatego-rises them. However, in control structures a clitic may sometimes escape from the complementto attach to the higher verb. This process is known as clitic climbing and its occurrence isdependent on the control verb|clitic climbing is permitted if the verb is a restructuring verbbut it is forbidden with other control verbs. The following examples demonstrate:(107) a. Piero verr�a a parlarti di parapsicologiaPiero will come to speak + cl about parapsychology`Piero will come to speak to you about parapsychology'b. Piero ti verr�a a parlare di parapsicologiaPiero cl will come to speak about parapsychology`Piero will come to speak to you about parapsychology'



133(108) a. Piero decider�a di parlarti di parapsicologiaPiero will decide to speak + cl about parapsychology`Piero will decide to speak to you about parapsychology'b. *Piero ti decider�a di parlare di parapsicologiaPiero cl will decide to speak about parapsychology`Piero will decide to speak to you about parapsychology'A further case of sensitivity to the class of restructuring verbs occurs with what Rizzi calls`impersonal si sentences'. Rizzi's term covers both the examples I will be concerned withwhere an object is promoted to subject position and intransitive examples where there canbe no subject:12(109) Si dorme troppo pocosi sleep too little`People sleep too little'The subset of these sentences that are of direct relevance here are passive-like examples thatinvolve a promoted object which behaves like a subject and triggers verb agreement. This isnot the standard passive construction and the clitic si must also occur:(110) Troppe case si costruiscono in questa citt�aToo many houses si build in this town`Too many houses are built in this town.'An intermediate step in this construction is one where the subject is absent and si is cliticisedto the verb but where the object has not been promoted, as illustrated by (111). Rizzi observesthat in some dialects the promotion of the object is obligatory and (111) is ill-formed but inother dialects the promotion is optional and (111) is perfectly acceptable.(111) Si costruisce troppe case in questa citt�asi build too many houses in this town`Too many houses are built in this town.'In certain examples a promoted object may occur as the subject of a higher verb. This mayonly happen when the higher verb is a restructuring verb:(112) a. Queste case si vogliono vendere a caro prezzoThese houses si want to sell at a high price`They want to sell these houses at a high price'b. *Le nuove case popolari si sono promesse di costruire entro un annoThe new council houses si are promise to build in a year`They promise to build the new council houses in a year'12Monachesi (1993) uses the term `long np-movement' for long distance examples of the promotedobject variant. Aissen and Perlmutter (1983) use the term `reexive passive' to describe the Spanishequivalent of the object promotion examples.



134In summary, Italian restructuring verbs may occur in the tough construction, in sentenceswith object clitics and in si sentences and, when they do, they permit promoted objectelements to escape further away from the clauses to which they belong than would otherwise bepossible. If my analysis of English mocs was adapted to Italian then the treatment of the toughconstruction would be much the same except that for English all Raising and Equi verbs mayinherit a second subj member from their complement but for Italian only the restructuringverbs can inherit a second subj member. However, the Italian data does more than simplylend itself to the same analysis as English: the fact that the Italian tough construction patternswith other constructions which are clearly not udcs supports my hypothesis that the toughrelation really is a local dependency, not an unbounded one. Moreover, the mechanism thatI have suggested for English and Italian mocs would seem to be appropriate for describingboth clitic climbing and object promotion si sentences as well.Monachesi (1993) suggests an hpsg analysis of Italian clitic climbing and long np movement(object promotion si sentences) which is broadly compatible with my analysis of mocs, alt-hough she does not treat mocs themselves in her work. An earlier paper (Monachesi 1992)attempted to use hpsg's udc apparatus, i.e. nonlocal features and the Nonlocal Feature Prin-ciple, to account for clitic climbing but in Monachesi (1993) she shows that a nonlocal featureaccount is not really adequate. In particular, the nonlocal approach cannot easily handle thefact that only restructuring verbs permit long-distanceness. In place of the nonlocal analysis,Monachesi suggests that while Raising and Equi verbs usually subcategorise for vps withempty comps lists, restructuring verbs may be input to a lexical rule (lrcl2) which yieldsoutputs where the controlled complement has a non-empty comps list and where the verbhas had the comps members of the complement added to its own comps list. The followingis Monachesi's lexical rule:



135(113) LRCL22666664 HEAD VVCLASS modal _ aspectual _motionSUBJ DNP 1 ECOMPS * 2 VP" SUBJ DNP 1 ECOMPS L #+ 3777775 )266666664 HEAD VVCLASS modal _ aspectual _motionSUBJ DNP 1 ECOMPS * 2 VP264 CL minusSUBJ DNP 1 ECOMPS L 375 (+)L+ 377777775If the basic entry for a restructuring verb is used then any complements of the lower verbmust remain in the lower clause (i.e. the comps list of the controlled complement must beempty). If the output of the lrcl2 is used, however, then anything in the comps list of thecomplement is inherited by the restructuring verb. A further lexical rule (lrcl1) removescomps elements from a verbal sign and places them in a clitics set so that they can be realisedmorphologically as verb inection:(114) LRCL1" HEAD VCOMPS h:::;X; :::iCLTS W # )" HEAD VCOMPS h:::iCLTS W [ fXg #This rule will apply to the sign for the embedded verb if lrcl2 is not used and to theoutput of lrcl2 if it is used. Clitic climbing is obligatory with auxiliaries so Monachesiproposes that the entries for auxiliaries look like the output of the lrcl2 but because theyare basic entries rather than derived ones, the inheritance of the controlled complement'scomps members is obligatory. The [cl minus ] speci�cation on the complement vp in theoutput of the lrcl2 ensures that the complement verb does not have any other clitics attachedto it: either all clitics attach to the lower verb or they all climb. The trees in (116) and (117)demonstrate Monachesi's analysis of the examples in (115). (The dotted lines indicate lexicalrule application.)(115) a. Maria vuole comprarloMaria wants buy + cl`Maria wants to buy it'b. Maria lo vuole comprareMaria cl wants buy`Maria wants to buy it'
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Monachesi's description of the long np movement examples is somewhat sketchy but sheproposes that lrcl2 should also be used here to allow restructuring verbs to acquire thecomplements of their complement. It is clear that the Monachesi method of promoting objects



137out of the vp to which they belong is broadly similar to my use of the molr. The majordi�erence between the two is that Monachesi allows elements to remain on the comps listwhile I propose that they move from the comps to the subj list. The major drawbackto Monachesi's approach is that it invalidates the usual de�nition of a vp as a non-lexicalverbal category whose comps list is empty. She notes in a footnote that the new type ofvp means that Schema 2, which de�nes head-complement structures, must be modi�ed topermit this kind of vp to be built and this may lead to problems of spurious ambiguity.Given that this problem exists, I propose that my analysis of English tough constructionscan be carried over to Italian tough constructions and that the clitic climbing phenomenonand the long np movement examples can be accounted for by adapting parts of Monachesi'sanalysis. Speci�cally I propose that her cliticisation lexical rule lrcl1 should be retained butthat the work of her other lexical rule, lrcl2 should be done instead by the Italian version ofthe molr in combination with signs for restructuring verbs which cause them to inherit extrasubj members from their complements. These signs would be much the same as the signs Iprovided for English Equi and Raising verbs but in Italian only a subset of these verbs caninherit in this way. The sign I propose for a restructuring verb like cominciare is shown in(118). (Compare this to the to the sign for try in (19) in Section 5.1.3.) I follow Monachesiin assigning an Equi pattern of coindexation for the control of the complement's subject.(118) 26666664 PHON hcominciareiCAT 266664 SUBJ DNP 1 ; 2 listECOMPS * VP" SUBJ DNP 1 ; 2 ECONT 3 # + 377775 37777775If we assume that Italian has a missing object lexical rule similar to the English molr andthat Italian tough adjectives such as facile and di�cile have signs which are much the sameas those of their English counterparts, then the analysis of Italian tough constructions willparallel the English analysis in all relevant details.For clitic climbing, I propose a modi�cation of Monachesi's lrcl1 so that elements that areplaced in the clts set are moved not from the comps list but from the subj list. Speci�cally,I propose that when a verb has a subj list with a non-empty tail the elements from that tailcan be moved to the clts set. The revised version of lrcl1 is as follows.1313Since clts is set-valued and subj is list-valued, the operation list to set is used to convert the tailof subj to a set.



138(119) LRCL1 (revised version)24 HEAD VSUBJ 
 1 ; 2 ne list�CLTS W 35 )24 HEAD VSUBJ 
 1 �CLTS W [ list to set( 2 ) 35For the clitic climbing examples, then, I propose that the Italian molr moves objects froma verb's comps list to its subj list.14 The output of the molr may then be directly inputto lrcl1 and this will result in the clitics attaching to the verb that subcategorises them, asin (115a). If the output of the molr is not input to the lrcl1 then a higher verb must beable to inherit the extra subj members{restructuring verbs and auxiliaries are verbs whichcan do this. Since the signs for these verbs permit extra subj members, these can be inputto lrcl1 and this will cause the clitics to attach to these verbs, as in (115b). The followingtrees illustrate my proposed analysis of (115a&b).(120) 1........................ ........................SUBJ VP
........................ ........................PHON comprarlo........................ ........................COMPS
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14As more than one clitic may occur, this implies that Italian subj lists may have more than twomembers.



139(121) 1........................ ........................SUBJ VP1 ........................ ........................PHON mariaNP 2135 4 2 53 4 5
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ........................ ........................................................................ ........................................................................ ........................ ........................................................................ ........................................................................ ........................ ........................VPS V VPHON comprareSUBJCOMPSSUBJCOMPS ,NPPHON lo vuoleCLTS f gSUBJCOMPS NP ,

45................................................ ........................................................................ ........................PHONCOMPS comprareSUBJ13 5........................ ........................................................................ ................................................PHON vuoleCOMPSSUBJ , .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ............................................ .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .................................. MOLRLRCL1
To deal with the long np movement examples (Rizzi's `impersonal si sentences'), I proposea second lexical rule which suppresses the subject and cliticises the pronoun si to the verb.Opinion seems to be divided as to which argument of the verb si refers to. Rizzi treats it as animpersonal subject in both intransitive cases like (109) and in the object promotion cases like(110). Aissen and Perlmutter (1983) treat the Spanish equivalent, se, as being coreferentialwith the object. I will take the view that si and se refer neither to the subject nor the objectbut that their sole purpose is to signal that the subject has been suppressed. The lexical rulethat brings this about is as follows:(122) LRSI24 HEAD VSUBJ 
 1 ; :::�CLTS W 35 )" HEAD VSUBJ h:::iCLTS W [ fNP[si ]g #On its own this lexical rule will deal with the cases which do not involve a promoted object,i.e. (109) and (111). In combination with the molr it will generate examples such as those in(110) and (112a). In the case of (110), the molr will promote the object of costruiscono tothe subj list. The lrsi will then apply to remove the �rst subj member and to put si in theclitics set. This in turn causes the second subj member to become the only element in subjand this means it can be realised as the subject. For (112), the analysis is the same except



140that the mo-vp is a complement of a restructuring verb which inherits the two members ofsubj and which is input to the lrsi. The following tree shows the analysis:(123)
si 2 ........................, 5...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ........................ ................................................ ................................................ ........................................................................ ........................ ........................

.................................................................... .................................................................... ........................ ........................ ........................ ........................................................................ ........................ VPS V VPHONPHON SUBJCOMPSSUBJCOMPS ,CLTS fNPqueste case vendereSUBJ VPSUBJsi voglionoCOMPS NP g5 55 54433 NP1........................................................................ ........................ ........................PHONCOMPSSUBJ vogliono3 2 ........................, 5NP ................................................ ........................................................................ ........................PHONCOMPS vendere5SUBJ 4.......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .............................. .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ..............................LRSI MOLRI conclude this section with some data from Spanish which show that Spanish patterns verymuch like Italian with respect to object promotion phenomena. The examples below are takenfrom Aissen and Perlmutter (1983). The Spanish tough construction is usually bounded, as in(124a), but it is able to be long-distance when restructuring verbs intervene, as illustrated in(124b). (124c) shows that control verbs which are not restructuring verbs cannot intervene.(124) a. Estas radios son dif��ciles de componerThese radios are di�cult to �x`These radios are di�cult to �x'b. Estas radios ser�an dif��ciles de empezar a componerThese radios will be di�cult to begin to �xThese radios will be di�cult to begin to �x'c. *Estas radios son dif��ciles de insistir en componerThese radios are di�cult to insist to �xThese radios are di�cult to insist on �xing'Spanish has a construction like the Italian `impersonal si sentences' which Aissen and Perl-mutter (1983) refer to as the `reexive passive'. As with Italian, restructuring verbs mayintervene between the mo-vp and the promoted object and clitic but other control verbs maynot:



141(125) a. Estas canciones se cantan siempre primeroThese songs se sing always �rst`These songs are always sung �rst'b. Las canciones cortas se tratan de cantar siempre primeroThe short songs se try to sing always �rst`The short songs are always tried to be sung �rst'c. *Las canciones cortas se sue~nan con cantar siempre primeroThe short songs se dream to sing always �rst`The short songs are always dreamed to be sung �rst'Spanish also exhibits clitic climbing, and again, restructuring verbs permit it but other controlverbs do not.(126) a. Luis las trat�o de comerLuis cl tried to eat`Luis tried to eat them'b. *Luis las insisti�o en comerLuis cl insisted to eat`Luis insisted on eating them'Although I have not provided a very detailed analysis of object promotion phenomena inItalian and Spanish, I hope to have shown that the combination of the mechanisms which Ideveloped for English mocs and variants of Monachesi's cliticisation lexical rules yields anaccount of the data which is both straightforward and well-motivated. Moreover, the analysisof Italian and Spanish shows that my account of English mocs is far from being a parochialanalysis which does not extend to other languages.



Chapter 6Parasitic GapsIn this chapter and the following two, I re-evaluate some assumptions about parasitic gaps inEnglish. Although for this thesis my interest in parasitic gaps stems from the desire to �nd anaccount of them which does not entail that mocs must be udcs, I believe that a re-evaluationis very much in order since the hpsg analysis of parasitic gaps in Pollard and Sag (1994) isnot without problems.In Sections 6.1{6.3, I give a brief introduction to the parasitic gap data and provide anoverview of the accounts of parasitic gaps from Engdahl (1983), Cinque (1990) and Pollardand Sag (1994). Of these, the �rst two place more emphasis on the similarities betweenparasitic gaps and anaphora, while the third, the feature-based theory, derives parasitic gapsas a side e�ect of an account of unbounded dependencies using the slash feature.In Section 6.4 I discuss some problems with the Pollard and Sag (1994) treatment of parasiticgaps, thereby motivating the need for a fresh look at parasitic gaps in hpsg. In Section 6.5,I argue that there are two distinct classes of parasitic gap, which I term c-type parasitic gapsand a-type parasitic gaps (coordination-like and anaphor-like respectively), and I argue thatit is not obviously the case that these two classes are instances of the same phenomenon. Thedivergence of opinion evident in the accounts reviewed in Sections 6.1{6.3 as to whether ananaphoric approach or an unbounded dependency approach is appropriate, might be viewedas a reection of the lack of uniformity across the larger class of parasitic gaps. It seemsthat the use of slash in feature-based accounts is essentially an extension of the analysis ofmultiple gaps in coordinate structures and lends itself well to the c-type parasitic gaps. Onthe other hand, the parallels with anaphora are very strong for the class of a-type parasiticgaps and extensions to the binding theory would seem the natural way to account for these.142



143After discussing parasitic gaps in a general way in this chapter, I turn my attention in Chap-ter 7 to the speci�c question of a new hpsg analysis and in Chapter 8 to interactions betweenmocs and parasitic gaps.6.1 Engdahl's AccountThe starting point for this investigation is Engdahl (1983). In it Engdahl de�nes a parasiticgap as a \gap which is dependent on the existence of another gap ... in the same sentence".The dependency is such that the �ller for the real gap also controls the interpretation of theparasitic gap. Engdahl explores the data quite thoroughly but does not spell out in detailwhat the mechanisms involved in the generation of a parasitic gap sentence might be.6.1.1 The DataThe kinds of examples Engdahl deals with are now very familiar. I group them according tomy own classi�cation below using Engdahl's examples (her numbering is indicated in squarebrackets on the right of each example). Where appropriate, I will indicate primary gaps inmy examples by means of an underscore and parasitic gaps with an additional subscripted p.This marking of gaps is not meant to imply any particular analysis of the examples and isused simply for expository purposes to indicate missing or displaced material.Group 1: Parasitic gaps in without-type adjunctsIn these examples the parasitic gap occurs to the right of the real gap. The real gap occursin a vp and the parasitic gap is contained in a vp adjunct with propositional content (i.e.an adjunct containing a non-�nite vp or a �nite s). The non-�nite vp examples (usually-ing form vps) as in (1) are more common while examples involving �nite s as in (2) are lesscommon.(1) Which articles did John �le without reading p? [E1](2) This is the kind of food you must cook before you eat p. [E2]Group 2: Parasitic gaps in other adjunctsAdjuncts other than the without-type ones can also contain parasitic gaps:



144(3) ?The blintzes which Sasha is gobbling down faster than I canreheat p are extremely tasty, if I do say so. [E11](4) Here is the inuential professor that John sent his book to in orderto impress p. [E14]The example in (3), which demonstrates a parasitic gap in a comparative adverbial, comesoriginally from Ross (1967) and the judgement is his. (4) shows a parasitic gap in an `in-order-to in�nitive'.Group 3: Parasitic gaps in non-subject argumentsThese examples are ones where each of two non-subject arguments of the same predicatecontain a gap. In these cases it is not entirely obvious which is the real gap and which is theparasitic gap. In most other examples, one gap occurs in a position which is not normallyavailable as a gap location (e.g. in an adjunct, in a subject) and it is this one which is takento be the parasitic gap. In these examples, however, both positions are usually perfectlynormal gap positions so other factors have to determine which is the real gap and which isthe parasitic gap. The decisions indicated are Engdahl's except in the case of (6) where Ihave inferred what her decision would be.(5) Which girl did you send a picture of to p? [E3,E74](6) Which professor did you persuade the students of p to nominate forthe Distinguished Teacher's Award? [E15](7) ?Which students did you persuade to invite us to come and see p? [E17](8) ??Who did you tell that we were going to vote for p? [E18]The examples in (7) and (8) are relatively unacceptable and, indeed, Engdahl places themlow in her hierarchy of acceptability.Group 4: Parasitic gaps in subjectsThese examples are similar to the ones in the previous group in that the two gaps occur inarguments of the same predicate. In this case, though, the parasitic gap can be identi�ed asthe one in the subject since extractions from subjects are not otherwise possible.(9) Which boy did Mary's talking to p bother most? [E4](10) Which student did your attempt to talk to p scare to death? [E45a]



145A sub-class of this group of examples are ones where the parasitic gap occurs not just insidea subject but inside a relative clause which modi�es that subject:(11) This is the type of book that no-one who has read p wouldgive to his mother. [E48](12) Here is the boy who everyone who has met p thinks is clever. [E49]The parasitic gap is therefore in a position which would normally be unacceptable on twocounts: extractions from subjects are usually disallowed and so are extractions from relativeclauses. Note that these examples are unacceptable for many people.The four groups above are my categorisation rather than Engdahl's. Engdahl has two waysof categorising parasitic gaps: �rst into a hierarchy of acceptability and, second, according towhether they are optional or obligatory. The terms `optional' and `obligatory' reect whetherthey can be replaced by a pronoun coreferential with the real gap or not: if they can, theyare optional and if they cannot, they are obligatory. The parasitic gaps in the �rst two of myfour groups seem to be optional|as the examples in (13) and (14) demonstrate. (15) dealswith the third group. Here the good examples in (5) and (6) are rendered unacceptable bythe insertion of a pronoun while the not so good examples in (7) and (8) are considerablyimproved. As (16) shows, parasitic gaps in the fourth group are obligatory except perhapsfor the relative clause sub-group|(16c) does not seem entirely unacceptable.(13) a. Which articlesi did John �le i without reading themi?b. This is the kind of foodi you must cook i before you eat iti.(14) a. The blintzesi which Sasha is gobbling i down faster than I canreheat themi are extremely tasty, if I do say so.b. Here is the inuential professori that John sent his book to i in orderto impress himi.(15) a. *Which girli did you send a picture of i to heri?b. *Which professori did you persuade the students of hisi to nominate ifor the Distinguished Teacher's Award?c. Which studentsi did you persuade i to invite us to come and see themi?d. Whoi did you tell i that we were going to vote for themi?(16) a. *Which boyi did Mary's talking to himi bother i most?b. *Which student did your attempt to talk to himi scare i to death?c. ?This is a booki that no-one who has read iti would give tohis motheri.



1466.1.2 The No C-Command RestrictionWhen discussing the distribution of parasitic gaps, Engdahl observes that the real gap mustnot c-command the parasitic gap. Because anaphoric relations are also constrained by c-command, this results in a correlation between the possibility of parasitic gaps and thepossibility or non-possibility of certain types of anaphora. As I explained in Section 1.4,gb controls the coindexation of anaphoric elements by means of the three principles of thebinding theory. I reproduce these principles in (17).(17) A. An anaphor must be bound in its governing category.B. A pronoun must be free in its governing category.C. An r-expression must be free everywhere.Engdahl sometimes describes the distribution of parasitic gaps as being inversely correlatedwith the possibility of anaphors and this follows from the fact that anaphors must be boundin their governing categories, and parasitic gaps must not. Elsewhere, Engdahl refers to aconstraint on non-coreference and describes the positions where parasitic gaps are disallowedas being the positions where non-coreference for non-anaphoric, non-pronominal nps is re-quired. This is e�ectively the situation that Principle C describes. This clause ensures thatordinary nps cannot be bound by a c-commanding category but there is nothing to preventthem being coindexed to a non-c-commanding category since this falls outside of the scope ofthe binding theory. The following examples illustrate this point:(18) a. *Hei annoyed Oliveri.b. Those rumours about himi annoyed Oliveri .c. *Hei says that Oliveri is kind.d. Hisi mother says that Oliveri is kind.(18a) and (18c) are ill-formed with the coindexing indicated because the antecedent c-commands the r-expression. (18b) and (18d), on the other hand, are �ne because the ante-cedent does not c-command the r-expression.Parasitic gaps, then, are like r-expressions in that they cannot be coindexed with a c-commanding category. With the exception of (7) and (8), all of the parasitic gaps in theexamples in Groups 1{4 in the previous section are not c-commanded by the real gap. Theexamples in (7) and (8) are more problematic because the real gap does c-command the pa-rasitic gap and so these ought to be ill-formed. Examples such as these are a matter of some



147controversy: Hukari and Levine (1987a) treat them as entirely unacceptable and go to somelengths to prevent them being generated in gpsg. By contrast, Engdahl (1984) assumes theyare acceptable and �nds it a virtue of the gpsg account that it generates them and a failingof the gb account that it does not. She goes to some lengths to modify the gb account sothat it will not reject them. I will return to these examples in Section 7.1.We can now turn to cases where parasitic gaps are disallowed. As (19) shows, where the realgap is a subject gap it c-commands all the positions in its vp sister and so a parasitic gapcannot occur in the vp:1(19) *Who did you say was bothered by John's talking to p? [E58]Similarly, the di�erence in acceptability between (20a) and (20b) follows from di�erences inc-command. In (20a) the real gap does not c-command the parasitic gap because the whileadjunct attaches high to the vp headed by imply. In (20b), on the other hand, the adjunctattaches low to the vp headed by �led and this means that the real gap c-commands theparasitic gap|for this reason (20b) is ill-formed.(20) a. Which Caesar did Brutus imply was no good whileostensibly praising p? [E60]b. *Which articles did you say got �led by John withouthim reading p? [E57]In (21a), the np object of give c-commands the object of the preposition to so a parasitic gapcannot occur there. In (21b) the two objects of give c-command one another so neither ofthem can be a parasitic gap.2(21) a. *Which slave did Cleopatra give to p? [E68]b. *Which slave did Cleopatra give p ? [E69]By contrast, a reexive can occur in similar examples:1In feature-based theories like gpsg and the pre-C9 version of hpsg in Pollard and Sag (1994) thereis no trace in the position of a preposed embedded subject, so the failure for there to be a parasiticgap in (19) could be attributed to this instead. However, this explanation would not be available inthe C9 version of hpsg because it treats all slash dependencies as traceless.2The indications in (21) as to which gap is the real gap and which is the parasitic one are Engdahl's.It is not at all clear to me how one can tell with examples like this but it is worth noting perhaps aslight degree of circularity with respect to (21a)|if the �rst gap was the parasitic gap and the secondwas the real gap then the real gap wouldn't c-command the parasitic gap and there would be noaccount of why this was ill-formed.



148(22) a. Which slave did Cleopatra give to himself?b. Which slave did Cleopatra give himself?The data in (21) and (22) demonstrate the inverse correlation between the distribution ofanaphors and parasitic gaps: if a reexive is possible then a parasitic gap is not, and viceversa. The following data provide more examples:(23) a. John persuaded Maryi to look after herselfib. *Who did John persuade to look after p?(24) a. *John persuaded friends of Maryi to look after herselfib. Who did John persuade friends of to look after p?(25) a. I talked to Johni about himselfi [E70]b. *Who did you talk to about p? [E72](26) a. *I sent a picture of Maryi to herselfi [E73]b. Which girl did you send a picture of to p? [E74]There are known exceptions to the c-command restriction on bound anaphora, for example,in (25a) John does not c-command himself but is still able to act as its antecedent. Thiscon�guration also turns out to be an exception to the no-c-command restriction on parasiticgaps: even though the gap in (25b) does not c-command the parasitic gap, the parasitic gapcannot occur. The fact that these exceptions pattern together provides strong evidence thatthe two phenomena are linked and that whatever permits the exception in (25a) also causesthe exception in (25b).6.1.3 Engdahl's ConclusionsAlthough Engdahl does not specify in detail what mechanisms underly parasitic gaps, shedoes reach some �rm conclusions which I list to facilitate comparison with other theories.These conclusions are:(27) a. Parasitic gaps are not coordinate gaps.b. The real gap is always a wh-trace.c. The distribution of parasitic gaps can be characterised using the samenotions as are relevant to anaphora, i.e. c-command and bindingdomains.d. No conclusion about what kind of a gap a parasitic gap is.



149Engdahl dismisses the idea that multiple gaps in parasitic gap constructions are the same asthe multiple gaps which arise from across-the-board (atb) extractions from coordinations.3Her conclusion is based partly on the observation that many parasitic gaps are optional whilein general the atb condition cannot be violated. A second reason for her conclusion is the factthat coordination is generally between constituents of the same category while in parasiticgap constructions the gap-containing constituents are frequently not of the same category.Engdahl's conclusion that the real gap is always a wh-trace stems from the observation thatnp-traces cannot licence parasitic gaps|as demonstrated with the passive construction in(28).4(28) *John had the paper �led <np-trace> without reading p.(29) The paper was easy to �le without reading p.As (29) demonstrates, mocs such as the tough-construction behave di�erently from stan-dard np-movement constructions such as passive since they do licence parasitic gaps. Thisdi�erence in behaviour seems to reinforce the standard assumption that wh-movement iswhat underlies mocs and, indeed, Engdahl suggests quite strongly that the ability to licenceparasitic gaps is a reliable diagnostic of wh-movement. In this thesis I seek to deny thatwh-movement underlies mocs and I therefore reject the claim that the real gap must alwaysbe a wh-trace. I discuss the means by which parasitic gaps are able to co-occur with mocs inChapter 8.As already discussed in the previous section, Engdahl's third conclusion follows from anexamination of the relationship between the position of the real gap and the position of the3The term `across-the-board' comes from Ross (1967). Ross proposed the Coordinate StructureConstraint (csc) which forbids the extraction of a conjunct or any part of a conjunct from a coordinatestructure. He went on to show that this constraint can be violated if the extraction happens in anacross-the-board fashion, i.e. if an element is extracted from all of the conjuncts. This accounts forthe following contrast.(i) csc violation:*Which book did you either buy or borrow a magazine from Lee?(ii) atb exception to csc:Which book did you either buy or borrow from Lee?4Bennis and Hoekstra (1985) and Huybregts and van Riemsdijk (1985) discuss Dutch examplessuch as (i) where it is far from clear that the real gap is a wh-trace.(i) Hij heeft deze artikelen zonder p te lezen opgeborgen.He has these articles without p to read �led.Further discussion of data such as this can be found in Section 7.2.2.



150parasitic gap. parasitic gaps seem to pattern with r-expressions in that they must not bec-commanded by the real gap.The item in (27d) is really a non-conclusion but I have included it as a point of comparisonwith other theories. It concerns the question about what kind of a gap a parasitic gap is.On the assumption that the real gap is always a wh-trace, it has seemed natural to manylinguists to conclude that the parasitic gap is also a wh-trace. However, Engdahl does notcommit herself to this conclusion and indeed her emphasis on the parallels between anaphoraand parasitic gaps might in fact discourage such a view.In Section 6.5 and in Chapter 7, I question the accuracy of the �rst two of Engdahl's conclusi-ons and pursue the third conclusion to examine whether a binding theory account of at least asubset of parasitic gaps would be possible. With respect to the fourth point, a demonstrationthat at least some parasitic gaps can be treated as anaphors rather than as wh-traces willremove the pressure to assume that the real gap must always be a wh-trace. A side e�ect ofthe new account, therefore, is that in Chapter 8 I can show that parasitic gap formation doesnot disprove the analysis of mocs in Chapter 5.6.2 Cinque's AnalysisChomsky (1986) describes parasitic gaps in terms of movement of an empty operator, asshown in (30):(30) Whati did you �le ti [ before [ Oi [ reading ti ]]]?The chain of the parasitic gap and the chain of the real gap form a composed chain and thedistribution of parasitic gaps is controlled by the conditions under which chain compositionis permitted. On this account, a parasitic gap is a wh-trace.Cinque (1990) questions Chomsky's account and proposes that the traditional class of wh-traces is divided into two distinct subclasses of di�ering category.5 Cinque proposes that whilemost gaps are wh-traces (i.e. those arising from topicalisation, relativisation, cleft formationand wh-question formation), there are other gaps which are [{anaphor, +pronominal] empty5Another gb account of parasitic gaps which departs radically from standard assumptions can befound in Williams (1990). Williams' account is also radically di�erent from Cinque's in that it seeks totreat all parasitic gaps as instances of atb extractions from coordinate structures. I discuss Williams'account in Section 7.2.2.



151categories (pro).6 In addition, Cinque claims that wh-traces arise as a result of movementbut pro is base-generated and bound to the empty operator rather than directly to either the�ller or the gap. According to Cinque's classi�cation, the gaps subscripted with pro in thefollowing examples are pros not wh-traces:(31) a. The article that we �led without reading prob. The article that we went to England without reading proc. The article was too long for us to read pro.(31a) is a standard example of a parasitic gap. (31b) is an example with a gap in a without-adjunct which has no real gap to licence it|Engdahl �nds such examples ill-formed butCinque and Pollard and Sag (1994) �nd them acceptable. (31c) is an moc (a purpose in�ni-tive).Cinque's conclusions with respect to the issues raised in (27) are summarised in (32)(32) a. Parasitic gaps are not coordinate gaps.b. The real gap is always a wh-trace.c. The distribution of parasitic gaps follows from an analysis wherethey are base-generated and A-bound to an empty operator at S-Structure. Because they are A-bound their coindexation is not de-termined by the binding theory.d. A parasitic gap is a base-generated pronominal|a sort of emptyresumptive pronoun. Its category is di�erent from that of the real gap.Space considerations preclude a detailed description of Cinque's approach but I have includedthis brief discussion to make two points: �rstly Cinque challenges the standard view that thereal gap and the parasitic gap are essentially the same kind of thing; and secondly he rejectsthe idea that the gaps in mocs are wh-traces|this lends support to my claim that an mocgap is not a wh-trace even though my analysis di�ers considerably from Cinque's.76.3 The HPSG AccountAs briey described in Section 1.3, Pollard and Sag (1994) propose a udc treatment ofparasitic gaps whereby a single element in the inherjslash set on the mother is able topropagate to more than one daughter, thereby creating a split inherjslash path.6As previously mentioned, pro is the category assigned to empty subjects in pro-drop languagesand it is generally believed that pro does not occur in English.7It is interesting to note that while both Cinque and I question standard assumptions about bothmocs and parasitic gaps, Cinque concludes that they are instances of the same phenomenon but I treatthem as considerably di�erent from one another.



152As I explained in Section 1.3, the distribution of inherjslash is constrained by the Nonlo-cal Feature Principle. The combination of the Nonlocal Feature Principle and the SubjectCondition ensures the pattern of gaps to be found in (33).8(33) a. Who did enemies of the government want to discredit ?b. Who did enemies of p want to discredit ?c. *Who did enemies of want to discredit the government?The addition of the Subject Condition is the only addition to the theory that Pollard and Sagmake so this only deals with the parasitic gaps which I classify as Group 4 in Section 6.1.1.They claim that these are the only true examples of parasitic gaps. All other examples(which I have classed in Groups 1{3) they claim simply to be the result of the NonlocalFeature Principle which allows inherjslash to propagate freely from a mother to any of itsnon-subject daughters. As an example from Group 3 illustrates, this predicts that both thereal gap and the parasitic gap can occur independently as well as together:(34) a. Which girl did you send a picture of to p?b. Which girl did you send a picture of to her mother?c. Which girl did you send a picture of yourself to ?The parasitic gaps in Groups 1 and 2 are dealt with by Pollard and Sag in the same waybut in this case they re-evaluate the usual grammaticality judgements since they predict thatboth the real gap and the parasitic gap can occur as the only gap site in these examples. Forexample, they claim that examples with a gap in an adjunct when there is no gap in the mainvp are well-formed.(35) Those boring old reports, Kim went to lunch without reading .A summary of the hpsg conclusions of the four points in (27) and (32) is given in (36).8Subject Condition: \a lexical head's subject can be slashed only if one of its complements is".



153(36) a. Parasitic gaps are not coordinate gaps since a mechanism particularto coordination ensures the atb pattern. The possibility of multiplegaps in parasitic gap sentences, on the other hand, simply followsfrom general principles constraining slash propagation.b. The real gap is a wh-trace (i.e. one arising from the termination ofthe inherjslash value).c. There is no need to discuss the distribution of parasitic gaps in termsof notions such as c-command and anaphora domains since the cor-rect distribution should fall out from the theory of slash propaga-tion. However, they make some non-standard assumptions about thedata and about what counts as a parasitic gap.d. Parasitic gaps are wh-traces, re-entrant with the real gap.Notice that these conclusions are such that it is impossible to question whether a parasiticgap is really a wh-trace without overturning the whole account.6.4 Problems with the Pollard & Sag accountIn this section I present some problems with the account of parasitic gaps in Pollard andSag (1994).9 I do this in order to demonstrate that, quite apart from my concerns withthe interaction of parasitic gaps with mocs, there is good reason to review the standardhpsg analysis. The problems can be attributed partly to Pollard and Sag's assumption thatparasitic gaps are a uni�ed phenomenon and should be treated in the same way, and partlyfrom their claim that a parasitic gap is the same kind of gap as a standard gap and is re-entrantwith it.6.4.1 Distributional Di�erencesOne of the most striking facts about parasitic gaps is that they can occur in positions that arenot available to normal gaps.10 Pollard and Sag make provision for examples such as those inGroup 4 in Section 6.1.1 where the parasitic gap occurs inside a subject: they use the SubjectCondition to ensure that a gap can only occur inside a subject if a second gap also occurs inthe vp that that subject agrees with. This deals adequately with straightforward examples9Many of the issues raised here are ones which highlight the di�erences between standard gaps(wh-traces) and parasitic gaps, and I owe several of the examples to Cinque (1990). As I explained inSection 6.2, I am not really concerned with the details of Cinque's approach to parasitic gaps, but thedata which motivates his decision to treat wh-traces and parasitic gaps as di�erent phenomena is ofvery direct interest since this brings to light several shortcomings in the Pollard and Sag analysis.10Although I adopt the traceless account of extraction in the C9 version of hpsg, for expositorypurposes I will continue to refer to gaps as if they did exist and I will also continue to mark gappositions in the same way as before.



154of parasitic gaps inside subjects but it does not quite account for why examples involvingparasitic gaps inside relative clauses in subjects should be acceptable. Some relevant exampleswere given in (11) and (12) in Section 6.1. (37) and (38) are similar examples:(37) Kim is the kind of person who everyone who meets p immediately takes to .(38) That's a dish that anyone who has tasted p will never forget .The Subject Condition enables the slash dependency to pass down into the subject np but,once it is there, there is no additional means to get it into the relative clause since a normalslash dependency cannot enter a relative clause. The slash account is able to a�ect thepoint where the slash path splits but once each path goes its own way, each one behaves likea normal extraction. In order to generate (37) and (38) Pollard and Sag would also have toclaim that the examples in (39) are grammatical:(39) a. *The person who I like everyone who meets ?b. *A dish that I don't know anyone who has tasted ?For all examples not involving subjects, Pollard and Sag argue that the parasitic gap site isa possible location for a lone gap. I have already mentioned examples such as those in (35)which demonstrate the possibility of single gaps in the kind of adjuncts involved in c-typeparasitic gaps, and for these examples the Pollard and Sag position is not implausible.Parasitic gaps are sometimes not able to occur in positions which are perfectly normal positi-ons for ordinary gaps and in these cases the Pollard and Sag theory has no means to describethe distributional di�erences. The most striking di�erence in this respect is that normal gapscan be of any major category while it is widely assumed that a parasitic gap can only be annp gap:1111The facts are actually more complex than this. Cinque claims that not only are parasitic gapsrestricted to being nps, they must also be nps of a particular type. Speci�cally, he claims that aparasitic gap cannot be a non-referential np and he cites the following examples as evidence:(i) How many kilos does he weigh ?(ii) *How many kilos did he sell without weighing p?I am not sure that (ii) actually demonstrates Cinque's point since kilos as an object of sell would bereferential and therefore the failure of (ii) might be attributable to the two gaps requiring opposinginterpretations for the expression how many kilos. A more suitable example might be the followingand I'm not sure whether this is well- or ill-formed:(iii) How many kilos did the baby appear to weigh while not actually weighing p becausethe scales were faulty?Postal (1993) gives examples of other restrictions on the type of np. Postal (1994) shows examples ofsentential complement parasitic gaps|which he claims are not true parasitic gaps. See Section 7.2.5



155(40) a. *Of which artist do friends speak well p. (pp gap)b. *About which book did you tell me before writing p. (pp gap)c. *How clever do you think Kim actually is without ever seeming p. (ap gap)The Pollard and Sag account which treats a parasitic gap as simply a second optional rea-lisation of a standard unbounded dependency is unable to block examples such as those in(40).A second di�erence between normal gaps and parasitic gaps is that parasitic gaps cannot beembedded subject gaps even though these are possible with normal extractions. The followingexamples illustrate:12(41) a. *Who did you say that John's claiming p was his wife would makeus believe was actually his girlfriend?b. *Who did you say that John's claiming p was his wife would makeus dislike .(42) *Who did you believe would be �red while still hoping p wouldget to stay on?There would seem to be no way that the hpsg treatment could prevent embedded subjectparasitic gaps since after the slash path has split higher up in the tree each individual pathis a normal slash path behaving in a normal way.Another instance of a position where a normal gap can occur but a parasitic gap cannot, canbe found in the parasitic gap example which I �rst introduced in (25b) in Section 6.1.2:(25) a. I talked to Johni about himselfi [E70]b. *Who did you talk to about p? [E72]for discussion. Engdahl (1983) gives the following examples from Swedish which involve parasitic gapswhich are not nps.(iv) Till himlen �ar det inte s�akert att alla som l�angtar p kommer . [E47a]To heaven it is not certain that everyone who longs p get .(v) Fattig vill ingen som n�agonsin varit p bli igen. [E47b]Poor wants no-one who has ever been p to become again.12The pair of examples in (41) demonstrate that an embedded subject parasitic gap is impossibleirrespective of whether the real gap is a subject or an object. By contrast, examples where the realgap is an embedded subject but the parasitic gap is a non-subject are often acceptable as is shown by(i):(i) Which Caesar did Brutus imply was no good while ostensibly praising p? [E60]



156As I discussed in Section 6.1.2, Engdahl is able to explain the failure of the parasitic gap in(25b) as contrasting with the well-formedness of (25a). The hpsg theory of parasitic gaps isunable to predict the badness of (25b) and has nothing to say about the way such examplespattern in an opposing way with the anaphora examples. Furthermore , as (43) shows, anormal gap can occur in the position after about, and interestingly, in the adjunct in (44), aparasitic gap is also acceptable.(43) Who did you talk to Kim about ?(44) Who did you betray by talking to Kim about p?For the Pollard and Sag theory the pattern of data in these examples is hard to explain.In Engdahl's theory based on c-command and in my treatment described in Chapter 7, thisdi�erence in distribution is easier to account for.Cinque gives a further example of a di�erence between real gaps and parasitic gaps in relationto a particular construction in French and Italian. In these languages the equivalent of Englishbelieve cannot occur as an object raising verb (45a) except in sentences where the raisedconstituent has been extracted (45b):(45) a. *Je croyais Jean être intelligent.I believed John to be intelligent.b. l'homme que je croyais être intelligentthe man who I believed to be intelligent(46) *l'homme que nous appr�ecions sans croire être intelligentthe man who we appreciate without believing to be intelligentAttempts to put a parasitic gap in the position of the raised constituent fail, as shown by(46), yet an account like the Pollard and Sag one cannot model this di�erence in behavioursince it treats the two kinds of gap as the same kind of entity.A �nal di�erence, also noted by Cinque, concerns dative-moved ditransitives. In a normalextraction the �rst object cannot be extracted but the second object can:(47) a. *Who did Sue give the owers?b. What did Sue give Fred ?(48) a. *Who did you quarrel with after giving p the owers?b. *Which plant did you repot before giving Fred p?



157As illustrated by (48), a parasitic gap can occur in neither position and, again, this would bedi�cult for the Pollard and Sag account to explain.6.4.2 ConnectivityThe examples in the previous section showed that the distribution patterns of parasitic gapsand real gaps are far from being the same but there was nothing to question the Pollardand Sag theory that the real gap and the parasitic gap are both realisations of the sameslash dependency, i.e. that they are token identical. As explained in Section 1.3, Pollardand Sag (1994) distinguish two di�erent classes of unbounded dependency, strong udcs andweak udcs. In strong udcs the �ller structure-shares its entire local value with an elementin the slash set and this ensures connectivity between �ller and gap. In weak udcs the �llerand the element in slash are only coindexed and so there is no connectivity between the twoitems. However, irrespective of the nature of the udc, the Pollard and Sag account predictsconnectivity between the real gap and the parasitic gap since they are the same object. Thismeans that in strong udcs both the real gap and the parasitic gap are predicted to exhibitconnectivity with respect to the �ller and in weak udcs there is predicted to be connectivitybetween the two gaps but not between the gaps and the �ller. These predictions are notborne out, as the following examples, taken from Tait (1988), demonstrate:(49) a. ?For which crime was Bernard tried six months after being chargedwith p?b. To whom did Mortimer faithfully continue to write after seeing ponly once?These are examples of wh-questions (strong udcs) where the real gap is a pp gap and theparasitic gap is an np gap|Pollard and Sag wrongly predict these to be ill-formed.A second problem arising from the strong connectivity prediction concerns the question ofwhether the real gap and the parasitic gap can di�er with respect to case marking. As we sawwith examples (41) and (42) in the previous section, subject parasitic gaps are not possible.However, it is possible for an object parasitic gap to co-occur with an embedded subjectreal gap as illustrated in (50) ((50b) is an example which I previously presented as (20a) inSection 6.1.2 and in a footnote in Section 6.4.1.).(50) a. Who did you say John's criticism of p (acc) would make us think(nom) was stupid?b. Which Caesar did Brutus imply (nom) was no good while ostensi-bly praising p (acc)? [E60]



158There seems no doubt about the well-formedness of these examples but, on the basis of theirclaim of connectivity between the real gap and the parasitic gap, Pollard and Sag wronglypredict these examples to be bad.13Notice that the revised treatment of case-marking proposed in Chapter 2 will not improve thissituation. I motivated a treatment of elements in slash whereby they become case-marked asa result of the Extraction Lexical Rules and this means that a case conict is still predictedfor these examples.6.5 Are Parasitic Gaps A Uni�ed Phenomenon?In Section 6.3 I described how Pollard and Sag (1994) have re-evaluated the parasitic gapdata and have concluded that only a subset of the examples usually discussed count as trueparasitic gaps and in Section 6.4 I showed that Pollard and Sag's account is nonetheless notwithout problems. In the new analysis which I will describe in detail in Chapters 7 and 8I also propose a re-evaluation but the conclusions I come to di�er somewhat from Pollardand Sag's. I will motivate a division of the parasitic gap examples into two classes, c-typeparasitic gaps, and a-type parasitic gaps. The names I give to the two groups reect thesimilarities that they bear to other phenomena: the c-type ones would seem to be describableby extending the theory of coordination while the a-type ones can best be thought of as partof a theory of anaphora. In this I am making a more radical distinction than Pollard andSag since I am suggesting that the mechanisms underlying the two cases are fundamentallydi�erent. Pollard and Sag, on the other hand, claim that slash propagation is the mechanismbehind both of their classes and so they are essentially similar.I will argue that Engdahl's motivation for not treating parasitic gaps as similar to coordinategaps stems from her decision to treat all of the data discussed in the previous sections asexamples of a uni�ed phenomenon. If we divide the data into two classes then it is possibleto draw parallels with coordination for c-type parasitic gaps while acknowledging a completedissimilarity for a-type parasitic gaps. The class of c-type parasitic gaps corresponds to the13In Section 7.2 I develop an account of this kind of example which treats them in the same wayas atb extractions from coordinations. This account involves split slash paths and is not unlike thePollard and Sag treatment and so conicting case is a problem for me too. The crucial di�erencebetween the two accounts is that I treat these examples as part of an extended theory of coordinationand although I am not able to explain the case conict, observe that the same pattern occurs in truecoordinations:(i) Which Caesar did Brutus imply (nom) was no good and yet still praise (acc)?



159examples I classi�ed as Group 1 and Group 2 in Section 6.1.1. In this class the parasitic gapoccurs to the right of the real gap, inside an adjunct with propositional content. The class ofa-type parasitic gaps correspond to Group 3 and Group 4 from Section 6.1.1. These are oneswhich occur inside an argument of the same predicate as the constituent containing the realgap.6.5.1 A-type Parasitic GapsTurning �rst to the non-coordination-like parasitic gaps which I call a-type parasitic gaps, thisgroup includes all the examples that Engdahl identi�es as obligatory parasitic gaps and whichPollard and Sag claim to be the only true type of parasitic gap. I also include the examplesfrom Group 3 in Section 6.1.1 even though Engdahl classi�es these as optional parasiticgaps and Pollard and Sag consider them not to be true parasitic gaps. This mismatch inclassi�cations follows from the fact that I use the presence of a degree of parallelism betweenthe constituents containing the two gaps to determine whether the examples are coordination-like or not. Engdahl, on the other hand, uses obligatoriness as a diagnostic and Pollard andSag classify according to whether the parasitic gap occurs in a subject or not.In Engdahl's account, the unifying factor behind all parasitic gaps is that their possible positi-ons are determined by structural con�gurations: a parasitic gap can only appear in a positionwhich is not c-commanded by the real gap. The non-c-command restriction has strong par-allels in the domain of anaphora where c-command plays a central role in determining whichkinds of anaphor can be coindexed with which antecedents. Furthermore, with obligatoryparasitic gaps where a pronoun can't replace the parasitic gap, Engdahl has an explanationin terms of weak cross-over|obligatory parasitic gaps precede the real gap and they can't bereplaced by pronouns because a pronoun cannot be bound by a wh-phrase that has crossedover it.In my analysis of what I term a-type parasitic gaps, I will attempt to articulate an accountof these parasitic gaps as a type of anaphor (in the wide sense of the term). I di�er fromEngdahl in that I do not assume that all parasitic gaps should be treated as part of a theory ofanaphora and the examples that I classify as c-type parasitic gaps seem to need a completelyseparate treatment. I di�er from Pollard and Sag in not using an unbounded dependencymechanism to describe a-type parasitic gaps. In using the binding theory to describe parasiticgaps, my approach has something in common with Cinque (1990) although he is working in



160the gb paradigm and I am working within hpsg which has a binding theory articulated interms of o-command rather than c-command.I investigate a-type parasitic gaps in detail in Section 7.1 and show how an hpsg bindingtheory account of them might work.6.5.2 C-type Parasitic GapsEngdahl gives several reasons why she feels that parasitic gaps must be distinguished fromthe atb gaps that occur in coordinate structures. These reasons are shown in (51):(51) a. The `conjuncts' would not be of the same syntactic category.b. Semantically, the `conjuncts' would be of di�erent types.c. Examples where the two gaps occur in arguments of the same predi-cate, i.e. the examples in Groups 3 and 4 in Section 6.1.1, cannot beanalysed as conjoined structures.d. Parasitic gaps are optional whereas the atb restriction on extractionsfrom coordinations ensure that it is obligatory for a gap to occur ineach conjunct.Assuming the division described above between c-type parasitic gaps and a-type parasiticgaps, Engdahl's third point about certain examples not being analysable as coordinationssimply follows from the reclassi�cation. The remaining three points, however, need to beinvestigated in more detail. With respect to (51a), while it is true that conjuncts tend to becategorially similar, they do not necessarily have to be identical and there are well-documentedcases where cross-categorial coordination is perfectly well-formed. The examples in (52) showcross-categorial coordinations of constituents playing an adverbial function.(52) a. The guards treated the old man disrespectfully and withoutconsideration for his frailty.b. He left the house swiftly and without looking back.c. She sang tunefully and with great pathos.Engdahl's second assumption, that conjuncts must have the same semantic type, is also notnecessarily valid. In the �rst place, in cases of syntactic dissimilarity, it is not always clearto what extent semantic similarity holds|precise details of the syntax/semantics mappingdi�er from theory to theory and it is hard to assess `semantic type' in a pre-theoretical way.It is conceivable that we could view an example such as (53) as a coordination with two vpconjuncts and without as the conjunction. On this view, the conjuncts are both vps and atsome level of detail are of the same semantic type.



161(53) Which book did Kim [ �le ] without [ reading ]?(54) Which book did Kim [ �le ] and [ not read ]?Of course the similarity between the two putative conjuncts in (53) is intuitively not as strongas the similarities usually found in clear cases of coordination such as (54). The major di�e-rence in these two cases is that in (54) the two verbs are both �nite and, indeed, coordinationbetween two verbal conjuncts generally does require identity of the vform feature. In (53)the verbs di�er for vform: the �rst is �nite and the second is a gerund form. However, giventhat the extent to which conjuncts have to be syntactically similar varies from context tocontext, a mismatch in vform values cannot be taken as a clear indication that coordinationis not occurring. Semantically there is a very strong similarity between the two examples:while without is thought of as a subordinating conjunction it seems clear that, at least inthese kinds of examples, it means the same as and not, and can plausibly be thought of as acoordinating conjunction.I defer further discussion of c-type parasitic gaps until Section 7.2 where I will also deal withEngdahl's fourth point concerning the optionality of c-type parasitic gaps.



Chapter 7A New Analysis of Parasitic Gaps7.1 A-type Parasitic GapsIn this section I demonstrate that a-type parasitic gaps can be treated within hpsg's bindingtheory. In Section 7.1.1, I examine several examples to demonstrate that this approach givesthe desired results. In Section 7.1.2, I consider whether a constraint is required that makesreal gap and parasitic gap mutually non-o-commanding. In Section 7.1.3, I discuss details ofhow hpsg would need to be revised to accommodate the new analysis.7.1.1 An HPSG Binding Theory AccountIn this section I show how hpsg's binding theory can accommodate an analysis of a-typeparasitic gaps as a type of non-overt anaphor. The analysis I propose is one where an a-typeparasitic gap is an npro (a non-pronominal, hpsg's equivalent of an r-expression). As annpro, an a-type parasitic gap is subject to Principle C of the binding theory which says thatit may not be coindexed with an o-commanding antecedent. I make an additional assumptionthat an a-type parasitic gap is required to be coindexed, i.e. it cannot occur freely.Before turning to the data, I should point out that at times discussion of examples is com-plicated by the fact that it is not always clear which of the two gaps is which, and thereforewhich is the antecedent and which the anaphor.1 In these cases I have to show that, either1The use of the term antecedentmay be confusing here since a trace analysis of wh-gaps encouragesone to think of �llers as antecedents to their traces and this then gives rise to the question of whetherit is the �ller or its trace which is the antecedent to the parasitic gap. In fact, in either a `traceful' or`traceless' account of wh-extractions, only one subcat list element corresponds to the �ller/real gapand this occurs in the subcat list associated with the phrase containing the real gap since this is itscanonical position. Since we are dealing with the binding theory and only elements in subcat lists arepotential antecedents, the subcat element (which structure-shares both with the �ller and the slashmember which arises through the Extraction Lexical Rules) is the antecedent to the parasitic gap. It162



163way, the correct predictions are made.Gaps in SubjectsI start the discussion of the data with examples classi�ed as Group 4 in Section 6.1.1. Theseare ones where the parasitic gap occurs inside a subject.(1) a. Who did pictures of really annoy ?b. Who did John's talking to bother ?In the examples in (1), neither gap o-commands the other, so in principle either one couldbe the parasitic gap. In fact, the gap in the subject must be the parasitic gap since theslash mechanism will disallow any extractions from subjects.2 Since the real gap does noto-command the parasitic gap, the coindexation is allowed and the examples in (1) are well-formed.To see o-command relations it is often useful to draw a diagram of the kind I produced in(41) in Section 1.2 which shows the subcat lists associated with the phrases in a sentence.Recall that I motivated some alterations to the binding theory as a result of Pollard andSag's C9 changes so that the entire subcat list propagates from a lexical head to its phrasalprojection. This means that a sentence has a subcat list which contains all the subcat lists ofthe subparts of the sentence and it is particularly easy to access o-command information fromthis. For the example in (1b) the subcat information can be represented diagrammaticallyas follows:(2) 1 1 ....................................NP..............................john.................................... .................................................................... .................................... ............................................................NPbother: ,NPtalk-to: , NP who/real gapPGis convenient to think of this as the real gap even though in the traceless version of the theory thereis no gap.2A concomitant of my hypothesis that a-type parasitic gaps are not derived using the slash me-chanism is that Pollard and Sag's Subject Condition is no longer needed. (The Subject Condition isdesigned to permit slash to propagate to a subject only if it also propagates to the vp.) I revert totheir Slash Inheritance Principle which is a precursor to the Subject Condition and which prevents allextractions out of subjects.



164Here we can see that the a-type parasitic gap in the subject np can be coindexed to the realgap in the main clause because the real gap does not o-command the parasitic gap.(3) is an example of an a-type parasitic gap inside a relative clause modi�er of a subject.Since normal gaps cannot occur in this position, as shown in (4), there is no doubt that thisis the parasitic gap. Since the antecedent does not o-command the a-type parasitic gap theexample is well-formed.(3) A man who every boy who meets p admires .(4) *A man who every boy who meets admires Max.I reproduce examples (41) and (50a) from Section 6.4 as (5) and (6). In each of these theparasitic gap must be the one in the subject since these are not normal gap locations. Iobserved before that a parasitic gap cannot be nominative and I propose that this fact caneasily be modelled by setting the value for case to accusative in the lexical entry for thea-type parasitic gap. This immediately accounts for the acceptability of (6) and for theill-formedness of (5a) and (5b).(5) a. *Who did you say that John's claiming p (nom) was his wife wouldmake us believe (nom) was actually his girlfriend?b. *Who did you say that John's claiming p (nom) was his wife wouldmake us dislike (acc).(6) a. Who did you say John's criticism of p (acc) would make us think(nom) was stupid?In Section 6.1.2 we saw the example in (19) where an embedded subject real gap was unableto be an antecedent for a parasitic gap. I reproduce this as (7):(7) *Who did you say was bothered by John's talking to p?Although (6) shows that an embedded subject real gap can be an antecedent to an a-typeparasitic gap, the one in (7) cannot be an antecedent since it o-commands the parasitic gap.Gaps in Non-subjectsI turn now to examples where the parasitic gap occurs in a non-subject argument. I reproduce(5) and (6) from Section 6.1.1) as (8) and (9). In these examples neither gap position o-commands the other and so the well-formedness of the examples is expected.



165(8) Which girl did you send a picture of to ?(9) Which professor did you persuade the students of to nominate for the Distin-guished Teacher's Award?Engdahl assumes that it is the second gap in (8) and the �rst gap in (9) which are the parasiticgaps but there is no absolute evidence that this is the case and the other gaps could equallywell be the parasitic ones. In Section 7.1.3 I will suggest that it is the �rst gap in both ofthese which is the parasitic one and I will leave further discussion of these examples untilthen.The other examples in this section are either ill-formed or questionable. As a preliminary todiscussion of them, it is useful to consider the question of whether there is a stronger constrainton the distribution of a-type parasitic gaps. In a footnote, Engdahl (1983) claims that thecorrect characterisation of parasitic gap formation is that neither gap may c-command theother but that there is no need to enforce the stronger constraint because \the situation wherethe parasitic gap asymmetrically c-commands the real gap will not arise, since in that casethe parasitic gap would presumably occur in a more accessible extraction domain than thereal gap, and would, by the substitution test used above, be understood as the real gap". Itis not clear to me that the same reasoning applies to this analysis and so for the moment Iwill entertain the possibility that a mutual no o-command restriction should be enforced and,indeed, all of the examples I discuss here seem to require such a restriction. In Section 7.1.2I will discuss this restriction in more detail.(10) and (11) reproduce examples (7) and (8) from Section 6.1.1:(10) ?Which students did you persuade to invite us to come and see p? [E17](11) ??Who did you tell that we were going to vote for p? [E18]As I explained before, Hukari and Levine (1987a) and Engdahl (1984) disagree about whetherthese examples are actually well-formed or not and I therefore assume that is a matter ofspeaker variation. Notice that Engdahl's assumptions (as marked) about which is the realgap and which is the parasitic gap are not necessarily valid: in my analysis I must alsoentertain the possibility that the �rst gap is the parasitic gap and the second the real gap.On Engdahl's assumptions about which gap is which, all speakers ought to �nd (10) and (11)ill-formed since the real gap would o-command the parasitic gap. On the assumption thatthe gaps are the other way round, all speakers ought to �nd the examples acceptable since



166the real gap does not o-command the parasitic gap. However, if the mutual no o-commandrestriction is in force then all speakers ought to reject the examples since, whichever gap iswhich, one of them o-commands the other.Many other examples of a-type parasitic gaps in non-subjects are ill-formed but it is necessaryto consider them in order to demonstrate that the account does not overgenerate. Again, inthese examples there is often no easy way to tell which gap is the real gap and which isthe parasitic gap. One such set of examples concern ditransitive verbs. As (12a) shows, anattempt to put a gap in both objects of give has bad results, even though single extractionsfrom both positions are �ne:(12) a. *Which slave did Cleopatra give to ? [E68]b. Which slave did Cleopatra give to John?c. Which slave did Cleopatra give the book to ?(12a) is Engdahl's example and she marks the second gap as the parasitic one. If this is indeedthe case, then the example can be claimed to be ill-formed since the �rst gap o-commandsthe second. However, the possibility exists that the �rst gap is the parasitic gap and sincethis position is not o-commanded by the other gap, at �rst glance there would seem to be noreason for the example to be ill-formed. The mutual no o-command constraint would explainwhy (12a) is ill-formed.As illustrated in (13), examples of double object gaps with dative shift verbs are as ill-formedas the examples in (12a):(13) a. *Who did Cleopatra give ?b. What did Cleopatra give John ?c. *Who did Cleopatra give a book?Notice that the single extraction possibilities shown in (13b) and (13c) would indicate thatthe �rst gap must be the parasitic gap since this position isn't normally a possibility for aslash dependency. Again, this means that (13a) must be said to be ill-formed because of themutual no o-command constraint.Verbs which take two pp arguments do not allow gaps in both pps:(14) a. *Who did you talk to about ?b. Who did you talk to about John?c. Who did you talk to John about ?



167(The example in (14a) was given as (25b) in Section 6.1.2.) As (14b) and (14c) demonstrate,single extractions from either position are �ne so again we have to decide which is the parasiticgap. This con�guration is one which is known to be an exception to a simple account of c-or o-command. Apparently neither gap commands the other but with the linear order PP[to]PP[about] reexivisation is possible and this indicates that the object of to o-commands theobject of about:(15) a. I talked to Maryi about herselfib. *I talked to herselfi about Maryic. *I talked about Maryi to herselfid. *I talked about herselfi to MaryiFrom this we have an explanation for why both orders lead to bad results: if the parasiticgap is the second gap then it is illegally o-commanded by the real gap and if it is the �rst gapthen, because of the mutual no o-command constraint, it illegally o-commands the real gap.The next example is one with a gap inside one of the objects of a dative shift verb:(16) a. *Who did Mary give a picture of ?b. ?Who did Mary give a picture of John?c. Who did Mary give you a picture of ?Since the �rst position o-commands the second position, it also o-commands any positioninside it and so, because of the mutual no o-command constraint, we expect (16a) to be ill-formed. Notice that if the �rst gap is located inside the �rst object position instead of beingthat position, then neither gap o-commands the other and the result is much better:(17) Who did Mary give all those friends of a picture of .In summary, in the examples in (12), (13), (14) and (16) it is not clear which gap is thereal gap and which is the parasitic gap. If the real gap precedes the parasitic gap then theill-formedness of the examples follows from the requirement that an a-type parasitic gap notbe o-commanded by its antecedent. If, on the other hand, the parasitic gap precedes the realgap then the only way to block the examples is to make appeal to the mutual no o-commandrestriction.



1687.1.2 The Mutual No O-command RestrictionSince the mutual no o-command constraint seems to be so crucial for many of the examples inthe previous section, it is worth investigating it in more detail. In particular, I will investigatewhether the mutual no o-command constraint must be explicitly encoded as a principle of thegrammar or whether its e�ects can be attributed to some other component of the grammar.In order to ensure that a-type parasitic gaps are not o-commanded by their antecedents, Ihave assumed that they are of type npro and, at �rst glance, it might seem that we couldachieve the e�ects of the mutual no o-command constraint by doing the same for real gapsand classifying them as npros too. However, there are two reasons why this is not possible.Firstly, there is no obvious mechanism in hpsg for allowing anaphors to select a particularsub-type of nom obj as antecedent and secondly, it is already an established part of hpsgthat real gaps structure share their local value with their �llers and must therefore be ofthe same type as their �llers. Pollard and Sag (1994) use the following examples to illustratethis and to demonstrate a failing of the gb account which treats all traces as r-expressions(the equivalent of npro).(18) a. Senator Dolei doubted that the party delegates would endorse his wife.But HIMi, hei was sure they would support i.b. [John and Mary]i are stingy with their children. ButTHEMSELVESi/EACH OTHERi, they pamper i.gb would wrongly predict these examples to be ungrammatical because they assume thatthe gap is an r-expression and must therefore not be c-commanded by its antecedent. hpsgcorrectly predicts these examples to be well-formed because for them the gap is of the sametype as the �ller. In (18a) the �ller/gap entity is a ppro which is locally o-free, as requiredby Principle B. In (18b) the �ller/gap entity is an ana which is locally o-bound, as requiredby Principle A.33In perfectly acceptable examples such as (i) it might seem that because the �ller is a wh-pronounwe should assume that it and the gap are of type ppro. However, I assume that, in spite of their name,wh-pronouns are not pronouns but are of type npro. My motivation stems from the fact that theyseem to have exactly the same distributional properties as full wh-nps such as which person and, inparticular, the ill-formedness of (ii) follows only if who is an npro|since John o-commands the gapposition, the gap as an npro cannot be coindexed with John.(i) Who did Lee try to protect ?(ii) *Whoi did Johni say Mary liked i?



169Although it is not possible to require real gaps to be of type npro, it follows from the hpsgaccount that all of the real gaps in the examples in (12), (13), (14) and (16) actually happento be npros because all of the �llers are npros. This means that for those examples the mutualno o-command e�ect might be thought to be a reection of the fact that both the parasitic gapand the real gap are of type npro. However, before concluding that the mutual no o-commande�ect is always simply a reection of the type of the �ller/real gap entity, it is necessary toinvestigate the consequences of varying the nature of this entity. For the examples in (12),(13), (14) and (16) the only way in which the second gap could successfully be coindexed tothe �rst would be if it was of type ana. To see this, consider the non-extraction forms in (19)which require a reexive rather than a pronoun. For (19a{c) the need for a reexive followsfrom the fact that the position is locally o-commanded by the antecedent. With (19d) thereexive is an exempt anaphor (i.e. not bound by the binding theory) but while it is not clearwhy this has to be a reexive, it is clear that it cannot be a pronoun.(19) a. Cleopatra gave Maxi to himselfi/*himi.b. Cleopatra gave Maxi himselfi/*himi.c. I talked to Maxi about himselfi/*himi.d. Cleopatra gave Maxi a picture of himselfi/*himi.If only ana elements are permitted in the non-extraction versions then it follows that any�ller-gap dependency into the second of the coindexed positions must involve �llers of typeana. The results of an attempt to construct relevant examples where the �ller is a reexiveare shown in (20).(20) a. *HIMSELFi, Cleopatra gave pi to i.b. *HIMSELFi, Cleopatra gave pi i.c. *HIMSELFi, I talked to pi about i.d. *HIMSELFi, Cleopatra gave pi a picture of i.Without an explicitly encoded mutual no o-command restriction, my theory predicts theseexamples to be acceptable, assuming as marked, that the parasitic gap precedes the real gap.This is because the �ller/real gap entity is reexive and the pattern of coindexation betweenthe parasitic gap and real gap is appropriate for reexives. However, as the examples in (21)show, even simple extractions of reexives in such examples are not good and so the failureof the prediction can be attributed to whatever blocks (21) instead.44In the light of contrasts such as the following, perhaps there is prohibition on fronting a reexiveacross a non-coreferent np.



170(21) a. *HIMSELFi, Cleopatra gave Maxi to i.b. *HIMSELFi, Cleopatra gave Maxi i.c. *HIMSELFi, I talked to Maxi about i.d. *HIMSELFi, Cleopatra gave Maxi a picture of i.So far it has been possible to deal with the ill-formedness of most of the examples in theprevious section without actually having to postulate the existence of a mutual no o-commandrestriction. The only examples which are still not satisfactorily dealt with are the ones whosegrammaticality is disputed by Hukari and Levine and Engdahl ((10) and (11) in the previoussection = (7) and (8) from Group 3 in Section 6.1.1). In the previous section we saw that,if we assume the existence of the mutual no o-command restriction, these examples ought tobe judged unacceptable by all speakers and, if we assume it not to exist, they ought to beaccepted by all speakers. In fact, in the light of the fact that �llers and gaps are of the sametype, these examples are independently predicted to be ill-formed since the �ller/gap entitiesare npros and must therefore not be o-commanded by their antecedents. The problem thatremains is that some speakers apparently �nd these examples acceptable yet it is hard to seehow such speaker variation can be accommodated. (22) shows examples which parallel (10)and (11) except that the �ller/real gap entity is a ppro:(22) a. ?Maxi knew that the TV company had had no luck with his parents but HIMi,they persuaded pi to let the talk show host interview i.b. ??Maxi knew that the TV company wasn't interested in his parents but HIMi,they had told pi that the talk show host might want to interview i.These examples ought to be more acceptable than (10) and (11) because the ppro type ofthe �ller/real gap is consistent with the binding theory given the coindexation as marked. Infact there does not seem to be any signi�cant di�erence in acceptability and so for speakerswho reject all of (10), (11) and (22) this might be a small shred of evidence that the mutualno o-command restriction does indeed need to be explicitly stated. However, there is still noexplanation of why there are any speakers at all who accept (10) and (11). It was Engdahl(1984) who claimed that these examples were acceptable but even she suggests that they arenot fully acceptable and so I conclude that these really are marginal examples whose syntaxis impeccable but whose reference relations are not. As to whether the examples in (22) really(i) HIMSELFi, Maxi could rely on i.(ii) HIMSELFi, Cleopatra thought that Maxi had hurt i.



171do entail the existence of the mutual no o-command restriction, it is hard to be sure giventhe di�culty in making grammaticality judgements. I will therefore assume that there is noneed to directly encode the mutual no o-command restriction but the examples in (10), (11)and (22) remain a caveat to this assumption.7.1.3 Antecedents to A-type parasitic gapsMy assumptions about a-type parasitic gaps so far have been:(i) An a-type parasitic gap is a phonologically null np of type npro.(ii) An a-type parasitic gap has accusative case.(iii) An a-type parasitic gap must be bound, i.e. it is not allowed not to be coindexed.(iv) The antecedent must be a gap and not a phonologically realised np.The current hpsg binding theory can account for the basic part of a treatment of a-typeparasitic gaps as anaphors but the extra restrictions in the assumptions do not necessarilyfollow without additions or modi�cations. In this section I explore the extra restrictions inmore detail and speculate about how, or indeed whether, they can be imposed.Items (i) and (ii) are easily incorporated simply by providing an appropriate lexical entry fora-type parasitic gaps. A minimal speci�cation for this entry will look like this:(23) 26664 PHON hiSYNSEM 264 LOCAL 24 CAT � HEAD � CASE acc �noun �CONTENT npro 35 375 37775Items (iii) and (iv) are more di�cult to encode. For item (iii), the fact that an a-typeparasitic gap must have a linguistically realised antecedent can perhaps be thought of asfollowing from general principles concerning the referential properties of nps. In general, allanaphors are required to have an antecedent but these antecedents are not constrained to belinguistically realised. When not linguistically realised, the assumption is that antecedentsare contextually available: Pollard and Sag use the contextjbackground feature as thelocus of this kind of information. A-type parasitic gaps are phonologically null and containno semantic information independent of what their antecedents provide, so it is hard to



172imagine how any contextual information could be inferred which could provide them withan antecedent. On this view, the reason they must have a linguistically realised antecedentfollows simply from the fact that they cannot have any other kind of antecedent.5This line of reasoning does not bring us any closer to articulating the mechanisms whichwould ensure the presence of an antecedent, but it does make the a-type parasitic gap pro-blem part of the wider problem of requiring all anaphoric elements to have antecedents/becoindexed. Hankamer and Sag (1976) distinguish between deep anaphora where an antece-dent to an anaphor has a pragmatically determined antecedent and surface anaphora wherethe antecedent must have a syntactically realised antecedent. They describe phonologicallynull surface anaphors as elliptical. It may seem odd to say that a-type parasitic gaps are el-liptical but I believe that the important aspect of a-type parasitic gaps is not their similarityto other phonologically null elements but is rather their similarity to other nominal surfaceanaphora. Arguably, reexives and reciprocals are also surface anaphors (it is extremely hardto create examples where they are pragmatically controlled) and, perhaps more signi�cantly,resumptive pronouns are also instances of surface anaphora. Below, I explore the resumptiveaspect of a-type parasitic gaps and, assuming that they have a resumptive role to play, it ishardly surprising that they need a syntactically realised antecedent.Item (iv) which says that the antecedent to an a-type parasitic gap must be a gap rather thana normal np needs to be explored in two ways. First it is necessary to be more precise aboutexactly what is meant by the term gap in this context and, second, it is necessary to developa theory about how this restriction on the nature of the antecedent could be enforced.Dealing �rst with the question of the nature of the term gap, as I have already pointed out,the C9 traceless approach to unbounded dependencies means that the real gap is not a gapas such. The binding theory treats coindexation as a relation between elements on subcatlists (which are local feature structures) rather than between positions in tree structures andsubcat lists are not a�ected by extraction or by how a slash dependency gets terminated.Technically then, item (iv) is incorrect since the real gap is not in itself a gap but is, as faras the binding theory is concerned, a local feature structure element in a subcat list which,through structure-sharing, is also both the local part of a �ller and an element in slash.5Engdahl (1983) discusses why a speaker might choose to use a parasitic gap rather than an overtpronoun and she suggests that, while overt pronouns may have either a pragmatically induced ante-cedent or a linguistically realised one, a parasitic gap can have only the latter. She continues: \Bynot pronouncing a pronoun, the speaker in e�ect makes sure that the listener does not go outside thesentence to supply a referent, hence he prevents the hearer from computing a possible but unintendedinterpretation for the sentence." (p.18{19)



173Turning to the second question about how to ensure that only this kind of object can be anantecedent to an a-type parasitic gap, it is not immediately obvious how this should be done.One possibility is to require a form of agreement between elements which are coindexed so thatphonologically null a-type parasitic gaps can only be coindexed with other phonologically nullelements. However, the possibilities for agreement between anaphor and antecedent are fairlyrestricted in hpsg. For normal coindexation, two nps structure share the value of the featureindex (inside synsemjlocaljcontent) where the value of index is a feature structure oftype index which has the following form:(24) 264 PERSON personNUMBER numberGENDER gender 375indexIn a sense then, it is just a side e�ect of coindexation that the coindexed items must agreefor person, number and gender. In order to ensure agreement between an a-type parasiticgap and its antecedent it would be necessary either to start adding to the features which areappropriate for the type index or to suggest a more radical alteration to the hpsg approachto agreement between coindexed items.There are several problems about adding a feature to index in order to use the existingmechanism for agreement. The new feature in index would have to be one which reecteda notion that we can gloss as `I am an element which is phonologically unrealised in mycanonical position'. This gives rise to a fundamental question about whether such a featurewould be in the same class as person, number and gender. Even assuming that it would besound to add the new feature, there are implementational problems arising from the fact thatnormal nps would have to be marked with a negative value for this feature but this wouldexclude any other anaphor also being coindexed to the coindexed �ller, gap and parasiticgap. For example, the pattern of coindexation in (25) would be hard to achieve because,although the two gaps are phonologically unrealised, the reexive isn't and so there would becontradictory requirements on the index that all three elements share.(25) Whoi did those stories about i really cause i to doubt himselfi?This kind of problem is probably not insuperable but I hesitate to devise an intricate mecha-nism for ensuring just the right kind of antecedent for an a-type parasitic gap when it is notentirely clear that this would be an appropriate step to take.



174An alternative approach to the problem is to assume that there is no explicit part of thegrammar which prevents a-type parasitic gaps from occurring with overtly realised antece-dents. Instead, the hypothesis would be that other parts of the grammar conspire to requirea-type parasitic gaps to be coindexed to a phonologically null antecedent. In pursuing thisapproach it is useful to return to observations made by Engdahl (1983). In classifying parasi-tic gaps Engdahl observes that obligatory parasitic gaps are ones which precede the real gapand that their obligatoriness follows from facts about `cross-over'. In (26a) the pronoun himcannot be coindexed to the �ller/gap entity because of weak cross-over: �llers cannot crossover elements to which they are coindexed in their `movement' to initial position. (See Postal(1971).)(26) a. *Whoi did that picture of himi depress i?b. Whoi did that picture of pi depress i?Whatever the causes of the cross-over phenomenon, Engdahl speculates that obligatory para-sitic gaps provide a means to rescue sentences which would otherwise be excluded as cross-overviolations. In this sense, parasitic gaps seem to behave like resumptive pronouns which arealso used to rescue sentences from ill-formedness. This observation of Engdahl's would seemto have some bearing on the issue of the distribution of parasitic gaps, but since she treatsboth a-type parasitic gaps and c-type parasitic gaps as a uni�ed phenomenon, she is unableto claim that the only function of parasitic gaps is this kind of rescue function. For Engdahl'sclass of optional parasitic gaps, which are the ones that follow the real gap, there is no expla-nation as to why they should occur or why they are able to alternate with overt pronouns. Bycontrast, a side-e�ect of my reclassi�cation of parasitic gaps into a-type and c-type, makes itpossible for me to claim that all a-type parasitic gaps are obligatory ones which precede thereal gap. Consider the well-formed examples from the previous three sections:(1) a. Who did pictures of p really annoy ?b. Who did John's talking to p bother ?(3) A man who every boy who meets p admires .(8) Which girl did you send a picture of to ?(9) Which professor did you persuade the students of to nominate for the Distin-guished Teacher's Award?In (1a&b) and in (3) the �rst gaps are unquestionably the parasitic gaps and attempts toreplace them with pronouns demonstrate that they are obligatory, as shown in (27){(28). In



175(8) and (9) there is no evidence which can de�nitively tell us which gap is the real one andwhich the parasitic one. However, as the test for obligatoriness as shown in (29) and (30)demonstrates, the �rst gaps are obligatory and so it is not unreasonable to conclude thatthese are the parasitic gaps.(27) a. *Whoi did pictures of himi really annoy i?b. *Who did John's talking to himi bother i?(28) ?A man who every boy who meets himi admires i.(29) *Which girl did you send a picture of heri to i?(30) *Which professor did you persuade the students of heri to nominate i for theDistinguished Teacher's Award?Given my distinction between a-type and c-type parasitic gaps, and given the data consideredabove, it seems as if it should be possible to restrict the distribution of a-type parasitic gaps sothat they only occur with null antecedents while not actually enforcing this restriction directly.It ought to be possible for the restriction to follow from a requirement that a-type parasiticgaps can only occur resumptively but unfortunately there is no straightforward de�nition ofthe notion of a resumptive role or what it is to `rescue' a sentence from ungrammaticality.Moreover, hpsg does not seem to have a theory about the cross-over e�ects in (26){(30): asfar as I can tell hpsg predicts these examples to be well-formed.6 For the moment, then, Ican follow Engdahl in hypothesising that the two phenomena are linked but further researchis required before I can demonstrate this. I think that this avenue will be rewarding and forthis reason I have not pursued the alternative agreement option that I briey discussed above.In summary, I have shown that a binding theory account of a-type parasitic gaps incorporatingthe assumptions itemised above would seem to account for the data quite well. I have someoutstanding problems when it comes to articulating the precise mechanisms involved in thisaccount. In spite of the outstanding problems, however, this approach is fruitful and inChapter 8 I will discuss how it can extend to interactions between a-type parasitic gaps andmissing object constructions.6Some cross-over e�ects are explained by Pollard and Sag as following from the fact that �ller andgap are of the same type. For example, (i) is ruled out because the gap is an npro and cannot becoindexed to the o-commanding main clause subject:(i) *Johni, hei said you like i.



1767.2 C-type Parasitic GapsIt is generally assumed that parasitic gaps are a uni�ed phenomenon and that the samemechanism can be used to describe both a-type and c-type parasitic gaps. In making thea-type/c-type distinction I have allowed for the possibility that the two classes should betreated separately. In this section I show that there are very strong similarities between c-type parasitic gaps and coordinate structures and for this reason it is appropriate to try totreat c-type parasitic gaps with the same mechanisms as are used for atb coordinate gaps.There is not yet a clearly articulated hpsg account of coordination so it will be impossible tobe completely explicit about an analysis but it is possible to sketch some aspects of it.In Section 6.5 I provided some general initial motivation for the division between a-type andc-type parasitic gaps. Here I elaborate on the motivation for treating c-type parasitic gapsalong with coordinate gaps: in Section 7.2.1 I provide further evidence for the connectionbetween c-type parasitic gaps and atb extractions from coordinate structures and I showwhy a binding theory account like that developed for a-type parasitic gaps is not appropriatefor c-type parasitic gaps. In Section 7.2.2, I discuss the evidence provided by Bennis andHoekstra (1985) and Huybregts and van Riemsdijk (1985) which suggests that Dutch has onlyc-type parasitic gaps and the hypothesis in Huybregts and van Riemsdijk (1985) that Dutchparasitic gaps are the same as atb extractions from coordinations. I also examine Williams'(1990) hypothesis that all English parasitic gaps are really atb gaps. In Section 7.2.3 Idiscuss examples of coordination where the atb pattern of extraction is violated and I brieyreview the discussions of this issue in Goldsmith (1985) and Lako� (1986). The fact thatsome extractions from coordinations can be non-atb points the way to an account whichbrings coordination and c-type parasitic gaps together without it being a problem that c-typeparasitic gaps are optional. In Section 7.2.4 I �rst describe Pollard and Sag's treatment ofcoordination and then revise it so that the mechanism that is responsible for atb extractionsfrom coordinations is also used for atb extractions in c-type parasitic gap constructions. Iformulate the account in such a way as to permit non-atb patterns of extraction in bothcoordinations and c-type parasitic gap constructions. Finally, in Section 7.2.5, I discussPostal's (1993) critique of Williams' (1990) hypothesis that parasitic gaps are really an atbphenomenon and Postal's (1994) re-evaluation of parasitic gaps.



1777.2.1 Similarities to CoordinationOne of Engdahl's reasons for not treating parasitic gaps as coordinate gaps is that parasiticgaps are optional while atb extractions from coordinate structures are obligatory. However,there are examples of coordination where a non-atb extraction is not too bad. (31) and (32)contain examples of coordinations where only one conjunct contains a gap.(31) a. Who did the old man die and leave money to ?b. Who did you go to lunch and forget to invite ?(32) a. What kind of dessert can you eat a lot of and not gain weight?b. How many hours can you work and still have a social life?Notice the similarity between the examples in (31) and (32) and the possibility of single gapsin the kind of structures involved in c-type parasitic gaps (the examples in (33) are fromPollard and Sag (1994)):(33) a. Those boring old reports, Kim went to lunch without reading .b. That's the symphony that Schubert died without �nishing .c. How many of the book reports did the teacher smile after reading .(34) a. What kind of dessert can you eat a lot of without gaining weight?b. How many hours can you work before you've no social life?With reference to the issue of the optionality of the parasitic rather than the real gap, Iconducted a very informal survey of four speakers of various Englishes (American English,Canadian English, English English and Scottish English) and asked them to say if they foundany of the following examples bad:(35) a. Which report did Kim �le without reading?b. Which report did Kim �le without reading it?(36) a. Which report did Kim �le and not read?b. Which report did Kim �le and not read it?(37) a. Which report did Kim �le rather than read?b. Which report did Kim �le rather than read it?



178In theory, these speakers should have found (36b) completely unacceptable since it violatesthe atb restriction on extractions from coordinate structures. They should also have found(35b) and (37b) as good as their more gappy counterparts since these are supposed to beoptional parasitic gaps. In fact, all of them said that they found all of the (b) examplesmuch worse than the (a) examples, which contain a second gap. When asked if they couldsay whether one (b) example was particularly bad, two said that (36b) was the worst, onesaid that (35b) was the worst and one said that the (b) examples were all equally bad. Thissuggests that the standard distinction between atb extractions and parasitic gaps and theconcomitant predictions about whether second gaps are optional or obligatory are not clearlyreected in speaker judgements.There are some further similarities between c-type parasitic gaps and coordinations whichlend support to the distinction between c-type and a-type parasitic gaps. One such similarityconcerns the possibility of rightward extraction. In most parasitic gap examples, the real gapis leftward-extracted|the examples tend to involve wh-questions, topicalisations or relativeclauses. There are, however, some examples of rightward extractions that Engdahl cites assuggested by Wasow:(38) John o�ended by not recognising immediately, his favourite unclefrom Cleveland. [E26](39) Susan always �les without reading properly, all the memos fromthe lowlevel administration. [E27]Interestingly these examples occur only with the c-type examples and feel very much likeexamples of Right Node Raising (rnr), a rightward extraction which occurs almost exclusivelywith coordinate structures. Attempts to produce rightward extractions with a-type parasiticgaps do not yield good results:(40) ??I persuaded the students of to nominate for the award, thatdistinguished professor of physics.(41) *I persuaded to invite us to visit , those students that you'vebeen wanting to meet.Another way in which the c-type parasitic gaps resemble coordination is in the sharing ofcontrol/agreement properties between the two `conjuncts'. When two vps are coordinatedthey must share a subject and in the without-type examples that we have been looking at,this is also the case: the person who does the �ling is also the person who fails to do the



179reading. Even in cases where the adjunct contains a full �nite sentence, if the subjects arecoreferential then a parasitic gap is far more acceptable:(42) a. This is the only report that Sue actually read before she �led .b. ??This is the only report that Sue actually read before John �led .c. This is the only report that Sue actually read before she/John �led it.A �nal point for consideration which also seems to suggest a connection with coordination forthe c-type parasitic gaps, concerns comparative constructions. It has occasionally been notedthat comparative constructions share certain properties with coordinate constructions, seefor example Napoli (1983). Evidence for this view comes (among other things) from the factthat gapping and rnr are possible only with coordination and comparatives. The followingexamples are taken from Napoli:(43) a. Mary loves Fellini more than John, Bertolucci. (gapping)b. I organise more than I actually run her life. (rnr)Consider again the example of a c-type parasitic gap which I gave in (3) in Section 6.1.1(which originated with Ross (1967) and was reproduced by Engdahl):(3) ?The blintzes which Sasha is gobbling down faster than I canreheat p are extremely tasty, if I do say so. [E11]If we add to this a rightward-moved version as in (44), it should become apparent that ifcomparative formation is like coordination then the extractions in (3) and (44) are just aslikely to be atb extractions as instances of a real gap/parasitic gap pair.(44) Sasha is gobbling down faster than I can reheat , those extremely tasty blintzes.Further to the topic of gapping, moreover, Napoli provides the following example of gappingin a without-adjunct.(45) John's putting out his cigarette without Mary hers didn't help at all.Although I �nd this example questionable, Napoli claims it is acceptable. The point of thisexample is that in order for gapping to occur, the construction has to be classi�ed at some



180level as similar to coordination and this in turn lends support to the idea that a parasitic gapin a without-phrase is actually an atb gap.An alternative way of motivating an atb extraction approach to c-type parasitic gaps is toconsider whether they can be treated in the same way as a-type parasitic gaps. If they canbe straightforwardly analysed using the same binding mechanism as used for a-type parasiticgaps then this would weaken the case for the a-type/c-type distinction. In a binding approachto c-type parasitic gaps the condition that a parasitic gap must not be o-commanded by thereal gap would easily be met since it is always the case that c-type parasitic gaps and thereal gaps they occur with are mutually non-o-commanding. The reason for this follows fromthe fact that in c-type parasitic gap examples, the parasitic gap occurs inside an adjunct.Since adjuncts are not subcategorised by the elements they combine with, they never appearon a subcat list and hence the elements inside them never enter into o-command relationswith elements outside them. This means, however, that any coindexing of the c-type parasiticgap with an antecedent is not within the domain of the binding theory and it would possiblybe more di�cult to require that a c-type parasitic gap should have a syntactically realisedantecedent.There would also be a problem with a binding theory treatment stemming from the use ofo-command rather than c-command. As I explained in Section 6.1.2, Engdahl treats thedi�erence between (46a) and (46b) as following from di�erences in c-command.(46) a. Which Caesar did Brutus imply was no good while ostensibly praising p?b. *Which articles did you say got �led by John without him reading p?For a binding theory that relies on o-command, there is no di�erence between (46a) and (46b)and so an attempt to treat c-type parasitic gaps as anaphors will wrongly predict (46b) to bewell-formed.There is another set of data, that throws some more doubt on a binding theory approachto c-type parasitic gaps and this relates to how normal pronouns and nps distribute in therelevant positions. Consider the a-type parasitic gap examples in (47a) and (48a): as (47b&c)and (48b&c) show, we can replace the two gaps by a coindexed pair of referential np andpronoun in either order. By contrast, the two gaps in the c-type parasitic gap examples in(49) and (50) can only be replaced by a similar pair if the full np precedes the pronoun.



181(47) a. Who did John's spreading rumours about p annoy ?b. John's spreading rumours about Maxi annoyed himi.c. John's spreading rumours about himi annoyed Maxi.(48) a. Which sick student did John persuade friends of p to visit ?b. John persuaded friends of the sick studenti to visit himi.c. John persuaded friends of hisi to visit the sick studenti.(49) a. Which report did John �le without reading p?b. John �led that reporti without reading iti.c. *John �led iti without reading that reporti.(50) a. Who did John o�end by not recognising p?b. John o�ended Mariai by not recognising heri.c. *John o�ended heri by not recognising Mariai.Whatever the reasons for this di�erence, coordinate structures behave in the same way as thec-type parasitic gaps, as illustrated in (51) and (52):(51) a. What did John read and �le ?b. John read the reporti and �led iti.c. *John read iti and �led the reporti.(52) a. What did John cook and then forget to eat ?b. John cooked the foodi and then forgot to eat iti.c. *John cooked iti then forgot to eat the foodi.I hope to have shown here that there is a strong case for treating c-type parasitic gaps usingthe same means as for coordinate gaps and for treating them di�erently from a-type parasiticgaps. In the next section, I review some accounts which seek to treat parasitic gaps within atheory of coordination.7.2.2 Parasitic Gaps and ATBThe distribution of parasitic gaps in Dutch is much more limited than in English. Dutchappears not to permit any parasitic gaps of the kind I have classi�ed as a-type. Bennisand Hoekstra (1985) argue that di�culties in constructing Dutch parasitic gaps follow fromthe stronger restrictions that Dutch imposes on preposition stranding and extractions fromsentential complements. Many of the English a-type parasitic gaps occur as objects of pre-positions and, according to Bennis and Hoekstra, Dutch counterparts are impossible because



182Dutch prepositions cannot be stranded in this way. Similarly, it is more di�cult to extractout of sentential complements in Dutch than it is English and this limits the possibilities stillfurther. In short, it seems that the only well-formed parasitic gaps in Dutch are ones whichI would classify as c-type.7 Bennis and Hoekstra subscribe to the prevailing view that allparasitic gaps must be treated alike and this is why they need to o�er an explanation of thefact that Dutch doesn't have the same range of parasitic gaps as English. Since I proposethat a-type and c-type parasitic gaps are separate phenomena, it follows that it should bepossible for a language to have one or the other, or both, or neither. So for me, it is su�cientto say that Dutch does not have a-type parasitic gaps.Many Dutch c-type parasitic gaps are quite straightforward equivalents of English examples.The following are taken from Bennis and Hoekstra (1985):(53) a. Welke boeken heb je zonder p te bestuderen weggebracht?Which books have you without p to study away brought`Which books did you bring away without studying?'b. Dit is die oom die ik na jaren niet p gezien te hebbenThis is the uncle that I after years not p seen to havegisteren weer ontmoette.yesterday again met.`This is the uncle that I met again yesterday after not having seen for years'Bennis and Hoekstra (1985) and Huybregts and van Riemsdijk (1985) discuss some interestingexamples where a parasitic gap appears not to be dependent on another gap:(54) Hij heeft deze artikelen zonder p te lezen opgeborgen.He has these articles without p to read �led.`He �led these articles without reading them.'Here the adjunct introduced by zonder intervenes between the verb opgeborgen and its directobject deze artikelen. Since the direct object has not been extracted it is strange that aparasitic gap should be able to occur. Bennis and Hoekstra suggest that the direct object7The only evidence that a-type parasitic gaps might be able to occur in Dutch comes from Huybregtsand van Riemsdijk (1985) who give two examples which they claim to be nearly acceptable:(i) ?Dit is een boek waar ik p van denk dat Jan naar verlangt.This is a book which I p of think that Jan to longs.`This is a book about which I think that Jan longs for it.'(ii) ?Dit zijn incomplete systemen waar ieder onderzoek p naar ernstig door belemmerd wordt.Those are incomplete systems that every investigation p into seriously by impeded is.`Those are incomplete systems that every investigation into is seriously impeded by.'



183has, in fact, moved from its position immediately to the left of the verb to a position whereit precedes the entire vp and this means that there is actually a real gap for the parasitic gapto depend on:(55) Hij heeft deze artikelen zonder p te lezen opgeborgen.He has these articles without p to read �led.`He �led these articles without reading them.'This would mean that the gap after zonder can be thought of as a parasitic gap but it is stillnot clear that the real gap is a real trace resulting from wh-movement and in turn this throwssome doubt on Engdahl's claim that parasitic gaps can only be licensed by traces. Bennisand Hoekstra argue that the object is adjoined to the vp in a position which is an A positionand that therefore the real gap is a trace. They liken this extraction to Complex NP Shiftexcept that the np moves to the left not to the right. Huybregts and van Riemsdijk (1985)�nd that there is evidence both for and against the claim that the object's position is an Aposition. They contrast examples like (55) with examples which are similar except that theyare coordinate, as in (56). Here the presence of two gaps is best described as resulting froman atb extraction.(56) Hij heeft deze artikelen zowel p gelezen als opgeborgen.He has these articles both p read and �led.`He both read and �led these articles.'Given the similarity of the examples, Huybregts and van Riemsdijk hypothesise that Dutchparasitic gaps are in fact not parasitic gaps but are really the result of atb extractions fromcoordinate structures. They term the process by which the np in examples like (55) and (56)moves leftwards out of both conjuncts Left Node Raising, which they claim to be the mirrorimage of Right Node Raising.Huybregts and van Riemsdijk provide further evidence for the coordination account of Dutchparasitic gaps which is speci�c to Dutch and which I need not reproduce here. The point Iwould like to make is that Dutch only has c-type parasitic gaps and that Dutch linguists haveconsidered that these may not be true parasitic gaps but coordinate gaps instead. I considerthat this lends weight to my treatment of c-type parasitic gaps in English.In their analysis of Dutch parasitic gaps, Huybregts and van Riemsdijk have to reconcilethe fact that atb extractions are generally obligatory with the fact that parasitic gaps areoptional and can be replaced by pronouns. They do this by hypothesising that conjunctions



184like zonder are fundamentally subordinating conjunctions but that they can be forced into acoordinating role. In (57) the presence of the pronoun in the adjunct indicates that zonderis behaving as a subordinating conjunction while in (53) the presence of the parasitic gapindicates that it is behaving as a coordinating conjunction.(57) Welke boeken heb je zonder ze te bestuderen weggebracht?Which books have you without them to study away brought?`Which books did you bring away without studying them?'This seems like a plausible analysis for examples involving extraction as in (53) and (55) butit is not clear how Huybregts and van Riemsdijk would deal with examples like (58) and (59)where there are no gaps:(58) Je hebt zonder ze te bestuderen deze boeken weggebracht.You have without them to study these books away brought.`You brought these books away without studying them.'(59) Je hebt deze boeken weggebracht zonder ze te bestuderen.You have these books away brought without them to study.`You brought these books away without studying them.'Here the problem is that these examples would be ambiguous between an analysis wherezonder was a subordinating conjunction and one where it was a coordinating conjunction. Iassume that Huybregts and van Riemsdijk intend that zonder should only be a coordinatingconjunction in cases where the atb pattern of extraction requires this analysis but it is hardto see how this can be built into a grammar.Edwin Williams works within the gb paradigm but in Williams (1990) he presents an accountof English parasitic gaps which is very unconventional by gb standards. His account is verylike the Huybregts and van Riemsdijk approach in that he attempts to reclassify parasitic gapsas atb gaps in coordinate structures. The major di�erence between the two approaches isthat Williams has to account for a far wider range of data than Huybregts and van Riemsdijkbecause English has a-type as well as c-type parasitic gaps. In order to treat all parasiticgaps as atb gaps Williams has to loosen the de�nition of coordination quite considerably soas to achieve the kinds of analyses indicated in (60):(60) a. Who would you [ warn ] coord [ before striking p ]?b. Which stars do [ pictures of p ] coord [ annoy ]?c. Who did you promise [ friends of p ] coord [ to try to �nd ]?



185A general feature of coordinate structures is that the conjuncts are identical (with the usualprovisos) and that the element combining them is a conjunction. (60a) can plausibly be �ttedinto this model because the two conjuncts are at least analysable as being of the same syntacticcategory, and because before is a conjunction, albeit a subordinating one. The hypothesisedconjuncts in (60b) and (60c), on the other hand, are syntactically and semantically dissimilarand there is no overt element which is obviously a conjunction. For (60b), Williams suggeststhat the conjunction is infl and for (60c) he suggests it is the verb promise.Williams provides a table of possible coordinations that give rise to parasitic gaps throughatb extraction and grades them in order of acceptability, as follows:(61) Who did you meet and dislike and: S SWhat did you �le before reading before: S SThe man who people who meet like the: S SWho would pictures of upset INFL: NP VPWho did you promise friends of to try to �nd V: NP SHe suggests that the acceptability ranking follows from the fact that this ranking also mirrors\coordinatability": the less coordinate-like an example is, the less acceptable it is. Furt-hermore, he speculates that di�erences between languages may reect the grading and thatDutch only permits the top of the list whereas English is more liberal.Postal (1993) criticises Williams' account in both general and speci�c terms. On a generallevel he �nds the relaxed notion of coordination rather unpalatable especially since Williams'description is too informal and schematic to be properly assessed. I agree with this complaintbut because I make a sharp distinction between a-type and c-type parasitic gaps I can escapefrom the `all or nothing' attitude that is the basis for their disagreement. Because Williamsbelieves that parasitic gaps are a uni�ed phenomenon, he is forced to apply to a-type parasiticgaps an analysis which is only plausible for c-type parasitic gaps. And because Postal alsobelieves that parasitic gaps are a uni�ed phenomenon, when he rejects Williams' analysis asbeing implausible for a-type parasitic gaps he is also forced to reject it for c-type parasiticgaps.8 I am able to agree with Williams' analysis (and that of Huybregts and van Riemsdijk1985) for the class of c-type parasitic gaps but reject it for a-type parasitic gaps. Moreover, Ido not have to appeal to a notion of relative coordinatability to account for why Dutch onlyhas a subset of the parasitic gaps that English has: in my view both have c-type parasitic8In fact Postal does not believe that all apparent parasitic gaps really are parasitic gaps: in Postal(1994) he distinguishes a class of true parasitic gaps from a class of gaps which look like parasitic gapsbut which are not|see below for discussion.



186gaps but only English has a-type parasitic gaps.In the remainder of this section I will look in more detail at Williams' account as it a�ectsc-type parasitic gaps. In Section 7.2.5 I will review some of Postal's speci�c criticisms ofWilliams.Any account of c-type parasitic gaps which attempts to explain them as resulting from anatb pattern of extraction must deal with the fact that c-type parasitic gaps are optional.Williams considers the following set of examples:(62) a. Which boy would you warn before striking ?b. Which boy would you warn before striking him?c. Which boy would you warn Mary before striking ?(62a) exhibits an atb pattern of extraction and must therefore involve a coordinate structurebut since (62b) and (62c) involve only single gaps, Williams suggests that they are not coor-dinate. Presumably (62b) is straightforwardly generated as a standard extraction but (62c)needs extra explanation since extractions from adjuncts are normally disallowed. Williamssolution is to suggest that an adjunct has to be demoted to a position inside the vp in orderfor extraction to be possible. As evidence for this analysis he o�ers the example in (63):(63) *Which boyi would you warn himi before striking i?If the adjunct was in its normal position, then there would be no reason to reject (63) sincethe pronoun does not c-command the gap (an r-expression) but if, as Williams has suggested,the presence of the gap implies that the adjunct has been demoted into the vp then (63) ispredicted to be ill-formed because the pronoun does c-command the gap and this violatesPrinciple C of the binding theory.While I favour Williams's treatment of c-type parasitic gaps on a broad level, it seems to methat his account su�ers from the same problem of spurious ambiguity as that of Huybregtsand van Riemsdijk. When there is an extraction involved in these kinds of structures then thepattern of gaps determines whether the structure is coordinate or not, and if not, whether theadjunct has been demoted or not. However, if there is no extraction then either the examplesare ambiguous between a coordinate and a non-coordinate analysis (and if non-coordinate,between a demoted and a non-demoted analysis) or Williams must require the grammar toprefer the non-coordinate, non-demoted analysis and to only look for the other kind if forced



187to. This latter option seems to me to be at odds with a declarative speci�cation of grammarand so either eventuality is undesirable. In Section 7.2.4 I will develop an hpsg analysis ofc-type parasitic gaps which owes much to Williams' insights but which does not su�er fromthis particular defect. In Section 7.2.5 I will turn to Postal's criticisms of Williams' accountin order to discover the impact they have on my own account.7.2.3 Coordination and ATBIn the previous section I discussed Huybregts and van Riemsdijk (1985) and Williams (1990)and showed that for both accounts the fact that c-type parasitic gaps are optional leadsto a conclusion that these constructions are thought to be coordinate only when there isan atb pattern of extraction, and subordinate otherwise. This conclusion follows from twoassumptions: (i) that the atb pattern of extraction occurs exclusively in coordinate structuresand (ii) that the atb pattern is obligatory in coordinate structures. From (i) it follows thatwhen atb gaps occur in c-type structures then the structure must be coordinate and from (ii)it follows that when the atb pattern does not occur then the structure cannot be coordinate.In the case when there are no extractions it is impossible to tell whether the structure iscoordinate or subordinate. As I have already suggested, I �nd it rather unsatisfactory toclaim that this type of construction is sometimes subordinate and sometimes coordinate andin what follows I will seek to provide an account where the structures in which c-type parasiticgaps occur are unequivocally subordinate irrespective of extractions. At the same time I dowish to claim that c-type parasitic gaps result from an atb method of extraction and in orderto do this I must give up both of the assumptions in (i) and (ii) above.In giving up the second assumption, that the atb pattern of extraction is obligatory in coor-dinate structures, I am assisted by the fact that the assumption is simply not true and by thefact that this has been discussed in the literature. In (31) and (32) above, I gave examples ofsingle extractions from the rightmost conjunct and the leftmost conjunct respectively. Exam-ples such as (32) are discussed by Goldsmith (1985) and the following are further examplestaken from that paper.(64) a. How many courses can we expect our graduate students to teach and (still)�nish a dissertation on time?b. How much can you drink and not end up with a hangover the next morning?c. How many counterexamples can the Coordinate Structure Constraint sustainand still be considered empirically correct?



188Goldsmith observes that in examples such as these, the meaning of the conjunction and canbe paraphrased as and nonetheless and that this meaning is distinct from its more standardmeaning. He identi�es four distinct kinds of relationship that can hold between coordinatedvps as illustrated by the four examples in (65).(65) a. Our �rst contestant likes to play the piano and (to) learn exotic languages.b. Harry is the only one who can hear a song once and play it perfectly on thepiano.c. The child heard the news and broke down in tears.d. Jones went over the rapids and lived to tell the tale of it.Goldsmith describes these in turn as truth-conditional and, temporal and, causal and and thedespite or nonetheless use of and. It is only in the fourth type of example that it is possibleto extract out of the �rst conjunct only. From this it is clear that the precondition for theviolation of the atb pattern of extraction is a semantic one rather than a syntactic one butnevertheless it is necessary to describe how a semantic di�erence a�ects syntactic behaviour.Goldsmith's solution to the problem is to suggest that in its despite usage and is syntacticallya subordinator rather than a coordinator. He suggests that the structure involved in theexamples in (64) and (65d) is one where the and constituent attaches as a VP adjunct. Thus,in spite of the fact that his examples appear to be exceptions to the atb condition, Goldsmithmanages to retain assumptions (i) and (ii) above, by reanalysing the problematic examples assubordination rather than coordination. If his examples are not coordinations then the atbpattern is not to be expected and has not been violated and Ross's (1967) original formulationof the Coordinate Structure Constraint can be retained.I criticised Huybregts and van Riemsdijk's and Williams' reanalysis of subordination as co-ordination in the previous section and similarly Goldsmith's reanalysis of coordination assubordination is not without problems. Lako� (1986) discusses Goldsmith's data and theother kind of example of non-atb extraction where it is the �nal conjunct that contains thegap. (31) contains some examples and the following are taken from Lako�:(66) a. What did Harry go to the store and buy ?b. Sam is not the sort of guy you can just sit there and listen to .Lako� discusses Goldsmith's reanalysis and he also discusses the possibility of reanalysingthe and conjunct in (31) and (66) as a kind of purpose adjunct. In both cases, however, he



189rejects reanalysis since he shows that syntactically these constructions must be coordinations.He demonstrates this with the examples in (67) which show �rst that multiple conjuncts arepossible and second that a variable number of conjuncts can be extracted from.(67) a. What did he go to the store, buy , load in his car, drive home, and unload?b. How many courses can you take for credit, still remain sane, and get all A'sin .Lako� argues that examples such as these can only be coordinations since multiple gaps ofthis kind can only occur in coordinate structures. Furthermore, since the extraction is notfrom all conjuncts, Lako� concludes that the Coordinate Structure Constraint is not a purelysyntactic constraint. Lako� proposes that any analysis of extractions from coordinations mustbe one where patterns of extraction are dependent on semantic properties of the conjunctsand of the relationship that holds between them. He characterises the examples in (66) and(67a) as involving a \Type A scenario" where a sequence of events �ts normal conventionalisedexpectations. In these cases the �nal conjunct must contain a gap but the other conjunctsneed not. Goldsmith's examples in (64) and the example in (67b) are ones involving a \TypeB scenario" where the course of events is counter to conventionalised expectations. In thesecases the �nal conjunct need not contain a gap. A third scenario type which also allowsnon-atb extraction is \Type C" where there is a causative relation between the conjuncts, asillustrated in (68).(68) a. That's the stu� that the guys in the Caucasus drink and live to be a hundred.b. That's the kind of �recracker that I set o� and scared the neighbours.Details of the semantic side of Lako�'s analysis need not concern us here, but it is instructiveto consider his paper since his basic points do seem to be correct. In particular, I agreewith Lako� that the structures in his and Goldsmith's examples are truly coordinate notsubordinate and I agree that it follows that patterns of extraction should be made to bedependent on semantic factors. In the next section I propose a revised version of Pollardand Sag's treatment of coordination which permits non-atb patterns of extraction in non-symmetric coordinate structures. The possibility of atb extraction is described as pertainingnot just to coordinate structures but also to the wider class of conjunctive structures. In thisway I am able to use the same mechanism to describe extraction in both coordinate structuresand the subordinate structures in which c-type parasitic gaps occur. Moreover the mechanism



190can be made sensitive to semantic properties of the construction and non-atb extraction mayoccur depending on certain semantic conditions.7.2.4 ATB Extraction in HPSGPollard and Sag (1994) do not treat coordination in any great detail but the general shape oftheir analysis has its roots in the gpsg account of coordination, as described in Gazdar et al.(1985) and Sag et al. (1985). One of the strengths of the gpsg analysis was its account ofthe Coordinate Structure Constraint which forbids extractions out of coordinate structures,whether of an entire conjunct or a subpart of one:(69) a. *Who did you meet [ Kim and ] ?b. *Who did you meet [ a friend of and Kim ] ?The Coordinate Structure Constraint can be violated but usually only if extraction happensin an atb fashion:(70) Who did you meet [[ both friends of ] [ and enemies of ]] ?gpsg was able to ensure the atb pattern of extraction because coordinate structures weremultiply-headed (i.e. each conjunct was marked as a head) and because slash was both afoot feature and a head feature. From the Foot Feature Principle it followed that any slashvalue on a daughter was also on the mother and from the Head Feature Convention it followedthat any slash value on the mother was also on all the conjuncts. For gpsg, parasitic gapsarose in much the same way except that the structures in which they occurred had a singlehead and while the mother could share a slash value with more than one daughter, it wasonly required to share it with the head. As a result the following patterns were predicted(where h indicates the head):(71) a. What did you [ h[ �le ] h[ and read ]] ?b. *What did you [ h[ �le ] h[ and read it ]] ?c. *What did you [ h[ �le it ] h[ and read ]] ?(72) a. What did you [ h[ �le ] [ without reading ]] ?b. What did you [ h[ �le ] [ without reading it ]] ?c. *What did you [ h[ �le it ] [ without reading ]] ?



191In Pollard and Sag (1994), slash is not a head feature and coordinate structures are assumedto be unheaded, so the gpsg account is not easily incorporated. Instead, the account of howparasitic gaps arise is separated out from the account of how atb coordinate gaps arise: theNonlocal Feature Principle is responsible for parasitic gaps but the Coordination Principle isresponsible for atb coordinate gaps. I reproduce the Nonlocal Feature Principle in (73).(73) Nonlocal Feature PrincipleIn a headed phrase, for each nonlocal feature f = slash, que,or rel, the value of synsemjnonlocaljinheritedjf is the setdi�erence of the union of the values on all the daughters and thevalue of synsemjnonlocaljto-bindjf on the head-daughter.This de�nition permits an element in a mother's slash set to propagate to more than onedaughter and, when the slash path splits in this way, we get parasitic gaps.Pollard and Sag do not attempt to describe coordinate structures in any detail. In theirChapter 9 they provide a classi�cation of headed structures but no description of the class ofunheaded structures. It is not possible for me to articulate a precise theory of coordinationin this thesis but I will assume that the structures that gpsg assigns to coordinations areessentially correct, modulo their assumption that conjuncts are heads. In particular, I followthe gpsg treatment of conjunctions whereby they form constituents with the conjuncts totheir right. Since coordinate structures are unheaded, the Nonlocal Feature Principle doesnot apply and a Coordination Principle is required to permit split slash paths in coordinatestructures. Pollard and Sag de�ne the Coordination Principle as follows:99Pollard and Sag also consider and reject a stronger version of the principle as follows:Coordination Principle (strong version)In a coordinate structure, the category and nonlocal valueof each conjunct daughter is identical to that of the mother.Both the weak and the strong version ensure an atb pattern of extraction but the strong versionis overly restrictive|in forcing identity between the mother and the conjuncts it fails to capture aninsight which was a signi�cant part of the gpsg approach, namely that the conjuncts have to share withtheir mother only as much information as the context imposes on the mother. Some contexts placerelatively few constraints on particular categories and in these contexts the mother is underspeci�edand the conjuncts may di�er quite radically. For example, (i) shows a coordination of an np and anap which is well-formed because be can take predicative complements of any syntactic category.(i) Francis is a doctor but not happy in his choice of career.In examples like these the mother node is a partially speci�ed category and, as Pollard and Sag note,this raises questions of a foundational nature for hpsg: elsewhere in the theory linguistic objects aretaken to be completely speci�ed objects in the sense that every feature appropriate for a particularentity is speci�ed but with the weak version of the Coordination Principle, the mother node of acoordination is a partially speci�ed entity. This raises the question of whether linguistic entities canbe inherently partial. Pollard and Sag leave this as an unresolved issue and I follow their lead.



192(74) Coordination Principle (weak version)In a coordinate structure, the category and nonlocal value of eachconjunct daughter is subsumed by (is an extension of) that of the mother.The Coordination Principle ensures that only an atb pattern of extraction is possible incoordinate structures. The hpsg treatment of the di�erences between c-type parasitic gapsand atb extractions from coordinate structures can be seen in the following two trees.10(75) 1.. NP................................................... .........................................................which book gINHERjSLASH fS
1INHERjSLASH f g1INHERjSLASH f gV�le Vread 1INHERjSLASH f g1INHERjSLASH f gVPKimNPVdid 1INHERjSLASH f gS.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
andCONJ VPVP (nonhead) VP (nonhead)

(76) 1.. NP................................................... .........................................................which book gINHERjSLASH fS
1INHERjSLASH f g1INHERjSLASH f gV�le 1INHERjSLASH f g1INHERjSLASH f gVPKimNPVdid 1INHERjSLASH f gS.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... VPVP (head) PP (adjunct)P Vreadingwithout10For simplicity, I have omitted the to-bindjslash values.



193Both trees contain a larger vp: in (75) this is a coordinate vp and in (76) it is a head-adjunctstructure. I will refer to this second kind of larger vp as a c-type vp in what follows. Inboth of the trees the slash path splits at the top node of the larger vp and propagates toboth daughters. In (75) this split is licensed by the Coordination Principle and in (76) it islicensed by the Nonlocal Feature Principle.In my analysis of parasitic gaps I have argued that a-type parasitic gaps are anaphors, notgaps, and I have argued that c-type parasitic gaps arise from the same mechanism thatunderlies extractions from coordinations. In this view of the world, atb patterns of extractionarising from split slash paths are only permitted in coordinate structures and in c-type vps.In order to formalise my analysis, I must revise Pollard and Sag's account.11 The �rst step inthis revision is to ensure that split slash paths cannot ordinarily occur. The second step is towiden the usual assumptions about the structures in which split slash paths can occur|I willde�ne a class of conjunctive structures which includes coordinate and subordinate structures.The third step is to replace Pollard and Sag's Coordination Principle with a ConjunctionPrinciple which will not only permit atb extractions in conjunctive structures but will alsoallow non-atb extractions under certain semantically determined conditions.To achieve the �rst step of preventing split slash paths from arising in non-coordinate struc-tures, I modify the Nonlocal Feature Principle as follows:(77) Nonlocal Feature Principle (revised)In a non-conjunctive headed phrase, for each nonlocal featuref = slash, que or rel, the value of synsemjnonlocaljinheritedjfis the set di�erence of the disjoint union of the values on all thedaughters and the value of synsemjnonlocaljto-bindjf on thehead-daughter.The major di�erence between this and Pollard and Sag's version is the use of disjoint union(]) instead of set union ([).12 Disjoint union is just like set union except that its argumentsmust be disjoint sets.13 The following table illustrates the behaviour of the two operations.(78) f g [ f g = f g f g ] f g = f gf 1 g [ f g = f 1 g f 1 g ] f g = f 1 gf 1 g [ f 1 g = f 1 g f 1 g ] f 1 g = inconsistentf 1 g [ f 2 g = f 1 , 2 g f 1 g ] f 2 g = f 1 , 2 gf 1 , 2 g [ f g = f 1 , 2 g f 1 , 2 g ] f g = f 1 , 2 g11I am grateful to Suresh Manandhar for his help in formalising the revisions.12The other di�erence is the non-conjunctive requirement. The reason for this will become apparentshortly.13See Manandhar (1994) for a de�nition of disjoint union and for discussion of its uses.



194From this it can be seen that the results of disjoint union are the same as the results of setunion except for the case of split slash paths, which are disallowed|an element in a mother'sslash set cannot be shared with more than one daughter.14The revision to the Nonlocal Feature Principle has the e�ect that no parasitic gap can begenerated using the slash mechanism. For a-type parasitic gaps this is a desirable resultsince otherwise they would be ambiguous between my analysis where the a-type parasitic gapis an anaphor and Pollard and Sag's analysis where they result from slash propagation. Theresult is also appropriate for c-type parasitic gaps since these will arise by virtue of the factthat c-type vps are conjunctive.In order to bring c-type parasitic gaps into the same domain as coordination, c-type vps asin (79) must have some property in common with coordinate vps. One way to bring themtogether is to follow the Huybregts and van Riemsdijk and Williams route and to reanalysethe subordinating conjunction (before, by, without) as a coordinating conjunction and to treatthe head and the adjunct vps as conjuncts.(79) a. What did you read before �ling ?b. Who did Kim insult by ignoring ?c. Which letter did Lee burn without reading ?This would mean that c-type vps would have to be generated, not by means of the head-adjunct schema, but by the same means as true coordinate structures are generated. At thesame time, a means would have to be found to permit the second `conjunct' to di�er fromboth the mother and the �rst `conjunct' in terms of vform values. Although it would bepossible to develop such an analysis, there is no need to make such a radical move. Instead,I propose that the vps in (79) should continue to be classi�ed as head-adjunct structures butthat the notion of `conjunction' which underlies both subordinate and coordinate structuresshould be exploited so as to permit c-type vps to exhibit some of the behaviour that is foundwith true coordinate structures. Speci�cally, I propose that all phrasal categories should bemarked with a feature, which I call conjtype, which indicates whether they are conjunctiveor not. The value of conjtype is of type conjtype and it has subtypes as indicated in thefollowing part of the type-hierarchy.14Notice that the new de�nition does not preclude the possibility that more than one dependencymay pass through a single node, as the �nal two lines in the table indicate. This means that examplessuch as (i) can still be generated:(i) Someone that rudei, I'm not sure whoj to ask j to deal with i.



195(80) ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................symm asymm........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................conjtypeconj nonconjAll headed structures apart from head-adjunct structures are marked as [conjtype nonconj ]while true coordinate structures are marked as [conjtype conj ]. The marking of head-adjunct structures is determined by the adjunct: adjuncts not headed by a subordinatingconjunction are [conjtype nonconj ] but ones headed by subordinating conjunctions such asbefore, while, without etc. are [conjtype conj ]. The types symm and asymm are subtypes ofconj and add further re�nements. The idea behind them is to express the notion of semanticsymmetry. Subordinate structures are inherently asymmetric and so all [conjtype conj ]subordinate structures will be [conjtype asymm ]. Coordinate structures may be or may notbe semantically symmetric and the claim behind the classi�cation is that non-atb patterns ofextraction are only possible in asymmetric coordinations. Classi�cation is largely a semanticmatter although the presence of certain syntactic elements may provide additional clues. Asillustrated in (81) and (82), the coordinating conjunction pair both ... and may only occur ina symmetric coordination while the use of and then indicates narrative progression which isasymmetric.(81) a. Fred both cooked the supper and did the washing up.b. *What did Fred both cook and do the washing up?c. *What did Fred both cook the supper and do ?(82) a. Fred cooked the supper and then did the washing up.b. ?What did Fred cook and then do the washing up?c. What did Fred cook the supper and then do ?Once structures are marked with appropriate values for conjtype, Pollard and Sag's Coor-dination Principle can be replaced by a more general Conjunction Principle which controlsthe distribution of gaps both in true coordinate constructions and in c-type parasitic gapconstructions. The Conjunction Principle consists of three clauses which are triggered bydi�erent parts of the type hierarchy in (80). The entire de�nition is shown in (83).1515Pollard and Sag's Coordination Principle deals not only with slash propagation in coordinationsbut also with the sharing of other features. The Conjunction Principle replaces the Coordination



196(83) Conjunction Principle(i) In a conjunctive structure, the synsemjnonlocaljinherited valueon the mother is the union of the synsemjnonlocaljinheritedvalues on the daughters.(ii) In a symmetric structure, the synsemjnonlocaljinheritedvalue on each daughter is token identical to thesynsemjnonlocaljinherited value on the mother.(iii) In an asymmetric structure, the synsemjnonlocaljinheritedvalue of the background daughter is the empty set.Clause (i) sets up the basic pattern for slash propagation in conjunctive structures. Ituses the set union operation which permits split slash paths and which I rejected for theNonlocal Feature Principle. On its own, clause (i) would permit any pattern of extractionin conjunctive structures. However, clause (ii) requires an atb pattern of extraction in caseswhere the structure is symmetric. Clause (iii) deals with asymmetric structures which maybe either coordinations or subordinations. This clause requires any \background" daughtersnot to contain a gap. The Conjunction Principle correctly describes the distribution of gapsboth in coordinations and c-type vps but it does depend on the classi�cation of structures aseither symmetric or asymmetric and on the classi�cation of certain daughters in asymmetricconjunctive structures as background daughters. These classi�cations are semantic in natureand I am not able to provide a precise characterisation of them. The question of symmetryin coordinations is one which has received some attention and it is fairly uncontroversial toassert that a non-atb pattern of extraction may only occur in an asymmetric coordination.It is more di�cult to describe which subparts of a conjunctive structure may be exempt fromcontaining a gap and I use the term \background" as a label for these subparts althoughI have no formal de�nition of this term. However, the examples in (84){(87) provide someillustration.(84) a. I can drink ten pints and still stay sober.b. How much can you drink and still stay sober?c. *How sober can you drink ten pints and still stay ?(85) a. I can drink ten pints without getting drunk.b. How much can you drink without getting drunk?c. *How drunk can you drink ten pints without getting ?Principle only with respect to nonlocal features and a revised version of the Coordination Principlewould need to be retained to deal with other features:Coordination Principle (revised)In an coordinate structure, the synsemjlocaljcategory value of each conjunctis subsumed by (is an extension of) that of the mother.



197(86) a. Kim fell asleep and dreamt about goblins.b. What did Kim fall asleep and dream about ?c. *What did Kim do and dream about goblins?(87) a. Kim woke up after dreaming about goblinsb. What did Kim wake up after dreaming about ?c. What did Kim do after dreaming about goblins?(84) shows a coordination where the semantic relationship between the conjuncts is whatGoldsmith describes as a despite relationship (Lako�'s Type B scenario). The �rst conjunctmay contain a gap but the second conjunct is the background constituent which may notcontain a gap. As (85) demonstrates, the same type of relation may occur with a c-type vpstructure and when it does, the adjunct is a background constituent and may not contain agap. (86) shows one of Lako�'s Type A coordinations where the structure describes a naturalcourse of events. In examples such as these, a single gap in the �nal conjunct is well-formedbut a single gap in the initial one is not, therefore the initial conjunct must be marked asa background constituent. The c-type parasitic gap example in (87) contains the same kindof relationship but the data does not quite parallel (86): while an extraction from just theadjunct is acceptable, an extraction from just the head is also possible. From this it canbe seen that while the structure is asymmetric, neither head nor adjunct is a backgroundconstituent. Asymmetric coordinations may also fail to contain a background constituent,as (88) demonstrates. It would seem that when a conjunctive structure encodes a temporalsequencing, as in (87) or (88), then neither element is a background constituent and a singleextraction from either is possible.(88) a. Fred checked into the hotel and then phoned his wife straight away.b. Who did Fred check into the hotel and then phone straight away?c. Which hotel did Fred check into and then phone his wife straight away?It is beyond the scope of this thesis to investigate the precise semantic conditions whicha�ect whether structures are symmetric or not and which determine whether subparts ofthem are background or not. In spite of this shortcoming, however, my analysis does accordwith Lako�'s conclusion that patterns of extraction in coordinations must be sensitive tosemantic distinctions. Moreover, I have been able to bring c-type parasitic gaps togetherwith coordination and to show how the mechanism of split slash paths lies behind atbextractions from both while still permitting exceptions to the atb pattern for both.



198I conclude this section with one or two �nal points before turning in the next section to adiscussion of Postal's critique of Williams' coordination treatment of parasitic gaps.It follows from my analysis that there might be head-adjunct structures which are non-conjunctive and which do not permit c-type parasitic gaps or extractions from the adjunctand this does indeed seem to be the case. For me, although adjuncts pattern in this way:(89) a. Sandy was kind to Lee although she disliked her.b. *Who was Sandy kind to although she disliked ?c. *Who did Sandy go to lunch although she had to meet ?d. Who was Sandy kind to although she disliked her?The di�erence between examples with although and examples with without, before etc. canbe modelled by letting the preposition determine whether the larger structure is [conjtypeconj ] or [conjtype nonconj ]. Furthermore, if there are speakers for whom although adjunctspattern like without adjuncts then this variation can be attributed to a minor lexical di�erence.In Chapter 6, I divided parasitic gap examples into four groups and I classi�ed those inGroup 1 and Group 2 as c-type parasitic gaps. In this section I have only treated Group 1examples and so I �nish this section with a brief discussion of the Group 2 examples which Ireproduce in (90) and (91):(90) ?The blintzes which Sasha is gobbling down faster than I canreheat p are extremely tasty, if I do say so. [E11](91) Here is the inuential professor that John sent his book to in orderto impress p. [E14]The analysis of (91) would be the same as the other examples I have considered in the section.The in-order-to phrase is an adjunct in a head-adjunct structure and, assuming it is speci�edas [conjtype conj ], the following variants are predicted:(92) a. Here is the inuential professor that John wrote a book in orderto impress p.b. Here is the inuential professor that John sent his book to in orderto impress him.A fully-speci�ed analysis of the comparative in (90) would require that the theory of conjunc-tion be extended to cover comparatives as well, and such a project is beyond the scope of this



199thesis. However, I have already remarked on the similarities between comparatives and coor-dinations and a claim that the gaps in (90) are atb gaps is probably less controversial thanthe same claim made for the without-type examples. I �nish this section with some examplesinvolving pseudo-gapping and vp-ellipsis which seem to me to provide more evidence thatcoordinate structures, without-type examples and comparatives are syntactically similar:16(93) a. John ate the beans and Bill did the peas.b. John ate the beans before Bill did the peas.c. John ate more beans than Bill did peas.(94) a. John ate the beans and then Bill did.b. John ate the beans before Bill did.c. John ate more beans than Bill did.7.2.5 Postal's AccountI �nish this chapter with a brief discussion of two recent papers by Postal (1993, 1994). Inthe �rst of these, Postal argues against atb accounts of parasitic gaps, citing Williams (1990)as a speci�c instance of such accounts. Given my desire to treat c-type parasitic gaps asatb gaps and given the similarities between my account and Williams', Postal's discussionis of relevance here. In the second paper, Postal examines the class of parasitic gaps todiscover if they are a uni�ed phenomenon and concludes that all parasitic gaps resulting fromleftward extractions have de�ning properties in common and therefore belong to the classof true parasitic gaps. Examples of parasitic gaps resulting from rightward extractions onthe other hand, di�er in some respects and he classes these as pseudo-parasitic gaps. Thisreclassi�cation of parasitic gaps results in two quite di�erent classes from my two classes andso it is interesting to examine how we have reached such di�erent conclusions.Turning �rst to Postal's (1993) discussion of the Williams account, he criticises him on both ageneral level and a speci�c one. As I have already mentioned, his general criticism is that theattempt to treat all parasitic gaps as atb gaps causes the most unlikely constructions to belabelled as coordinate. As I also mentioned above, I agree with this aspect of Postal's critiquebut the same accusation cannot be levelled at my analysis since I treat only c-type parasiticgaps as atb gaps and since I do not reanalyse these structures as coordinate. Postal's morespeci�c criticism is that certain properties possessed by parasitic gaps are not possessed by16See Russell (1987) for a brief overview of the pseudo-gapping construction.



200uncontroversial atb gaps and since the two phenomena do not pattern alike he concludes thatthey are not alike.The di�erences between coordinate atb gaps and parasitic gaps that Postal documents allconcern their categorial identity. In what follows I will reproduce some of his c-type parasiticgap examples but his a-type ones only when they are relevant, since the real issue here ismy claim that c-type parasitic gaps are atb gaps. The most obvious di�erence that Postalobserves between coordinate atb gaps and c-type parasitic gaps is that the former can be ofany syntactic category but the latter may only be nps. The following examples of Postal'sillustrate:(95) a. How sick did John look and say he actually felt ?b. *How sick did John look without actually feeling p?(96) a. This is a topic about which you should think and I should talk .b. *This is a topic about which you should think before talking p.(97) a. Where did Elaine work and Gwen vacation p?b. *Where did Elaine work without ever living p?Postal also claims that c-type parasitic gaps cannot be nominative (i.e. they cannot be em-bedded subjects) but that uncontroversial atb gaps can:(98) a. It was that militant that we thought was carrying a gun but they believedwas never armed.b. *the militant who he arrested after learning p was carrying a gun.Although this claim seems to be true in many cases, and is true of a-type parasitic gaps, thereare some c-type examples which do not seem to be too bad:(99) a. ?Which Caesar did Brutus betray by implying p was no good?b. ?Which man did Bill shoot after claiming p was a spy?The remainder of Postal's data concerns rather subtle distinctions between nps which are hardto describe or to label but which play a role in other constructions. For example, there aresome nps which cannot be promoted by passivisation and Postal shows that these nps can alsonot be parasitic gaps although they can be coordinate atb gaps. Similarly, predicate nominalpositions and inde�nite pronoun positions are unavailable to parasitic gaps but available to



201atb gaps. The following are some of his examples, marked with his judgements. The (a)examples are a-type parasitic gaps, the (b) examples are c-type parasitic gaps and the (c)examples are coordinate atb gaps.(100) a. *It was Graham that everyone who began to bother p with their maritalproblems ended up o�ending .b. *It was Lucy who he insulted after bothering p with his marital problems.c. Who did Tony respect and (Arnold) constantly bother with his maritalproblems?(101) a. *It was King Louis that every slave who belonged to p later tried to seduce.b. *Which king did Arthur work for without ever belonging to p?c. Which king did Arthur work for and Glen belong to ?(102) a. *What people who want to be p are often unable to become is doctors.b. *What he became without wanting to become p was a traitor.c. What Ted was and Greg intended to become was a doctor.(103) a. *the witness that your proposing to p to perjure yourself failed to shock .b. *Who did Herbert yell at after proposing to p to perjure himself?c. Who did Herbert visit but only Sandra propose to to perjure herself?(104) a. *It was such spiders that everyone who said there were p in the soup refusedto eat .b. *What kind of spiders did he praise before learning there were p in thesoup?c. The kind of spiders that he found in the chicken soup yesterday and therewill be in the bean soup today are hairy ones.(105) a. *It was that book which everyone who was given p by Ted refused to read .b. *It was that book which I had read before being given p by Ted.c. It was that book which Charlie was given by Ted but only Greg read .For Postal then, c-type parasitic gaps pattern with a-type parasitic gaps and not with coor-dinate atb gaps. For some of his examples I agree with his judgements but there are otherswhere I �nd the c-type parasitic gap either acceptable or nearly acceptable and signi�cantlybetter than the a-type parasitic gap equivalent. For example I �nd the (b) examples in(100){(102) at worst slightly questionable and I have found other speakers, both British and



202American, who agree with my judgement rather than Postal's. I agree with Postal's judge-ments for the (a) and (b) examples in (103) but I also �nd the atb gap in (103c) just as bad asthe other two. For (104) and (105) I agree entirely with Postal's judgements. Postal presentsa great many more examples which in his judgement exhibit the same pattern whereby a-typeparasitic gaps and c-type parasitic gaps are both bad and uncontroversial atb gaps are good.For some of these I agree with his judgements but for others I do not. From this I concludethat the distinctions that Postal points to are real but they are so subtle that judgements arenot robust. Possible locations for c-type parasitic gaps really do appear to be more restrictedthan for true atb gaps but I would question Postal's claim that c-type parasitic gaps patternentirely with a-type parasitic gaps which for me are even more restricted.Postal concludes his paper with a discussion of the implications of the di�erences he docu-ments. He suggests that there are two possible reactions to his evidence: either one couldreject the atb hypothesis (his choice) or one could maintain the claim that parasitic gapsare atb gaps while also claiming that they are subject to special restrictions. He arguesthat the second position is not tenable because the subset of atb gaps for which the re-strictions hold are precisely those atb gaps whose analysis as atb gaps relies on a notionof coordination which is di�cult to defend. While this argument may be persuasive againstWilliams' attempt to treat all parasitic gaps as atb gaps, I hope to have demonstrated thatmy conjunction account of c-type parasitic gaps is easy to specify and justi�ed in many ways.Turning now to Postal (1994), in this paper Postal deals with some data which is, in fact,counter-evidence to his claim in the previous paper that parasitic gaps are always nps. Inthe (1994) paper he investigates two separate but interdependent claims about parasitic gaps,namely that parasitic gaps are always nps and that the real gaps which license parasitic gapsare always nps. There are certain exceptions to these claims, for example, topicalisationsand mocs involving c-type environments can leave sentential gaps. The following are Postal'sexamples.(106) a. That the ruble is worthless he asserted without verifying p.b. That the ruble is worthless is easy to assert without verifying p.Postal argues that these are not really counter-examples to the two claims, because there isan analysis of these constructions where an invisible resumptive pronoun is left behind whenthe sentential complement moves and where this resumptive pronoun is also extracted. Partof the evidence for this claim comes from examples with verbs which subcategorise either for



203a sentential complement or for a pp, such as the verbs in (107).17 With both topicalisationand moc formation, the displaced sentential complement can only occur when there is also astranded preposition as in the (a) examples in (108) and (109). When the stranded prepositionis missing as in the (b) examples, the result is ill-formed. Postal takes this evidence to indicatethat the licensing gap can only occur in np position and that the parasitic gap is also an np.(107) a. He convinced Bill that the ruble is worthless.b. He convinced Bill of the fact that the ruble is worthless.(108) a. That the ruble is worthless he convinced Bill of .b. *That the ruble is worthless he convinced Bill .(109) a. That the ruble is worthless is easy to convince Bill of .b. *That the ruble is worthless is easy to convince Bill .The other exceptions to the two claims about parasitic gaps all involve rightward extractionsrather than leftward ones. Postal cites the following example from Authier (1989):(110) We suggest to our employees without actually requiring p of them that theywear a tie.With the rightward extraction cases Postal cannot use the same explanation as he used forthe leftward extraction cases because there is no evidence at all for an invisible resumptivepronoun. For example, rightward versions of examples like (107) cannot leave a strandedpreposition:(111) a. He had convinced Bill by the end of the discussion that the ruble is worthless.b. *He had convinced Bill of by the end of the discussion that the ruble isworthless.Furthermore, there are verbs which subcategorise for a sentential complement which do nothave an alternative subcategorisation for an np:(112) a. Albert boasted/commented/complained that his results were fantastic.b. *Albert boasted/commented/complained something/it.17Other evidence involves np positions in which de�nite pronouns cannot occur. These are notpossible gap sites for topicalisations and mocs and Postal takes this as evidence that these constructionsleave behind a invisible de�nite pronoun:(i) *They named their son it.(ii) *Ethelbert, I wouldn't name anybody .(iii) *Ethelbert was impossible for them to name their son .



204If the invisible resumptive pronoun explanation was available for rightward extractions thenit should be impossible to extract to the right the sentential complements in (112a) but it isnot:18(113) a. Albert boasted at the o�ce after boasting at home p thathis results were fantastic.b. Albert commented to the doctor without commenting to thenurse p that his ears were swollen.Postal examines a great deal of evidence and shows that rightward extractions really doseem to be counterexamples to the two claims about the np status of parasitic gaps and thegaps that license them. From this he concludes that parasitic gaps arising from rightwardextractions are not true parasitic gaps at all but instead they are instances of atb extractions.Thus he �nds himself denying Williams' claim that all parasitic gaps are atb gaps but agreeingwith him that some are. Similarly, Postal would disagree with my claim that all c-typeparasitic gaps are atb gaps but he would agree that the rightward extraction subset of themare. The major problem with Postal's analysis is that once he admits the possibility thatsome rightward examples are atb gaps it is hard to imagine why he would want to denythat equivalent leftward ones are too. Postal has to put certain machinery in place so thatsome apparently non-coordinate vps can be viewed as coordinate in order that some atbextractions can take place. Once the machinery is there then it it will perhaps be hardto impose the restriction that these vps are only coordinate for the purposes of rightwardextraction. Furthermore, an analysis like mine which treats only c-type parasitic gaps as atbgaps does not challenge Postal's invisible resumptive pronoun analysis of topicalisation andmoc formation which ought to hold whether there is one gap or two. It seems that Postal'sreason for not adopting the atb analysis for a larger subset of parasitic gaps is simply thedesire to view parasitic gaps as a uni�ed phenomenon.The major issues that Postal's two papers raise for my analysis are �rstly the question ofwhy it is that rightward c-type parasitic gaps should be less restricted than leftward ones18Postal does not deal with this kind of example in his discussion of topicalisation and mocs butit seems to me that his theory would predict leftward versions of examples like those in (113) to beill-formed since there is no possibility that the real gap can be an np. However, I �nd the leftwardversions not too bad:(i) That his results were fantastic Albert boasted at the o�ce after boasting at home p.(ii) That his ears were swollen Albert commented to the doctor without commenting tothe nurse p.



205and secondly why all atb extractions from c-type vps should be more restricted than atbextractions from true coordinate constructions. It would be a fairly simple matter to imposethe general restrictions by putting a condition on head-adjunct structures to prevent thepresence of anything other than the most simple kind of np in the slash set of the adjunct.However, the fact that the restrictions are less strong for rightward atb extractions indicatesthat the restrictions are not really grammaticised and that there is an explanation of themfollowing from processing considerations. I would suggest that the asymmetry between theleftward and rightward cases follows from proximity e�ects: elements extracted to the left aremore distanced from the gap in the c-type adjunct than elements extracted to the right andthe precise nature of the connection is at risk of being forgotten. A restriction that such gapsmay only be simple nps minimises the risk that the connection between the extracted elementand the gap might deteriorate irretrievably. As for the question of why atb extractions fromc-type vps are in general more restricted than those from true coordinate vps, this mightfollow from the fact that true coordinate structures are usually symmetric while c-type vpsare always asymmetric.(114) a. I went to the post-o�ce and gave my application to the clerk.b. Who did you go to the post-o�ce and give your application to ?c. *To whom did you go to the post-o�ce and give your application ?Examples such as (114c) seem to demonstrate that non-np extractions from asymmetriccoordinations are not well-formed and, if this is so, then the restriction is one which appliesnot just to c-type vps but to all asymmetric conjunctive structures.



Chapter 8Missing Object Constructions andParasitic GapsIn Chapters 4 and 5 I developed a theory of mocs whereby the object gaps do not arise in thesame way as the gaps in udcs such as topicalisation or wh-question formation. Instead, I treatan moc gap as a missing argument which needs to be controlled using the same mechanismthat is used to control the missing subject of Equi and Raising complements. The problempresented by parasitic gaps is that it has been widely assumed that the real gaps that licenseparasitic gaps must be udc gaps. Since parasitic gaps can co-occur with moc gaps as in (2)and (3) this assumption, if correct, would entail that mocs are udcs and would falsify mytheory that they are not.(1) The general will be hard to defeat mo.(2) The general will be hard for opponents of p to defeat mo.(3) The general will be hard to defeat mo without directly attacking p.In this chapter I bring together my analyses of mocs and parasitic gaps and show that thetwo are compatible.8.1 A-type Parasitic Gaps(2) is an example of an a-type parasitic gap occurring in an moc.1 On standard assumptionsabout parasitic gaps such examples are troublesome for my theory of mocs because the1Judgements tend to vary even for straightforward cases of a-type parasitic gaps and I have foundthat several speakers reject examples with mocs such as (2). I will discuss this variation in more detailin Section 8.1.2. 206



207antecedent of the parasitic gap is a missing object but according to my account, this isn't agap but a promoted object. If antecedents to a-type parasitic gaps have to be udc gaps thenthe missing object in (2) should be unable to act as an antecedent for the parasitic gap. Inthe previous chapter I developed an analysis of a-type parasitic gaps which treated them asanaphors and which did not entail that their antecedents must be udc gaps. I did explain thatantecedents to a-type parasitic gaps must be elements which are phonologically null in theircanonical position and with appropriate formalisation this de�nition would include missingobject gaps as well as true udc gaps.In Section 7.1.3 I investigated the means by which it could be ensured that a-type parasiticgaps occur only with phonologically null antecedents. I suggested two possible strategies forthis. The �rst was to introduce a feature to indicate when an element was phonologicallyunrealised in its canonical position. The second was to relate the choice of antecedent to theresumptive function of the a-type parasitic gap. I did not formulate either of these strategiesin any detail but insofar as I did articulate them, it is possible to consider whether they mightextend easily to examples like (2).8.1.1 The Feature PNULLTurning �rst to the introduction of a new feature, I did not name this feature nor did Iprovide precise details about how to ensure its correct distribution and about how to ensurethat only nps with this feature could be selected as antecedents to a-type parasitic gaps.Here, for convenience I will give the feature a name, pnull, but I will still avoid precisedetails since this is not critical to the discussion. The fact that the binding theory has thesubcat list as its domain serves to bring the udc and the moc cases closer together sinceneither the Extraction Lexical Rules nor the Missing Object Lexical Rules have any impacton the subcat list. In order to identify possible a-type parasitic gap antecedents all that isrequired is to cause the Extraction Lexical Rules and the Missing Object Lexical Rules tomark the displaced np as [pnull plus ] and because of structure-sharing this marking willbe apparent in the subcat list as well. For the unbounded dependency case, an np wouldbe marked as [pnull plus ] when it moves from subj or comps to inherjslash and for themoc case an np would become [pnull plus ] when it moves from comps to subj. In this waythe missing object can be made available as an antecedent to an a-type parasitic gap eventhough the mechanism which gives rise to the missing object is quite di�erent from the slashmechanism employed in true unbounded dependencies. The sign that would be output from



208an application of the Complement Extraction Lexical Rule to the sign for the verb defeatwould be (4) (where pnull abbreviates [pnull plus ]). The output of the molr for the sameverb would be as shown in (5).(4) 266666666664 PHON hdefeatiSYNSEM 2666666664 LOCAL 26664 CAT 26664 HEAD verbSUBCAT h 1 NP; 2 NP[pnull]iSUBJ h 1 iCOMPS hiSPR hi 37775 37775NONLOC � INHER h SLASH f 2 g i � 3777777775 377777777775(5) 26666664 PHON hdefeatiSYNSEM 266664 LOCAL 26664 CAT 26664 HEAD verbSUBCAT h 1 NP; 2 NP[pnull]iSUBJ h 1 ; 2 iCOMPS hiSPR hi 37775 37775 377775 37777775If the Extraction Lexical Rules and the Missing Object Lexical Rules mark an element onthe subcat list as [pnull plus ], an obvious question to ask is whether this is a generalphenomenon which occurs with lexical rules that perform a similar rearrangement of elements.The lexical rule that comes to mind here is the passive one. In Section 5.2 I discussed thesimilarities and di�erences between mocs and passive and showed that both involve thepromotion of an object out of the vp. However, in the case of the moc lexical rule there isno reordering of elements on the subcat list while with the passive lexical rule we have toassume that the subcat list is reordered since otherwise we would be unable to explain howthe passive subject can o-command and bind the reexive in (6).(6) Kimi was betrayed by himselfiSince the movement of an object occurs in the subcat list as well as between subj and comps,there seems to be no need to mark the promoted object as [pnull plus ] and indeed, the factthat a-type parasitic gaps do not occur with passive would seem to con�rm this view. It ishard to construct examples to demonstrate that an a-type parasitic gap cannot occur with apassive because the kind of mutually non-o-commanding con�gurations that are required donot easily arise since the passive subject o-commands everything in the passive vp. However,the following example seems to provide the required demonstration:(7) *I told opponents of p that the general was defeated .



209Here the parasitic gap occurs in a position which does not o-command the passive subject orthe position from which it was promoted and the parasitic gap is not itself o-commanded byanything in the passive clause. If an a-type parasitic gap were possible with passive then thisexample would provide a favourable con�guration but the result is ill-formed. Therefore, thepnull approach to identifying the antecedent of an a-type parasitic gap must ensure that thepassive lexical rule does not mark the promoted object as [pnull plus ].8.1.2 The Resumptive Pronoun ApproachIn Section 7.1.3 I suggested that an alternative to the feature marking approach to constrai-ning antecedents to a-type parasitic gaps was to pursue Engdahl's observations about theresumptive behaviour of parasitic gaps. With simple cases of a-type parasitic gaps such as(8a) the parasitic gap seems to be playing a resumptive role to rescue a sentence which wouldotherwise be a weak cross-over violation, as shown in (8b).(8) a. Which general did opponents of p try to defeat ?b. *Which generali did opponents of himi try to defeat ?If we try to produce a similar explanation of examples involving mocs the results are muchthe same:(9) a. The general is hard for opponents of p to defeat mo.b. *The generali is hard for opponents of himi to defeat mo.However, the results of a small survey of �ve English speakers indicates that the two casesare not exactly parallel. A �rst di�erence is that while some speakers reject both (8a) and(9a) there are some speakers who accept (8a) but reject (9a). This seems to suggest eitherthat the resumptive explanation is not really appropriate or that the non-parasitic version of(9a) is less in need of rescuing than the non-parasitic version of (8a). (8b) and (9b) seem tobe equally bad but there is a di�erence between the two cases when possessive pronouns areused instead of non-possessives:(10) a. ?*Which generali did opponents of hisi try to defeat ?b. ?*Which generali did hisi opponents try to defeat ?(11) a. ??The generali is hard for opponents of hisi to defeat mo.b. ?The generali is hard for hisi opponents to defeat mo.



210As shown in (10), for the non-moc cases the weak cross-over e�ect is slightly less pronouncedwhen either a possessive determiner or a possessive pronoun is used but for moc cases, as in(11), the e�ect begins to disappear and (11b) in particular is acceptable to some speakers.Interestingly, in my small sample of speakers, the ones who rejected (9a) tended to �nd(11a&b) acceptable and, conversely, the ones who accepted (9a) were less certain about(11a&b). Although it is not wise to base any conclusions on such a small and informalsurvey, it does seem that this supports the resumptive theory. However, as I pointed out inSection 7.1.3 it is not clear how to formalise the resumptive theory so as to guarantee thata-type parasitic gaps occur only in a rescue capacity.8.1.3 Interactions with Raising and EquiMissing object constructions di�er from unbounded dependencies in that the missing objectstructure-shares with the subject of the mo predicate: in (1){(3), the general, which is thesubject of hard, must also be interpreted as the missing object of the verb defeat. In Sec-tion 5.3.1 I discussed the question of whether the control relationship in mocs was Raising orEqui and it happens that the analysis of a-type parasitic gaps such as the one in (2) impingeson the Raising versus Equi debate. If the control relationship in (2) was an Equi one then thesubject of hard would be coindexed to the missing object and the parasitic gap would �nditself coindexed to that subject as well as to the missing object. Since the subject o-commandsall the other positions this would violate the condition that an a-type parasitic gap may notbe bound to an o-commander. So if the relationship was Equi, (2) would be predicted to beill-formed.2 However, in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 I argued that the control relationship formo predicates like hard is a Raising relationship not an Equi one and this means that hard'ssubject does not appear on its subcat list and this in turn means that the a-type parasiticgap in (2) is coindexed only to the missing object and not to anything else. Therefore theexample is predicted to be well-formed.Interestingly there is one set of data which on the surface of it seems rather idiosyncratic butwhich follows from my analysis. These data are shown in (12).2As I noted in Section 5.3.1, there are some mo adjectives, for examples pretty, which are bestanalysed as involving an Equi relation. However, it turns out that it is impossible to test whethera-type parasitic gaps can occur with these: they do not subcategorise a for-phrase and it is impossibleto insert additional material between the subject and the missing object because they are strictlybounded.



211(12) a. The general seems to be hard for opponents of p to defeat mo.b. *The general tries to be hard for opponents of p to defeat mo.c. The general tries to be hard (for his opponents) to defeat mo.The examples in (12) show that it is not possible to have an a-type parasitic gap in thefor-pp if an Equi verb intervenes between the subject and the tough adjective even though itis possible to place a Raising verb in this position. As (12c) demonstrates there is nothingwrong with a close equivalent of (12b) which does not involve a parasitic gap.3 This pattern ofgrammaticality follows from the fact that the Equi verb causes the subject of hard to appearon a higher subcat list and to o-command the a-type parasitic gap. This can be seen whenwe consider the content of the subcat lists involved:(13) a. 1 ....................................opponent: 2 1 2..............................missing object/general
.............................. ........................................................................ .................................... .............................. .............................. ............................................................................................................ ..................................................................
VPseem: hard: PP , VPdefeat: NPNP , NPPGb. ....................................try: 1 ....................................opponent: 2 1 2NP2NP ..............................missing object/general

.............................. ........................................................................ .............................. .............................. ............................................................................................................ ..................................................................
VPhard: PP , VPdefeat: NPNP ,PG(13a) shows that in the Raising case, although the parasitic gap and the missing object arecoindexed, neither one o-commands the other, therefore the sentence is well-formed. (13b),3In Section 5.3.2, I showed that examples such as (12c) did not violate the role assignment constrainton Equi controllees because of the revised signs I gave for tough adjectives. These revised signs treatthe tough control relationship as Raising as far as the subcat list is concerned but allow the controllerto be role-assigned with respect to the enablement predicate in the semantic part of the sign. Sincethe role assignment constraint on Equi controllees is not violated by (12c) this constraint cannot beused to explain the ill-formedness of (12b).



212on the other hand, shows that the Equi verb try requires that its subject be coindexed withthe subject of its vp complement. This causes the parasitic gap to be coindexed not justwith the missing object but also with the np on the subcat list of try and, since this npo-commands the parasitic gap, the example violates the binding theory and is ill-formed.8.1.4 Certain HeroesPollard and Sag (1994) discuss some examples which they term the `certain heroes' examples:4(14) a. There are [ certain heroes ]i that Kim �nds [ long stories about i ]j very easyto listen to j .b. There are [ certain heroes ]i that Kim �nds [ long stories about i ]j too boringto listen to j .Pollard and Sag discuss these examples as if they are parasitic gaps even though the two gapshave di�erent antecedents. To see the issue behind these examples, contrast them with a-typeparasitic gaps in object raising controllers:(15) a. *Here's the jerk that I expected my pictures of to bother you.b. Here's the jerk that I expected my pictures of you to bother .c. Here's the jerk that I expected my pictures of p to bother .Pollard and Sag predict the grammaticality pattern in (15) because of their Subject Condition.The object of expect ought to be a perfectly good site for a lone gap but it is not because,through the Raising relation, it is also the subject of bother. The Subject Condition, whichpermits a lexical head's subject to be slashed only if one of the complement's is also slashed,blocks (15a) because bother has a slashed subject but no slashed complement. (15b) is �ne4Such examples were originally discussed by Hukari and Levine (1991). Hukari and Levine contrastthe `certain heroes' examples with the extractions from topicalised objects in (i) and (ii):(i) *Whoi did you decide that [ pictures of i ]j you could do without j?(ii) *Robin is the person who(m)i I decided that [ pictures of i ]j I could do without j .I believe that Pollard and Sag's theory would permit (i) and (ii) to be generated and it is also the casethat my analysis would permit them. Hukari and Levine seek to explain these examples in terms ofa prohibition on gaps within �llers couched in terms of an anti-recursion constraint on slash. (Theyclaim the well-formedness of the `certain heroes' examples follows from their using the feature gapfor mocs instead of slash.) Since my analysis of mocs does not involve identifying the raised missingobject as a �ller, I can follow Hukari and Levine's lead and block (i) and (ii) as violations of a gapwithin �ller constraint without jeopardising the well-formedness of the `certain heroes' examples. Iwould suggest that the best way to implement the constraint is to require the �ller in a head-�ller-structure to have an empty slash value. Hukari and Levine note that some speakers do not totallyreject (i) and (ii) and I assume that for these speakers the extra restriction in the head-�ller schemais absent.



213because the subject of bother is unslashed and (15c) is also �ne because both the subject andthe complement are slashed.The partial tree in (16) illustrates the relevant part of Pollard and Sag's analysis of (14a).5The verb �nd is an object raising verb and there is a gap in the element which is boththe controller and the subject of the controlled complement. By analogy with the examplesin (15), this gap should only be permitted if there is also a gap in a complement of thecontrolled complement and indeed, with their slash analysis of mocs, there is a gap in itsvp complement. The slash path which corresponds to the extracted object of listen to iscontained within the ap and therefore never occurs in the same local tree as the slash pathconnecting certain heroes to the gap after about. Nevertheless, Pollard and Sag are able torelate the two gaps through the subj and comps features on easy and therefore claim thatthe one gap licenses the other.(16) ........................ ........................2INHERjSLASH fSUBJ geasy 3........................ ................................................ ........................COMPS 2SUBJDegPvery ........................ ........................2INHERjSLASH fSUBJ gAP 3NP2 1INHERjSLASH f g................................................................................ ................................................................................long stories about 1INHERjSLASH f gVP
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ................................................................................ ................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
A AP VPINHERjSLASH f gNPto listen to

V�nds
Although the Pollard and Sag account of the examples in (14) is very ingenious, there arecertain problems with it. The �rst problem is the implicit claim that the �rst gap is aparasitic gap which is at odds with the usual assumption that parasitic gaps have the samereferential properties as the gap that licenses them. A second problem which Pollard andSag themselves note is that their theory cannot account for examples such as (17) where anauxiliary intervenes between the subject of the tough adjective and the ap containing themissing object:5This tree is very similar to one produced in Pollard and Sag (1994) except I have replaced theirstandard version use of subcat with the C9 valence features subj and comps.



214(17) a. There are [ certain heroes ]i that [ long stories about i ]j are very easy tolisten to j .b. There are [ certain heroes ]i that [ long stories about i ]j are too boring tolisten to j .(18)
........................ ........................2INHERjSLASH fSUBJ gDegPvery ........................ ........................2INHERjSLASH fSUBJ gAP 3

........................ ........................2INHERjSLASH fSUBJ gVP
easy 3........................ ................................................ ........................COMPS 2SUBJ

NP2 1INHERjSLASH f g................................................................................ ................................................................................long stories about 1INHERjSLASH f gS
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ................................................................................ ................................................................................
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As the tree in (18) shows, although there is no problem with respect to the subj and compsspeci�cations on easy, there is a problem with these features on are: are has a subject whichhas a non-empty slash value but a complement which is unslashed and this violates theSubject Condition. This problem suggests that it is purely an accident that (14) is renderedacceptable as a side e�ect of the Pollard and Sag treatment of parasitic gaps and I wouldsuggest that a solution to the question of why (14) and (17) are acceptable should be soughtelsewhere.The obvious explanation for the violation of constraints blocking gaps in subjects in (14) and(17) is that these subjects are raised objects and that somehow it is their status as objectsthat counts for slash propagation. On this view the gaps in long stories about are no morestrange than the gaps in the non-mo versions of these examples:(19) a. There are [ certain heroes ]i that it is very easy to listen to long stories abouti.b. There are [ certain heroes ]i that it is too boring to listen to long stories abouti.



215With the revisions to hpsg that I have developed in this thesis, it is possible to account forthe `certain heroes' examples. The tree in (20) shows the relevant part of my analysis of (17a)with the values for subj, comps, subcat and inherjslash indicated for each node, except Ihave omitted comps and inherjslash where they have empty values.(20)
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Notice that the only slash path is the one which propagates upwards from the gap in thenp long stories about . Because this path connects up with the �ller certain heroes (notshown in (20)) and because there is no other slash gap, there is no temptation to think ofthis gap as a parasitic gap. The structure-sharings in the subj and subcat lists in the treefollow from various aspects of my analyses of mocs, Raising and binding. In Section 1.4, Iargued that subcat propagates unmodi�ed from a lexical head to its phrasal projection. Inmy analysis of mocs in Chapter 5, I motivated the promotion of the missing object to thesubj list as indicated on the vp listen to and I argued that the subcat list is una�ected bythis promotion which is why it has the order 1 , 2 and not the reverse. In my treatment ofauxiliaries in Chapter 3, I argued that an auxiliary inherits both its subj list and its subcatlist from its complement and this explains the feature values for the auxiliaries are and to



216in the tree. In Chapter 3, I also proposed that Raising controllers should not appear in thesubcat list of the Raising predicate and in Chapter 5, I showed that tough adjectives imposea Raising relationship between the missing object and the subject of the tough adjective whichis its controller. For this reason the missing object ( 2 ) does not appear in the subcat listof easy nor does it appear in the subcat lists of any of the nodes dominating easy. On theother hand, it does appear in all the subj lists in the tree.In order to permit extraction from tough subjects while preventing extractions from truesubjects, it is necessary to add a constraint to the grammar. In Chapter 7, I argued thatthe analysis of a-type parasitic gaps as anaphors would mean that Pollard and Sag's SubjectCondition could be replaced by a much stronger condition banning all extractions from sub-jects. A possible candidate for this condition would be Pollard and Sag's Slash InheritancePrinciple (sip) which they propose early in their book and which they later reject in favourof the Subject Condition. The sip is shown in (21).(21) Slash Inheritance PrincipleEvery member of the inherjslash set on a headed constituent must beinherited from (i.e. belong to the inherjslash set of) a daughter that iseither (a) strictly subcategorised by a substantive head, or (b) the head.This principle is formulated in the standard version of hpsg and therefore refers to the subcatlist rather than to the C9 valence features. (An element is strictly subcategorised if it is a non-initial member of subcat.). Since the subcat list is retained in addition to the C9 valencefeatures there is a choice of whether to keep the original subcat-based formulation of the sipor whether to reformulate it in terms of the subj list. For the case in hand, the tree in (20),the original subcat-based formulation is to be preferred since only with that formulationwould the extraction from the tough subject be possible. If the sip was formulated so as toprevent extraction from subj members then (20) would be judged ill-formed since the slashednp marked as 2 occurs in several subj lists. If, on the other hand, the sip continues to beformulated so as to block extractions from initial members of subcat then the tree in (20) iswell-formed because at no point does the np 2 occur as an initial member of a subcat list.While the unabridged version of the sip yields the desired results for (20), there are non-mocexamples where it would make the wrong predictions given my assumptions about the typeof elements which occur in subcat lists. Consider the examples in (22):(22) a. Which book was it obvious that Kim hadn't read ?b. Which book would it be amusing to read to the children?



217Since expletive elements are not role-assigned, I proposed in Chapter 1 that they should notappear in subcat lists. This means, however, that the sentential and vp complements in(22) are initial subcat members even though they are not subjects. This in turn means thatthe sip wrongly predicts that extractions from them should be ill-formed. In order to ensurethat both (20) and (22) are predicted to be well-formed it is necessary either to abandon theassumption that expletives do not occur in subcat lists or to replace the sip with a newconstraint on extractions from subjects which does not exclude extraction from complementswhich happen to be initial subcat members. Since I wish to preserve the intuition thatthe subcat list is the binding theory domain and since expletives are of no relevance to thebinding theory, I prefer not to reintroduce expletives to the subcat list and instead I willpursue the second option and formulate a new constraint. In order to do this, it is helpfulto develop the notion of a `true' subject. In the pre-C9 version of the theory the closestapproximation of true subject is the initial member of subcat but, as Pollard and Sag show,this de�nition is inadequate and for this reason they introduce the C9 valence features. In theC9 version of the theory the single subj member is the true subject but this notion is mademore obscure by my changes to the theory which allow for more than one subj member andwhich allow a mismatch between valence features and the subcat list. I propose thereforethat the de�nition of true subject should make reference to both the subj list and the subcatlist: a true subject is an element which is both a member of the subj list of a lexical head andthe initial member of its subcat list. By this de�nition, predicates with expletive subjectssuch as obvious and amusing in (22) do not have a true subject and nor do tough adjectives.With the de�nition of true subject in place, the new constraint can be formulated as follows:(23) The True Subject ConditionA true subject has an empty inherjslash set.This constraint will not block the extraction in (20) since the tough subject is not a true subjectnor will it block extraction from the complements in (22) since these are complements andnot true subjects. It will, however, block more standard examples of extraction from subjectssuch as (24):(24) a. *Which country was the king of bald?b. *Who were discussions about held in secret?Notice that the formulation of the True Subject Condition e�ectively permits extractions from



218non-role-assigned subjects which were formerly objects but it does not permit extractions fromnon-role-assigned nps which are true subjects for some other lexical head in the sentence:(25) a. *There are certain heroes that long stories about tend to be boring.b. *Here's the jerk that I expected my pictures of to bother you.In (25a), the subject of tend is non-role-assigned because tend is a raising verb and so it isnot a true subject for tend. However, by virtue of the raising pattern of structure sharing,the subject is also the subject of boring and for this lexical head it is the true subject andcannot therefore be slashed. A similar explanation is available for the object raising examplein (25b) (which reproduces (15a) above). Here the object of expect cannot count as a truesubject of expect but it is the true subject of bother and cannot therefore be slashed.It follows from my analysis that `certain heroes' examples will only be well-formed so long asthe slashed subject is not a true subject and this e�ectively rules out any examples involvingEqui predicates. As soon as an Equi mo predicate rather than a Raising one is introduced itssubject is role-assigned and occurs in the subcat list. This makes it the true subject of themo predicate and it cannot therefore be slashed:6(26) a. *I have a friend that the sister of is very pretty to look at.b. *There are certain heroes that long stories about need telling.Similarly, an extra Raising predicate may successfully be introduced between the slashedtough subject and the mo ap but an Equi one may not:7(27) a. There are certain heroes that long stories about tend to be hard to listen to.b. *I have a friend that the sister of tries to be easy to talk to.To summarise the discussion in this section, I have questioned Pollard and Sag's treatmentof the `certain heroes' examples as parasitic gap constructions and I have shown that my6Notice that the contrast between (26) and (17) provides further evidence for my claim that thecontrol relation in tough constructions is Raising, not Equi.7As I discussed in Section 5.3.2, on a simple analysis of tough adjectives as Raising predicates,examples such as (27b) ought to be ruled out by the role assignment constraint on Equi controlleesintroduced in Chapter 3. However, I produced more complex signs for tough adjectives where the toughsubject/missing object is treated syntactically as a Raising controller/controllee but where it is roleassigned in a higher enablement predicate in the content part of the sign. This means that examplessuch as (i) are not rejected by the role assignment constraint on Equi controllees and it also meansthat the True Subject Condition must be responsible for the ill-formedness of (27b).(i) I have a friend whose sister tries to be easy to talk to.



219treatment of parasitic gaps permits the Subject Condition to be replaced by the True SubjectCondition which blocks extractions from all true subjects. With my analysis of mocs and therequirement that Raising controllers should not appear in subcat lists the `certain heroes'examples are predicted to be well-formed. Furthermore, I have shown that, as my theorypredicts, the introduction of Equi predicates into these examples leads to ill-formedness.8.2 C-type Parasitic GapsC-type parasitic gaps occur quite freely with mocs as (3) and the examples in (28) illustrate.(28) a. Those reports are easy to �le mo without reading mo.b. That oor would be impossible to polish mo without cleaning mo.c. Kim isn't hard for you to upset mo by criticising mo.I take it that the second gaps in these examples are atb gaps rather than some kind ofparasitic gaps since the restrictions on mo gaps documented in Chapter 4 apply just as muchto the second gap as to the �rst. One such restriction is that mo gaps may not occur in �niteclauses and, accordingly, examples which parallel those in (28) except for having a �niteadjunct are unacceptable:(29) a. *Some stories are hard to forget mo after you read .b. *Lions �nd gazelles hard to kill mo before they devour .If the gaps in the adjuncts in (29) were not atb mo gaps then there would be no reason toexpect the �niteness restriction to apply. A further reason for supposing that the pattern in(28) is an atb one is that mocs are also able to interact with coordination in an atb fashion:(30) a. Those reports are easy to �le mo and not read mo.b. That food was too expensive for you to cook mo and then throw away mo.c. That kind of toy is easy to buy mo one day and break mo the next.The existence of examples such as those in (28) and (30) and the strong parallels with simplercases of atb extraction and c-type parasitic gap formation that I discussed in Section 7.2,might seem to suggest that if the slash mechanism underlies the simple cases then it mustalso underlie the moc cases. However, I have argued that the missing objects in mocs arenot slash gaps but promoted objects and this analysis precludes the possibility that slashpropagation is responsible for (28) and (30).



220In Section 7.2.4 I argued that c-type vps are conjunctive and that this accounts for the factthat atb patterns of extraction are found in both coordinate structures and c-type vps. Forthe moc cases, which I analyse as involving control rather than extraction, I propose thatthe atb patterns also arise as a result of the conjunctive nature of c-type vps because thedaughters in conjunctive structures share control properties. Here I am extending the usageof the term atb so as to de�ne a concept of across-the-board control. An atb control analysisis simply a natural extension of the fact that conjoined controlled complements, as in (31a),are required to share the same controller and that the two daughter vps in c-type vps as in(31b), must also share their controller.(31) a. Kim expected Sandy to peel the avocado and put it in the salad.b. Kim expected Sandy to peel the avocado before putting it in the salad.Controllable elements, whether missing subjects or missing objects, appear in the subj lists ofcontrolled complements and so an account of an atb pattern of control must make referenceto the subj list. As with the non-moc cases, if the pattern in these examples was alwaysatb then the phenomenon would be easily handled by a simple requirement that daughtersin conjunctive structures share their subj value with their mother. Such a requirement wouldimmediately account for the data in (28), (30) and (31). The problem is that just as atbviolations are permitted for extractions, so they are permitted for mocs. (32) and (33) showsome non-atb versions of (28b) and (30b):(32) a. That oor would be impossible to polish mo without using a machine.b. ??That oor would be impossible to invite guests round without cleaning mo.(33) a. ?That food was too expensive for you to cook mo and then go out for a mealinstead.b. ?That food was too expensive for you to go out to supper and then not wantmo.Judgements seem to be less robust for these examples than for atb extractions but it appearsthat for some speakers the missing object can occur in just one of the daughters in bothc-type vp examples and true coordinate examples. The most acceptable non-atb examplesare ones where there is no missing object in a c-type adjunct, as illustrated in (32a). This isconsonant with the non-symmetry between the daughters in head-adjunct structures and withthe greater prominence of the head daughter. The missing object in just the adjunct in (32b)is barely acceptable and indeed, my analysis will not generate it without extra modi�cations.



221The non-atb patterns in the coordinations in (33), although better than (32b), are alsonot very acceptable. Interestingly the case where the missing object occurs in just the leftconjunct is not signi�cantly worse that the case where it appears in just the right conjunct.In general, apart from single missing objects in the heads of head-adjunct structures, non-atbpatterns seem to be worse with mocs than they are with simple extractions. Below I discuss�rst an analysis of the c-type vp cases (i.e. the examples of c-type parasitic gaps), and afterthat I turn my attention to the coordinate cases.The proposed account of missing objects in c-type vps depends on the use of an operationwhich I call `list union'.8 The idea is that something similar to set union is needed exceptthat the subj feature has lists as value and so a union operation for lists must be de�ned.Recall that I used set union in the Conjunction Principle in order to allow, but not require,split slash paths in conjunctive structures. In the case of subj, the missing object controlrelation can be optionally shared between two daughters and list union is an operation thatcan achieve this.9 The e�ects of a requirement that the subj value on the mother should bethe list union of the subj values of the two daughters can be illustrated according to the threepossibilities for the mother: either the mother has an empty subj list, or it has a one-membersubj list or it has a two member subj list. The tables in (34){(36) demonstrate what thepossible values are for the daughters given each possibility for the mother. (34) shows that ifthe mother has an empty subj list then the daughters must too. (35) shows that if the motherhas a one-member subj list then the daughters' subj lists must either be the same or empty.As (36) shows, the possibilities become more numerous with a two-member subj list on themother. In this case, no element may appear on a daughter and not on the mother and eachelement that appears on the mother must appear on at least one daughter. Furthermore, theorder of the list on the mother is maintained on the daughters.(34) h i l-union h i = h i8I am again grateful to Suresh Manandhar for his help with the formal aspects of this analysis.9A Prolog de�nition of list union is as follows:list union([], [], []).list union([X|T], [X|R1], [X|R2]):-list union(T,R1,R2).list union([X|T], R1, [X|R2]):-list union(T,R1,R2).list union([X|T], [X|R1], R2):-list union(T,R1,R2).



222(35) a. h 1 i l-union h 1 i = h 1 ib. h i l-union h 1 i = h 1 ic. h 1 i l-union h i = h 1 i(36) a. h 1 , 2 i l-union h 1 , 2 i = h 1 , 2 ib. h 1 i l-union h 1 , 2 i = h 1 , 2 ic. h 1 , 2 i l-union h 1 i = h 1 , 2 id. h 2 i l-union h 1 , 2 i = h 1 , 2 ie. h 1 , 2 i l-union h 2 i = h 1 , 2 if. h i l-union h 1 , 2 i = h 1 , 2 ig. h 1 , 2 i l-union h i = h 1 , 2 ih. h 1 i l-union h 2 i = h 1 , 2 ii. h 2 i l-union h 1 i = h 1 , 2 iThe set of results given by list union is clearly too large but other independent factors alsoconstrain the subj lists of the constituents in question and these other constraints narrowdown the possibilities much further. Any analysis of c-type vp head-adjunct structures wouldensure that the head vp and the adjunct vp share the same subject, i.e. the �rst subj member.I assume that this structure-sharing is encoded in the signs for prepositions like without. Thisconstraint would rule out those entries in the tables in (35) and (36) where 1 does notappear in both of the daughters' lists. This means that the number of possible distributionsof subj members is quite drastically reduced. If the mother node is not an mo-vp andhas only a one-member subj list then the only possibility is the one shown in (35a) whereboth daughters share that subject. If the mother is an mo-vp and has a two-member subjlist then there are three possible speci�cations on the daughters corresponding to (36a,b,c).Furthermore, the Valence Principle requires the mother and head to have the same subjvalues so (36b) is actually not a possibility either.10 This leaves two possibilities: (36a) is theatb case responsible for the examples in (28) and (36c) permits non-atb examples like (32a).In order to implement the new analysis, all that is needed is an addition to the �rst clause ofthe Conjunction Principle. The revised version is shown in (37) and it is unchanged exceptfor the requirement that the subj value on the mother of a conjunctive structure should bethe list union of the subj values of the daughters.10For those speakers who �nd examples like (32b) acceptable the Valence Principle would have tobe relaxed in an appropriate way.



223(37) Conjunction Principle (�nal version)(i) In a conjunctive structure, the synsemjnonlocaljinherited valueon the mother is the set union of the synsemjnonlocaljinheritedvalues on the daughters and the subj value on the mother is the listunion of the subj values on the daughters.(ii) In a symmetric structure, the synsemjnonlocaljinheritedvalue on each daughter is token identical to thesynsemjnonlocaljinherited value on the mother.(iii) In an asymmetric structure, the synsemjnonlocaljinheritedvalue of the background daughter is the empty set.Turning now to the true coordinate cases in (30) and (33), there is a choice between a strictapproach and a lenient one depending on how one views the non-atb examples in (33).The strict approach would forbid any non-atb mocs in coordinative structures and it wouldpredict that (33a&b) are ill-formed because they are not atb. In this case an explanationof why there are some speakers who accept (33a&b) would be needed and perhaps suchan explanation might be that these speakers accept them because of the analogy with theextraction examples. The lenient approach would permit all non-atb mocs and would �nd(33a&b) acceptable. In this case an explanation would be needed to explain why so manyspeakers reject the non-atb cases. Since all speakers prefer the atb cases it may be su�cientto attribute it to di�culties in processing when an expectation of symmetry is not realised.The strict approach is already encoded in the grammar thanks to the revised CoordinationPrinciple which I gave in footnote 15 of Section 7.2.4. Although in principle the list unionrequirement in the �rst clause allows both atb and non-atb missing objects in coordinations,the Coordination Principle requires the category value of the mother to subsume the cate-gory values of all the daughters. Since the subj feature is part of the category value, thismeans that a daughter cannot have a smaller subj list than the mother. If the mother hastwo subj members, so must the daughters and the atb pattern is the only possibility. If thelenient approach is deemed more appropriate, the Coordination Principle could be modi�edso that the subsumption requirement holds just for the �rst element in the subj lists of themother and daughters. If just the �rst subj members were required to be shared then thelist union constraint in the �rst clause of the Conjunction Principle would ensure that anysecond member was shared with at least one daughter and possibly with both. This wouldmean that all of the examples in (30) and (33) would be grammatical.



Chapter 9Concluding RemarksIn their Chapter 9, Pollard and Sag (1994) outline revisions that they believe improve thedescriptive adequacy of the theory but they do not have space to work out these revisionsin detail. The analysis of mocs that I develop in this thesis could not have been expressedin the standard version of the theory and so, if I have been at all persuasive in promotingmy analysis, the research reported here lends support to the C9 revisions. By retaining thesubcat list in addition to the new valence features, Pollard and Sag allow the two roles ofthe old subcat feature to be �rmly separated out. They themselves do not make much of thenew opportunities that result, but for me it has turned out to be very productive to be able toassume that not all syntactic arguments are included in the binding domain. Pollard and Sagare keen to de�ne a binding theory which is totally non-con�gurational but they also arguethat a binding theory based on semantic rather than syntactic relations is not appropriate.As I see it, the new-style subcat list acts as a meeting point between syntactic and semanticvalency and is the basis for a binding theory which draws on information from both sources.In the course of this thesis I have proposed a number of modi�cations to the hpsg grammarin Pollard and Sag (1994). Some of these are fairly minor while some of them are extensive.The minor modi�cations include the structural approach to case-marking, the changes to thesubcat list and the revisions to control theory described in Chapter 3. While these are relati-vely minor changes, they do have some far-reaching consequences. The shift away from lexicalassignment of case means that case-marking can no longer be an issue in debates about Equiversus Raising. The changes to subcat permit a much simpler de�nition of o-command andinteract with the account of Raising. The decision to exclude Raising controllers from subcatprovides an explanation for the ill-formedness of sequences of Equi and Raising predicates:to my knowledge these examples have not been noticed before, much less explained. While I224



225did not include the word `control' in the title of this thesis, I believe that I have made a notinsigni�cant contribution to this part of the theory.The control analysis of mocs involves much larger changes to hpsg but I hope to haveshown that there is much to be gained from abandoning the udc account. As I explained inChapter 5 quite a lot follows once the basic analysis is in place. In particular the parallelswith passive are very interesting and it is encouraging that I am able to show how the objectsof prepositions can be promoted both in pseudo-passives and in some mocs. The analysisof Italian mocs and related constructions in Section 5.4 is unfortunately rather sketchy butI believe the Italian and Spanish data to be very strong evidence in favour of the non-udcaccount of mocs. It is remarkable that the English moc analysis works so easily for Italianand Spanish and that an account of restructuring verbs was already inherent in the signs Igave for English control verbs.The moc analysis has been brewing now for several years but the new account of parasitic gapsis comparatively recent. I hope to have demonstrated that interactions between parasitic gapsand mocs do not seriously threaten the moc analysis. I believe that the distinction between a-type and c-type parasitic gaps is a fruitful one to make. The similarities between coordinategaps and c-type parasitic gaps are so strong that it seems inevitable that they should beanalysed together. Since hpsg does not have a very detailed account of coordination it is hardto formulate a uni�ed analysis but anyone who has studied the gpsg account of coordinationis well-equipped to `give it a go' and I believe that my treatment tends in the right direction.I am less happy with the treatment I propose for a-type parasitic gaps and in particular it isdisappointing that I could not �nd a satisfactory way to guarantee that a-type parasitic gapsonly occur with null antecedents.There are several parts of this thesis that I feel would bene�t from further research: thestructural account of case-marking might be more elegantly expressed; a treatment of purposein�nitives as adjuncts should be developed; the Italian and Spanish account needs to be testedand eshed out; the a-type parasitic gap problem is not properly resolved; and the accountof gaps in conjunctive structures deserves more attention.
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